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INTRODUCTION

The Algonkian people speaking the language described here first came to the attention of Europeans during the 18th century; since then there has been considerable vacillation in the literature regarding the designation of these Indians. The earlier references to people who were probably Blackfeet name them with Cree terms which have been translated as 'alien,' 'enemy,' or 'slave.' (Lagardeur de Saint Pierre, Anthony Hendry, both c. 1750-1755). The designation 'Slave' was used as late as the first two decades of the 19th century (Alexander Henry, John Richardson, et al.). Other writers designate them by one or the other of the native self-designations. Matthew Cocking, the earliest in this tradition (1772-1773) gives the names of the Blackfoot tribes in Cree translation (Conquest of the Great Northwest, Vol. 1, p. 75%), as does Richardson, the ethnologist and surgeon with the Franklin expedition of 1819 (A Narrative of a Journey to the Shores of the Polar Seas, Vol. 1, p. 168). Cree names were succeeded by English translations of the latter or by renderings of the actual Blackfoot names. Now quite familiar are Piegan (rhymes with they can), from the native pii?kán?i; Blood, a translation of the Cree name mîhkiwînowak 'red people'; Siksika, and Blackfoot/Blackfeet, which are the English equivalents of the last given native term. In this
study the American and Canadian groups together will be called
Blackfeet, singular Blackfoot, and the adjective will be
Blackfoot.

Whatever may have been their habitat at an earlier, pre-
historic period,¹ by the time the Blackfeet were contacted by

traders on the plains between the forks of the Saskatchewan (c.
1770) they were already mounted and a typical north-west plains
people following a nomadic way of life centered around pursuit
of the buffalo. By 1840 they had expanded their range westward
to the Continental Divide and southward beyond the Missouri,
displacing toward the south and west all the non-Blackfoot for-
mer inhabitants of these territories (Snake, Crow, Kootenai,
some Salish groups). At their cultural zenith between 1800
and 1840 they were an aggressive and far-ranging nation and an
effective barrier to the penetration and settlement by Europe-
ans of their vast territory at the foot of the American and
Canadian Rockies. It was happily at their zenith that the
Blackfeet were visited by men of such diversified talents as
the painters George Catlin and Karl Bodmer, the amateur eth-

¹No conclusive proof has been advanced as yet for a more
northern or eastern prehistoric home for the Blackfeet. The
question has been much discussed (Grinnell, Wissler, Hyde,
Lewis, Ewers), but the most persuasive argument for such a
hypothesis remains the fact that all Algonkian congener of the
Blackfeet (Fox, Cree, Menomini, Ojibwa, Pottawatomie, Arapaho,
Cheyenne, etc.) can be traced historically to a region further
east than the historical home of the Blackfeet.
nographer Prince Maximilian of Wied-Neuwied, and the religious Pierre Jean de Smet and his diarist-artist Nicolas Point. Few native American groups have had their heyday so thoroughly recorded by such a variety of skilled contemporary observers.

At the present time there are many thousands of persons of Blackfoot descent, concentrated for the most part in Montana and the Province of Alberta. The American (South Piegan) reservation is located in north-west Montana in Glacier (formerly Teton) County, and includes most of the county.\(^2\) The Canadian reserves are much smaller than the American reservation. Closest geographically to the latter is the Blood Reserve, which is located just across the international boundary at Cardston, Alberta.

This is the largest Blackfoot-speaking reserve in Canada, and indeed the largest Indian reservation in the country. North and slightly west of the Blood reserve is the reserve of the North Piegans, located at Brockett, west of Fort Macleod, Alberta. The third Canadian reserve is east and slightly south of Calgary; here on the Bow River near Gleichen (pronounced glee-son), Alberta, live the Northern Blackfeet. The same language, with small differences, is spoken on all the re-
servations on both sides of the border. Genetically the American Blackfeet are mostly of mixed Indian and European origin. In Canada, due to different historical and political conditions, the Blackfeet are both more racially pure and more culturally intact. Not surprisingly, the position and state of the Blackfoot language on both sides of the border differ accordingly. Among the American Blackfeet the language is on the decline, whereas among the Canadian Blackfeet it is still vigorous. There are few persons in Montana who are monolingual in Blackfoot, but there are many

3 The writer knew only three: Jim White Calf, Fish Wolf Robe, and Juniper Old Person, and heard of only two others: Chewing Black Bone and Joe Beaver. All were born before 1900, some before the reservation period began in earnest with the disappearance of the last wild buffalo, c. 1878. There may have been other monolinguals who were not mentioned by informants, but they could not have been numerous.

who are monolingual in English, if one excludes their smattering of Blackfoot words or phrases. Nevertheless, in the streets and stores of Browning, and out on the reservation, the language is often heard yet; generally the speakers are older and/or less culturally assimilated people, usually, but not always, fullbloods. Competence in Blackfoot decreases with the age of the individual (one does not always note a corresponding increased competence in English), although all individuals who have grown up in Indian society on the reservation have some knowledge of the language, much as is common in first and second generation immigrant families elsewhere in the United
Field work for the present study was all performed in Montana. There were three separate trips: June-August, 1960; June-August, 1961; and January-March, 1964. The work was sponsored in 1960 and 1961 by the Survey of California Indian Languages; a grant from the American Council of Learned Societies made the 1964 trip possible.

A number of informants were consulted, some, of course, more than others. Principal informants were the following individuals:

1. Irene Butterfly, a South Piegan fullblood born in 1899.
2. Grace Douglas, a woman of mixed South Piegan-European ancestry born around 1905.
3. Mary Ground, a woman thought to be of pure European ancestry, reared from infancy in a fullblood family (Gardipee), born around 1885.
4. Margaret Many Guns, wife of number 5, a woman of mixed Northern Blackfoot-Cree-European ancestry, born around 1910. She contributed a few Canadian forms which differ from current South Piegan usages.
5. Tom Many Guns, a South Piegan fullblood born around 1900.
6. Mae Williamson, a woman of mixed Northern Blackfoot-European ancestry (granddaughter of a sister of Chief Crow Big Foot), born around 1895 on the South Piegan reservation and
reared there.

Other individuals consulted on occasion were the following:

7. Darryl Blackman, a South Piegan fullblood (?) born around 1935.

8. Julia Iron Pipe, a South Piegan fullblood born around 1890.

9. George Kicking Woman, a South Piegan fullblood born around 1918.

10. Katie Lahr, a woman of mixed South Piegan-European ancestry born around 1898.

11. Lucille Last Star, a South Piegan fullblood born around 1900.


13. John No Runner, a South Piegan fullblood born in 1922.

14. Earl Old Person, a South Piegan fullblood born around 1925.

15. Annie Running Crane, sister of number 11, a South Piegan fullblood born around 1892.

16. Annie Sanderville, stepmother of number 10, a woman of mixed South Piegan-European ancestry born around 1900.

17. John Tarsy, son of one of Uhlenbeck's principal
informants, and himself an informant of Uhlenbeck when a boy, a South Piagan fullblood born around 1895.

18. James White Calf, Jr., a fullblood of mixed South Piagan-Blood ancestry born around 1920. He is a distant relative of number 6.

To all of these people I owe a debt of gratitude for their patience and many kindnesses.

Other individuals have been very helpful and it is a pleasure to mention them here. Most important has been Donald L. Frantz, of the Summer Institute of Linguistics. My thinking has often profited from discussions with him, and he has generously checked many particular points with informants when none were available to me. My sincerest thanks go to him and to his wife Patricia for their unstinting help and warm friendship.

Dr. Claude E. Schaeffer, former curator of the Museum of the Plains Indian, now retired, was most helpful during all my field work on the reservation. He was generous with the facilities and premises of the Museum of the Plains Indian, and gave valuable advice on field procedures. For these and many other services and kindnesses I am grateful.

The Department of Slavic Languages and Literatures of the University of Colorado has been of great help, particularly in the present academic year, by allowing me an unusually light teaching load and by furnishing funds for copying portions of
the present work. I am happy to acknowledge this support.

Finally, I wish to thank my committee. Dr. Mary R. Haas has been an unfailing source of inspiration and encouragement, and she is entitled to much of the credit for the accomplishment of this study. Dr. Murray Emeneau and Dr. Francis Whitfield both made instructive observations regarding the theoretical basis and the style of particular points in the description. Working with these people, both as graduate student and candidate, has been a privilege I shall always appreciate.
BIBLIOGRAPHY

Scholarly interest in the language of the Blackfoot Indians dates almost from their discovery by Europeans. This is due to a historical accident: their full emergence from "prehistoric" during the last quarter of the 18th century happens to coincide with the rise of modern linguistic science, with its interest, among others, in the genetic relationships of languages.

Blackfoot is of course an Algonkian language, the westernmost member of the stock.\(^1\) Evidence of this relationship is abundant in the phonology, grammar, and semantics of the language. It is rare, however, that inspection alone discloses this fact, and the necessity of rigorous comparison, together with the general paucity before 1845 of actual specimens of the language, hindered the correct classification of the language as Algonkian. Credit for the 1848 announcement of the Algonkian affinity of Blackfoot belongs to Albert Smith Gallatin, although the fact must have been known much earlier to some Cree-speaking Europeans who worked in the Hudson's Bay Company posts which served the Blackfeet.

The major portion of this section will consist of a list-
ing of all published works known to the author which treat the Blackfoot language. To be included, the work must be concerned primarily with some aspect of Blackfoot linguistics, or contain actual Blackfoot forms listed in other than a random or incidental way. Before turning to this enumeration, however, it would be well to list several standard ethnographic works on the Blackfeet. By consulting these works the interested reader can orient himself quite adequately on the historical and cultural context of the contemporary American and Canadian Blackfeet.

ETHNOGRAPHIC BIBLIOGRAPHY

For detailed ethnographic references the reader should consult:


Works listed below with comments are especially noteworthy.


This popularization is number 49 of the University of Oklahoma series Civilization of the American Indian. The work is devoted almost entirely to the South Piegan tribe of Montana.


This study is devoted to the Blood tribe of Alberta.


This is an anthropological and sociological study of the Northern Blackfeet of Alberta, based on notes taken before 1941. The study gives extensive background information on all the Canadian Blackfoot groups.

This work is an excellent historical study with attention to both American and Canadian Blackfeet.

It would be both unfair and a grave mistake to omit from mention the many valuable monographs written early in this century by Dr. Clark Wissler. These works should also be consulted for their wealth of information on all aspects of Blackfoot life (primarily South Piegan) up to the time of their writing. They have not been mentioned by title here because the more recent Ewers and Goldfrank bibliographies give full listings.

For glimpses into the actual life of the Blackfeet during the early 19th century the reader should look at the paintings made in situ by Bodmer, Catlin, and Father Point. Blackfoot folklore in English can be found in C. Wissler and D. C. Duvall, Mythology of the Blackfoot Indians, New York: 1908. Much rather romanticized Blackfoot history and folklore can be found in the extensive popular writings of James Willard Schultz, including Blackfoot Lodge Tales, New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1892. Another popularizing work of half a century ago is The Old North Trail: or Life, Legends, and Religion of the Blackfoot Indians, London: McMillan, 1910. This work is by Walter McClintock.
LINGUISTIC BIBLIOGRAPHY


Given is a list of 128 poorly transcribed Blackfoot words and expressions. According to R. G. Latham (q.v.), the list was prepared for Catlin by Kenneth McKenzie, employee of the American-Missouri Fur Company.


Given is a South Piegan vocabulary of 234 items. The transcription is sufficiently good to permit ready recognition of most items, although it is neither phonemic nor phonetic.


This very valuable collection of texts and other materials of ethnographic interest was collected in Montana in 1910 in conjunction with C. C. Uhlenbeck (q.v.). This appears to be this distinguished Dutch anthropologist's only publication on the Blackfoot Indians.


Given are a Blackfoot Lord's Prayer (411) and 23 body parts terms (412). The transcription does not follow English norms (Flemish?). Reprinted in *Early Western Travels*, 1748-1846, edited by Reuben Gold Thwaites. Vol. 29, pp. 422-423. Cleveland, 1904-1907.


Given is a list of 18 Blackfoot lexical items collected by the surgeon of the expedition, Dr. John Richardson. Gallatin (q.v.) published these items (followed in each instance by a
small capital R), but through oversight he failed to acknowledge the source in any other way. Though poorly transcribed, all words are readily recognizable.


This is a very useful preliminary exploration of the problem of person indexing.


In this article certain verbal paradigms of the Independent Order are analyzed by the matrix technique developed by Kenneth L. Pike.

----- The Blackfoot Alphabet, Santa Cruz: The Summer Institute of Linguistics, April, 1968.

----- First Blackfoot Reader, Santa Cruz: The Summer Institute of Linguistics, April, 1968.

Both of these mimeographed pamphlets (16 pages and 12 pages respectively) are avowedly experimental and will undoubtedly be revised.


Gallatin's list of 53 poorly transcribed items was collected originally for him by Kenneth McKenzie, agent of the American-Missouri Fur Company. This list was one of the sources utilized by Gallatin to demonstrate the Algonkian affiliation of Blackfoot. See also the remarks under Latham.


This is a doctoral dissertation based on materials collected by Uhlenbeck and de Josselin de Jong. The work would be considered primitive by today's standards.
Grinnell, George Bird. **Blackfoot Lodge Tales.** New York, 1890. Pp. 208-210; 221.

Given is a list of 40 Blackfoot, Blood, and Piegan band names, 22 kin terms, 12 society names. Portions of this work were written by James Willard Schultz.


Pages 702-703 contain a list of 50 lexical items, including numbers and subject pronouns, and two paradigms of dependent nouns. All entries are compared with Cree and Ojibwa equivalents.


A list of 22 Blackfoot kin terms is given which is very valuable for its exploration of the meaning of the terms. There are numerous inaccuracies with respect to vowel and consonant length and position of stress.


In this interesting paper are found 6 pages of "remarks upon the grammatical structure of Blackfoot," followed by 9 pages of lexical items. All of the material is in the transcription used in the Riggs Grammar and Dictionary of the Dakota Language, published by the Smithsonian Institution in 1852. This is the first treatment in print of the grammatical structure of Blackfoot.


This list of 360 items was apparently collected by Henry himself at Rocky Mountain House (Alberta) in 1810 or 1811. The transcription is poor, but the list is of interest because of its age and length, especially in regards designations of game
animals; some of these terms are now obsolete.


Given are two Blackfoot lists containing virtually identical items, 146 in all. The lists are presented together with lists of three other Algonkian languages. The author (who later published grammars of Cree and Ojibwa) did not term Blackfoot Algonkian, but it is apparent that he suspected the relationship. Gallatin's recent classification of Blackfoot as Algonkian was apparently unknown to Howse at the time the article was published.


The 143 pages of this work represent a rather primitive attempt at grammatical description on the part of an unsophisticated amateur. It is nevertheless part of the mainstream of Blackfoot scholarship because it was used by Tims (q.v.) in the preparation of his dictionary.


The 63 items published here are attributed by Latham to Kenneth McKenzie of the American-Missouri Fur Company. The list was transmitted to Latham by Albert Gallatin (q.v.). The list of which this is a part was apparently never published in its entirety. Latham published the present 63 items. Gallatin published 53, some identical, in 1848. The original list was probably Gallatin's 600-word vocabulary list, designed specifically for use in linguistic comparison.


Given are linguistic "first impressions" by a missionary to the Blackfeet. Maclean announced a sequel at the end of his essay, but it was apparently never published. Filling also published the table of contents of a formal grammar by Maclean, but the work seems never to have been issued.

Given is a 66-item ethnobotany in a barely adequate orthography. Very valuable for the description of the uses of the plants by the Indians, the list also contains an apparently reliable identification of the plants. The list was reprinted in Old Indian Trails (Boston and New York, 1923), pp. 319-326.


The pages cited (Chapter 29) treat Blackfoot personal names. Many examples are given. Less reliable are some of the author's conclusions regarding naming elements and practices.


This list of 151 items, written in a generally German orthography, is one of the better of the early lists. Maximilian was an excellent amateur linguist and ethnographer, and his intentions were purely scientific. The entire work was translated and republished as volume 24 of Early Western Travels, ed. R. G. Thwaites, Cleveland, 1906.


This is a list of 29 kinship terms (pp. 330-331) with analysis. The renderings are narrow phonetic.


Morgan includes 39 Piegan and Blood kin terms collected by himself in 1861 and 1862. As Michelson noted, Morgan's phonetics are "extremely crude". 27 additional lexemes are given on page 209 of this work. As is the case with most of the older materials, the higher quality of later treatments makes Morgan's efforts of no value other than historical.

These mimeographed pamphlets contain names and descriptions of plants known to the South Piegans. Transcriptions are crude, but descriptions and identifications are useful. Some of the same information is repeated in the same author's Indian Uses of Native Plants, Palm Desert, California, 1959.


Found in this work is an extensive list of lexemes and phrases, as well as a Blackfoot translation of the Ten Commandments. The material was collected by J. W. Sullivan. Some lexemes (now obsolete) collected by Sullivan were recorded by no other writer.


This list includes around 400 vocabulary items with French gloss, rough paradigms for slightly more than a dozen verbs, and four Catholic prayers. The informant is named, as is the time and place of collection. In common with some earlier collectors (e.g. Umfreville, Richardson), Petitot uses r before a consonant to represent /χ/, while following k, r represents /s/. The article is marred by considerable mystical speculation on the religious and linguistic affinities of Blackfoot. The list is nevertheless of interest because certain forms contained in it have been recorded nowhere else (e.g. snorkman 'enture de flèche', matsapis 'sein, mamelle').


This droll booklet contains 142 lexical items in an erratic, inaccurate transcription. The pamphlet was published by the Blackfeet Tribal Business Council, apparently to be sold as a souvenir.

Schaeffer's article is of exceeding value because of its careful identification of the species to which the Blackfoot names are applied.


This list of 211 items, recorded by the trader J. B. Moncroe, is one of the worst of the early lists as to transcription. It is of value, nevertheless, because it alone records a loanword for "pig" which is now completely obsolete. The term (cou cou sh) is common to most of the Indian languages spoken in the area of the Great Lakes, south along the Mississippi River, and north-east along the St. Lawrence River. It probably reached Blackfoot through Ojibwa.


This work contains 148 names for topographical features in Glacier National Park. Some of these names may be traditional names current in the late 19th century. Others are back-translations from the English name still used today. Many are pure invention by Schultz and various Blackfoot collaborators. Deliberate naming of topographical features which were not a part of daily life, and permanent names, were (and are) foreign to Blackfoot culture, and it is not surprising that none of Schultz's inventions have remained in the language.


Given in this interesting historical work is a glossary of local Montana and Alberta geographical names current in the last half of the 19th century. Most are obsolete today, although older informants recognize some.

Taylor, Allan Ross. "Initial Change in Blackfoot," *Contributions*

This article is the first report in print on this characteristic Algonkian feature in Blackfoot.


This is a grammar on the Latin model, together with a glossary. Time nowhere records /x/, but his transcription is otherwise recognizable. The glossary was partially reelicited by Uhlenbeck, and contains material of value even today. Tims recognized the usefulness of the imperative as a diagnostic form, and includes such a form for every verbal stem listed in the glossary.

Uhlenbeck, Christianus Cornelius.

A slight departure will be made at this point from the format followed to this point. Commentary will not be offered following each Uhlenbeck entry, both because not every item has been available for examination, and because the same comments would apply in most cases.

Uhlenbeck's entire corpus is of extreme importance. Even with its imperfections it is far superior to anything produced by earlier students of Blackfoot. Reelicitation of Uhlenbeck material is very easy, and it is often not necessary to reelicit at all, since many individual points are perfectly represented. Moreover, we owe Uhlenbeck a debt of gratitude for the great bulk of his field and scholarly corpus and for his zeal and dedication in publishing on Blackfoot for three decades. The comments in the next paragraph are hence not intended as criticism of this scholar, but simply as a necessary supplement to Uhlenbeck's own published instructions regarding the interpretation of his recordings.

In consulting publications of Uhlenbeck, the user of the materials should keep the following points in mind:

1) The transcription used is both phonetic and morphophonemic, with no clear distinction between the two.

2) /?/ is seldom written, and virtually the only long consonants recorded are the nasals.
3) Length and stress in vowels are often confused, and long
and short vowels are clearly distinguished only in some cases.

----. Original Blackfoot Texts. Verhandelingen der Konink-
lijke Akademie van Wetenschappen, Afdeeling Letterkunde, Nieuwe
Reeks, Deel 11, no. 1 (1911), pp. 1-106.

----. A New Series of Blackfoot Texts. Verhandelingen der
Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen, Afdeeling Letterkunde,
Nieuwe Reeks, Deel 13, no. 1 (1912), pp. 1-264.

----. "The origin of the otter-lodge." Festschrift
Wilhelm Thomsen. Leipzig, 1912, pp. 74-77.

----. "De vormen van het Blackfoot (The forms of Blackfoot)."
Verhandelingen der Koninklijke Akademie van Wetens-
schappen, Afdeeling Letterkunde, 4e Reeks, no. 12 (1913), pp.
174-220.

----. "Flexion of substantives in Blackfoot, a preliminary
sketch." Verhandelingen der Koninklijke Akademie van Wetens-
schappen, Afdeeling Letterkunde, Nieuwe Reeks, Deel 14, no. 1

----. "De conjunctief-achtige modi van het Blackfoot (The
conjunct-like modes of Blackfoot)." Verhandelingen en mededeeling-
en der Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen, Afdeeling Letter-
kunde, 4e Reeks, no. 12 (1913), pp. 244-271.

----. "Some general aspects of Blackfoot morphology, a
contribution to Algonquian linguistics." Verhandelingen der
Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen, Afdeeling Letterkunde,
Nieuwe Reeks, Deel 14 (1914), pp. 1-61.

----. "Supplementary list of addenda et corrigenda to
Blackfoot publications." Verhandelingen der Koninklijke
Akademie van Wetenschappen, Afdeeling Letterkunde, Nieuwe
Reeks, Deel 14 (1914), pp. 1-3.

----. "Philological notes to Dr. J. P. B. de Josselin de
Jong's Blackfoot texts." Verhandelingen der Koninklijke
Akademie van Wetenschappen, Afdeeling Letterkunde, Nieuwe
Reeks, Deel 16, no. 1 (1915), pp. 1-43.

----. "Some Blackfoot song texts." Internationales Archiv


"De afwezigheid der datief-conceptie in het Blackfoot (The absence of the dative concept in Blackfoot)." Symbolica grammaticae in honorem Ioannis Rozwadowski. Cracow, 1927, pp. 72-82.


A Concise Blackfoot Grammar. Verhandelingen der Koninklijke Akademie van Wetenschappen, Afdeeling Letterkunde,

Uhlenbeck considered this to be his major contribution to Blackfoot linguistics. It is unquestionably a valuable work. Not all parts of the grammar are equally useful, as is to be expected. The major fault is the organization of the grammar as if the language described were Indo-European. In this respect there is little difference between this work and that of F. V. Hayden, which is the earliest work which aspired to completeness.


These two works are among the most important contributions of Uhlenbeck's Blackfoot Scholarship. The "vocabularies" are lengthy (250 and 367 pages respectively), and are based on the field data of both C. C. Uhlenbeck and J. P. B. de Josselin de Jong. Although the morphological analysis which underlies the separate entries is occasionally incorrect, and there is little cross-reference between initial and noninitial forms of stems, the vocabularies are indispensable for rapid reference and copious examples. There is some misidentification of items, so the user should verify entries against each other and against other sources, when possible.


This work contains the first published Blackfoot vocabulary. The vocabulary was apparently collected on the North Sasatchewan between 1784 and 1787, possibly by Andrew Graham, a Hudson's Bay Company employee. Most of the 44 poorly-recorded items, many for trade articles, are still current today.


Appended to the text of the treaty agreement are the signa-
tures of 211 adult male South Piegan. This corpus of names (in Blackfoot, with English translation) is of value for the study of structure and typology of aboriginal personal names.


This is a very useful article, but one with some incorrect analyses. The transcriptions are not completely phonemic in some cases.


Included at the cited pages is a list of 141 items collected by Horatio Hale. The transcriptions are by far the best of the early recordings. Gallatin utilized 43 forms from this list in his 1848 demonstration of the Algonkian relationship of Blackfoot.


Pages 194-197 contain a vocabulary of 187 items, accompanied by some grammatical remarks from a long-time missionary to the Ojibwa Indians.


Given are the signatures to a memorial presented to the Canadian government May 31, 1920 of 200 adult male members of the Blood tribe. This large name corpus would be useful for study of the structure and typology of Blackfoot personal names.


In this monograph are given 15 kin terms.
CHAPTER I

100. PHONOLOGY

110. PHONEMICS

The inventory of phonemes is small. There are eleven consonants (three of marginal status), two semivowels, seven vowels (one extremely rare), and at least six suprasegmental phonemes, as shown in the chart below.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>SEGMENTALS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consonants Central to the System</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OBSTRUENTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stops</td>
<td>p  t  k  ?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fricatives</td>
<td>s  x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SONORANTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nasals</td>
<td>m  n</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semivowels</td>
<td>w  y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Consonants Marginal to the System</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OBSTRUENTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affricate</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spirant</td>
<td>h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SONORANTS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lateral</td>
<td>l</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Vowels

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Vowels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>ɪ, u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper-mid</td>
<td>ʊ, o</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lower-mid</td>
<td>ɛ, ɔ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The vowel in parentheses is marginal to the system in the same sense that /h/ is marginal in the consonants. The other vowels may be properly termed central to the system.

### Suprasegmentals

**Stress**

Primary, marked by the acute accent (').

Secondary, marked by the grave accent (\`).

**Boundaries**

Word, marked by a preceding and a following space.

Nonterminal, marked by a comma (,), colon (:) or dash (—).

Neutral Terminal, marked by a period (.)

Emphatic terminal, marked by an exclamation point (!).

### III. Phoneme Matrix

The most readily defined phonological matrix for the description of Blackfoot phonemes is the **phrase**. The phrase is the minimum form utterable in isolation, and is defined morphologically as well as phonologically. On the phonological level it is defined by **stress** and **boundary phenomena**. It has only
one primary stress (the number of secondary stresses which may appear is not predictable at the phonemic level). In isolation it is preceded and followed by silence and has an onset, a melodic contour, and a final. A phrase may consist of a single word or of several words.

Within the phrase, the syllable, regardless of its structure, is the matrix for the suprasegmental phonemes which are found. Stress may appear with any syllable. The remaining suprasegmentals are boundary phenomena, the appearance of which is restricted, of course, to initial and final syllables.

120. Discussion of Segmentals

The consonant inventory of Blackfoot is simple and requires but little comment.

121. Consonants Central to the System. Thanks to Uhlenbeck's voluminous published materials in and on Blackfoot, virtually all of the phonemes which are central to the structure of the language are already well-known to interested scholars. Certain of these phonemic oppositions may be demonstrated by minimal pairs, although such pairs are not common in the language. The remainder are demonstrable in analogous environments. /p/ vs. /t/: nitsipépo yi 'I am standing upright', nitsiképo?yi 'I am talking'; /t/ vs. /k/: miístapoota 'go thou away!', miístapooka 'go ye away'; /k/ vs. /ʔ/: iikisíniníwa 'it (house) is very warm',
nitsipinnawa 'I skinned him by hand'; /?/ vs. /∅/: iìnisa
'seize thou him!', iìnisa 'skin thou him by hand!'; iipii?wa
'he had, made arrows', iipii?wa 'it is wet'; aapinakosi
'tomorrow', aapinakosi 'when it is morning'; nitsaakapootowa?wa
'I will furnish him meat', nitsaakapoo?towa?wa 'I will set
him free', etc.;¹ /s/ vs. /x/: òkowaggisi 'his belly fat',

¹This is the only obstruct phoneme which cannot be es-
stablished using Uhlenbeck's materials alone, and more examples
have been given of it than of others in order to establish its
phonic status beyond all doubt. /?/ is more audible in the
speech of some individuals than in that of others. For example,
it was very difficult to distinguish in the speech of Margaret
Many Guns and Darryl Blackman, but very easy in that of Irene
Butterfly, Grace Douglas, Mary Ground, Tom Many Guns, and Mae
Williamson. My early materials, most of which derive from
Margaret Many Guns, contain many examples of missed glottal
stops, and despite much effort to verify these recordings
later, their sheer bulk prevented complete relitigation and
verification. Uhlenbeck apparently failed to discover the rules
by which certain instances of /?/ are generated, and therefore
decided to write it only when no fluctuation was observable. On
the other hand, he wrote it in some morphemes where it never ap-
pears, cf. mi?ni 'berry'. The correct form of this morpheme is
mimi.

omisstowaxi 'his facial hair'; /s/ vs. /k/: nitsip-okksinii?pa
'I clipped it (hair), I cut it', nitsip-okksinii?pa 'I squashed
it flat'; /s/ vs. /∅/: óko?sis 'his bowls, his dishes',
óko?sis 'his children'; /m/ vs. /n/ máłka 'that one (animate)',
ñałka 'this one (animate)'. The semivowels are discussed and
illustrated in a later section.
There is an alternative possibility in the analysis of the obstruents which should be mentioned at this time. According to this solution two additional phonemes would be added to the inventory. These are the affricates /ts/ and /ks/. Such a solution affords an economy in the phonotactics, for segments considered as clusters then become units, with a resultant simplification of consonant sequences including these segments. This solution is unsatisfying for other reasons, however; the occurrence of geminate /s/ between stops makes a complicated syllable canon inevitable, cf. for example, the item ksstsíí 'snail shell, spiral shell'. Phonemes /t/, /k/, and /s/ are necessary irrespective of the problem at hand, and the clusters /st/ and /sk/ also occur in any solution. For these reasons the segments [ts] and [ks] are regarded as clusters rather than as units.

122. One of the thornier problems of Blackfoot phonemics, as, indeed, of Algonkian phonemics in general, is the question of phonemic semivowels. There is an abundance of phones which may be described as nonsyllabic vowels, and morphophonemic analysis shows that there are frequent alternations between syllabic and nonsyllabic allomorphophones.

For reasons of economy it might be tempting to posit nonsyllabic variants of /i/ and /o/ or /u/, and so eliminate two
phonemes from the inventory. In order for this to be valid, of course, syllabic vs. nonsyllabic of the vowels would have to be rigorously predictable, and the resulting structures should be in harmony with the total structure of the language.

Examples were collected of the following relevant phonetic sequences: \([iii^\Lambda], [i.^i.i.^\Lambda], [i^\Lambda i], [i^\Lambda i i ^\Lambda].\) Two phonemic interpretations are possible. If length is regarded as a phoneme, then the nonsyllabic i-phones are predictable by counting from the right: even vowels are nonsyllabic. Following this interpretation the above sequences would have the following phonemic shapes: \(/iii\), /i\textbullet ii\textbullet/, /ii\textbullet ii/, and /i\textbullet iii\textbullet\). Although such a rendering adequately represents the phonetic content of the sequences, it is phonemically very unusual due to the number of successive occurrences of the same vowel which it represents, viz. up to five. No other phoneme occurs in chains of this length in Blackfoot. A very plausible syllable structure results, however, if the nonsyllabic occurrences of /i/ are regarded as belonging to a separate phoneme, /y/: /yi\textbullet/, /i\textbullet yi\textbullet/, /yi\textbullet yi\textbullet/, /i\textbullet yi\textbullet yi\textbullet/.

Another phonemic solution, differing slightly from the last, can be made. Long vowels can be regarded as a cluster of two short vowels, eliminating the necessity of a phoneme of length. Following this interpretation the sequences are /iyii\textbullet/, /i\textbullet iyii\textbullet/,
/yiinya/, and /iiyiiyi/. This is the best solution for Blackfoot, as will be seen later. Blackfoot forms which support the foregoing are 'expaqiyiimiwà?iyi 'he made him jump', nitáa?siyiipà 'I sneezed on it', sááiyiipwa 'rabid dog or coyote', tipakiyiirii 'they moved camp',

A /w/ phoneme can be justified in the same way. All instances of nonsyllabic [o] are predictable by fairly simple rules, but if the nonsyllabic vocalic phone is treated as an allophone of the phoneme /o/, then such vocalic sequences as the following occur: [in?ixki?oʔa] 'he went singing', [nitáʔaʔaʔiʔoʔAʔkA] 'I am moving on foot, I am walking', [kiciʔiʔixki?opàʔoʔA] 'you (pl.) sang'. On the other hand, if nonsyllabic [o] is constituted as a separate phoneme, the number of vowels which can occur in sequence after /w/ is reduced to a maximum of two, which corresponds with the syllable structure of the rest of the language. An added advantage, as with /y/, is that the phonetic content is also more clearly represented in this transcription. The above forms in such a phonemic transcription are as follows: in?ixkiwóʔa, nitááwäʔawaxka, kitsin?ixkiwpowaaʔa.

123. **Consonants Marginal to the System.** A palatal affricate /č/ was found in two loanwords from English: čspiníikoànà 'Japanese (person)', and čipowakóonà 'Chippewa, Ojibwa'.
Other examples could probably be found. Likely candidates might be common English names containing /ɔ/ or /ʒ/. Uhlenbeck lists several of these in his Blackfoot-English Vocabulary in the form current around 1910, at which time the English affricates were replaced in Blackfoot by /ts/: tsáni 'Johnny', 'Charley'; tsáutsi 'Georgie'; tsíma 'Jim'; tso' 'Joe', tsoní 'Julie'.

Quite clearly phonemic, but also of low functional load, is the phoneme /h/. Of the marginal phonemes, this one is, or was, found in most if not all idiolects. /h/ is found in a number of interjections (Uhlenbeck lists these both in his Concise Grammar, page 232, and his Blackfoot-English Vocabulary) which are now mostly obsolete. Of greater interest is the status of [h] not found in interjections. Instances of this type of [h] are always predictable from the morphophonemic environment, and never obligatory, i.e., appearance and non-appearance do not contrast. The phonemic or phonetic status of this predictable phone thus depends entirely upon whether the idiolect includes words (interjections) containing the non-predictable, phonemic /h/. Forms which illustrate the two possible phonemic interpretations of predictable [h] are the following: /̩səsamóói/ı/, /hsəsamóói/ı 'it was long, long ago'; /ayií̱ståpaàʔpa/, /ayií̱ståphaàʔpa/ 'we (inclusive) went away'; /itsipá̱ appré́ʔwa/, /itsipá̱ahpré́ʔwa/ 'he is sitting up'.
In those idiolects where a phonemic /h/ may be posited it would be possible to classify the h-phones as allophones of /x/. This is so because the two are in complementary distribution: /x/ appears only before obstruents other than itself, while /h/ occurs only word-initially before vowels or medially between vowels. In spite of this complementation, the two are classed here as separate phonemes for the following reasons: 1) Phonetically the sounds are quite different; 2) /x/ is of high statistical frequency, /h/ is exceedingly rare; 3) /x/ occurs only medially in morphemes, /h/ occurs only at morpheme boundaries; 4) the morphophonemic background of each is quite different: /x/ is #S# at the morphophonemic level, while /h/ is either #h# or #∅#.  

Two words were supplied by Tom Many Guns which contain a phoneme /l/. These were the loan word apsáloka 'Crow', from the Crow self-designation apsá·rúke (Lowie), and kákalottsstocki 'horned owl'. The latter is a native term, ordinarily given as kákanottsstocki, literally 'hollow ears'. The word is regarded by the Indians themselves as onomatopoetic (Shaffer, p. 42). Why Many Guns uses /l/ in this word is unknown. After mentioning the term accidentally he remarked "Them owls talk Piegan, you know that?"

124. Vowels. The skewed vowel system of Blackfoot is a
prime example of the enlargement of a system through secondary split.\footnote{Henry M. Hoenigswald, Language Change and Linguistic Reconstruction (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1960).}

The vowels /i/ and /o/ require no particular comment. The opposition may be illustrated by the following minimal pair:
kòo\-kí\-wa 'it is a corner' vs. kòo\-kó\-wa 'it is night'. Both have been further illustrated in examples already cited in other connections.

The vowels /ɛ/, /ɔ/, and /œ/, in non-borrowed words, are always the result of vowel contractions of one kind or another. These contractions are discussed in section 341.3 below. Examples of each are mèjí\-wa 'robe, blanket', nitéxpí\-i 'I am dancing', ñmísí\-wa 'he is falling'; jòyi\-wa 'he is eating', jëxi\-wa 'he is barking'; innòòsòpà\-tësí\-i 'bench'. Stress in this word is on the front rounded vowels. A minimal pair is available for the opposition /ɔ/ vs. /o/: òttakò\-ënì\-kì 'if I give him a drink', òttakò\-ënì\-kì 'when I give him a drink'. For the opposition /ɛ/ vs. /i/ cf. the analogous pair nitékkàya\-yì 'I am running fast', nitsikka\-yì 'I ran fast'. /o/ was encountered in the speech of only one informant, Tom Many Guns, but the fact that the origin of the vowel is exactly parallel to that of the other contracted vowels suggests that the vowel may occur in other
idiolects. Other South Piegans consulted pronounced the sequence without contraction; however, all recognized the Many Gums form as correct and termed it "the same" as their own.

The vowel /u/ is phonemic because of contrast with /o/ before geminate consonants. Although perfect minimal pairs are lacking, such forms as ūmni 'his father' and ŏnni?wa 'he has a father', and sokúttaan?i 'spittle' and asótoan?i 'knife sheath' establish /u/ as a phoneme. One minimal pair was encountered with /u/ and /i/ in opposition: kíistsikúm?sstaan?i 'window' vs. kíistsikí'm?staan?i 'brew, infusion, steeping'. The phonemic status of /u/ is also supported by the presence of a loan word: kutúmeci?wa - kutúmec?wa 'Kootenai'.

The phoneme /a/ may be illustrated by the following minimal pairs: písskaam 'festival dance', písskaan 'buffalo pound, trap for impounding wild buffalo'; amáa 'this one (animate)', omáa 'that one (animate)'. /a/ contrasts with /ɛ/ in the following analogous pair: nitákkaa?wa 'my friend, my comrade' vs. nitákkaa?yí 'I am running fast'. The phoneme /ɔ/ is so rare that no examples may be cited in which it is in opposition to /a/.

Not yet discussed is the phonemic interpretation of phonetic long vowels. That there is three-way contrast is shown by such
minimal and near minimal pairs as the following: otsistsin'i 'his palate' vs. otsistsin'i 'strawberry'; iiikitsim'o 'it smells foul' vs. iiikitsim'o 'it is very fragrant'; ikksstsíwa 'he is narrow, he is slender' vs. ikksstsíiwa 'it is narrow, it is slender'; pokákiiwa 'small woman' vs. pokáa-kiiíwa 'Whirlwind Woman' (name).

As is clear from the many examples cited so far, and as was mentioned above (122), long vowels are interpreted in this study as successive occurrences of short vowels. There are two reasons for this:

1) Long vowels are the structural equivalent of such diphthongs as /ai/ and /ao/, where there is no question of a two-unit make-up;

2) Analysis of long vowels as short vowel plus length would require three kinds of phonemic pitch: high, low, and falling cf. [s̀a-xkā-kií-WA] 'short woman', [ā-kií-WA] 'woman', [mécówà-kií-WA] 'handsome woman'. All contrasts in both length and pitch can be represented adequately by analysis of these sequences as a cluster of short vowels, occurring with or without primary or secondary stress: saaxkákiíwa, ákiiíwa, matsówasííwa.

One major problem in the phonemicization of vowels remains to be mentioned.
In many cases it was impossible to decide whether vowels before */ʔ/* (almost always followed by a consonant) are phonemically long or short. Diphthongs in this position are unambiguous and are specifically excluded from this discussion. Vowels before */ʔ/* almost always have the quality of long vowels, even though their absolute duration may be shorter than that of a long vowel.

In this study certain (essentially arbitrary) criteria have been followed in phonemicizing syllabic before */ʔ/*. These are enumerated below.

1. The vowel is written short when it is known to be morphophonemically short: nitsiiʔittaki 'I flayed, I skinned with a blade', iʔniʔwa 'he died', siiksipáʔwa 'he bit him'.

2. The vowel is written long when it is known to be morphophonemically long: nitsiksíniiʔpa 'I know it', nitsáʔwaaxpitsiiʔtaki 'I am lonely', nitsiksísatòʔpa 'I hid it', niʔtaxtaaʔyi 'river'.

When no such structural criteria were available to aid in the decision, reliance has been entirely on the apprehension of the length and quality of the vowel. Long vowels were sometimes identified by their (falling) pitch contour as well. Examples are niiʔsa 'my elder brother', ḡaaʔsiʔtixtaa yi 'creek', mòʔksis 'awl', nástóʔsiʔwa 'sun'.

Most instances of syllabic before */ʔ/*, especially when these are morpheme-medial, have been phonemicized long; it is
possible that some might actually be short.

130. Discussion of Suprasegmentals

131. Stress. The phonemic feature of stress is intensity. Nonphonemic features which accompany stress are slight prolongation of the stressed vowel and a higher pitch than that of contiguous stressless vowels. There are three levels of phonemic stress: primary, marked by the acute accent, secondary, marked by the grave accent, and weak or stressless, which is unmarked. The intensity of the three stress levels is not defined absolutely, but rather for each relative to the others. Having greatest intensity are vowels with primary stress, with least intensity, stressless vowels, while vowels with secondary stress have intensity somewhere between these extremes. The following minimal pairs illustrate the three contrasting stress levels: ąkaitapii̱wa 'he is an old person' vs. aki̱tapii̱wa 'there are many people'; ąxp̃ikpii̱wa 'he jumped from a height, he hurtled through the air' vs. xp̃i̱kpii̱wa 'he had another vouch for him'.

132 Boundaries. There are four phonemic boundaries defined in various ways. One of the boundaries occurs phrase medially, the remaining three occur phrase finally. The boundary which occurs phrase medially is word boundary, those occurring in phrase final position are the non-terminal and the two
terminal boundaries.

Phonological word boundary is marked as such only when it happens to coincide with phrase boundary. Otherwise word boundary is not recognizable at the phonemic level, but it is usually defined at the morphophonemic level and always defined at the syntactic level. In the former case the occurrence of certain morphophonemic alternations conditioned by the proximity of the phrase boundary signals the presence of the boundary; in the latter case the boundary is signaled by the presence of construct-opening and construct-closing morphemes and by the potential presence of a final boundary, either terminal or non-terminal. Word boundary is represented in this study by a space preceding and following each word.

The nonterminal boundary, represented by various punctuation marks, comma (,), colon (:), dash (--), is marked by the arresting of the pitch decrescendo before the articulatory force is fully expended. The last syllable of the phrase is pronounced on a steady pitch level whose height is determined by the distance from the first stressed syllable of the phrase, and the phrase-final phoneme is not devoiced. There may be an instant’s pause or the next phrase may begin immediately. The first stressed syllable of the new phrase never has loudness or pitch higher than that of the first or primary stressed syllable of the pre-
ceding phrase. The following sentence contains several examples of this type of boundary:

ki ámuyi kanéspiwatowaksiists: matsiniyawa, ótookyaawa--áámuyi kanétsiwaawpyowaksiists šitamoo?tapíspuxpiixkii!

'And behold all the delicacies: tongues, kidneys—all the lovely foods jumping up all over!'

Two kinds of terminal boundary are found. The declarative terminal boundary, represented in this study by /./, is marked by a complete decrescendo, with a gradual expiration of the articulatory force. Before this boundary are found only voiceless final syllables, followed by an obligatory silence. The onset of a new phrase is marked by renewed vigor of articulation and an independent intonational contour. An example of this kind of terminal boundary is found in the following sentence:


"No, I'll go on playing," he said anyhow.'

The emphatic terminal boundary is represented here by /1/. This boundary differs from the declarative in that there is no ebbing away of the articulatory force, especially on the final syllables, and phrase-final unvoicing of a final syllable does not occur. The emphatic boundary, like the declarative boundary, is followed by an obligatory pause, though it may be very short. Examples of the emphatic terminal boundary follow:

"sáa, máštuxtsikyo?pa! tááakstam?uxksi?kowaní, yakuí"

"'Aw, we don't care about that! I'll just play, come on,
let's go!"

140. Articulation and Allophony

141. Stops. /p/ is bilabial, /t/ is apico-dental, /k/ is dorso-velar, /ʔ/ is glottal. All the stops are fortes and voiceless, except that /p/ in initial position may appear sporadically in a lenis or weakly voiced allophone. /t/ has no noticeable allophony. /k/ has varying posterior palatal to velar points of articulation depending upon its environment. Before /i/ and /ɛ/, /k/ is noticeably fronted, phonetically [k], as in őki! 'hello!', okí! 'come on, hurry up!' Before the back vowels /k/ is generally mid-velar, as in ooxkátsi 'his foot, his leg', kóónɔs sku 'snow', ksáxku 'earth, soil'. In some ideolects, however, /k/ before /ai/ was heard with post-velar articulation, as in káínsɔwa 'Blood Indian', /ʔ/ is a clearly audible catch in typical South Piegan speech.

142. Affricates. The single affricate, /ɛ/, is found only in the speech of bilinguals, and as as in English.

143. Fricatives. /s/ is an apico-alveolar spirant. Generally this fricative has slit articulation, with slight retroflexion, although younger speakers use an English-like /s/. Following /k/ the retroflexion of /s/ is extreme, in some cases resulting in a sound resembling an English /r/ (e.g. Christmas); some early recorders actually transcribed /ks/ as kr. Examples
are kiskis\textipa{staki\textquotesingle?wa}'beaver', k\textipa{siistsimaan\textquotesingle?i}'bean, beads, bead-word'. The fricative /x/ has two quite distinct allophones conditioned entirely by the preceding vowel. Following /i/ and /e/ the allophone is mid-palatal (compare with the fricative in standard High German ich); \textipa{izkitsika}'seven', \textipa{nit\textquotesingle{xpi\textquotesingle?i}}'I am dancing'. Following other vowels (no example found following /\textquotesingle{o}/) the fricative is mid-velar, compare again with German as in Dach: \textipa{\acute{a}xsa\textquotesingle?l}'what?', no\textipa{\acute{\j}xa\textquotesingle?ka}'my kettle', \textipa{\acute{\j}xki\textquotesingle?wa}'he is barking', \textipa{uxkin\textquotesingle?i}'his bone'. In initial position /h/ may be either voiced or voiceless; in exclamations a voiced allophone generally appears: h\textipa{\acute{a}yu}, k\textipa{\acute{m}muukki\textquotesingle?a}'Hayu, pity me!' (a pagan invocation to the sun).

144. Nasals. /m/ is bilabial, /n/ is apico-alveolar. Ordinarily fully voiced, both are partially unvoiced before /\textipa{?}/, completely unvoiced following /\textipa{?}/ and before a whispered vowel.

Examples of the nasal allophones are the following: \textipa{ma\textipa{\acute{m}mi\textquotesingle?wa}}'fish', \textipa{\textipa{\acute{m}?axksikim\textquotesingle?i}}'lake', \textipa{n\textipa{\acute{m}?ssa}'my daughter-in-law', siksina\textipa{m\textquotesingle?ma}'he is black'; \textipa{n\textipa{\acute{\j}na\textquotesingle?wa}}'man, chief', \textipa{nit\textipa{\acute{\j}n\textipa{\acute{\j}nxki}}'I am singing', ma\textipa{m\textipa{\acute{m}}s\textipa{\acute{m}}st\textipa{\acute{m}}\textipa{\acute{\j}m\textquotesingle?a}}'lodgepole', p\textipa{\acute{m}?na}'it is a bracelet'.

145. Lateral. In the two examples of this phoneme which were encountered the /l/ was as the English post-vocalic /l/.

146. Semivowels. /w/ is labial, /y/ is palatal. The phoneme /w/ appears in two allophones. Following /\textipa{\acute{\j}}/ there is a weakly labialized, voiceless allophone as in the word \textipa{n\textipa{\acute{\j}na\textquotesingle?wa}}'man, chief'. Elsewhere /w/ is a clearly voiced, labialized
glide comparable to English /w/ in away: áwakaasi?wa 'deer, elk', iwatóóma?yi 'he ate it'. /y/ appears in three allophones. Following /?/, /y/ is a voiceless glide: naanistsípo?yixpi 'as, how I stand', nitáámya?yi 'I stepped, I took a step up'. Between homorganic vowels, one of which is stressed, /y/ is typically an almost imperceptible dip or hiatus before the rise toward the syllable peak: niyítaxtaayi 'river', skiyim?a 'mare, bitch', káaksimiyiitapi?wa 'Osage (literally 'sage') Indian'. Note that when neither vowel is stressed, the sequence niyí or IIYIí may appear as either /iyi/ or /ii/, see below, section 342.1. Elsewhere following both consonants and vowels, /y/ appears as a voiced palatal glide with very little friction, comparable to /y/ in English yes. Examples are áyaaxky-xsi?wa 'Assinihoine (literally 'boatman, canoeist')', kaayii?wa 'gull', naataayó?wa 'bobcat, lynx', nitóótooyoom?a 'my brother-in-law'.

---

1This term is always used by a female speaker in referring to her sister's husband; literally the term means 'my remote husband'. Apparently this reflects the frequent aboriginal custom of sisters marrying the same man.

---

áókspeaki?wa 'bat', iinyoo?tokaán?i 'buffalo head'.

147. Vowels. The allophony of the vowels is conditioned by segmental features, by the type of syllable in which the vowel is found, and by such suprasegmental features as presence or absence of stress and proximity to a boundary. For descriptive
convenience in the discussion to follow, homophonic vowel clusters will be referred to as "long vowels", while a single occurrence of a vowel will be termed a "short vowel". All long vowels before /x/ are of duration comparable to a short vowel elsewhere, but are fully voiced. All stressless short vowels before /x/ are of slightly less than normal duration, and are voiceless. Unstressed short vowels before a phrase-final boundary are also always voiceless.

Discussion of individual vowel allophony may appropriately begin with /i/, which is statistically the most frequent of the vowel phonemes. When long and stressed following /p k s/, /i/ appears in an allophone which is phonetically a closed [e], as in French été, varying to somewhat higher. Examples are:

ooxpîkiists 'his teeth', nituukiímaan? a 'my wife', atsikiists 'moccasins', sítamo? wa 'crane'. Before /x/ long /i/ is open, comparable to /i/ in English it: nitassinníxpa 'I am breaking it', piixksó 'nine', kíixstípimiitapiwa 'Cheyenne Indian'. Elsewhere long /i/ is high and closed, compare to French /i/ in Italie. Examples are íiksopó?wa 'it (wind) is blowing very hard', miínists 'berries', íini?wa 'buffalo', saaxkúmaapi?wa 'boy', spáyiikoan? 'Mexican', nítsksíni?pa 'I know it'.

Short /i/ has allophony which ranges from closed to open and from front to somewhat central. Following /s/ an open,
rather centralized allophone is found: tsíkatsí?wa 'grass-hopper', istssi'maa?tsís 'match, cigarette lighter; branding iron', nísíssee 'my younger sibling' (female speaker). Before a vowel or semivowel and /ʔ/, when not preceded by /s/, short /i/ appears in a closed, high allophone: ničaska 'three', niyítaxta?yi 'river', iwatoóma?yi 'he ate it', iʔnaksípokaa?wa 'little child'. Immediately before a neutral phrase-final boundary unstressed /i/ appears in a closed, high (voiceless) allophone: cáspspi 'his eye', nú?tokáán?i 'my head'; cf. also 'river' and 'he ate it' among the examples given above.

In closed syllables, short /i/ not preceded by /s/ appears in an allophone comparable to /i/ in English it; the allophone is voiceless before /x/. Examples are immoyáán?a 'fur robe, buffalo robe', nín?na 'my father', úm?aksísipippo 'one thousand', isttoán?a 'knife', ixkítsíka 'seven'. Elsewhere whether stressed or stressless, short /i/ shows a variation along a continuum whose extremes are [I] and [i], similar in quality to the vowels in it and machine. Usually the i-phones are nearer the [I] end of the range. Examples are very numerous, the following are representative: pínáápisínáá?wa 'Sioux' (literally 'eastern Cree'; the term asínáwa 'Cree' probably meant 'Assiniboine' at an earlier period); nítán?a 'my daughter'; nínás?wa 'man, chief', napí 'partner!' (term of address used between males); kipitáakii?wa 'old woman'; káinás?wa 'Blood Indian'; iimitáá?wa 'dog'. 
Always short, the high back vowel /u/ appears in two allophones, one voiceless, one voiced, both with the open quality of /u/ in English put. Examples of the voiceless allophone are sikuxyasʔo 'black bear', kitēʔniixkuxtu 'I am singing to you', kitāxkanyu 'I pierced you', ksáxku 'dirt, earth, soil', nitsi-kōʔpu 'I fear, I am afraid'. The voiced allophone is found in all environments except immediately before /x/ and the neutral terminal boundary. Examples are ʔunʔni 'his father', sokúttsanʔi 'saliva, spittle', ú스pi 'his gall, his gall-bladder', otsístap-unʔni 'his ancestor, his forebear', kiiʔsumʔma 'heavenly body, sun, moon', nitxʔpumʔma 'I am buying', iʔʔkumʔwa 'he has lice', otuxtumʔi 'his heel', tunağıksisá 'needle', kutunéeʔwa 'Kootenai Indian'.

The higher-mid front rounded vowel /o/ has only one allophone, at least in the few recorded examples. In these it has the high, closed quality of the same sound in French paut. The only examples encountered are the following: innósopasʔtsis 'bench (literally 'long seat')', innósspiʔwa 'he has long hair', kumunąč 'dark green paint', móʔtö́mę̌koana 'person of the Chiefs-all-over band', itṓmisimʔwa 'he went to drink'. Speakers other than Tom Many Guns gave these forms as follows: innuí조사ʔtsis, innuísspiʔwa, kumunuy, móʔtuínę̌koana, and ituísimʔwa.

The higher-mid vowel /o/ appears both long and short. Long
/o/ has two allophones having the closed quality of /o/ in French eau. These allophones are differentiated by duration only. Before /ə/ the long /o/ is of shorter duration than elsewhere. Examples of both allophones are the following: nooxksísa 'my nose', áyoxuxtyoxsi?wa 'he is sick'; koón?ssku?yi 'snow (on ground)', kii?ó? 'ten', óom?i 'her husband', póxsapoota 'come here!'

When the vowel is short the allophones are very similar to those of the long vowel. Examples are kÍxot?i 'down, below', 0áp?api 'his eye', kokoto 'ice', 0t?ísí 'his hide', 0ttsísí 'his entrails', aspinákosi 'tomorrow', ponoká?wa 'elk', 0mni?wa 'he has a father'.

/z/ is a low back partially-rounded phoneme. In most cases the vowel is long, where the allophone may be compared to Swedish /å/ in such a word as vára. Examples are nàa?ji?yi 'my mouth', stá?0wa 'ghost', aamí?xsin?i 'ascent, climbing', 0xki?wa 'he is barking', nis?xko?yi 'my short ribs', máaxsínam?ma 'he is red'. Much rarer is short /ə/. The short allophone is similar in quality to the long: saas?tsísíiwa?yi 'he (cut) open another's belly', itsipá?api?wa 'he sat up', ayíístapa?pa 'we (inclusive) went away'.

/æ/ appears in two allophones. When long the allophone is a low front vowel phone similar in quality to the /æ/ in marry
in those dialects of American English which contrast merry, Mary, and marry. Examples of long /ɛ/ are náapiikowEEks 'white people', nécpsstsii'wa 'cloth, dress goods, woven fabric', néépppo 'sixty', née'wa 'my robe, my blanket', owEE'egg (partitive)'. When short, /ɛ/ has two allophones. The one is found when the two subsequent phonemes are /i?/. This allophone is the highest of all the allophones of this phoneme, with a phonetic quality slightly lower than [e]: akíni'wa 'he is dead (already)', isikí'pii'wa 'he stopped', nítsiítso?po?yi 'I am speaking an Indian language', siítskkaa'wa 'he is fighting', Ésiítsaiítapiiks 'disagreeable, ill-tempered people'. The other allophone has the quality of the vowel in English met. Examples are Énnisi'wa 'he is falling', ixt'ikkya?pa 'bugle', Éssinnima?yi 'he is breaking it by hand', nit'épppi 'I am dancing', niteÉttaki 'I am flaying, I am sl.inning with a blade', néépppo 'sixty'.

The phoneme /a/ appears both long and short. When long the vowel occurs in a central, open allophone, comparable phonetically to /a/ in English bomb: náanaan'a, 'bogie man', aapínákosi 'tomorrow', aapásstamashamattsi'wa 'apple', amínáaa?tsisi 'ladder'.

The allophony of /a/ when short is conditioned by the structure of the syllable in which it is found, by the segmental and suprasegmental environment of the vowel, and also apparently by
individual style.

In both open and closed syllables, /a/ before /ʔ/ appears as a clear [a] resembling the vowel when long: káta’yooxkiimi’wa 'bachelor', maa’tóókita’l 'take it!', stáʔwa’l 'ghost', ponoká’wa 'elk'. Stressed short /a/ before /x/ appears in a similar allophone: ksáxku 'earth, dirt', áxsä 'what?'. In closed syllables otherwise /a/ appears in a schwa-colored allophone, voiceless before /x/. Representative examples are: noápspa 'my eye', sikatsí’wa 'grasshopper', miistáksku’yi 'mountains, mountainous region', pásstam’á 'tinder, punk', tókskam’íí 'one', áni’nooxka 'now', niyítaxtaa’yi 'river'.

The remaining environments are all in open syllables. Unstressed before a declarative terminal boundary the allophone found is voiceless; the quality is schwa-like: nitsiksí’m’ssta 'I thought', noápspa 'my eye', nitsóóka 'I slept', ipiso’waxsa 'Morning Star', siksinám’ma 'he is black', nítán’a 'my daughter'. Otherwise short /a/ has an allophonic range which varies between [a] and [ə]; [ə] appears regularly before /p t k s/ and the nasals, while the clearer allophone is most usual before the semivowels. Instances are found, however, where these distributions are reversed. Examples are the following: apóonistoota 'smash it!', noápisaki 'my thigh', katoyísa 'Clot-of-Blood' (name of a culture hero), aapátxssooxtsí 'north, behind', noo’kákíkin’í 'my back', apékii’wa 'it is wide', asókaa’sim’í
'coat, shirt, garment', saaxesésokitskiwa 'Stoney Indian', nisstamówa 'my brother-in-law (male speaker)', sootammatoomay 'then he smelled it', nitén'a 'my daughter', ókoamí 'his belly, his stomach'; ikkawootota 'break a hole in the ice!', isspawáwáníwa 'he flew up', spayikowáaks 'Mexicans', napayíni 'bread'.

148. Suprasegmentals. Three types of phonetic pitch are found within the syllable: level, falling, and neutral. Since pitch co-occurs with stress, it is necessary to mark only one in phonemic transcription. Level pitch is found with a stressed single vowel, or with a vowel cluster having both members stressed; graphically this is ɬ or ɬɬ, ɬ or ɬɬ. Falling pitch is found only in vowel clusters in which the first member, but not the second is stressed. Graphic representation of this is ɬɬɬ or ɬɬ. Neutral pitch is found with a single stressless vowel or in a vowel cluster of two stressless vowels, graphically ɬ or ɬɬ. The pitch levels of syllables relative to each other are determined by the position in the utterance of the first stressed syllable. The stress and pitch patterns are the same for all utterances, regardless of whether the utterance is a multi- or a single-word phrase, with the difference only that a multi-word phrase has a greater number of actual or potential stresses. Two rather distinct pitch contours are found, depending upon whether the first stressed syllable is toward the beginning
or toward the end of the utterance.

**Pitch Contour Number One.** Utterances pronounced in this contour have their first stress either on, or, more usually, earlier than the penultimate syllable. Ordinarily the first stressed syllable is found near the beginning of the utterance. Statistically this contour is the most frequent in the language. The highest pitch in this contour is found with the first stressed syllable, regardless of whether the stress is primary or secondary. Any syllables (stressless by definition) which precede the first stress are lower in pitch than the stressed syllable, but are of higher pitch than any stressless syllables which follow the first stressed syllable.

There are several pitch decrescendos with this contour. If only one stressed syllable occurs in the utterance and the immediately following syllable contains a single vowel, then the pitch contour drops in a steady curving descent, each syllable pitched lower than the last, until the end of the utterance is reached: nimaatsksimiipaxa 'I do not know (it)'. The same decrescendo is found if the single stressed syllable is followed immediately by at least two syllables containing more than a single vowel: áwawawakoyii?wa 'it is flowing', nitaawaasaimni 'I am crying'. If the single stressed syllable is followed by a syllable containing more than one vowel, and the syllable following this contains a single vowel, a different type of decres-
cendo occurs. After the stressed vowel(s) the pitch becomes low immediately, and remains low until the end of the word: 'maatś̱noyiiwaatsa 'he doesn't see him', aamyóopiita 'get on, mount!'

Somewhat differing decrescendos are found if a second, or other stressed syllables, occur subsequent to the first stressed syllable. When the second stress occurs prior to the penultimate syllable, the pitch of the stressed syllable(s) is very slightly above the level which would be found if the same syllable were stressless. The stresses subsequent to the initial stress stand out in the descending contour as intensity and pitch peaks.

Representative examples are the following: ḃosáka 'it is back-fat', nítstáwawaxka 'I am approaching, nítákkaa?wa 'he is my partner', nítuxpāataki 'I packed, carried on my back', ásetsiplmaa?wa 'he is whipping (something living)', pákkisíststuxkixkn̓ilitsitapii?wa 'he is a Flathead (Indian)', maanistáipaxpōyissiyà?yi 'as she went on shaking it'. Examples which consist of more than one word are the following: ki ʔunna?sina ixpókiissapokskaa?si 'and the men-folk were running along too', itséipisskuxtoyiiyaawayi issapóyi otaxkutiitxtaayi?yi 'they chased the Crows to the Yellowstone', ki itóo?tsimayi maatsiníiyi, ki itsinnapan?ssiiwa?yi 'and she took the tongue and confessed'. 
When a second or subsequent stress (always secondary) is found on the last (in certain cases next-to-last) syllable in the utterance, the decrescendo is of a very different sort. In this case the contour found is a combination of contour number one and the other contour—pitch contour number two—now to be described.

**Pitch Contour Number Two.** If the first stressed syllable is the last syllable of the utterance, the entire contour is pronounced with a slow, deliberate, almost solemn cadence, and on a low pitch level. Any syllables which precede the final syllable receive an equal amount of stress, which is stronger than on stressless syllables in the contour just discussed. The stressed syllable is distinguished by its greater relative intensity, but its pitch does not differ from that of any preceding syllable or syllables. The characteristic feature of this contour is its measured, monotonous quality. Such contours are characteristically short in length: sáá 'no!', poká 'partner!' (allocution used between females)', atsikiííts 'moccasins', misísé 'excrement'.

The same contour is found unpredictably on a number of words with penultimate stress. Morphophonemically it can be shown that the stress on words of this kind is on the last syllable of the stem: piitá 'come in!', sipiíwa 'it is tall, high', maamííwa 'fish, it is a fish', innoyííwa 'it is long',
meatsiní'yi 'tongue', imita'wa 'dog', siksiná?ma 'he is black', i?tskuxto'óta 'unwrap it'. Morphophonemic analysis shows that words with penultimate stress pronounced in pitch contour number one never have the stress on their last stem syllable, cf. for example káyiists 'dried meat', nitsíistsí 'I carried on my back', niksítssta 'she is my mother'.

As mentioned above, one type of decrescendo has elements of both contours one and two. This decrescendo is found only with compounds in which the last member has pitch contour number two when an independent word. This means that the final, or penultimate syllable, is stressed, but this stress is not the first stressed syllable in the word. The first stressed syllable in the word occurs somewhere on the prior member or members of the compound. This portion of the compound is pronounced with the appropriate decrescendo of pitch contour number one, with the shift to the decrescendo of contour number two occurring on the first syllable of the element pronounced in isolation with contour number two. Examples are the names kya?yíitsiksiná?ma 'Black Bear' and kya?yíootokàánà 'Bearhead'.

149. In this section will be described a stylistic feature which is found in narrative style. The feature in question is an exaggerated prolongation of a vowel, usually, but not always with primary stress; the intensity and pitch of such a vowel
are those appropriate to the intonational context. This type of length is termed superlength, and is indicated graphically by two raised dots following the affected vowel. The meaning of superlength varies according to the form class of the word in which it occurs. With demonstrative pronoun stems, prolongation of the stressed vowel indicates remoteness in time or space: mi'ka aapato'tsika 'long, long ago', ki o'miksskaokyaa'wa 'and away off yonder they went'. With other stems superlength simply emphasizes the meaning of the morpheme in which it occurs: stam ... nixkiyiixkaawwa 'they just sang and sang and sang', ki mi'ksi kana'waa'sitapiiyi m'o'toyakii'stayaa'wa 'and all the youths saddled up all over', ki maaniste ... paxpoyissiyeyi ki iikistap ... nnyooxp ... piyikii iimiiksi 'and as she went on shaking it, they say that the buffalo just kept on jumping down out of it'.
200. PHONOTACTICS

210. Syllable Canon. The syllable canon of Blackfoot is exceedingly complex. The maximum number of prenuclear positions is 5, the nucleus includes a maximum of 2 positions, while the number of postnuclear positions is limited to 3; in formula this is \((C)(C)(C)(C)(C)V(V)(C)(C)(C)\). The minimum syllable, as shown in the formula, is \(V\). Only one syllable in the language was found in which all positions are occupied: this is the syllable-word \(kssts\text{isti}ts\) 'snail shells, spiral shells'.

Stress environments found within the syllable are the following:

**Primary:**
- \(V\) tokska 'one'
- \(VV\) nii'\text{sa}' 'my elder brother'
- \(V\) aap\text{a}w\text{a} 'ermine'

**Secondary:**
- \(V\) nit\text{atsips}\text{ima} 'I am beating, whipping (something living)
- \(VV\) nit\text{aay}\text{api} 'I see, I am seeing'
- \(VV\) nit\text{aaw\text{ests}}\text{ipxtaki} 'I am bringing something'

**Stressless:**
- \(V\) noom\text{a} 'my husband'
- \(VV\) nituxkiimaan\text{a} 'my wife'

The stress patterns \(VVV, \text{VV}, \text{VV}, \text{VV}, \text{VV}, \text{VV}, \text{VV}, \text{VV}\) and \(VV\) are always disyllabic. Syllable boundary in the first four is \(VV,V\), in the second three, \(V,VV\). Others of this type, for instance \(VVV\),
might be presumed to exist, although no example was collected.

Examples of the above types are the following: Ñaañanì 'blood', meeewa 'robe'; Ñaatsstaa wa 'rabbit', amisaartsis 'ladder', kutenmeeewa 'Kootenai', xooyiwa 'he is eating', seëstitoowwa 'he cried the news' pëkkissttxuxkiniiitsitapìwa 'Flathead Indian'; Ñësaangtuxsiwa 'he is undressing', Ñëwaapsawaxkxopìpa 'you and I are walking'; taaa 'which one?'; seëkimëeka 'cross the lodge!'; nituaksipow 'I am going to get up'.

220. Distribution of vowels. Vowels have the widest privilege of occurrence of all Blackfoot phonemes. They appear in the environment of consonants and semivowels, in the environment of all the suprasegmentals, and in homophonous and heterophonous clusters. A separate listing of examples of the various consonantal and suprasegmental environments of vowels will not be given here, since most may be found in the examples already given. Some are obviously more rare than others, but, with the possible exception of /ɛ/ and /ɔ/, it is scarcely to be doubted that all potential combinations do occur in the language.

The same cannot be said of vocalic environments of vowels. All but /u/ occur in homophonous clusters ('long' vowels), but only certain combinations appear in heterophonous clusters. These are /ai/ Ñaawaipistsiim?eskaawwa 'Navaho' (literally 'blanket weaver'), /i/ oëpxipìwa 'he jumped off, he hurtled through the air', /au/ kituxkanìukotu 'I gave you all', /ao/ ponokaomitaawwa 'horse'
(literally 'elk dog'), /æ/ stækwæ 'ghost', ækwæf 'water'.

230. Distribution of Consonants. Consonants as a class are subject to more distributional restrictions than are the vowels.

Little can be said of the distributions of the consonant phonemes peripheral to the system; this is due entirely to the paucity of examples. /ɬ/ was found in initial position in two unassimilated loans from English. /l/ was encountered in medial position in one native word and in one unassimilated loan from Crow. /h/ occurs ordinarily only in initial position in certain (perhaps obsolete) native exclamatory forms; in some idiolects it is also found in initial position in one specific morphophonemic environment and in medial position between vowels, again in specific morphophonemic environments. Examples of the marginal consonants are given in section 123 above.

Of the consonants central to the system, /x/ occurs only following vowels and before another obstruent. /θ/ occurs most often following vowels and before other consonants central to the system (except /x/), but it is also sometimes found between vowels and nasals. /ð/ occurs in initial position in only one form, as 'yes'.

---

1 This word is also pronounced in some idiolects with
nasalization of the vowel. This is the only instance of vowel nasalization discovered. The word may be a loan from some other language of the Missouri Valley, cf. Plains Cree ?g'ha, Dakota haŋ, Arikara haŋ', Atsina ?ê`. Sarsi has a similar word, but my field recording is not clear as to nasality.

Examples of the (consonantal) environments of /x/ and /ʔ/ are given in later sections in which consonant clustering is discussed. Examples of /ʔ/ between vowels are stáraʔwa 'ghost', nitcʔettaki 'I am flaying with a blade', káraʔsakiwaats 'doesn't he cook?', âxtsiwaʔuxkotsiwaʔyi 'he trades with him'.

Of the remaining consonants central to the system, the stops /p t k/ never appear before any boundary. /s/ appears in virtually all possible initial, medial, and final environments, and is the consonant phoneme of least restricted occurrence. The nasals /m/ and /n/ appear in only certain specific consonantal environments, but their appearance is otherwise free. /w/ appears only very rarely following a boundary, never precedes a consonant, and only rarely follows a consonant; when it does, the consonant is always /k/, cf. kskiitsikwisits, an idiolectal variant of kskiitsikoists 'days'. /y/ never appears before a consonant, but its appearance is otherwise not restricted; it is, however, exceedingly rare immediately following a boundary. Examples of the consonantal environments are given in the next section. Most of the remaining environments of consonants can be seen in
examples already introduced in this or other sections. Probable environments not already exemplified are /y/ and /w/ in the environment of a boundary; for these environments cf. yöomokii’wa 'it is crooked' and iimitásy 'dog' (obviative); wátismaan 'hole', nitsi’nitaw 'I killed him'.

231. Consonant Clusters. Consonant clusters are simple (two members), expanded obstruent (three or more members, all obstruents), and expanded sonorant (three or more, at least one of which is a sonorant).

232. Simple Consonant Clusters. There are two types of simple cluster, one in which only obstruents are found, and one in which at least one is a sonorant. These two types of simple consonant cluster are the prototypes of the expanded consonant clusters.

232.1 Obstruent Clusters. Types and examples are enumerated below.

1. Fricative plus obstruent
   a) /x/ plus /s/: áxa 'what?'
   b) fricative plus stop:
      spii’wa 'it is high, it is tall'
      stooyii’wa 'it is cold, it is winter'
      skiyim’a 'bitch, mare'
      nooxpi'ats 'my lungs'
nooxtočis 'my ear'
nóxka 'my kettle'

2. Geminate obstruents

naatsippo 'twenty'
ottowan 'his knife'
niták'kwa 'my partner, my comrade'
ississ 'fat, suet'

3. /ʔ/ plus obstruent

iiʔpi'í wa 'it is wet'
maʔtókita 'take thou it!'
nooʔkakíñi 'my back'
níʔsa 'my elder brother'

From the foregoing it can be seen that clusters whose first member is /s/ may appear in initial position, clusters whose last member is /s/ may appear in final position, but all others appear only in medial position.

232.2 Sonorant Clusters. Types and examples of this kind of cluster follow:

1. Geminate nasals

nímmists 'west'
únni 'his father'

2. /ʔ/ plus sonorant and nasal plus /ʔ/

paaxkëifiʔmoʔwa 'it smells very foul'
i?ni?wa 'he died'
kata?yooxkiimi?wa 'bachelor'
üm?axksikimi?i 'lake'
nin?ixkíta 'sing thou!'  

3. Consonant plus /y/

pyómaaxkaa?wa 'he ran far'
tatsikyó?waxsin 'lunch, midday meal'
mamyaa?tsikimi?wa 'magpie'
á?waxkânyaaki?wa 'he is piercing'

Clusters whose second member is /y/ may appear in both initial and medial position; all other sonorant clusters occur only medially.

233. Expanded Obstruent Clusters. Obstruents may appear in clusters of up to five members in initial position and up to seven or eight (possibly even more) in medial position. In final position are found only clusters whose final member is /s/.

The following rules specify expanded clustering of obstruents:

1) /ʔ/ and /x/ participate as first member only; in accordance with restrictions on the distribution of these phonemes (see section 230 above), expanded clusters including these members never appear in initial position.

2) Each succeeding obstruent must differ in manner from
its predecessor, except that:

a) /?/ may be followed by one stop;
b) an obstruent may succeed itself.

The sequence of manners is thus always stopped-continuant-stopped, etc., or continuant-stopped-continuant, etc.

By the rules just given a very large number of expanded obstruent clusters is permitted. One special problem in this connection is that of geminate obstruents imbedded within a multi-member cluster. As a rule these are difficult for the English-attuned ear. Their reality is attested, however, by several minimal and near minimal pairs: nitsiksistsi 'I am finished' vs. nitsiksistssi 'I am anxious'; nit?tt?tskixtaki 'I make patties' vs. nit?tt?tskixtaki 'I unwrap something'; isttsi?wa 'it hurts' vs. istss?wa 'it is burning'; kippeimita 'take thou a little nip, take a little drink' vs. kippeimatomota 'take thou a whiff of it, take a little smell of it'; mi?istapoksska?gi 'he ran away' vs. otsi?istapoksska?agi 'when he ran away'. Definite proof of such contrasts was not discovered until much material had been amassed, with the result that all materials collected previously may contain some clusters which are phonemically incorrect by being underdifferentiated. Particularly susceptible to such error are /s/ vs. /ss/ between stops.
Examples have not been found of all the obstruent sequences believed possible, and examples will not be given of all combinations found. It is felt that this is not necessary, since the rules for obstruent clustering are readily apparent from even a small number of representative examples.

Three member clusters

spassksimoko 'tall grass'
kswiowtxsi 'down'
\um\?aksikimi la\k 'lake'
\ist\tow\?a 'knife'
akksi 'bed'
m\at\s\ka\?a 'implement for removing hair in tanning'
apssi 'arrow'
isspi\ksi\?\?a 'he is thick'
aksisi 'he is good'
nite\?sikstaki 'I am biting'
opst\oo\?ki\?a 'his entrails'
musskitsipaxpi 'heart'

Four member clusters

tas\ka\?a 'which one?'
spssi\?wa 'he is high'
iiksoka\?pssi\?wa 'he is very good'
ksikkspayikoan\?a 'Spaniard'
'um'axksisiss 'big fat'
kippsimatoota 'take thou a quick smell of it'
iksa?wa 'he is narrow'
kitsaxpssi 'you are weak'
'isstisksi?wa 'he is slippery'
'irispsis 'he is wet'
ksiaistssi?wa 'he is finished'
nitsapsikssi 'I am thick'
noapspa 'my eye'
spasasskimoko 'tall grass'

Five member clusters
ksxiisi 'snail shell, spiral shell'
ixtsitsksspai?wa 'he is looking past'
ksiasksisi?wa 'he is stiff with cold'
'ntsitskixxtaki 'I shape with the hands, I make patties'
'ntsitsaksimatowa?wa 'I wove him' (blanket)
'siksii?kskimoma 'silver'
'utttsaskonattssi?wa 'it is blue, it is green'

The following forms might contain clusters of five or six consonants, depending upon whether the cluster-medial /s/ is correct as written, rather than an incorrect apprehension of /ss/. 
nookstsíimmis 'hate thou him!'
iikókspsíwa 'he is very sticky'
nookstsíís 'my popliteal'

**Six member clusters**
nitsííksáksíssi 'I am very stiff with cold'
nookssksíta 'do thou please urinate!'
ákaiksístssksimataíwa 'he has already finished weaving'
nímaatuxkattssksínowaawaats 'I do not know him either'
áxkunikípsstsmotsiíyoo?pa 'let us wrestle awhile with each other.'

The following forms might contain clusters of six, seven, or eight consonants, depending upon whether the cluster-medial instances of /s/ are correct or incorrect, as above:
nitsííkkstssi 'I am slender, I am slim'
íststtsís 'hairbrush'
nookskskáatakita 'watch thou!'
úm?axkstskaarwa 'there is a big dust'
'óskstsííkaxpi 'gamble joint of the buffalo' (from Uhlenbeck)

234. Expanded sonorant clusters. All clusters of this type include at least one sonorant. Included are clusters in which the sonorant is a nasal and one of the other members is /ʔ/, and clusters in which the final member is /y/ and the prior members are either all nasals or all obstruents. Clusters of /y/ with
obstruents are attested with as many as seven members.

1) Clusters with /ʔ/
   a) /ʔ/ precedes /ss/
      nimʔssa 'my daughter-in-law'
      kumʔssiʔwa 'he is round'
      maanʔssiʔwa 'he is young, he is new'
      nimʔsiksikimʔssats.spi 'my palm, the palm of my hand'
   b) /ʔ/ follows a nasal
      siksɨnəmʔma 'he is black'
      nimʔna 'my father'
      ʉmʔ ssikasʔwa 'he is skimming'

2) Clusters with /y/
   a) /y/ follows nasals
      punnyooxtσkeistsikumyooʔpa 'wrist watch'
   b) /y/ follows obstruents
      ikkyaaʔwa 'he is broken' (horse)
      itspyooxkitopiʔwa 'Middle Rider' (name)
      nitsikspaʔwa 'I hit him in the head'
      ikkatəsskyoomitaʔwa 'greyhound' ('slender faced dog')
300. Morphophonemics

310. In this section are described the productive and unproductive morphophonemic alternations of Blackfoot. The environments in which alternations occur are described and examples are given, usually in both morphophonemic and phonemic form. Some attempt has been made to treat early those alternations which are most basic, but in the main the arrangement is not rigorously ordered.

Before turning to the actual description, a few words are in order concerning what is here called the morphophonemic "level" and its embodiment, morphophonemic transcription. That such a structural system exists can no more be doubted than that morphological or tactic systems exist. But it is also incontestable that the morphophonemic level is more difficult to discover than are the other systems, and that morphophonemic transcription differs in important ways from phonemic or phonetic transcription. These latter are tied closely to phonetic reality, while morphophonemic transcription is often greatly influenced by the structuralizing opinions and supposed insights of the analyst. That these are sometimes in error can not be doubted, for the linguist who writes a work of this kind seldom possesses the intuitive (native) feeling which ensures most reliable analysis. Moreover, even with
native control of a language, it is sometimes impossible to
discover the exact morphophonemic make-up of all morphemes.
For example, when two morphophonemes have the same phonemic re-
presentation in certain environments, it may be impossible in
some such environments to decide which morphophoneme underlies
the phonemic form in question. In such a situation an arbitrary
decision must be made if the form is to be given a morphophonemic
shape.

Thus it must be admitted at the outset that some portions
of some forms in morphophonemic transcription are of less vali-
dity than other portions of the same or of other forms. This is
regrettable because it is uneconomical to indicate which parti-
cular morphophonemes are certain, which are partially certain,
and which are the arbitrary invention of the analyst. One
can only hope that careful study of the description will acquaint
the reader with the problem areas, so that he can recognize for
himself the points where confidence must be tempered with
cautions.

320. Morphophonemic alternations in Blackfoot include both
segmentals and suprasegmentals. Suprasegmental alternations in-
clude variations of both length and position of stress. Segmental
alternations have consonants and vowels in alternation with other
consonants and vowels or semivowels, as well as alternation of
both with zero.
321. The following symbols are used in the morphophonemic transcription of Blackfoot.

**Segmentals**

Consonants, symbolized hereinafter by C:

\[
\begin{array}{cccc}
\text{p} & \text{t} & \text{k} & ? \\
\text{s} & \text{S} & \\
\text{m} & \text{n} & \\
\text{w} & \text{y} & \\
\text{Y} & \\
\end{array}
\]

The symbol N represents either nasal.

Vowels:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{i} \\
\text{o} \\
\text{I} \\
\text{a}
\end{array}
\]

The symbol V represents any vowel. The vowels /ion/ and /a/ are referred to hereinafter as morphophonemic back vowels; /i/ and /I/ as morphophonemic front vowels. The vowels /i/, /I/, and /o/ are referred to as morphophonemic high vowels, while /a/ is referred to as a morphophonemic low vowel.

Certain additional symbols are used to designate non-productive alternations. These alternations are described below, beginning in section 350. The symbols are introduced and defined in later paragraphs. A small number of as yet
unpredictable alternations make it seem likely that still
other morphophonemes might be required for a comprehensive
description of the language.

**Suprasegmentals**

: (colon)

# (number)

322. Definition of special symbols.

||S|| ||S|| is always the prior member of a cluster of conson-

ants. It is represented at the phonemic level by /s/, /ss/, /x/, and /∅/, Environments in which these appear are specified in

a later section (342.4).

||I|| This morphophoneme is represented at the phonemic level

by /i/ and /∅/. It is identified by alternations of ||t||, ||k||, and ||S|| in its environment. See the sections where these morpho-

phonemic consonants are described for examples of ||I||.

||Y|| This morphophoneme is a no longer predictable posi-

tional variant of ||I||, defined by the same features. It is

found morpheme initially and medially only. It appears at the

phonemic level as /y/, /l/, and /∅/.

||y|| This morphophoneme appears at the phonemic level as

/y/ and /∅/. Examples of this and the preceding morphophoneme

appear in section 342.1.

||u|| When short, ||u|| appears as /u/ in five environments,
all defined by the following morphophoneme or morphophonemic sequence. These are ||N||, ||S||, ||C1C2||, ||CCC||, and ||$\emptyset$||. Examples appear in sections 341.1 and 341.2.

||$\emptyset$|| The overt phonemic representation of this morphophoneme is a lengthening of the vowel which precedes it; in two environments ||$\emptyset$|| appears as a lengthened vowel at the phonemic level, elsewhere ||$\emptyset$|| is represented by /$\emptyset$/. See section 332 for examples.

||$\#$|| This symbol represents an initial or final word or phrase boundary. Its position to the left or right of morphophonemes represents respectively initial or final boundary. Examples are ||$\#$nikIta$\#$|| /nikis'ta/ 'my mother'; ||$\#$onni$\#$|| /'unni/ 'his father'.


331. Stress. Alternations in position of stress are common and apparently complex. Stress seems to be an inherent component of true noun stems. Verb stems, on the other hand, appear to have mobile stress. In all cases the position and kind of stress found in the finished construct seem to be determined by rules associated with morphophonemic length, which is often not represented at the phonemic level, and indeed possibly evidenced only by the position of stress in some cases.

Although tentative hypotheses might be advanced, since
this area is still largely unclear, no effort is made to state rules of stress placement.

332. Length. Only specific morphophonemic vowels participate in alternations in length. Alternations found are the very common VV with V and the rather rare VV with Ø. In the latter alternation, V is always /i/ at the phonemic level. The morphophonemic vowel is apparently /I/.

Alternations of length are indicated in morphophonemic transcription by a colon. When this symbol follows a vowel, the VV to V alternation is indicated; when [:] follows a consonant, the V to Ø alternation is indicated.

VV is represented at the phonemic level by VV in two environments:

1. The initial syllable of any construct:

   pənɨwa 'she tanned'
   paanɔsin 'tanning'
   cf. ːpənɨwa 'she is tanning'
   ksɨstskuyi 'day'
   cf. naatoiiksɨstskuyi 'Sunday'
   soomɔsɨrwa 'she went for water'
   soomɔsita 'go thou for water!'
   cf. ːsakasomoːsɨrwa 'she will go for water'

2. Any medial syllable in which [:V:] is preceded immediately by a vowel. These vowels are always [:i:], [:I:], or [:a:]. At the
phonemic level the front vowels appear as a semivowel, the low
vowel is often separated from a following low vowel by /w/:

nitáawaḱnyaáki 'I am piercing, I am sewing'

 cf. nitánnaki 'I am seizing, I am holding'

nitáawakán/Yooká 'he is piercing me, he is doctoring me by lancing'

 cf. nitsíkimwa 'he pitied me'

nitáawakán/ya/ 'I pierced him, I doctored him by lancing'

 cf. nitsinna/ 'I seized him'

á/waakotsi/ 'it (water-) is boiling'

 cf. ásaakotsi/ 'it is going to boil'

||C:|| is represented at the phonemic level by /C/ in the
initial syllable of a construct, but by /C/ elsewhere:

keistá/íiyita 'scratch thou thyself!'

 cf. e/e/keistá/íiyi/ 'he is scratching himself'

keistónimma 'bangs, trimmed hair'

 cf. nitsíkstonímma 'I cut bangs'

340. Specification of segmental alternations. In the fol-
lowing sections are specified the segmental alternations which
occur in response to the morphophonemic environment. Described
first will be the morphophonemics of vowels. Note that second-
ary vowel changes occasioned by the deletion of a morphopho-
nemic semivowel are described together with the discussion of
deletion of semivowels (342.1).

341. Vowels at morpheme boundaries. Vowels which appear at morpheme boundaries are here termed boundary vowels. These vowels are subject to several different morphophonemic rules. Three environments are important: 1) a contiguous ||#||; 2) certain following consonants and consonant clusters; 3) a contiguous boundary vowel.

341.1. Vowels in the environment of ||#||.

||o|| following ||#|| and preceding an unlike vowel often appears as /w/, but it may also appear as a fully articulated /o/ or /u/: vátsímaa, vátsímaan, vátsímaan 'hole, burrow'; wísspi, wísspi, ússpi 'his gall, his gall bladder'. (For syncope of /i/ in the last example, see section 341.2).

||o|| preceding ||#|| appears as /u/: ksáku 'ground, earth'; nitáswaxkànyu 'I am piercing you, I am doctoring you by lance'; kakú 'go on, proceed!'; nitáskoo'pu 'I am afraid'.

||u|| and ||u|| are often dropped between ||m|| and ||N|| and a following ||#||. The rule is facultative, and when a vowel is present at the phonemic level it is /i/: otokís, otokísí 'his hide, his skin'; úss, ússí 'his elder brother'; asókaasísim, asókaasísimí 'shirt'; akksín, akksíní 'bed, bedstead'; tókskamá, tokskamámi 'one'; pún, púní 'bracelet'. (For a discussion of the glottalization and truncation apparent in the
examples, see sections 342.7 and 342.8).

\$a\$ is also subject to deletion between \$a\$ and \$N\$ and a following \$\#\$: moksís, moksísa 'awl, somebody's awl'; níss, níssa 'my elder brother'; nítxkiímaan, nítxkiímaan\$\$ 'my wife'; nóom, nóom\$\$ 'my husband'; nína, nína 'my father'; siiksinám\$, siiksinám\$ma 'he is black'. (Glottalization and truncation, as noted, are discussed in sections 342.7 and 342.8). In both this and the preceding group it should be recalled that the vowels subject to apocope are whispered even when present if the following \$\#\$ is a terminal boundary (section 147).

Unstressed \$I\$ and \$\#\$ are facultatively dropped before \$\#\$ when a homorganic semivowel precedes. Examples are numerous, the following forms, one noun, one verb, are illustrative of both the vowel deletion and the constructions where the deletion is most frequent: ksáxkuy, ksáxku\$yi \$ 'earth, dirt'; siiksi\$pi\$\$way, siiksi\$pi\$\$way\$yi 'he bit him'.

In an analogous way, unstressed \$a\$ is often dropped when preceded by \$w\$ and followed by \$\#\$: iimitá\$á\$w, iimitá\$á\$wa 'dog'; siiksi\$pá\$w, siiksi\$pá\$wa 'he was bitten'.

Virtually all morphophonemic long vowels and diphthongs are shortened before \$\#\$: nitá\$á\$wa\$\$waxka 'I am moving on foot, I am walking', cf. á\$w\$awaxka\$\$wa 'he is moving on foot, he is walking'; nitsiksi\$atsi\$ti\$wa 'I am jealous', cf. é\$é\$ksis\$atsi\$ti\$wa.
'he is jealous'; siksiá 'Blackfoot', cf. siiksikiáwa 'he is a Blackfoot' (regarding the lengthened vowel in the first syllable of the last cited form, see section 353); náapi 'old man'; cf. náapii'wa 'he is an old man'; kitá'papainó 'I dream of you', from ||kitaaIpa:paInoo||; kitáaaksínó 'I will draw your picture', from ||kitayaakIsíneo||.

Some long vowels, however, are not shortened in this environment: itskáá 'dust'; kakkóó 'dove'; sii'kii 'black paint'; nitsitoó 'I went there'; máe 'this one (animate)'; míi 'this one (inanimate)'; ánnoó 'this one (animate or inanimate)'. Which vowels remain long before ||#|| are unpredictable at present, and must be identified in each case. An arbitrarily-determined morphophonemic shape could be posited, together with rules for generating the correct phonemic forms, but this solution is unappealing to the writer.

341.2 Vowels preceding certain consonants and consonant clusters.

Connective ||í||. One of the most universal phenomena of Blackfoot morphophonemics is the appearance between certain morphemes of a non-etymological /i/. This /i/ is found before consonant-initial morphemes when the preceding morpheme does not end in /i/. The classical designation for this characteristic feature is connective -í-.¹ In this work it will be
See, for example, paragraph 16 of Leonard Bloomfield's sketch "Algonquian". In Harry Hoijer (ed.), Linguistic Structures of Native America. Viking Fund Publications in Anthropology, no. 6. The Blackfoot feature, while cognate, is not identical to that described by Bloomfield, as a comparison of his description with the above will show.

referred to as connective II. Many examples could be cited, the following are representative: i?naksipoka?wa 'little child'; itsapipo?tsimay 'he inserted it, put it in'; siksipisa 'bite thou him!'; nituxkan?isimíxpists 'all my writings, everything I have written'; ásakotusasskimaaxka?wa 'he is going to make bows and arrows' (an obsolete euphemism for the death of an adult male).

The presence of connective II is often concealed by the operation of later morphophonemic rules: um?axksstocki 'donkey, mule', from ||omaSkIStooki; mii?kót?kim 'copper', from ||mii?kotaalKimma; áputta?wa 'it is up in the air, it is flying', from ||aaIpottaawa; i:toókimii?wa 'it is full of a liquid', from ||stoiikimiwa || or ///Stooykimiwa///; nitaaksasskima 'I am going to make arrow shafts', from ||nityaakIsaISkima; nitaaksikawí?piksiixpa 'I will open it', from ||nityaaksIkawa?IpikIIspa//.

Some theme-forming suffixes probably also contain this morphophoneme, but since there is no alternation with zero
(the only basis for discovery of connective ||I||), the conjecture cannot be proved.

Connective ||I|| is sometimes (rarely) omitted when a preceding boundary vowel is present: nitááwaaxkápyaavya'wa 'I am bringing him home', cf. ||pI|| 'bring'; kxiistóókomi 'warm, hot water', cf. ||komi||, ||kimi|| 'liquid'; innoka-'elk' (in compounds), cf. ||ka|| 'foot, leg' (the meaning of the term is literally 'long legs').

Obligatory syncope of ||I||. Short, unstressed ||I|| is regularly syncopated when it is preceded by obstruents other than ||ʔ|| and nasals and followed by ||S|| or ||s||. Examples of the resultant clusters are very numerous; most of the rather complex consonant clusters found in the language seem to be the result of the operation of this rule.

Syncope of ||I|| before ||S||. Useful for illustrating the syncope of ||I|| before ||S|| is the animate derivational suffix ||ISs||, which is one of the theme formants for animate stative verbs. Examples are the following: íi?pííwa 'he is wet', cf. íi?pííwa 'it is wet'; saaxkííwa 'he is short', cf. saaxkííwa 'it is short'; áxsiíwa 'he is good', cf. áxsiíwa 'it is good' (see section 342.9 below for shortening of the morphophonemic sequence ||SSsS||); sikímsííwa 'he is stingy'. Other examples with different morphemes containing ||Ss|| are nitsikíníssí 'I am warm', with the intransitive final ||ISs|| 'heat'; simíssíí 'drinking, a drink', with the deverbative
noun formant ||ISSin||.

The same type of syncope is found in apparent morpheme-medial position: nín’ssta 'my elder sister'; nooxkin’sstsis 'my elbow'; ním’ssa 'my daughter-in-law'; kón’ssku 'snow in drifts'; kšiistsikúm’sstaen 'window'; aam’sskáápuxtši 'south'.

Many apparent exceptions to this rule of syncope actually do not have a short morphophonemic vowel preceding ||s||: í’símíssammíwáwa 'he is peeping at him, looking at him secretly', from ||áaísímíSSammíwá||; oøookísíssisi 'kidney fat', from ||oøookÍSSiSSí||; ikkinísíwa 'he is gentle', from ||IkkinÍSSíwa||; áápínísíwáwa 'he is albino', from ||aápinÍSSíwa||.

Syncope of ||I|| before ||s||. Illustrative of the syncope of ||I|| before ||s|| are verbal constructs containing a root having an initial ||s||. Syncopated in all cases is connective ||I||: ómatapasskíwa 'it is beginning to grow', from ||ómatapÍsaÍskiwall||; áwattáapiiýíwa 'he is stretching himself', from ||áawattÍsaapiiýíwá||; nooksákista 'please go thou out!', from ||nnookÍsaíkItá||; áxsootaaíwa 'it is a good rain', from ||ia•SaÍsootaawá|| (see section 342.9 below for the shortening of the secondary morphophonemic sequence ||Ssa||); íkkám’síi’katsíiníki 'if he kicks me', from ||IkkámIsíi’katiiniíkí||; min’saksísta 'do thou not go out!', from ||miínIsaíkItá||.

Such forms as the following list have not yet been satis-
factorilly explained. Some may have //i// in the critical environment; it is also very probable that many instances of /s/ before which an /i/ remains are not from //s//. Examples are miinìst' 'berries'; umìst' 'her travois'; nitsìnìssí 'I fell off, I was bucked off'; kímmísa 'pity thou him!'; únnikis 'her breast'; nowápisaki 'my thigh'; nitìépapísa 'I am shouting'. It could be assumed that each instance of /s/ in the above forms before which syncope did not occur derives from some unidentified morphophoneme. Such an assumption (with appropriate rules) has not been made because there is, as yet, no proof that a single morphophonemic background is involved.

Short, unstressed //I//, preceded by //aa// (//a//?) may be elided before //s//. Note that even though //I// is elided, the phonemic representation of //S// is nevertheless /ss/. The same elision may also occur before //NN//. It also happens in both environments that the low vowel, rather than //I//, is elided. Still a third alternative is that contraction of the vowels occurs, with no elision. Which of these is found is apparently not predictable. Examples are ássapopéiÌpíÌwa, ássapopéiÌpíÌwa, ássapopéiÌpíÌwa 'he is jumping up', from //aISpooSpaipíÌwa//; ássinnimàyi, ássinnimàyi, ássinnimàyi 'he is breaking it by hand', from //aISsInnimai//; ánnisíÌwa, ánnisíÌwa, ánnisíÌwa 'he is falling' (the correct
morphophonemic background of the full form is unknown, but the
critical portion is ||aaImm-||; ëm̪ɔ́̊ssikaaɔ́̊wa, ëm̪ɔ́̊ssikaaɔ́̊wa,
ëm̪ɔ́̊ssikaaɔ́̊wa 'he is skimming', from ||aImmISsikaawa||. Also
belonging here, but of unknown morphophonemic background, are
ësskoo'kiinà, ëskoo'kiinà, ësskoo'kiinà 'ant' and káánasskiinà,
káánísskiinà, káánasskiinà 'mouse'.

A similar syncope may occur when ||I|| is preceded by ||c||
and followed by ||S||. The latter is again represented by /ss/,
while the vowel appears as /u/. If syncope does not occur,
the disyllabic sequence /ui/ is found: nússkitsipaxpi,
nússkitsipaxpi 'my heart', from ||noISkitipaSpì|| (possibly
from ||nooISkitipaSpì||); ússpi, ússpi 'his gall bladder',
from ||oISSpì||; saakúkotusskuy, saakúkotisskuy 'bottle',
from ||sa:kokoISkoyì||.

Syncope of ||i||. Under unknown conditions an unstressed,
short ||i|| between ||p t k s|| and ||S|| is also syncopated.
When this occurs, ||S|| is represented at the phonemic level by
/s/ rather than /s/: iiksípinaaptsiiwegwa 'it is far to the east',
itstsiiwegwa 'he was there', cf. itxtsiiwegwa 'he is there', all
from ||iStii|| 'be, lie'; pisatgiiitasan 'pastry', cf.
ixkmítaaegwa 'she baked'; pisátgiiitasin 'fancy dancing', cf.
ëxpiyìwegwa 'he is dancing'; nitsipókkiiqwa 'I mashed it, flat-
tened it with my foot', cf. nitépakkixkiiqwa 'I am bursting it
with my foot'; nításás kyooxaspinnaan 'we strike ourselves', cf. nításás kyaa kixpinnaan 'we strike'; nímaatokskaa'spaa 'I did not run', cf. nímaataa waxkaaxpa 'I did not walk'. The apparent unpredictability of this particular syncope is one of the most puzzling features of Blackfoot morphophonemics. It may be partly dialectal, since speakers who have no /x/ following /i/ from any source (see below, section 342.4) have more examples of this syncope than speakers who have /x/ following /i/. But "x-dialect" speakers also have some instances of this syncope. After much effort, no workable solution has presented itself. The fact that /s/ is found following the syncopated vowel rather than /ss/ rules out the possibility of an alternation between //I// and //I//, with //I// regularly syncopated as described in the earlier part of this section.

Boundary vowels before geminate consonants.

//o// before a cluster of identical consonants appears as /u/: ún'ni 'his father', from //onni//; kayóopum'ma 'he was afraid', from //kayoo'pomma//; niipússi 'in the summer, when it is summer', from //niipossi//. Morpheme-medial instances of /u/ in this environment are also found: sokuttaan 'saliva, spittle'.

All long morphophonemic vowels and diphthongs are shortened before a geminate consonant cluster: oo'tsisissin'i 'smoking (of tobacco)', from //oo'tsisIIsini//; okkúyis 'his fur, his plum-
mage', from //ookkoyiisi//; ottokisi 'his knee', from //oottokisi//; tokskam?ma 'one'. The entire morphophonemic background of the latter form is unknown, but that the vowel in question is morphophonemically long is shown by the parallel inanimate form: tokskaa?wa. The following shortened vowels are reductions of contracted vowels (see below, section 341.3 for description of contraction): nit<ppotsipista 'I am braiding my hair', from //nitaaippotipista// (the entire morphophonemic form may not be exact, but the vowel in question certainly is); ettaxsiiyaa?wa 'they are celebrating a victory, they are holding a scalp dance', from //asitassaaiyaawa//; innakiikoan 'soldier, policeman', from //IYinnakiikoana// (for suppression of //Y// before shortening, see section 342.1 below); onnimiwiya?yi 'he has him as father', from //aonnimiimiyayi//; onmooyiwa? 'he looks like him, he takes after him', from //aonmmoyiwa//; tttakowaaxsaya?yi 'if he gives water to him, if he gives him a drink', from //aoottakowa:ssayi// (see section 342.6 below for loss of //?//prior to shortening).

Shortening is also found before other consonant clusters: apspini?wa 'Canada goose (Branta canadensis subsp.)', from //atpISpiniwa//; nim?ssa 'my daughter-in-law', from //niYIMIsa// (See section 342.1 below regarding loss of //Y//).

//o// in this environment appears as /u/: im?sstsi 'his elder
sister', ñtsëkùitsis 'blue jeans, Levis'.

\( /o/ \) before \( /N/ \) and \( /S/ \). \( /o/ \) appears in these environments as \( /u/ \): nitsiikùnii\( ^\ddagger \)ta\( ^\ddagger \) 'I'm hurrying', from \( /nitIkonii\( ^\ddagger \)ta\( ^\ddagger \)k\( ^\ddagger \)i/ \); ñaakùnook\( ^\ddagger \)wa 'he will have a nightmare, he will be troubled by a bad dream', from jayaakanoo\( ^\ddagger \)k\( ^\ddagger \)\( ^\ddagger \)wa; saaxkùmaapi\( ^\ddagger \)wa 'boy', from \( /saaSkomaapi\( ^\ddagger \)wa/ \); ñkùm\( ^\ddagger \)wa 'he is bellowing, he is yelling', from (probably) \( /aaoskom\( ^\ddagger \)wa/ \); nit\( ^\ddagger \)aakùx\( ^\ddagger \)pok\( ^\ddagger \)o\( ^\ddagger \)m\( ^\ddagger \)maan\( ^\ddagger \)naa 'we (exclusive) will go together', from \( /nitayaako\( ^\ddagger \)Spokomaannaana/ \); nitsik\( ^\ddagger \)o\( ^\ddagger \)pu\( ^\ddagger \)x\( ^\ddagger \)si 'that I was afraid', from \( /nitikoo\( ^\ddagger \)po\( ^\ddagger \)SSi/ \).

Deletion of vowels between \( /\#I/ \) and \( /\#S/ \) or a geminate cluster. This loss is a phenomenon of \( /\#I/ \) and \( /\#1/ \) only.

Short \( /i/ \), preceded by \( /\#I/ \) and unstressed at the phonemic level may be dropped when an \( /\#S/ \) cluster follows. The rule is facultative, so that parallel forms, one with, one without deletion of the initial vowel, are found. When the initial vowel is lost, truncation of the following cluster always occurs. (For discussion of truncation, see section 342.8). Examples are: pùm\( ^\ddagger \) 'bracelet', from \( /iSpo\( ^\ddagger \)nI/ \) (for discussion of the glottalization found in this form, see section 342.7); tsik\( ^\ddagger \)t\( ^\ddagger \)i 'grasshopper', from \( /iStikat\( ^\ddagger \)I/ \); kiip\( ^\ddagger \) 'ten', from \( /iSkiip\( ^\ddagger \)I/ \); só\( ^\ddagger \)watsis 'tail feather, tail plume', from \( /iS\)wó\( ^\ddagger \)aats\( ^\ddagger \)si/ \).

In an analogous way, a short initial \( /I/ \) which is un-
stressed at the phonemic level may be dropped before a geminate cluster. As was the case with the preceding rule, this rule is facultative. Loss of the vowel is always accompanied by truncation (section 342.8). Examples are rather infrequent; some of the few encountered are the following: tsyómo'kaan 'cap,' from //Ittiomcorkaani//; mistsýnniki 'cream' (literally this means 'the skimming from the milk'; the correct morphophonemic form of the word is unknown, but the doublet form shows the gemination: immistsýnniki).

Numerous examples of deletion of an initial //a// were encountered, but since this is not a productive alternation, its description is deferred to a later section of this chapter (below, section 353).

341.3 Contiguous boundary vowels.

Contiguous boundary vowels may appear at the phonemic level as vowels, as combinations of vowels and semivowels, or in some cases even as //∅//. Which of these alternatives is found in a given instance depends upon the other features present in the environment.

Like boundary vowels, when one of a sequence of like boundary vowels is long, a homorganic semivowel appears between them. With a //w// is the appropriate semivowel. Apparent exceptions to this rule are examples of deletion of a morpho-
phonemic semivowel (see section 342.1 below for description of this phenomenon). Examples are: nitááwatsu'iyi 'I am drunk, I am crazy', maatsiní'iyi 'tongue' (in both of the preceding examples the final /i/ is suffixal); nitááwaam'ii 'I am smelling, I smell something', nitááwatsípaaki 'I am patching buckskin' (in both the preceding examples, /áá/ is an inflectional affix); no examples of the sequences /owo/, /oowo/, and /oowo/ were encountered. They may occur.

When like boundary vowels are both short, high vowels are contracted into a single long vowel, but instances of /a/ again show an intervening /w/: ákamanii'wa 'he begs', from //aaokamanIwa//; kiisstakii 'beaver (subordinate)', from //kISkiSta:kiI// (this ignores the problem of the correct background of /ket/); kiisstakiiiks 'beavers', from //kISkiSta:kiik//; stámiiskisasxkumaapi 'Bull Boy' (personal name), probably from //ISTámiikIIsaSkomaapiI//; otaxkóókiyí 'Yellow Wolf' (personal name), from //otaSkookoyiI//; ákawakksíkoyii'wa 'it has concealed, it has curdled', from //akaakkIkoyiIwa//.

Contracted in the same way are sequences of //oo// and //o:o://: otaxkoómi 'Yellow Fish' (personal name), from //otaSkoo:miI//; ksístoomitsík's 'stray dogs', from //kIto:mitaaik//; ko'ónoookita 'find thou me!', from //Iskoomoo:kita//. The same
kind of contraction is found when the sequence at the morpho-
phonemic level is |o| plus |oo|: otaxkōosak 'yellow backfat',
from |otaxskoosaka|; nisóótskina 'Four Horns' (personal name),
probably from |nisoootskina|.

Unlike boundary vowels. When unlike boundary vowels are con-
tiguous, several different phonemic representations are found. In
some instances the vowels appear as diphthongs or contracted
vowels; in others, the prior vowel appears as a semivowel or as
/∅/.

As a general rule, both diphthongs and contracted vowels
appear only when the prior vowel is low, that is, either |a| or |aː|.
Only marginal instances appear in which the prior
vowel is high. These instances will be illustrated in a later
portion of this section.

Diphthongs which arise from vowels which are contiguous
at the morphophonemic level are /ai/, /ei/, /ao/, and /au/;
in some ideolects /ao/ may appear also as /oo/. The morpho-
phonemic backgrounds of these diphthongs are numerous: |aI|,
|ai|, |ao|, |aoː|, |aːo|, |aːoː|, as well as sequences in
which the second member is |VːI|.

/ai/ is always found in an open syllable: akáitapissku
'town', from |akai:tapIIskoll|; akáínaamaaxka 'Many Guns'
(personal name, literally 'takes home many guns', i.e., 'battle
trophies'), from //akaIuaamasSkas//. /ei/ is always found in closed syllables: siksi'iks 'Blackfeet', from (probably) //IsaikIaikI//; nits'istuxkixts 'I am lying flat', from //nitIttoSkaiSti//. Examples with varieties of //o// are: akápani 'Many Butterflies' (personal name), from //akaopani//; ponokáómita 'horse', from //ponokaómita//; akó:kumiyaawa 'they are lousy, they have lice', from //akaoo:komiYaawa//; sótotsooki'wa 'devil', from //aactotIo:kiwa//; itóópi'wa 'he is sitting there', from //itaao:piwa//; áótaawa 'she is making leggings', from //aactaaawa//. /au/ is found only unstressed before /x/: amauxksínám:ma 'he is red', from //amao:SkInamma//.

Contracted vowels which result from sequences of unlike morphophonemic vowels are /ɛ/, /ɔ/, and /ö/. Of great statistical frequency is /εɛ/, which has various morphophonemic backgrounds, all with //aa// as the prior member: //aaI//, //aaiI//, //aaIi//, //aaIii//, //aaIiiI//, and //aaII//. Note that in the contraction of all these morphophonemic sequences, the phonemic vowel is always stressed and long, unless subsequently shortened (see section 341.2). Examples are nítéé:kamoo'isi 'I am stealing', probably from //nitaaIka:mooYisi//; imítéé'ks 'dogs', from //i:mitaaikI//; nítéé:tapooxsí 'when I went there', from //nitaa:i:tapooSaix//; éé:stapistsiway 'he is strangling him,
he is hanging him', from //aIItapItiwayiy//; nitég?tsii?po?yi
'I am speaking an Indian language', from //nitaIl?Ipo?yi//;
ê'sstawa?siwa 'he is growing', from //aI:Stawa siwa//.

/ê/ may also be the result of a unique contraction of //ia//.

Contraction of this sequence to /ê/ is found only in the ex-
pression kënni, kënya?yi 'That is all.' This formula is used
to terminate narratives. The morphophonemic backgrounds are
respectively //ki anni// and //ki anniyayi//.

/ô/ as a contraction of a sequence of unlike morphopho-
nemic vowels has two sources, //ao:// and //aoo://; both are always
followed by //S//. Examples are akìxsowaatsiimi 'Many Tail
Feathers, Many Plumes' (personal name), from //akao:Ssowaatiimi//
and ñkì?wa 'he is barking', from //aao:Siwa//.

The contracted vowel /ô/ represents a rather special case.

This front rounded vowel occurred in the speech of only one
individual, Tom Many Guns. The rare examples show a pattern
similar to that of /ê/. In innöössopaa?tsis 'bench' (literally
'long seat'), the morphophonemic background is //InnoolIsopaa?tsi//.
kumunö 'dark blue or dark green paint' is presumably from
//komonoi//, in which the final vowel is certainly the suffix of
inanimate gender. Another example, with shortening after contraction,
is innöösepii?wa 'he has long hair', from //InnoolIspiwa//. These
forms in the speech of other informants are innoolIsopaa?tsis,
kumunuy, and innúspiliwa.

When the prior member of a sequence of unlike contiguous morphophonemic vowels is /i/ or /i/, these vowels appear at the phonemic level as /y/ or /ø/, depending on the ideolc of the speaker. The rule operates only when the //I// or //i// is preceded by //p t k s m n//. Note that when elision occurs, the loss is after the application of any other relevant rules. //k// appears before //I// as /ks/ whether or not //I// is overtly represented at the phonemic level, and before both //I// and //I//. //t// appears as /ts/, whether or not the vowels are elided. Moreover, a //V:V// following either //I// or //i// appears as a long vowel regardless of the phonemic representation of //I// and //i//. It is actually not always possible to know whether //I// vs. //i// is in question, except following //k//. In the examples which follow, the morphophonemic background of forms will be given only when it is known: áókspyāakiwa, áókspāakiwa 'bat (literally 'clinger'); áótotsyōokiwa, áótotsōokiwa 'devil (literally 'the one who roasts us')', containing the allomorph //o:ki// 'third person acts on higher person'; áákokskyōpatoomay 'he is going to think it over', ikakōopatoomay 'he is thinking it over', in both of which is found //okaki// 'reflect, count'; stamiksyōopi, stamiksoōopi 'Sitting Bull', from //stamikIo:pi//; nitásstsipisyaa?wa, nitásstspisa?wa 'I
am whipping him'; áá?waxkànàa¥a¥a?wa, áá?waxkànàa¥a¥a 'he is piercing, he is sewing', from //aswaSkanie:kiwa// ; nitááwaatakìmyaaki, nitááwaatakìmaaki 'I am stirring'. It seems likely that the presence or absence of representation of these vowels at the phonemic level constitute a dialectal isogloss within South Piegan speech.

When the prior member of a sequence of unlike contiguous morphophonemic vowels is //o// and the following member is //i// or //u//, the //o// may appear at the phonemic level as /w/, but often appears as /u/. /w/ is more usual in allegro speech, /u/ in slow, precise speech. As was true for //I// or //i// as prior member, //o// must be preceded by a consonant. In fact, the rare examples all have //k// before //o//: ksiistsikwís, ksiistsikúís, ksiistsikuís 'days', from //kl:tikoistí//; otaxkwínattsífwa, otaxkuínattsífwa 'it is yellow', from //otaSkonInattiwa//; ootsísímokwís, ootsísímokuís 'green grass, meadows', of unknown morphophonemic background: ákxwinnímaa, ákxuinnímaa 'pipe, calumet', also of unknown morphophonemic background.

When a morpheme-final //o// is followed by a variety of //a// the situation is quite different. There are no known examples of //o// followed by //a//, but there is one example followed by //a:ll, and several by //a:ll. In stems, a morpheme-final //o// is elided in these environments, with the following vowels appearing as /aa/ in all cases. Examples are: kyááyaawaa?waxkaa?wa
'Bear Walker' (personal name), from ||ksawasawaSkawasawa||; 
.otaxkaapii?si?wa 'Yellow Wolf' (personal name), from 
name), from ||si?pIttoa:too?si?wa|| or ||si?pIttoa:tooYIsi?wa||; 
útsskaapini 'blue eyes', from ||otIsko:pi?ni||; maaksín 
'wound', from ||moa:kIni||.

Between a stem and an inflectional affix the elision may 
or may not appear. Examples are too few to determine whether 
the apparent variation is free or in specific environments only. 
Without elision: nita:nowaa?wa 'I see him', from 
||nitaainowa:wa||; mowa: wa 'he was wounded', from ||moa:wa||; 
kita:yisowa: wa 'you are feeding him', from ||kita:iYIsi:oa:wa||.

Examples with elision here are rare: nita:kama?wa 'I steal from 
'I steal from him', which is the form without elision of the 
stem-final ||o||.

Unlike morphophonemic vowel sequences are also found in 
which the prior high vowel is long. The phonemic represen-
tation of certain of these requires comment and illustration.

Morpheme-final ||II|| and ||ii|| between ||ptksmn|| and 
a following back vowel are developed almost exactly as morpheme-
final ||I|| and ||ii||. The only difference is that following these 
consonants, ||II|| and ||ii|| are always represented by /y/, i.e.,
there is no option of elision as is the case with /Il/ and /iI/ in this environment. Examples are náapyoisi 'wooden house, European-style house', from /naapiIoyisi/ or /naapIoyisi/; miistsyóyisi 'log house, wooden house', from /miItIoyisi/; saokyááwakaasi 'antelope', from /saokiIaawakaasi/; piiʔksoykkuyiisiʔkaan 'feather tick, feather comforter', from /piiʔkIookkoyiisiʔkaanI/; saaxsyáaki 'Sarcee woman', from /saaSsaIaakii/ or /saaSaIaakii/; pumysánakimaʔtsis 'oil lamp', for which the full morphophonemic shape is unknown, but in which the first portion is certainly /pomIl/; miinyooxki 'wine', from /miinIIo:Skii/ or /miinIIo:Skii/.

One additional problem of vowel morphophonemics remains to be described. This phenomenon involves vocalic assimilation across syllable boundaries.

/Il/ and /iI/ represented by /ɛ/. This statistically infrequent alternation is secondary to the contraction of vowel and vowel-semivowel sequences resulting in /ɛɛ/. The appearance of /ɛ/ rather than the expectable /i/ is apparently facultative, for forms with /ɛ/, when questioned, were always supplied with /i/ instead. It is probably significant, however that forms with /ɛ/ always occurred naturally, while those with /i/ were always given in secondary elicitation.

/ɛ/ is found when the preceding syllable contains /ɛɛ/
either in hiatus or followed by a single \(/?\)/. In traditional terms, the vowel of the following syllable is assimilated to the vowel of the preceding syllable. Examples follow:

\(\text{nit} \text{ët} \text{ttaki} \) 'I am flaying with a blade, I am skinning with a knife', from \(#\text{nitaaItta:ki}\); \(\text{mët} \text{ëtwa} \) 'fur robe', from \(#\text{maaYIwa}\); \(\text{nëépppo} \) 'sixty', from \(#\text{naaYippo}\); \(\text{sëéssapi} \text{wa} \) 'he is looking out', from \(#\text{sa:YISsaipiwa}\).

\(\text{æ} \) all represented by \(/æ/\). One form was encountered which has either \(/a/\) or \(/æ/\) before \(/æ/\) in the following syllable, with \(/?/\) between the vowels. The word is \(\text{sëpééipwa},\) \(\text{sa} \text{pëéipwa} \) '(domestic) goose, duck'. As was the case with the preceding alternation, \(/æ/\) forms were much more frequent than \(/a/\) forms; the latter appeared when the former were questioned. The morphophonemic background of the entire form is unknown, although a contraction is clearly behind \(/ëé\d/\). The stress contour suggests a contraction of something like either \(#\text{aayii}\) or \(#\text{aayii}\).

\(\text{ö} \) all represented by \(/ö/\). Only one example of this was collected. The informant was Tom Many Gums, who supplied all forms containing \(/ö/\). The example is \(\text{moor} \text{toínikoan} \) 'person belonging to the Chiefs—all-over band', from \(#\text{moor} \text{toInaakoana}\). Other individuals present when this form was given pronounced \(\text{moor} \text{tuínikoan}\).
342. Alternation of consonants. Productive consonant alternations are predictable in terms of both preceding and following morphophonemes, in some cases noncontiguous. Some consonantal alternations are secondary results of the operations of rules of vowel syncope. Certain morphophonemic phenomena are characteristic of semivowels, others of both semivowels and consonants. Described first are alternations restricted to semivowels.

342.1 Deletion of semivowels. All the morphophonemic semivowels are subject to deletion in specific environments. Deletion of semivowels often occasions secondary mutations in surrounding vocalic environments. Such secondary mutations as occur are described here rather than in the sections devoted to vowel morphophonemics because the necessary prior conditions are a function of the morphophonemics of semivowels.

Deletion of /y/ and /Y/. Following /p/ both /Y/ and /y/ appear as /Ø/: aapita 'look thou!', from /Yaapita/, cf. nitēyaapi 'I am looking', from /nitaiYaapi/; ătōowwa 'he (dog) howled, he whined', from /yaatoowwa/, cf. ŋyaatoowwa 'he is howling, he is whining', from /aayatoowwa/.

Following all consonants but /p/, morpheme-initial /y/ appears as /Ø/. (Examples are not actually available for all the consonants /p t k s m n/, but it is very likely true of all.) Following /p/, /y/ may appear as either /y/ or /Ø/.
Representative are: nitsitapooxtsiixpa 'I really heard it', from //nitsitapooxtsiiSpa//; nitsitooxtsiixpa 'I heard it', from //nityooxtsiixpa//; nooxkóoxtokita 'hear thou me!', from //nooxSkyooxStookita//. For all the preceding examples, cf. nitéyooxtsimm 'I hear', from //nitaayooxtsimm//. Further examples: nisóótsmooxsiíyaawâwa 'I then knocked him out', from //nisootamyoooxSiíyaawâwa//; cf. nitéyooxsiíyaawâwa 'I am killing him', from //nitaayoooxSiíyaawâwa//. For //?, the following are illustrative: ìiksskaryanxkitisiíwa, ìiksskaaxaxkitisiíwa, both meaning 'it (fire) is really smoking', from //ìikISkaryaaSkitiwa//.

//Y//, on the other hand, appears as /y/ following the consonants //p t k s m n//. (Again, not all are represented in the examples.) Illustrative are ixpyóokyaawiíwa 'he closes, he blocks or corks something', from //ixpyookiayawâwa//. This form contains the anaphoric prefix //iSp//; cf. also bokyáaksin 'dâm, obstruction, beaver dam', from //Yookia:kini// 'itsyooka?wa 'he slept there', from //itYookaawa//; ixpokyóokaamiiway 'he slept with him', from //iSpokYookaamiiwayi//; sóótxyookaawâwa 'he went to sleep then', from //sóotamYookaawa//. For all preceding examples with 'sleep', cf. nitéyooka 'I am sleeping', from //nitaayooka//, and bokaáta 'sleep thou!', from //Yookyaita//. No example is available following //?//, but it is reasonable to suppose that //Y// would appear as /y/ in this environment also.
Rather frequently encountered is the facultative deletion of /Y/ and /y/ between vowels which appear as /i/ at the phonemic level. It is apparently unimportant whether the vowels are morphophonemically /I/ or /i/. The vowels which are in hiatus after the deletion of the semivowel may remain in separate syllables, or they may be contracted into a single long vowel: mátsíyikkapis, mátsiikkapis 'frog' (literally 'pretty slender legs'), from /matIYikkapsa/ or /matIYikkapsaI/. In this example the vowels in hiatus as a result of the deletion of /Y/ remain uncontracted because a long vowel never appears before a geminate consonant. (See above, section 341.2.) spooipiiks, spoopíiks 'turtles', from /SpoopiiyikI/ or /SpoopiIyikI/ or /SpoopiIyikI/. The same type of deletion is found in apparent medial position in several morphemes, although it is possible that the alternation signals a boundary of some kind: niyíníssa, niímíssa, nímsíssa 'my daughter-in-law'; niyístowaan, niísstowaan, mísstowaan 'facial hair, mustache, beard'; iynáakkóon, ináakkóon, inakikoan 'policeman, soldier', (literally 'catcher'); niyítaxtáyi, niítaxtáyi 'river; canal'.

Rare examples are available of the deletion of /Y/ and /y/ between back vowels. These sequences, and their phonemic representations, are given in the immediately following paragraphs.
aYaal. The deletion of the semivowel yields a contracted vowel with falling pitch in the two known examples: akáapyois 'Fort Benton' (South Piegan), 'Fort McCleod' (North Piegan). The literal meaning of the word is 'many houses'. The morphophonemic background is //akaYaapiyoyisi//. The other example of this deletion is ūm?axksiisstowaaapiikoan 'White American', from //omaSkIttowawaaapiikoana//, literally 'sword White man', sometimes poetically rendered 'Long Knife'.

oYaal. An identical phonemic sequence is yielded by the deletion of the semivowel: útsskàam?sski?wa 'green lizard', from //otISkoYaamISkiwa//; innáapiiniwaan 'candy', from //InnoYaapiiniwaani//; nitëépaxpàaki 'I shake something', from //nitaaIpaSpoIa:ki//. An apparent exception is makuyaapi 'Wolf Old Man' (personal name). The morphophonemic background of the form, however, is //makoYaapii//, which explains the lack of deletion of //Y//.

Both //aYaal// and //oYaal// appear as /áa/ only in stems; the deletion never occurs when the sequences straddle a morpheme boundary between a stem and an affix.

ayó-. The deletion of the semivowel is apparently facultative, although the form with deletion was given first. The phonemic result of the deletion is /ɔː/, which, if unstressed, would undoubtedly be /ɔə/. akxotoksskuy,
akayòxkotoksskuy 'Conrad, Montana' (literally 'place where many rocks are found'); the morphophonemic background is /ã:skotokIsko:yi/. Additional examples are needed.

/ã:yo:/ . One example of this sequence was collected, apparently with obligatory deletion of the semivowel. The phonemic form is /aa/, with the vowels in hiatus: n-aayi 'my mouth', from /naayoyo:yi/. 

/ã:Yo:/ . One certain example of the contraction of this sequence was collected. The vowels are again in hiatus: ̀aayi?wa 'he is eating', from /aaYo:yíwa/. Some speakers pronounce ̀jooayi?wa.

/aaYí/ and /a:Yí/. These morphophonemic sequences, with deletion of the semivowel, are assumed to account for the two-syllable sequences of /ɛɛi/ (varying apparently freely with /ɛɛɛ/, see the end of section 341.3). This analysis appears to be confirmed by one "Blood" form (collected from Irene Butterfly, a South Piegan with Blood family connections) which contains /y/. Possibly this indicates that deletion of the semivowel is facultative, although South Piegan forms always had the deletion. Examples, first those with the background /aaYí/, are: mɛɛi?wa, mɛɛɛ?wa 'robe', from /maaYíwa/; sikɛɛpistsi?wa, sikɛɛɛpistsi?wa 'black blanket', of partially unknown morphophonemic background, but of which the critical
portion is certainly \(\text{̓}\text{saikaaYI-}\); nééippo, nééippo 'sixty', from \(\text{̓}\text{naaYIppo}\). Possibly also here is saťi?wa, sę?ę?wa 'goose, duck', but the morphophonemic sequence might well be \(\text{̓}\text{aayii}\) as \(\text{̓}\text{aayii}\). The morpheme or morphemes which make up this form do not reappear elsewhere, so that it is probably impossible to establish its full morphophonemic background. Examples with \(\text{̓}\text{a:YI}\) are: sęéissapi?wa, sęéissapi?wa 'he looked out', from \(\text{̓}\text{sa:YISSapiwa}\), cf. the "Blood" form sęéyssapi?wa 'he looked out'; sęéistto?wa, sęéistto?wa 'he went about crying, announcing', from \(\text{̓}\text{sa:YIttowa}\). Forms in which \(\text{̓}\text{a:YI}\) does not appear in the first syllable are itséssapita 'look thou out!' and sęéistto?wa 'he is announcing, he is crying out the news'. Note that the morphophonemic sequence appears in contracted form at the phonemic level.

Rather infrequent, but nevertheless well attested, are sequences in which \(\text{̓}\text{w}\) is deleted; the \(\text{̓}\text{w}\) in question is always between back vowels. Deletion of the semivowel leaves vowels in hiatus, and in most cases subsequent contraction does not occur.

\(\text{̓}\text{awo}\). This sequence appears as /əɔ/ at the phonemic level: tumaṅksis 'sewing needle', from \(\text{̓}\text{tonawokIsa}\).

\(\text{̓}\text{awo}\). One example of this sequence is available, saikima'\(\text{̓}\)ta 'cross thou the lodge; cross the camp circle!', from \(\text{̓}\text{saikimawoota}\).
Possibly this sequence should be /sa:wol/, the phonemic representation is /saː/, and several examples are available. sáaptomoiyiyiway 'he scalped him', probably from /sa:wotomoiyiyiwal/ or /sa:wo?tomoiyiyiwal/, cf. nitsaptomowaarwa 'I scalped him'; sáap?txsi?wa 'he undressed', from /sa:wototo:Siwa/ or /sa:wo?to:Siwa/, cf. tsap?txsi?wa 'he is undressing'.

/sa:wol/. This sequence differs quite markedly in its phonemic representation from the immediately preceding: /ɔɔo/. The sequence is easy to elicit, since first person plural inclusive verb forms of the independent indicative (also some dependent modes) of /sawil/ stems always contain it. Noun forms based on these verbal constructs also contain it. Representative are: áawaswaxkaap?pa 'you and I are walking', from /sa:waawaSkaawo?pa/, cf. áawaswaxka?wa 'he is walking'; ixtásta?ssimko?pa 'branding iron', probably from /iStIsSmako?pa/.

/oowo/ and /owoo/. These sequences have the same phonemic form: /ɔɔo/. Examples are: nitsip'oo?taki 'I am an "Indian giver", I take back things I give', from /nitIpowo?ta:ki/; itsip'ooopi?wa 'he sat up, he was sitting up', from /itIpowo piwa/.

/oowo/. This sequence has the same phonemic representation as /sa:wol/: /ɔɔo/. It occurs commonly in the same
morphological forms with stems having the intransitive final /oo/ 'go'.
Examples are mǐtastapoooppa 'we left, we went away', from
//mǐtatapoooppa//; iǐksistāk3ooppa 'we are tired',
presumably from //Iīkītīkooopoppa//. In hypercorrect speech
the phonemic representation of this sequence is often /22ho/: iǐksistsik32hooppa 'we are tired'.

//awa///. The deletion of the semivowel in this sequence
results in the only genuine contraction of sequences of this
type. Examples are rather numerous. The following are rep-
resentative: nitasstaaki 'I hammer, I picket', from
//nitaalIsawa:ki//; nitāstaa:wa 'I picket him', from
//nitaalIsawa:wa//; nitē'3apsskaa:wa 'I am threading him'
(needle), from //nitaalIsapISkawa:wa//; a:kāpyotaap:sī 'Many
White Horses' (personal name), from //akawa:piotaa:sī//.

Other phonemic sequences comparable to the foregoing
exist for which the morphophonemic backgrounds are unknown.
Probably all of the following have the same background:
nitasaksipowoo, nitāaksipowoo 'I will get up, I will arise';
makūyiipowooxsin, makūyiipowooxsin 'Rising Wolf' (personal
name); innis'ooota, innis'ooota 'get out, descend!';
axtsi'ooop:tomatooppa 'he went instead'. Possibly with a
different morphophonemic background is sta?acoppa, stā?oppa
'ghost'.
Before leaving the subject of deletion of semivowels it should be noted that additional intensive research could be devoted to this feature. Uhlenbeck was apparently unaware of this area of the structure of the language, and the writer feels that many more examples should be discovered and tested before the proposed categories can be considered as firm and the phenomenon of deletion considered as understood.

Contraction of sequences containing /Y/ and /y/. When the sequences /IY/, /IY/, presumably also /Iy/ and /iy/, are preceded by a morpheme-final /p t k s m n/ and followed by a back vowel, the phonemic representation of the sequences is /y/. /k/ appears as /ks/ before this /y/ only when the consonant is followed at the morphophonemic level by /I/. Note that the vowel of the sequence must be at a morpheme boundary, but the semivowel is not necessarily so, although it may be. Examples with the entire sequence in one morpheme are: nítsyaapi 'I saw', from /nitIYaapi/, nítåaakyooka 'I am going to sleep', from /nitIYookaa/. Examples with the vowel in one morpheme, the semivowel in another are: ánnya 'that one', from /ánnya/, in which /án/ is a demonstrative pronoun theme, /n/ the marker of inanimate gender, /ya/ (or /Ya/) a demonstrative suffix; ááwaxkånyaakyaswa 'they are piercing, they are sewing', from /aawaSkânia:kiYaawa/, in which /Yaawa/ is an affix marking third person plural number; nitësstayapstsiiíyixpinnaan 'then
we are blind', which includes the sequence //IstamYap//. //Yaap// is a root having to do with sight, while the other morpheme has resumptive force and often appears in verbal forms in narratives.

Quite similar is the case of makúyaapi 'Wolf Old Man' (personal name), from //makolYaapi//. The morpheme boundary is between //I// and //Y//. The phonemic representation of the sequence is /y/ even though the sequence is preceded by a vowel rather than a consonant. Other examples of this kind would be desirable.

342.2 //Y// represented by /?/. //Y// appears as /?/ when a following //I// is syncopated before #S# or #S#. Examples are numerous: piìpssi?wa 'he is ragged', from //piiyIssiwa//;
nitaássii?ssi 'that I sneezed', from //nitaasIiyissi//;
nitaóökoo2eská 'I build a house', from //nitaaoökooIyskaal//;
nitaóssi 'I am picking berries or fruit', from //nitaaoIyissi//;
kaamóssi?wa 'he stole', from //kaamoYisíwa//.

342.3 Consonants in the environment of //I// and //I//

Before //I// and //I//, //t// appears at the phonemic level as /ts/: itsi?ni?wa 'he died there', from //iti?niwa//, cf.
itókii?kas?wa 'he camped there', from //itokii?kaawa//;
e'kaxtárssi?wa 'he is playing cards with him, he is gambling with him', from //aakastásiwa//, cf. nit'ékaxtárwa 'I am gambling with him'.
Following //i//, //t// appears at the phonemic level as /st/: isttoán 'knife', from //Ittowana //, cf. ottoán 'his knife', from //oottowani//; saaksíta 'go thou outside', from //sa:kità//, cf. nín?ixkíta 'sing thou!', from //níniskíta//.

Before //i//, //k// appears as /ks/: noonksi:nitsis 'just kill thou him!', from //nooSkí:nitisa //, cf. nooxkití:nitsis 'just kill thou him there!', from //nooSkíti:nitisa//. Some South Piegan speakers of Blackfoot have a dialectal variation on this rule. In these idiolects the sequence //kIt// appears as /kist/, not /ksist//. Such speakers have nikíta 'my mother', from //nikItà//; kiiitsikó:wa 'it is day', from //kilítikowà//, kiiistó:wa 'thou', from //kilítowà//. Compare these words as pronounced by others: níksi:ta, kiiitsikó:wa, kiiistó:wa.

342.4 //S//. The phonemic form of this morphophoneme is predictable in terms of the preceding morphophonemic vowel. When preceded by //i//, //a//, and //o//, //S// appears as /x/: ooxsíssi 'his fat', from //ooSsi:Si//, cf. issíssi 'fat', from //ISsi:ISsi//; aa?kyaxsi 'when he got hit', from //aa?kia:Ssi//, cf. otí:nìixkíssi 'that he is singing', from //otaalIniSkISsi//; nítaa?kyookoxsi 'when I got hit', from //nita?kic:ko:oSsi//. When preceded by //I//, //S// appears as /ss/; an example is 'fat' above.

Many South Piegan speakers have a slightly different form
of this rule. In the speech of these individuals, \(\#S\) appears as /s/ following both \#I\ and \#I": isskite'ka 'seven', from \#iskitika\; nän'sksin 'song', from \#niniskini\; ésspiiyi'wa 'he is dancing', from \#aapiiyiwa\. Other speakers have respectively ixkitsika, nän'ixksin, éxpíiyi'wa.

342.5 Generation of /h/. When an initial morphophonemic vowel or vowel sequence is followed at the morphophonemic level by \#?C#, the vowel which is initial at the morphophonemic level may be preceded (facultatively) at the phonemic level by /h/.

Lexemes with and without /h/ are equally acceptable. /h/ appears rather more often in slow, deliberate speech, or in pronunciation in isolation, as for emphasis, of forms containing the critical environment. When /h/ is present, it is quite strong in the speech of older speakers (50 and above in 1960) but much weaker in that of younger speakers. Since the feature is very clearly obsolescent, forms in which /h/ is acceptable are written without /h/ except in this section. The following examples are illustrative: hi'n'í'wa, i'ní'wa 'he died'; híi'pi'í'wa, i'í'pi'í'wa 'it is wet'; ha'sipís, a'sipís 'thread'; híi'ní'nikkí'wa, é'ní'nikkí'wa 'he is killing game'; hóó'pi, óó'pi 'his brain'.

/h/ may also appear as a secondary result of the deletion of \#w\ in the sequence \#oowoo\, at least when the sequence is
followed by //ʔC||. This /h/ is also facultative, and also appears only in very deliberate repetitions. An example is mi\textsuperscript{st}ap\textsuperscript{c}ho\textsuperscript{r}pa 'we went away'.

342.6 Morpheme-final //ʔ||. A morpheme-final glottal stop before a boundary vowel appears at the phonemic level as /ʔ/ in some environments, as /Ø/ in others. When the morphophoneme is represented at the phonemic level by /ʔ/, the latter may be in a different position vis-à-vis the other segmentals than at the morphophonemic level. Segmentals in the immediate or close non-immediate environment may also be affected in various ways as rules connected with //ʔ|| are applied.

//ʔ|| regularly appears at the phonemic level as /ʔ/ when the following boundary vowel or diphthong is followed in turn by a single consonant or semivowel. In passing to the phonemic level //ʔ|| and the following vowel or diphthong undergo metathesis, with the result that /ʔ/ appears at the phonemic level immediately before the first subsequent consonant or semivowel. Examples are numerous, the following are illustrative:

paaxkē'imo\textsuperscript{c}wa 'it stinks', from //paaSk\textsuperscript{a}\textsuperscript{c}Imowa||;

kātē'saks\textsuperscript{c}iwa\textsuperscript{c}tas 'he doesn't go out', from //kata\textsuperscript{c}Isa\textsuperscript{c}k\textsuperscript{I}wa\textsuperscript{c}ti||;

ixpē'i\textsuperscript{c}ko\textsuperscript{c}yi 'rapida, rushing water', from //iS\textsuperscript{c}pa\textsuperscript{c}Ik\textsuperscript{c}oy\textsuperscript{c}i|| or //iS\textsuperscript{c}pa\textsuperscript{c}Ik\textsuperscript{c}oy\textsuperscript{c}i||;

aam\textsuperscript{c}yo\textsuperscript{c}pi\textsuperscript{c}ita 'mount thou, get thou on sitting', from //aam\textsuperscript{c}mia\textsuperscript{c}o\textsuperscript{c}pi\textsuperscript{c}ita||;

pokē'wa 'it is blowing', from //poka\textsuperscript{c}Iwa||.
When a geminate consonant or an */S/ or */?/ cluster is found following the boundary vowel or diphthong which */?/ precedes, the latter may appear as */?/ in unshifted position. The boundary vowel or diphthong may appear as such, or may be preceded by the appropriate semivowel. Examples are the following:


*/?/* in these environments may have other developments as well.

When the contiguous boundary vowel is followed by a geminate consonant, */?/* may appear as */?: ottakòwàni?ki 'whenever I offer him a drink', from || a?oottakowaaIniki ||; éppooní?wa 'ten days gone, ten days ago', from || a?Ippooníwa ||.

When the contiguous boundary vowel is followed by an */S/ or */?/* cluster, */?/* may appear as */∅/, or the morpheme-final */?/* may be shifted in position, with deletion of the following */S/* or */?/*: nitsípokayí?ixpa 'I fanned gently', from || nitIpoka?ii?Spa ||; axtsiwa?ó?kotsiway 'he is trading with him', from || aStiwa?o?Skotiwayi ||; kikáta?or?kanéssiksikaiko?afi
'Are you all Blackfeet?', from kikataʔo:SkanaISsikIkaIkoani // 
\[\text{nitsikuxtsiniiʔtaki 'I appreciate it', from}\
\]
\[\text{nitiiko:Stiniʔiiʔtaki //}\
\]

When a morphophonemic semivowel appears at the morpheme boundary following //ʔ//, or when a previously applied morphophonemic rule would otherwise generate a semivowel at the phonemic level, both //ʔ// and the semivowel may appear at the phonemic level, or both may be represented by zero. Examples:
\[\text{ɪʼiksskaʔyaaxkitsiiwə, ɪʼiksskaaaxkitsiʔwa 'it is very smoky',}\
\]
from iikISkaʔyaakitiwa // ; issikaʔyattiway, 
issikaʔaattsiway 'he stopped him', from ISSikaaʔyattiway // ; 
kʼataʔyaatʻoawaats, kʼataaatʻoawaats 'doesn’t he howl?', from 
\[\text{kataʔyaatoowaati // ; ɪʼiksskeiʔpokaʔyaakiwə,}\
\]
\[\text{ɪʼiksskeiʔpokaʔaakiwə 'it is blowing a powerful whirlwind',}\
\]
from IIkISkaʔIpokaʔia:kiwə // .

Other morphophonemic environments—for example, a long contiguous boundary vowel—were not encountered, although it is possible that they exist. What the development of //ʔ// would be in these environments is unknown.

342.7 Glottalization. By glottalization is meant the appearance at the phonemic level of glottal stops in the immediate environment of resonants. Sequences found are /ʔw/, 
/ʔy/, /mʔ/, /nʔ/, /mʔm/, /nʔn/. These glottal stops are generated automatically in three (following) morphophonemic environments: 
1) a non-contiguous //S//; 2) a non-contiguous //s//; 3) a non-contiguous //#//.
When a sonorant is followed by a stressless morphophonemic \\
//ill, //all, or //oll/, followed in turn by //S//, glottalization of the 
sonorant occurs. Examples, as will have been noted, are very 
numerous: áwaa?wakka?wa 'he is walking, he is playing', from 
//aawaawaSkwaawa// ; sakóówuxtsi 'the last one (inanimate); in 
the last place', from //sakoowoSti// ; nitóxkyaa?yixpii 'I am 
bear dancing', from //nito:SkyaayiSpiyi// ; um?axkSimon 'he is 
big, from //omaskImma// ; nínóixkatsis 'name thou him!', from 
//nIniSkatasa// ; tásin?nixpa 'I am breaking it by hand', from 
//nitaalSsinniSpa// ; no example is available of //mm// in this 
environment.

Only the nasal sonorants are involved when the vowel before 
//S// is //I//. (It will be recalled that //I// in this environment 
is syncopated, see section 341.2 above.) Phonemic forms of this 
environment show /m̥ss/ and /n̥ss/: um?sstsi 'that poor little 
one', from //omISti// ; nitéésin?sstaki 'I am licking', from 
//nitaalSisinISta:ki// . Geminate nasal clusters in this environ-
ment appear at the phonemic level as a single nasal: nitsikín?ssi 
'I am warm', cf. kayín?wiwa 'it is warm'; án?stáoksi 'there the 
poor little thing is', from //ánmiIstaokI// , cf. annsoka 'there 
he is'; máatsikoo?pum?ssaats 'the little thing is not afraid', 
from //maatIkoo?pomíIsaatI// , cf. máatsikoo?pummaats 'he is not 
afraid'; nitééyim?sskuxtowa wa 'I am laughing at him', from 
//nitaalIYIímmISkowsta:wa// , cf. nitééyim?mi 'I am laughing'.
Non-contiguous \#s\# conditions glottalization only when an immediately preceding \#I\# is syncopated, and only when the latter is preceded by a nasal sonant. Phonemic forms have /mʔs/ and /nʔs/. No examples were encountered of \#NN\# in this environment. Some examples of this type of glottalization are given above, in section 341.2. Additional examples are soot'amʔsaayíiyíwa 'then he became maddened, then he went berserk', from //sootamIsaaYIIyiwa //; miinʔsi'ítamita, piinʔsi'ítamita 'do thou not breathe, do not inhale!', containing the prohibitive prefix //miin// and connective //I//.

When a sonorant is followed by a single vowel which is followed in turn by a final \#v\#, the sonorant is glottalized at the phonemic level if the following vowel is present and stressless: iiimitaʔwa 'dog'; nitsíkkasyaʔyi 'I ran'; noomʔa 'my husband'; nitoxkumuyí 'I am yelling'; mooʔtoká̱nʔa 'It is a head'; nooxkokinʔi 'my neck'.

342.8 Cluster truncation. Often found facultatively in the environment of \#\# is cluster truncation. By this is meant the loss of one of the members of specific consonant clusters. Affected by an initial \#\# are geminate and \#S\# clusters. The loss is always concomittant with the loss of a boundary vowel (see above, section 341.2). Lost is the first member of the cluster.
Geminate consonant clusters preceded by a single morphophonemic vowel are rather rare in the first morpheme of a construction, so that instances of this kind of truncation are also infrequent. Enough are available to establish the validity of truncation of these clusters: kam?ssstsimiyita 'wipe thy hands quickly!', from \# Ikka\#IStimiyita // or // Ikka\#IStimIyita //; tso\'omoo\#kaan 'cap', from // Ittiomoo\#kaani // ; moy\#ixkin 'head hair', from \# ImmoyiSkini //; n\#apotusstsimimatsook\#wa 'eastern school' (Carlisle), from // Innapoto\#Stiminatico\#kowa // . The same forms occur without truncation, i.e., with the first morphophonemic syllable intact at the phonemic level.

Many examples of the truncation of //S// clusters are found in the language. Truncated and untruncated examples of the same forms occur, but the truncated forms are generally supplied first and are statistically more frequent. Examples:

k\#naxak\#nyaakyoo\#pa 'let us sew!', from // aSkonaSkania:kioo\#pa //; pakuyiitsi 'fire, flame', from // iSpakoyitti // ; tok\#iimisa 'fill thou him (kettle) with water', from // iStookimiisa //; s\#waatsis 'tail feather, tail plume', from // iSsowaatisi // .

When the vowel preceding //S// is //I//, the //S// cluster is not truncated in the same way. It will be recalled (section 342.4) that the ordinary phonemic realization of //S// following //I// is /ss/. In the truncating environment, //S// is not deleted,
as occurs following other vowels, but its phonemic form is /s/, not /ss/: sikšíkä 'Blackfoot', from //ISSikIka//, cf. isšíkotoyi 'blacktail, black-tailed deer' (Odocoileus hemionus columbianus); spóxpíripíita 'jump thou up!', from //ISpOSpáripíita//, cf. isspixtsíwá 'it is on high, it is above'. In the South Piegan idiolects where //i// and //I// have merged before //S//, the development is as for //I//: skitsíkam? 'Big Dipper, Ursa Major' (literally the meaning of the Blackfoot word is 'the seven'), from //ISkitikamma//.

Cluster truncation in the environment of a final //S// appears as the facultative dropping of the final member of the cluster, concomittant, of course, with the loss of a final short, unstressed vowel (see section 341.1 above). Only geminate nasal clusters are affected. The truncated nasal clusters have glottalization of the nasal which remains. Examples: siksinám? 'he is black', from //ISSikInamma//; nitéyim? 'I laugh, I am laughing', probably from //nitaaYimi//; nin? 'my father', from //ninna//; pún? 'bracelet', from //ISpOinni//.

342.9 Contraction of sibilant clusters. It often happens that syncope of //I// would leave //s// in contact with //S// at a secondary morphophonemic stage. By the ordinary morphophonemic rules this would yield a phonemic sequence of /ss/,
a sequence which is not attested. Since more than two contiguous occurrences of /s/ never appear, it is necessary to assume a rule subsequent to the rule of syncope which shortens the morphophonemic sequence by one component, so that the phonemic equivalent is never more than /ss/. Examples are not rare: nitáótaa'sska 'I fashion a horse, I make a horse', from nitaatáaa'sISkaa; nítaàxsskata'wa 'I acclaim him as grand-father, I acknowledge him as father-in-law', from nitaasSISkata'wa; nitóó'suxsstooki 'my ear lobe', from nitoossoSsISTooki; moótuisokaa:sskowaa'wa 'dress were made for her all over', from moo'toisokaa'sISkowa: wa; tsiiksístòotaa:sskooka 'he gave me a horse for a present', from nitikISTootaa'sISkoooka; áxssi'wa 'he is good', probably from yaaSsISSiwa.

342.91 Sporadic representation of /k/ by /t/. Most instances of this seem to occur in the speech of those persons who have dissipimulatory loss of /s/ following /k/ (see section 342.3 above). However, since some examples were collected also from individuals who do not have this dissimilative, the representation of /k/ by /t/ cannot be predicted. As a matter of fact, even individuals with the dissimilation are not consistent in having /t/ for /k/. Examples are: mii'tsikátsi for mii'ksikátsi 'teal duck', from mii'kIkati, literally 'pink feet'; otóksstsíis for otóksksísíis 'tree bark', of unknown
morphophonemic background; saxtsináám for saxksináám; a 'pistol', from sáSkInáama; páttssaraátís for pákkssaraátís 'stone hammer', containing the verbal root pákk 'smash'. One such example was also recorded over a century ago by Sullivan, who gives kát-sa-kin 'axe' for current standard káksaakin. Numerous examples of the /t/ for /k/ are also given by Shaffer in his study of bird nomenclature; his examples all contain the morpheme omaSk 'big'.

One instance is on record of the reverse of the preceding, namely /t/ represented by /k/: píksiékxiina for píksiékxiina. The non-initial form of the noun stem is -ítsksiina, which clearly points to the initial stem with /t/ as the correct historical form. It is interesting that the form with /k/ is the preferred and, as it were, standard form.

350. Morphophonemic alternations predictable from the morphotactic environment. The major portion of this area of Blackfoot morphophonemics concerns root morphemes in different initial and medial environments. A very small amount of alternation in affixal morphemes also occurs.

351. Described first are morphophonemic alternations in root morphemes. Alternations predictable in terms of the morphotactic environment are two kinds. Some occur in noun, verb, and attributive roots alike, others occur only when the root
appears in certain verbal constructions. Environments in which alternation is found are the following: 1) initial position in a construction; 2) position following a personal prefix; 3) position following any other element.

352. Because it is both universal in application and simple in statement, description will begin with the second-listed environment: position following a personal prefix.

Morphemes beginning with //V// have the vowel either long or short at the phonemic level when the morpheme directly follows a personal prefix in a verbal construction. It will be recalled (section 332) that a vowel of this kind is long otherwise only in the first syllable or following a vowel. Representative examples are: nitsíini?imma?wa, nitsíini?imma?wa 'I appreciate him, I am satisfied with him', from //nitíini?imma?wa //, cf.

nitsíikuxtsíiíii?taki 'I appreciate (it) very much';
nitó'xkmí?i, nituxkmí?i 'I shout, I halloo', from //nito:Skomi //, cf. nitusúk'xkmí?i 'I will halloo'; nitóxpíí?piyií, nituxpíí?piyií
'I jump off a height, I hurtle through the air', from nito:Spa?IplIIyi ||, cf. nooxkumpa?piiyyta 'please jump thou off, down!''.

Note that this rule applies only in verbal constructions: nitsiéstotuxsi, nitsiéstotuxsi 'I dress myself, I am dressed', but nitsiéstotóxsiists 'my clothes'; nitsiéstawata?wa, nitsiéstawata?wa 'I brought him up, I reared him', but nitsiéstawatsima?ña 'my foster child'.

Roots with three-way initial/non-initial alternation (section 353 below) do not follow this rule. These roots appear in the ǁi:ǁ shape following personal prefixes, but the vowel is always long.

353. Alternation in initial vs. non-initial position. The remaining two environments, initial position in a construction vs. position following any element other than a personal prefix, are best treated together.

Accretive nasals. In a large number of noun, verb, and attributive roots the phonemic shape of the root in initial position in a construction differs from that in non-initial position only by the presence of a preposed nasal consonant in the construction-initial root. In this function appear both /m/ and /n/. With some roots the presence of the nasal is obligatory in all or certain environments, with others the nasal is facultative. At the morphophonemic level all roots of this
type begin with a vowel or one of the semivowels \( \text{\textcircled{y}} \) or \( \text{\textcircled{y}} \). Note that whereas \( \text{\textcircled{y}} \) appears as /y/ elsewhere following nasals, following accretive nasals it has the shape /Ø/.

Representative examples of obligatory accretive nasals are given in the following paragraphs.

Examples with \( \text{\textcircled{m}} \).

\( \text{\textcircled{I}} \). mistsís 'tree', àsístóistiisti 'quaking aspen'; míksisíwa 'he is stiff', nítisikssissi 'I am stiff'; míssiwa 'he is hard, he is strong', kátáyissi (from Uhlenbeck) 'that is why they (horses) were hard, strong'. Examples with \( \text{\textcircled{I}} \) are very numerous.

\( \text{\textcircled{i}} \). mísíxtata (from Uhlenbeck) 'think!', nítsásiitsixta 'I am scheming, I am thinking secretly or silently' (this form contains the attributive root \( \text{\textcircled{i}si} \) or \( \text{\textcircled{i}si} \) 'stealthy'). This is the only example encountered in this category.

\( \text{\textcircled{a}} \). máas 'wild turnip' (Lithospermum linearifolium), úm?akáa 'big turnip'; mástó 'crow', úm?aka?'issto 'big crow'. Examples with \( \text{\textcircled{a}} \) are infrequent; possibly such roots are actually \( \text{\textcircled{y}} \) roots.

\( \text{\textcircled{o}} \). mokákita 'be thou wise, careful', ilikokakíwa 'he is very wise'; mowááswa 'he was wounded', nitoóka 'he wounded me'. The morphophonemic shapes of the preceding two forms are
respectively ||mowaw|| and ||nitoo:ka||. Examples with ||o|| are infrequent.

||y||. mákixtaki:wa 'he packed, he stowed away', ákayáakixtaki:wa 'he already packed'; mákökiyita 'raise thou the lodge, set up the tepee!'; ááyáakoki:yi:wa 'she is setting up the lodge'; maanikápi 'young man', pokáánikapi 'small young man'. ||y|| roots are not numerous.

Examples with ||n||.

||I||. nímmists 'west', itsímm:ssapi:wa 'he looked west'; niisitó 'five', esísisstooyimí:wa 'he is five years old'; roots of this kind are rather numerous.

||I||. niisítumo 'butte, hill', sikí:tummo 'black butte'; nínás:wa 'chief', úm:ax:ñ:naa:wa 'big chief'. Roots of this category are also rather numerous.

||A||. nataáyó 'wildcat, bobcat', úm:ax:kataayó 'mountain lion'; napayíin 'bread', ó:rkapayín 'raw bread, i.e., flour'. Examples of this category are infrequent.

No examples with ||o|| roots were encountered.

||Y||. náápi 'old man', makápyaapi 'bad old man'; naam:sski:í 'lizard', i:náksaam:sski:í 'little lizard'; naáxkiita 'sweep thou it!', nítsaam:axkiixpa 'I swept it'. Examples of ||Y|| roots are not numerous, but by no means rare either.
\|y\|. náamassapi\textsuperscript{wa} 'he is looking left', nitáaakaam\textsuperscript{wa} 'I will look left, I will look east'; nooxkiítsiitapi\textsuperscript{wa} 'foreigner', nitááyookksiitsin\textsuperscript{si} 'I transform myself'; nooxkstáu (from Uhlenbeck) 'he wishes', nitááoxkst (from Uhlenbeck) 'I wish'. Roots of this category are not numerous.

Isolated instances also occur where the presence of a nasal with a construct-initial root appears to be facultative. In elicitation informants gave some forms both with and without the proposed nasal, and characterized the competing forms as equivalent. That they are semantic equivalents cannot be doubted, but whether they are also grammatical equivalents is not certain. In other instances a form containing a morpheme in initial position may always have an accretive nasal, while a different form containing the same morpheme in initial position may never have the accretive nasal. In such cases there can be no question of facultative appearance of accretive nasals. Many more examples are required, particularly in context, before the rules (if any) can be discovered. This is an area where additional investigation is needed.

\|m\|. miníksiu (from Uhlenbeck) 'he is angry', iníkksi\textsuperscript{wa} 'he is angry'; míístap\textsuperscript{òota} (also: níístap\textsuperscript{òota}) 'go thou away', iistapóxsini (normalized from Tims) 'going away', íístapìnakaas\textsuperscript{si}wa 'he is rolling away'; mátsàpsiu (from Uhlenbeck) 'he is crazy', átsàpsiu (from Uhlenbeck) 'he is
crazy', cf. also mátsàpsini (from Uhlenbeck) 'folly, madness', and mátsapsit (from Tims) 'be thou mad!'. In all of the foregoing the correct form of the theme is //attIIyi//; in modern usage the theme has meanings 'be crazy' and 'be intoxicated'.

//ni\|. niínapan?ssini 'confession', iínapan?ssini 'confession', cf. also niínapan?ssita 'confess thou!', niínapskoosa 'notify thou him!', iínapskoosa 'notify thou him!' //ni?ixkíta 'sing thou!', in?ixkíta 'sing thou!'; niístamisa 'carry thou him on thy back!', iíástamisa 'carry thou him on thy back!'; niín?ixkátsis 'name thou him!', iín?ixkátoota 'name thou it!', niín?ixkátsimaan 'naming'; niìstikím?ssisa 'melt thou him (metal)!', niìstikím?ssakssin 'melting, soldering', iìstikím?ssimay 'he melted him (metal)'; nááptsiiiyìwa 'he is blind', nááptsiiiyìta 'be thou blind!', ááptsiiiyìwa (normalized from Uhlenbeck) 'he is blind', ááptsiiiyìta 'be thou blind', nááptsiiì?ssini (normalized from Tims) 'blindness'.

Initial change. Less than a hundred known verbal roots with initial //p k s y Y// are subject to a type of alternation known as initial change. Characteristic of these roots are two alternating shapes, here termed augmented and unaugmented. The unaugmented form of the root always begins with //CV-//, with //C// being one of the above consonants or semivowels, //V// one of the four morphophonemic vowels. In the augmented form of the root,
an augment of \#ay\#\(^1\) appears immediately after the first conson-

\(^1\) Comparative evidence from other Algonkian languages show that the augment is actually \#aY\#, but this cannot be discovered with Blackfoot data only.

ant of the unaugmented root: \#CayV-\#. Recall that both \#Y\# and \#y\# in absolutely initial position appear as /∅/ at the phonemic level, so that the augment is not readily recognized as such with roots with these initial morphophonemes in their unaugmented form.

The rules for the distribution of these two shapes are not entirely understood. The augmented shape appears in initial position in non-imperative verbal forms having no personal prefix, but the unaugmented shape is also not incorrect here. The augmented shape also appears facultatively beside the unchanged shape in initial position in random imperative forms. One can say, then, that initial position in prefixless, non-imperative verbal forms is the accepted but not exclusive environment of the augmented shape, while other environments are the accepted (though not entirely exclusive) milieu of the unchanged shape.

It would be interesting to know to what extent the two shapes of the root are considered as free variants of each other. Representative examples are given below. Additional examples are given on pages 152, 153, 154 of the author's "Initial Change in Blackfoot". Some printing errors are present in the published
form of this article, and a somewhat different phonemicization is followed there. Neither of these, however, is of any importance for recognition of the stems or for illustration of initial change.

|| p ||. payikim? a 'he entered', payikimow?ew?niki 'when, if you folks enter' vs. pilim? a 'he entered', pilimow?e?niki 'if you folks enter'; payákkikxaa? wa 'it burst' vs. pakkikxáán 'bursting, rupture'.


|| y ||. ayó?xtsimay 'he heard it' vs. ó?xtsita 'hear thou it!', nitó?xtsii?pa 'I heard it'; ayó?kimay 'he waited for it' vs. ó?kimay 'he waited for it', ó?kíta 'wait thou for it', nitó?kí?pa 'I waited for it'.

|| Y ||. ayíssiníimay 'he hit it with a missile',
with missiles'; ayóxkoyiway 'he covered him (a vessel)', ayóxkoyiisa 'cover thou him!' vs. óxkoyiisa 'cover thou him!', óxkoyimaatsis 'lid, cover', nitsóxkoyaa?wa 'I covered him'.

Some roots which take an accretive nasal when the root is in initial position may also have initial change. How many accretive nasal roots may also appear with initial change is unknown. Representative are: mášakaxkumita 'shoot thou, fire!', ayášakaxkumíwa 'he fired'; niístamisa, iístamisa 'carry thou him on thy back!', ayíístsi?wa 'he packed (something) on his back'.

Other types of initial change. What appears to be a kind of initial change with a similar augmentation is seen in connection with a rather large group of ///I/// roots. Roots of this category generally appear with an obligatory accretive nasal, but competing forms, one with the nasal, one without, sometime occur; augmented forms almost always have a preposed nasal.

In those verbal forms in which initial change is expectable, these roots, when absolutely initial in the construction, may be augmented, but unaugmented examples were also collected, often together with augmented examples. It is when augmentation is present that these roots are of interest, for the phonemic representation of the morphophonemic sequence ///nayI/// is both peculiar and unusual. Most often ///nayI/// appears as /náː-/,
but /náń-/ is occasionally found also as an alternative correct shape. In the examples which follow, the first cited form is augmented; if an unaugmented example of the same form was collected, this is also given. The other examples which follow are of the same root in environments where initial change does not occur. Among the examples, note the occasional lack of the accretive nasal. náńnoyįįway, náńnoyįįway, náńnoyįįway 'he saw him, he recognized him' vs. niinóósa 'recognize thou him'; nitsįįnowa?wa 'I recognized him'; náátsikímsísíiway, niistsikímsísíiway, iistsikímsísíiway 'he melted him, he welded him' (metal) vs. niistsikímsísi 'melt thou him!', niistsikímsákaxíns 'melting', nitsįįistsikímsísíwa 'I welded with him, I melted him'; náánapanßisi?wa 'he confessed', aynánapanßisi?wa 'he confessed' vs. niinánapanßísíta 'confess thou!'; niinánapanßísín, iyánapanßísín 'confession', nitsįínapanßísí 'I confessed'; náánxíxkatoomay, niinínxkatoomay, npínínxkatoomay 'he called it, he named it' vs. niinínxkátísí 'name thou him, call him!', iinxínxkátota 'name thou it, call its name!', niinínxkátísímaan 'calling, naming', nitsįíinínxkátoop?pa 'I named it'.

Roots other than those in ///I:|| are also attested with this kind of augment; these roots are also vowel-initial. As with ///I:|| roots, the augment is preposed rather than inserted into
the root. Examples are nássko'wa 'he went back', from \(\|\) nayISkoow\(\|\), cf. isskócta 'go thou back!', isskóoyaa?wa 'they came back'; nástsstsí?wa 'it burned', of uncertain morphophonemic background, cf. istssítsí?wa 'it is burned', istssíiway 'he branded him'.

Rare examples were collected of roots with both inserted and preposed augment: payótstimatsíway, náápotstimatsíway 'he poisoned him'; payíí'ma, náíí'ma 'he entered'.

A restricted number of verbal roots beginning with a single consonant have vowel alternations in some or all of the environments where initial change is found. The alternations include both lengthening and ablaut. Parallel to initial change, the vowels in alternation are found following the root-initial consonant. Consistent rules for these alternations are as difficult of formulation as those for the types of initial change discussed so far.

Lengthening. Four roots were encountered in the field corpus which have this type of initial change. These roots are written morphophonemically with the symbol \(\|$\) following the vowel subject to lengthening. Note that all roots of this type have initial \(\|$\): sóamí?wa 'he hunted', cf. sóamíta 'hunt thou!', nitsí?sáamí 'I hunt, I am hunting'; the root is \(\|\)sá.ami \(\|\). sísksipá?wa 'he was bitten', from
|| si.kIpa:wa ||, siiksip'íway 'he bit him', from //si.kIpiiwayi //, cf. siiksipí's 'bite thou him!', nítsíksipoka 'he bit me', sikstaksin 'a bite, biting'. siími?wa 'he drank', from //si.míwa //, cf. símíta 'drink thou!', símíssín 'drink, drinking', é'símíyattsisi?wa 'he is making him drink'. soökiniíway 'he doctored him', from //so.kiniiwayi //, cf. soókinísa 'doctor thou him!', pokē'sókinakí 'Little Doctor', a personal name.

Ablaut. By ablaut is meant a morpheme-medial alternation of unlike vowels. The vowels in alternation are found immediately following the root-initial consonant. Two such alternations were encountered: /aa/ with /i/ and /aa/ with /o/.

/aa/ alternating with /i/. This alternation was found in two morphemes, one of which is well attested in the field corpus: pááátapini?wa 'he has a glass eye', pááátóótsiiyi?wa 'he has an artificial hand', pááatsistotowa?wa 'he was bewitched' vs. nítsípisatskáa?sata?wa 'I am doing tricks for him', nooxksípipatskáa?síta 'do thou a trick!', nítsíaksípisatsarakánkàaki 'I am going to embroider'. All contain the root //pisat// 'wondrous, marvelous'. The other root occurred only once, but several examples were collected. The root has the meaning 'hardly, barely, scarcely'. Examples illustrating the alternation are: páátsikassapi?wa 'he is squinting, barely looking' vs. nítsípsëtsikassapi 'I squint, I barely look'. The morphophonemic shape of the root is evidently //p,Stík//.
/aa/ alternating with /o/. This alternation is attested in one root only, /kokotol\ 'freeze': ką́kotɔ́wə 'it (water) froze', vs. kokotúyį́ 'ice'.

A rare instance of both lengthening and ablaut has either /aa/ or /oo/ in the initial form of the root, /o/ (or /u/) in the non-initial form. In certain instances either may appear in the root in initial position in a construction, in others only one or the other may appear. This alternation seems to parallel those instances of initial change where the change is found outside the usual environments. Examples: poonį́xı́ṭsis, paanį́xı́ṭsis 'pay thou him!', vs. nikkákaipumixtakinnan qa 'he already gave us our wages'; poonotáazë́sita 'sell thou thy horse!', pą́nooxkità 'lose thou thy horse!' vs. nooxksipımótaqisita 'please sell thy horse!', nitsipumóxki 'I lost my horse, my horse got away'. Apparently also here belongs another root with the meaning 'swell up': kaaxpiyita 'swell thou!', ką́xpiį́wə 'it is swollen', vs. á́omatapikuxpiį́wə 'it is starting to swell up'. Possibly also an example of this alternation is a modal root with the meaning 'may' or some such concessive notion. With imperative constructs the shape /nooxk-/
(with preposed nasal) appears: nooxkáníita 'please say thou, kindly say!'; in non-imperative constructs, following personal prefixes, /aaxk/ is found: ná́xkanissi 'that I (may) say'. No examples
were recorded of this root following anything but a personal
prefix; all "medial" examples given by Uhlenbeck could be other
roots. If the root is a genuine example of this kind of alter-
nation, one would expect a medial */uxk/.

Roots with two initial shapes in complementary distribution.
A very large group of roots, mostly verbal, have two basic i-
nitial as against one medial shape involving alternations of
/a/ and /i/ or /ii/ vs. /o/ and /oo/. The morphophonemic back-
grounds are ||a||, ||i:||, and ||o||, ||i:||, and ||oo||. In the dis-

1 Some, or all, might also be ||i:||, but it is impossible to
discover such cases, if any.

cussion to follow, these roots are designated as Group I. A
closely related group of largely verbal roots has ||S|| as the
first consonant of the root. The alternating shapes in this
group have /∅/ (with cluster truncation) and /ii/ vs. /u/ and
/oo/. Morphophonemic backgrounds are ||∅||, ||i:||, and ||o|| and
||o:||. Roots of this kind are described under Group II below.
The a- and ∅- alternants are found only initially in certain
morphological constructions, while the other alternants (except
||i:|| with ||S|| roots) appear in specific environments in both
initial and medial position. Some roots are not attested with
the full range of alternations, and it is probable that some are
defective in the present language.
Group I. In this group the distributions of the various shapes of the roots are rather complex. The //a// alternant is never found in non-initial position. In verbal roots it is generally found only in non-independent mode verb and deverbal noun forms, although some examples were found with this alternant in verbal forms of the independent mode. The //i:// alternant is found in initial position in prefixless verbal forms of the independent mode, but it may also appear in such forms following a personal prefix. The //i:// shape was encountered also in initial position in one imperative form (see 'offer drink' among the examples below). The //oo// shapes are generally found in non-initial position, except that when the morphophonemic background is //oo:// or //ooo://, this shape may appear in all environments.


This category includes many examples. //a// is apparently seldom dropped in verbal roots, but it is often dropped, when stressless, in other roots. Examples are cited in series, in the same order as the morphophonemic heading to this paragraph. Examples are given for each shape, except when an example for a particular shape is missing. The series are separated from each other by semicolons. //akii\#kaan 'a camp', nitsi\#ki\#ka 'I camped', ist\#ki\#kaata 'make thou camp'; am\#ikaata 'fish thou!'.

amíxkaan?i 'fishing', amíxkaatsis 'fishing gear', nitsíímíixka
'I fished', ímíixkaawa 'he fished', ágmíixkaawa 'he is fish-
ing', nitómíixkaatsis 'my fishing gear'; (a)mookxsinámwa 'he
is red', imíxkoasii (from Uhlenbeck) 'roan horse, cow',
itáumauxksinatom (from Uhlenbeck) 'it began to show red';
(a)móortsakíwa 'he wins at gambling', amóortsaka 'win thou
at gambling', (a)móortsara 'he got beaten, he lost at bam-
bling', ímíóortsakíwa 'he won at gambling', nitáómóortsaki 'I
am winning at gambling'; amokpistís 'tie his feet together,
hobble him!', ímokpistáatsí 'hobble', nitsíímokpista?wa
'I tied his feet together', ímokpista?wa 'he has his feet tied
together, he is hobbled', nitáómkpista?wa 'I am hobbling him';
(a)pinimáatsis 'medicinal root', apiínomookita 'doctor thou me
with herbs!', nitsííipi'inomowaa?wa 'I doctored him with roots',
iipiínomoyiway 'he doctored him with roots', akápiínimáatsís
'an abundance of medicinal roots', mookpíínomookita 'please
doctor thou me with medicinal roots!'; (a)tunaáksis 'needle',
atunaáta 'adorn thou with (porcupine) quills!', atunaán
'quillwork'; nitsíiptúta 'I sew on quills for ornament',
kumotunaáksis 'needle, round needle', áótuma?wa 'she is adorning
with quills'. The remaining examples are defective in one or
another shape: inní?wa 'he has a father', nitúnnimma?wa 'I
had him as father', ónnimmiway (from #aonnimmiwayi#)
'he has him as father'; (a)koópis 'soup', áókopaska?wa 'she
is making soup'; akksín?i 'bed', nitúkksin?i 'I have a bed';
átsíí'tsis 'mitten', sikaxkot'síí'tsis 'glove'; atokís 'hide, skin', óó'kotokis 'rawhide'; apaní'wa 'butterfly', úm'axkopání'wa 'it is a big butterfly'.

Examples of this alternation are also found with an accretive nasal: matai'miway 'he blames him', matai'mis 'blame thou him!' (also atoo'mis), nitsi'itoi'ma'wa 'I blame him', iitoi'miway 'he blames him', iitoi'motspa 'we get blamed kitaá'toi'mu 'I blame you'; makaí'takita 'lose thy temper, become angry!', nito'kima'wa 'I am mad at him'; makuyi 'wolf', úm'axkokuyi 'big wolf'; maka'ínima 'curlew' (the term also means 'scaffold burial, burial lodge'), úm'axkó'ínima'wa 'big curlew'.

A similar alternation with accretive nasal is found in one word. The forms differ in two respects: the /i/ alternant is short, not long, and it occurs with the accretive nasal in addition to the /a/ alternant. There is thus a possibility that this is an example of a different alternating series: mámyá'atsikimi, mín'ya'atsikimi 'magpie', vs. ito'mýa'atsikimíwaasí 'he turned into a magpie, became a magpie'.

/a/ : /i/ : /o/:

This alternation and the next differ from the preceding alternation in that the lines between the distributions of the root shapes are somewhat blurred. Moreover, some roots appear to
lack certain of the expectable forms. Further testing is called for, but it is the writer's strong impression that some shapes of some of the roots have become obsolete, while others have lost some of the distributional characteristics which appear to belong to the class as a whole.

Examples of this alternation are the following: {\textit{apííta}} 'sit thou!', {\textit{spísini}} 'sitting', {\textit{ntsíípi}} 'I sit, I stay', {\textit{iipíí}wa 'he sat, was sitting', {\textit{istópiita}} 'sit thou there!', {\textit{nitsóopi}}, {\textit{nitóópi}} 'I am sitting', {\textit{óopií}wa 'he sat'; {\textit{awáyita}} 'wear thou leggings, put on trousers', {\textit{ntsííwaw}yi 'I wear pants'}, {\textit{hiwáyií}wa 'he wore leggings, he had on leggings or pants'}, {\textit{máákowayita}} 'put on thy leggings!', {\textit{óowáyií}wa 'he has on his leggings'; {\textit{ayíkixtaan}íí} 'sunshade', {\textit{iixíkixtaw}wa 'he is making a sunshade', {\textit{ooyíkixtaan}íítsís 'umbrella', {\textit{ooyíkixtaan}íí 'sunshade', {\textit{otóyíkixtaan}íí 'his sunshade'.

Apparently also belonging here are the following:
*{\textit{amítár}wa} 'dog'—not used today, but such a form was recorded by Umfreville in the late 18th and Catlin in the early 19th centuries, {\textit{iimitár}wa} 'dog'—the current form of the word, {\textit{mátaamítaar}wa 'crazy dog' (society name), {\textit{sikomítaar}wa 'black dog'}; *{\textit{apísówaax} 'morning star'—obsolete today, but so given by Grinnell late in the 19th century, {\textit{iipísówaax} 'morning star'—the current term, {\textit{paxtaapísówaax} 'false morning star, evening
star'; apitsóotoyi 'killdeer', iipitsóotoyi 'killdeer', 
úʔaxkopitsootoyi 'big killdeer'; ímʔaxkiłkinay 'big horn sheep', 
úʔaxkiłkinay 'big horn sheep', miístáksoomʔaxkiłkinay 'mountain 
sheep'; (a)káníksi 'dry branch', okáníksi (from Uhlenbeck) 
'branch'.

||a# : ||i# : ||oo#

Examples of this alternation are the following: anóótsita 
'hunger thou!', anóótsiʔwa 'he is hungry', nitsiʔnootsi 'I am 
hungry', iinóótsiʔwa 'he is hungry', nitóónootsi 'I am hungry', 
iikóónootsiʔwa 'he is very hungry', oonóótsiʔwa 'he is hungry'; 
įįkátakiʔwa 'she beads', nooxkoókatakiti 'bead thou!', 
ôokátakita 'bead thou!', ôokátaksin 'beadwork'; iitzáʔwa 'he 
made leggings', nitáota 'I am making leggings', áotáaʔwa 'he is 
making leggings', ôotzáʔwa 'he made leggings', ootzáta 'make 
thou leggings!'; íttakóýiʔwa 'he gave him a drink', íttakoósa 
'give thou him a drink!', nitóttakoʔwa 'he gave me a drink', 
ôttakoósa 'give thou him a drink!', nitáakottaki 'I will bring 
water'; îîpiíñita 'fringe thou it!', nitàqapiinixpa 'I am 
fringing it'; îîtssiiʔwa 'he smoked', áortssiiʔwa 'he is 
smoking'; ôortssiiʔta 'smoke thou!', ôortssissin 'smoking', 
nooxkoortssisiita 'smoke thou!', nitóosıʔsi 'I smoked', 
ôortssiiʔwa 'he smokes'; *aʔksisakoyi 'meat', based on 
akesaquoín, an early 19th century form given by Gallatin, 
îiʔksisakoyi 'meat', ôoʔksisakoyi 'meat', axpátóʔksissakoʔyi
'sidemeat'.

**Group II.** The distributions of the shapes of roots belonging to this group are very similar to those of Group I. There are two differences: 1) the //i:// shape is never found following personal prefixes; 2) the //i:// shape frequently appears in initial position in imperative forms.

||Ø|| : ||i:|| : ||o||

No instances are recorded of the same lexeme containing all the shapes of a root in this group. The following examples all contain the anaphoric preverb ||i:/oSt|| 'with, along, by':

tsitoskota 'go thou past, go by!', tsitskiqppissi (normalized from Uhlenbeck) 'when he danced by', iixtayoksskaasiwa 'he ran along', aaakuxtsinixkyyoo?pa 'we are going to sing for it'.

||Ø|| : ||i:// : ||o://

Many roots have this alternation; the following are illustrative: pummaata 'buy thou!', pummaan?i 'buying', iixpummaarwa, oxpummaarwa 'he bought, buys', nitoxpum?ma, nitoxpum?ma 'I buy, bought'; kiimatsis, iixkiimatsis 'marry thou her!', iixkiimi?wa he is married', ooxiimatsis 'marry thou her', ooxiimmessin?i 'marriage of a man', nitoxkiimata?wa, nityoxkiimata?wa 'I marry, married her'; kotis 'give thou to him!', kotaksin?i 'giving', iixkotsiway 'he gave to him', nitoxkota?wa, nityoxkota?wa 'I give to him, gave to him', isskuxkotsiway 'he
gives back to him'.

There is a very limited amount of evidence that Group II roots may have, or perhaps once had, //a// as one of their possible initial shapes; this of course relates Group II even more closely to Group I. Two examples were collected: ꞌapssi 'arrow', cf. ꞌiixpssiʔwa 'he has an arrow', ꞌumʔaxkuxpssi 'big arrow'; (a)ksipistakyoxkisskaʔtsis 'willow backrest', cf. ꞌissksipistakyoxkisskaʔtsis 'willow backrest'.

A rather rare alternation has initial /a/ in some initial forms of roots, initial /ii/ in other initial forms of the roots, as against non-initial /ii/ and /i/. The morphophonemic backgrounds of these alternations appear to be //a// vs. //I:/I/ and //a// vs. //I:i://. Many more examples of each would be desirable, but on the basis of those at hand, it appears that the /a/-shape is found initially in noun and imperative constructions (prefixless forms belonging to other non-indicative modes are lacking), the /ii/-shape occurs following personal prefixes and initially in indicative mode verbal forms lacking a personal prefix, while the /i/ shape appears only following another root. This formulation is made on the basis of examples belonging to both alternations.

//a// : //I:i://

The following are all the examples collected of this alternation: (a)naʔama 'bow, gun', ꞌiinaʔamayiʔwa 'he is armed',
saxksínááma 'pistol', literally 'short gun'; (a)simímmis
'gossip thou about him!', isimímmiswa 'she gossips about her',
nitáaaksisimimma?wa 'I will speak ill about him'; (a)ksíí?ksákku?yi,
áksíí?ksákku?yi 'cutbank, precipice above a stream bed',
úm?axksíí?ksákku?yi 'big cutbank'; (a)pákkasaa?tsis 'stone
hammer', úm?axksíípakksaa?tsis 'big stone hammer'; (a)sinááwa
'Cree', pináápisíína?wa 'Sioux', literally 'eastern Cree'1;

The term asínáá?wa must have meant 'Assiniboine' at
an earlier period. This would explain the curious designation
for the Dakota. The Cree and Assiniboine were often allies in
late prehistoric and early historic times.

(a)sóyín?na 'barrel, keg', óxkotksiisoyín?na 'jug';
(a)sókaasííma 'garment, shirt', spísííspokaa?siíma 'coat',
literally 'thick shirt'; (a)sóópaar?tsis 'chair, seat',
innuísóópaar?tsis 'bench', literally 'long seat'; (a)sómyaan
'mat', itíspísíísomáíau (from Uhlenbeck) 'then they would
make a thick mat'; (a)sóókayis 'trunk, suitcase',
piíí?tsiosokayis 'coulee trunk', traditional name for the mouth
of the Marias River; ápsípis 'sinew', isttuxkáspípis 'thread',
literally 'thin sinew'; ásáán 'red paint', níítsíísaan
'Indian paint', literally 'real red paint'.

All examples of this alternation are given here.

(a)tsínikísín 'story', atsíníkoókita 'tell thou me a story!'
iit'siniks in 'story', iit'siníkiwa 'he related', nitsiíitsínikatarwa 'I told about him'; atsín 'moccasin, shoe', spíitsítsíkítsíkí 'boot'; ñtísí 'legging, trousers', útskútsítsí 'bluejeans, Levis'.

Some examples of this alternation also appear with an accretive nasal: mátsíimówa 'it smells good', ikítsíimówa 'it is very fragrant'; mátsíísí 'pus, matter', ákáitsísíwa 'it has superated, festered'; mátápiiks 'people, persons', makápitápiiks 'bad people'.

It is possible that a similar category exists in which the alternating shapes have /a/ and /o/, without an /i/-shape. In this category the initial shape of the root would have initial /a/, from /ál/, while the medial shape would have initial /o/, of unknown morphophonemic background.

It is difficult to be certain of the existence of this category because the lack of /i/-shapes might be accidental. On the other hand, the certain existence of /a/ : /i/ alternations, without an accompanying /o/-shape, supports the likelihood of an /a/ : /o/ alternation. It will be recalled that certain "defective" examples were cited in the discussion of three-way alternation (/a/ : /i/ : /o/) in roots. Roots with no attested /i/-shape, such as in atókís 'hide', óorókotós 'rawhide', might thus belong to the category of an /a/ : /o/ alternation rather than the alternational category
to which they were assigned above.

There is one absolutely certain example of /a/ : /o/ alternation with accretive /m/. This is a verbal root with the meaning 'take with the hand'; all the critical (known) environments are represented: mártóyiway 'he took him', mártóósa 'take thou him!', mártáksin 'taking with the hand', vs. nitáq'towaarwa 'I am taking him', miing'itsita 'do thou not take it!'. Also here might be the "defective" (noun) roots represented in examples already cited above in the discussion of three-way alternations, e.g. makú?yi 'wolf' vs. úm?axkoku?yí 'big wolf'.

Another somewhat similar category contains roots with initial /Y/ and /y/ followed by /ioi/. Roots of this category have the sequences /Yo:i/ and /yoi/ represented facultatively at the phonemic level by /ii/ in non-imperative verbal forms when the root is in absolutely initial position. One example is given of each.

//Y//: iiyí?wa 'he ate, he eats', iiwátsiiday 'he ate him, he eats him' vs. óoyí?wa 'he is eating', óoyítá 'eat!', maamýóyítá 'do thou not eat!', nítsódí?i 'I ate'.

//y//: Íksstsímaa?wa 'he chews, he chewed' vs. Íksstsímaata 'chew thou!', Íksstsímaan 'chewing', nítsóksstsíma? 'I chew'.

354. Isolated alternations in roots. By isolated alternations are meant those found in very few roots. Often a given alter-
nation of this kind is found in only one root. Some isolated alternations are obligatory, others are facultative. First treated are the obligatory alternations.

Three anaphoric preverbs have, in some of their environments, the kind of alternation described above in section 353 under the heading Group II. It will be recalled that some roots belonging to this group have the shape \( \|1:SC\| \) and \( \|3:SC\| \) in absolutely initial position, while in non-initial position the shape \( \|0:SC\| \) is found.

The present preverbs have two additional, apparently competing allomorphs when the preceding element is a personal prefix. In this environment the shapes \( \|mo:SC\| \) and \( \|omo:SC\| \) are found. \( \|mo:SC\| \) and \( \|omo:SC\| \) appear to be freely interchangeable, since some doublet examples were collected. Substitutibility has not been tested, however.

Statistically the commonest of the preverbs has the meaning 'with, from, by means of'. Its five alternating shapes are \( \|1:St\|, \|t\|, \|mo:St\|, \|omo:St\|, \) and \( \|o:St\| \). Much less common is a preverb with the meaning 'with, together, in the company of', appearing in the alternating shapes \( \|1:Sp\|, \|p\|, \|mo:Sp\|, \|omo:Sp\| \) and \( \|o:Sp\| \). Virtually unrepresented in the author's field corpus is a preverb meaning 'as much, so much'. The alternating shapes of this preverb parallel those of the other two: \( \|1:Sk\|, \|k\| \)
(probably—no example was found), /mo:Sk/, /Nomo:Sk/, and /o:Sk/. Examples, in the above order, are: ookoowaayi iixtoo?too?wa 'he came from his house'; tsisitapiita 'use thou it!'; naayi nim?uxtsikani?piksiipa 'I opened it with my mouth'; kímpuxtsikim?muxpowaa?wa 'I have taken pity on you (pl)'; nooxkin?stsis nóm?uxtsiksisskowaa?wa 'I bumped him with my elbow'; óm?uxtsipiixpi 'her reason for entering'; tsi?máxtskásskuxtoo?too?pixta 'where could it come from?'; istáóka?tsi káxkuxtsitsyfpsstakí 'stakes you can stretch hides with'. iixpopákiila?wa 'he moved camp with (them)'; paxkayíta 'go thou home with (it)'; ném?uxpapi?yixpa, nóm?uxpapi?yixpa 'my sibling'; táakuxpisipikyaayaa?wa 'I will pound them together'. Ánnayi iixkitšínikaa?si?wa 'so much for the story'; nímxoksksínixpinan (from Uhlenbeck) 'we learned it all'; ómxoksksinooxpi (from Uhlenbeck) 'so they know'; ánnimaie nímekáxksksinsau (from Uhlenbeck) 'that is what I also know about him'.

A /p/ : /pp/ alternation is found in two morphemes; the /p/-shape occurs in the initial stem, the /pp/-shape in the non-initial: kiipó 'ten' vs. kiipíppo 'hundred', literally 'ten tens'; kípitáaki 'old woman' vs. nitáaksipitaaki 'I will become an old woman'. Additional alternations are found in these roots. Note the vowel alternation ||íi|| or ||i||: ||I|| in 'ten', ||i||: ||I|| in 'old woman'; this alternation is immediately before the consonants in question here. Moreover, the non-initial shapes of both roots lack the /k/ found in the initial shape of the root.
Very similar is the case of a stem with the meaning 'snake': *pisikisiina* 'snake' vs. *itmsitsiskisiina* 'rattle snake'. The initial stem has /t/ to which corresponds /tt/ in the non-initial shape, before which is found an */I* : */II* alternation. Note also the absence of /p/ in the non-initial shape of the stem.

An additional pair of stems has the same kinds of consonant alternations, but it is impossible to prove that the same vowel alternation is, or was, found in the stems. These are *pinokarwa* 'elk' (North Piegan) vs. *siksinnoka* 'black elk'; *ponopani* (from Uhlenbeck) 'quiver with arrows' vs. *nnopanists* (from Uhlenbeck) 'his quiver with arrows'. Both have an /n/ in the initial shape of the stem corresponding to an /mn/ in the non-initial shape, both have an initial /p/ which is missing in the non-initial shape. 'Elk' could have an */I* : */II* alternation before the consonant in question. Additional remarks about this lexeme appear below.

One additional stem was encountered in which the initial shape of the stem has an initial /p/ which is not found in the non-initial form of the stem. This stem has the meaning 'needled evergreen': *paxtoka* 'pine or spruce tree' vs. *oqokkaxtoka* 'green (literally 'raw') pine tree'. The initial shape was also collected with an initial /a/: *apaxtoka*. 
Alternation of initial /m/ and /p/. A scattering of examples has a facultative alternation of initial /m/ and /p/. Part of these are clearly obsolete (with the /m/ form generalized), and one living example of the alternation is said by informants to be dialectal.

Most occurring examples of this alternation are in the prohibitive prefix main-. Vowel alternations also occur in this prefix, and these are discussed later. Examples of the initial alternation are: miiʔaxkániis vs. piʔaxkániis 'do thou not puncture him, pierce him!'. Both alternants are completely acceptable and are of roughly equal frequency, although a given speaker tends to use one rather than the others.

The stem //paatáak// 'potato, Irish potato' has the same alternation, but in this case the /p/ form is recognized as South Piegan, the /m/ form as North Piegan: paatáaki, matáaki. The word appears to be a loan from Canadian French, cf. pataque 'potato'.

Examples of this alternation are also found in early word lists, cf. F. V. Hayden's piksikáci 'teal duck' (Hayden, page 265). Hayden also gives this form with /m/ on the same page, glossed 'a kind of duck'. Only miiʔkeikátsi occurs today. A curiously similar instance appears in the Schoolcraft (Moncrovie) Blackfoot list, where pa ca peé is glossed 'bad', ma chap se'
is glossed 'ugly'. (The exact page of each of the Schoolcraft forms was not noted at the time the entire list was copied off by the writer.) The current makásapssi(ʔwa) means 'he is bad, he is foul', with 'ugly' as a probable possible translation in some contexts.¹

¹This interesting obsolescent feature is reminiscent of Crow, where /w/ has allophones [m] and [b] in free variation in initial position; see Dorothea V. Kaschube, Structural Elements of the Language of the Crow Indians of Montana, University of Colorado Press, December, 1967, page 8. If Crow (or ancestral Crow-Hidatsa) is the source of this alternation, then some linguistic support is present for Hyde's hypothesis that the Blackfeet were once earth-lodge dwellers together with the Cheyenne, Arapaho, Crow-Hidatsa, Mandan, and Arikara. See George E. Hyde, The Early Blackfeet and their Neighbors, Denver, 1933.

Vowel alternations in roots and stems. Occasional instances are found of (presumed) ||a|| and ||o|| in the environment of a following high front morphophonemic vowel represented by /i/. The same environments also sometimes have the high front vowel represented by /a/ or /o/. Both facultative and obligatory alternations occur.

Two doublet pairs were collected in which the representation of /a/ by /i/ is said by native speakers to be a dialectal characteristic. These are South Piegan sêitsyôkôs, North Piegan sîitsyôko's 'dish'; South Piegan nitîesaitamʔi, North Piegan nitîesâitamʔi 'I am breathing'. Another doublet was
collected in which //ai|| or //aI|| is represented in one instance by /ii/, in the other by /aa/: siiʔkaán, saaʔkaán 'quilt, blanket, coverlet'. This set is South Piegan. F. V. Hayden collected this lexeme in the /aa/ form over one hundred years ago: saʔ-a-kan 'bed' (Hayden, page 266). Another doublet pair is niʔpumaki, náipumaki 'chicadee' (Penthestea Sp.). The first form (niʔpumaki) was collected numerous times by the writer and by both Uhlenbeck and de Josselin de Jong. The second form (náipumaki) was collected once by de Josselin de Jong (Blackfoot Texts p. 25). His informant was a South Piegan.

Root-final //a// appears obligatorily as /i/ in two examples: ixkitsiʔkikopoto 'seventeen', cf. ixkitsika 'seven'; osókaapiiks 'their spines', cf. nísóoksapa 'my spine'.

The representation of //o|| by /i/ is found in a fairly large number of examples, all of which also occur in a doublet form with one of the usual representations of //o||. In one instance a North vs. South Piegan dialectal opposition may be involved. Examples are: sgyíikayi, siyíikayi 'mink'; áwóyiinay, áwiyiinay 'crossed guns'; noʔkska, niʔkska 'three'; innaʔspiinowan (this form was collected from Margaret Many Guns and might be North Piegan), innaʔspiiniwan 'candy'; éssiksikomi, éɛssiksikimi 'coffee'; matsówaʔpssíʔwa, matsiʔwaʔpssíʔwa 'he, she is handsome'; atsówatsskoʔwa, atsiwatsskoʔwa 'forest', saatsóʔpaaʔtsis, saatsiʔpaaʔtsis 'gunpowder'; issóktiʔpiyiʔwa
'he stopped', nítsíkipí?yi 'I stopped'; sunó?iskipis, sinó?iskipis 'kiss thou him, her!'; nitásaksikstonímmowaa?wa, nitásaksíkonímmowaa?wa 'I am going to cut his forelock (horse)'; esstsipuxtoomay, esstsi?pixtoomay 'he brings it, he is bringing it'.

A special instance of this alternation is South Piegan ponoká?wa, North Piegan pínoka?wa 'elk'. As noted above in the discussion of initial vs. medial shapes of roots, the North Piegan form apparently correctly reflects the true morphophonemic shape of the root. The South Piegan form thus has /o/ to represent a morphophonemic /u/ or /i/.

One lexeme was encountered in which one syllable was correct with /u/, /i/, and /a/: isttsímo?kaan, isttsímo?kaan, isttsímo?kaan 'cap, hat'. What the vowel is at the morphophonemic level is unknown.

Parallel to the obligatory alternations of /a/ and /i/ are several instances of obligatory alternation of /o/ and /i/. These are: niisíikopoto 'fourteen', cf. niísó 'four'; kyaayísisaaxtaay 'Marias River' (literally 'Bear River'), kyaayími?wa 'he has, he owns a bear', cf. kyaayo 'bear'.

Other alternations. One example was collected of a facultative root-medial alternation of /oo/ with /owa/. The morphophonemic form is apparently /owal/: nítoónootsi, nítoónowatsi 'I am hungry'. This doublet was collected in 1960 from Tom Many Guns.
sibly other instances of /oo/ would be accepted by older speakers with the /oo/ replaced by a semivowel sequence, but such testing has not been done. A similar instance is given below in the description of morphophonemics in affixes.

Several examples were encountered of morphophonemic vowels represented by /Ø/ at the phonemic level. As usual, some of these instances are facultative, others obligatory.

A facultative example is sapâtsikuy, sapâtsikuy 'sand'.

Obligatory examples all have elision of //I// following //oo//: innook'sîstamika 'bull elk', which contains /InnooIka// 'long legs' as the first member of the compound; ksiistóókomí 'warm water', from //ki:tooIkomi// ; nîkksyôokoan 'my kinsman, my intimate friend', from //nIkkIooIkoana// .

355. Alternations in affixal morphemes.

Intercalated /t/. The personal prefixes //ni// 'I, we', //ki// 'thou, you', //io// 'he, she, it, they' have the respective shapes /nit/ (/nits/), /kit/ (/kits/), /ot/ (/ots/) when followed by a vowel, including movable //I//. This /t/, in accordance with classical Algonkianist usage, is termed intercalated /t/. Intercalated /t/ is not present when the stem with which the prefix appears is a dependent noun, and when certain anaphoric and modal affixes follow the personal prefix directly. Prefixes of this kind must be identified in each case. Representative
Elision of the vowel of personal prefixes. When the personal prefixes appear with vowel-initial elements which do not require the intercalated /t/, the vowel of the personal prefix is elided. According to this rule, the shapes of the prefixes of the first and second persons are respectively /n/ and /k/, while that of the third and fourth persons has the shape /∅/. Examples are: nooʔtokāán 'my head', from ||niooʔtookaani||; nääniš scouting; nääniš Spears; nääniš dancing, as I am dancing', from ||niaanistaaSpiyi||; kooskOwaa 'your son', from ||kOskooskOwaa|| kaxkuxtokoopsskaaxpixka 'let thou make broth with them', from (probably) ||kia:kStokoopISkaaSpiiska||; otkis 'his hide', from ||ootokisi||.

Elision of suffix-initial vowels. This type of elision is frequent, but unfortunately not entirely predictable.
A suffix-initial \(i\) is usually elided following a long morpheme-final back vowel. This elision is statistically rather frequent due to its appearance in the inflection of transitive inanimate stems in \(oo\); with the verbal affixes which appear in the inflection of these stems the rule is completely productive. Examples are nitsii?katoop\(pa\) 'I kicked it', from \(niIsii?katoop\(pa\)\), cf. nit\(\bar{x}\)k\(\bar{n}i\)i?\(p\)a 'I pierced it', in which the stem is \(aSkani\); sayi?katoomay 'he kicked it', from \(si\(\bar{i}\)?katoomay\(i\)\) with initial change, cf. axk\(\bar{\bar{n}}\)ntimay, 'he pierced it', from \(aSkaniimay\(i\)\); si\(\bar{i}\)?kato\(\bar{\bar{o}}\)ta 'kick thou it!', from \(si\(\bar{i}\)?katoo\(i\)ta\), cf. axk\(\bar{\bar{n}}\)nita 'pierce thou it!', from \(aSkani\)ta\). That these suffixes really contain initial \(i\), and are not consonant-initial suffixes (with the vowel being movable \(I\)) is shown by the presence of the vowel following stems which end in \(||i\)|| or \(||I\)||, cf. the examples cited above for comparison.

Additional examples will be given. With the final \(ip\) (either or both vowels might be \(I\)), 'bring' nit\(\bar{\bar{\bar{\bar{x}}}}\)\(x\) puma\(\bar{\bar{x}}\)pyooka 'he is making me buy', from \(niao:Spomaaipio:ka\) , cf. nit\(\bar{\bar{\bar{\bar{x}}}}\)simiipyoooka 'he is giving me drinks' (i.e. 'brining me to drink'), from \(niaoIsimiipio:ka\) , containing the stem \(Isimi\) 'drink'. The final \(ip\) forms intransitive stems with the meaning 'have the habit or custom of
doing -- 1. An example with this suffix is sokuttaapitsiwa

1 Bloomfield designates the cognate structure in Menomini "verbs of addiction"; see The Menomini Language 15, 16-17.

'he is always spitting, he is a spitter', cf. sokuttaawa 'he spits' and iika'kimmapiipitsiwa 'he is always very kind, he is a very kind person', based on the stem //kimmapi//. By accident, no examples were collected of either of these suffixes following //loo//. A pronominal example is annóoksi 'those', the animate plural form of the stem //anno//; the full morphophonemic form is //anno1kI//. The parallel inanimate form, by contrast, does not have elision of //i//: annóoistsi, from //annooisti//. Nominal and denominative examples are nitoomitaamwa 'my dog', from //niomitaaima//, cf. isska'otoyiimwa 'he has a lot of hay', from //ISka'otoyiimwa//, based on //otoyI// 'grass, hay', cf. matoyis 'grass, hay'.

Vowel assimilation in affixes. A variety of examples was collected in which front morphophonemic vowels were represented by phonemic back vowels, and the reverse. Competing doublets were collected in some instances, in others the alternations are obligatory.

Probably the most frequent facultative interchange of /i/ and /a/ is in the prohibitive prefix, whose morphophonemic shape is //main// or //maIn//. (It has already been noted that this //m// may appear as either /m/ or /p/, see the beginning of the
present section.) The phonemic forms of this prefix are /miin/, /main/, and /maan/, as well as /piin/. An example in which all varieties occurred is miinóxkatsyoookaniita, piinóxkatsuuyooxkaniiita, mainóxkatsyoookaniita, maanóxkatsuuyooxkaniiita 'do thou not speak so loudly!'.

In section 353 above, in the discussion of various kinds of initial change, the presumed morphophonemic sequence /nayI:/ was described. It will be recalled that this sequence appears variously as /naí/ and /náá/, while "unchanged" forms of the roots in question have /nii/. As examples of initial change these are unusual in that the "changed" shapes have an accretive nasal, a combination unknown elsewhere. The alternating shapes are identical to those found in the series presently under consideration, but unlike these, the section 353 alternating shapes are only partially interchangeable. It is thus possible that the above alternation is really not an example of initial change, but a variety of the present alternation, with the slight difference that with verbal roots the alternating shapes have come to appear in predictable environments. If initial change is excluded as a possible explanation, however, a major new problem arises. This is the identity of the implied prefix /nai/, which would represent a unique type in Blackfoot morphology.
Other examples of assimilation of vowels appear in suffixes. The suffix \( \text{\textsc{is}} \) (or \( \text{\textsc{is}} \)) marks the transitive animate imperative; following stems which end in \( \text{\textsc{o}} \) this suffix always has the shape /os/: kóonoosa 'find thou him!', from \( \text{\textsc{iskoonoisa}} \) or \( \text{\textsc{iskoonoisa}} \); máakiʔtoosa 'saddle thou him!', from \( \text{\textsc{yaakiʔtoisa}} \) with accretive \( \text{\textsc{im}} \). With these examples compare isstááxkaisa 'suckle thou him!', askániisa 'pierce thou him!'. The suffix \( \text{\textsc{im}} \) forms "possessed themes" from noun stems. These themes appear in both verb and noun constructs. When the suffix follows a stem ending in \( \text{\textsc{o}} \) or \( \text{\textsc{a}} \), \( \text{\textsc{im}} \) is usually assimilated to the preceding vowel: áakiikowaamiʔwa 'he has a girl (friend)', from \( \text{\textsc{akiikowaamiwa}} \), cf. áakiʕkoanaʔa 'girl'; ixkyááyoomiʔwa 'he has, he owns a bear' from \( \text{\textsc{iskyaayoomiwa}} \), cf. kyaáyo 'bear'. Ixkyááyoomiʔwa was also collected.

Consonant gemination in affixes. Certain instances were encountered in which suffixes containing a single consonant appear at the phonemic level with the consonant doubled. No conditioning has been discovered for this gemination. The largest number of examples contain the \( \text{\textsc{im}} \) allomorph of the relator for transitive inanimate verbal constructions. A group of examples with gemination is given first, followed by a group in which the relator has a single consonant. issksínímmay
'he knew it'; ákainímímay 'he already saw it'; éé'paíksínímímay 'he is pounding it'; sooyínímímay 'she fringed it'; ápiksínímímay 'he is pounding it, striking it'; kaawé'piksínímímay 'he opened it'; áapiksínímímay 'he threw it'. ástunímímay 'he is afraid of it'; isskimay 'he broke it with his foot'; éssnimay 'he is breaking it by hand'; issíkimay 'he broke it'; ékágá'kíiimay 'he is chopping it'; áótayátsínímímay 'he is taking it'; éssínáimay 'he is drawing it, making a picture of it'; sáápsskaíimay 'she dressed it'. Similar examples are attested for the suffix ||him||, used, as already noted, to form verb themes from nouns: áótaa?simmiíway 'he has him for a beast of burden, for a horse'; únínimíiway 'he had him for father'. Several examples of this type of gemination also occurred with the suffix ||ta||, which marks the singular imperative of intransitive verbs; all instances occur with the same stem, ||aapikI||, 'cause to move in the air', and all were supplied by Mary Ground in 1964. By accident, no examples of the parallel plural form were collected from any informant. Representative examples are: aapíksistta 'throw, toss thou (something)'; spáa'apiksistta 'throw, toss thou (something) upwards!'; nooxksípaxpa'sapiksistta 'flap thou, shake thou (something flexible, as fabric)!'.

Alternations in particular affixes.

In two suffixal morphemes, ||S|| may appear facultatively at
the phonemic level as /ʔ/ when a back vowel precedes. The
morphemes in which this alternation was encountered are the
transitive (inanimate) relator //Isp// and the conjunctive
desinence //Ss//. Informants recognize alternants with /x/
and /ʔ/ as equivalent, and the same speaker may use both on
occasion. Examples are the doublets nítsksxiniixpa,
nítsksxinipap 'I know it', and nítskóopuxsi,
nítskóoppsi 'that, when I feared'.

The suffix //o:k||, which marks the reverse paradigms of
the transitive animate verb, has the shape //k|| in the environ-
ment of transitive suffixes which terminate in //t||. The re-
sultant sequence //tk|| appears as /kk/ at the phonemic level:
nítskskkaakaka 'he shot me', from //niISkonaakta||. When
//I|| precedes //t|| in this environment, no /s/ is generated
(see section 342.3 above): nítaañikyaa'wa 'they told me',
from //nia:nItkYaawa||. With these forms compare nítsammoka 'he
looked at me', from //niISammoka||; nookxskásxskkita 'please
sing while I dance', from //nooSkIpaSkookita||;
kitáaxwákxyooka 'he is piercing you, doctoring you by punc-
turing', from //kiaawaSkanioka||.

The suffix //waawa||, pluralizer for the prefix //ki|| 'you',
has the shape /owaawa/ when a consonant-final element precedes:
kitáaxwákxyaakixpowaa'wa 'you are piercing, you are sewing';
kitánikkowaa?wa 'he told you'; kitoómitaamowaa?wa 'your dog';
with the foregoing compare kitánistawaa?wa 'you told him'.
Analogous is the suffix /omo/, which forms transitive animate
stems with the meaning 'do — for one, do — in someone else's
place'. Following a stem ending in a consonant this suffix has
the shape /omo/: nit’sínamotomowaa?wa 'I am butchering in his
place'; payísomoyiway 'she patched (moccasins) for her';
soomó?moyiway 'she got water, brought water in her place'
(stem || so:mo || ). With these compare: nit’sísínamowaa?wa 'I
am writing to him' (stem || si:na||); nitsípokéí?mowaa?wa 'I am
fanning him, fanning for him' (stem || poka?i||).

The suffix /mno/, pluralizer for inclusive first person plural
noun constructions was collected once in the shape /nnawan/. The
usual shape is /mno/. The example in which the /nnawan/ shape
occurred is kokkátsinnawanists 'our legs'. This word is not from
the author's field notes, but was supplied by Dr. Mary R. Haas,
who collected it at Edmonton, Alberta, Canada, during the summer
of 1967. The informant was Dave Melting Tallow, a North Piegan.
It is probable that the suffix in this shape reflects the true
morphophonemic shape, with /mno/ being a contraction of the
longer form. Recall that the author collected a similar
alternation in a verbal root: nitoónootsi: nitoónowatsi 'I am
hungry'.
356. Alternations restricted to a particular form-class.

Stressed vowels in demonstrative and interrogative pronoun constructions are always long, even though the same vowel is short when unstressed. That the vowel in these environments has indeed been lengthened is also shown by the fact that affixal vowels which are long in these constructions are short in all other occurrences. In the examples to follow are found the themes //am-o-// 'this', //anno-// 'this', //an-n-// 'that', and //om-// 'that'. Affixes are the gender-number suffixes //a//=, //i//=, //ikI//= (with elision of //i//=) and the deictic suffixes //m//=, //y//=, //k//=, and //Ska//=. Recall also that stressed vowels before //S//= are written short, though they are structurally long, and that morphophonemic long vowels are always shortened before a geminate cluster. Examples:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demonstrative Pronouns</th>
<th>Interrogative Pronouns</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>amo'oo, ammuy</td>
<td>tsemáá 'which?'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>amo'oksi, a'moksi</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>annóxka, án'nuxka</td>
<td>tayáa 'which'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>anná'aka, ánnaka</td>
<td>takáa 'who?'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>annáxka, án'naxka</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o'máa, ô'maka</td>
<td>tsixkáa 'when?'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>omit, ômika</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER II

400. GRAMMAR

The balance of this study will be devoted to a description of the morphology of Blackfoot. A description of the syntax of this language will not be undertaken at this time; this important part of the grammar will be done at a later date.

In the discussion to follow, roots, stems, themes, and affixes will be cited in morphophonemic transcription; words will be cited in phonemic transcription.

410. Blackfoot has two major and one minor word classes. In most cases, class membership is overt only at the level of the word. The major classes are substantives (including nouns and pronouns) and verbs. All members of these classes are constructions, that is, composite forms consisting of a theme and at least one affix. Membership in both classes is defined both morphologically and syntactically.

411. After all substantives and verbs have been isolated from a Blackfoot corpus there remains a relatively small residue of forms which are termed particles. This is the third word class of the language. Definition of this class is by the negative criterion of non-participation in derivation and inflection. Particles have a wide variety of syntactic functions, but most are peripheral to the grammatical core. Many are parenthetics: interjections, greetings, certain
exhortations and address forms, words for 'yes' and 'no',
expressive equivalents of English 'now then', 'well (then)',
'so'. Also here are a small group of interrogative words.
As particles, moreover, appear certain elements borrowed from
the other two word classes. Particles of this type may be
structurally either themes or constructions, but it is im-
portant to note that they are borrowed at random and as units,
sometimes with quite different meaning. The vocative forms of
independent nouns are an example of noun themes in particle
function, while examples of constructions in this function are
ání 'like', which is the inanimate singular of a demonstrative
pronoun meaning 'this' as a pronoun, and takáá 'for, because',
which is the animate singular form of an interrogative pronoun
meaning 'which one?'

420. Below the level of the word, the universal structural
unit is the theme. A theme is any inflectible form, or any
uninflected form which may appear, as such, as a word. Themes
are composed of stems, with or without affixes. Themes which
contain at least one affix are derived themes.

421. A stem is a morpheme or combination of morphemes which
may appear as the head of a thematic construct. Conversely, an
affix is a morphological element which never serves as head in a
thematic construct. Classified according to the morphological con-
structions (words) in which they are head, stems are nominal,
pronominal, verbal, and particle.
422. Many simple stems appear in several allomorphs, depending on their position in the theme. When allomorphy of this kind occurs, one allomorph is found, as a rule, in construct-initial position, while non-initial occurrence requires a different allomorph or allomorphs, depending on the particular stem and its immediately preceding environment. Most widespread is a dual allomorphy in which one allomorph is construct-initial, the other construct-medial following another stem. In some cases the differences in shape between the allomorphs are predictable (see sections 351 through 353); in other cases the difference is unpredictable and the allomorphs may differ so much as to be suppletive. By long-established usage the allomorph which appears in initial position is called an initial stem, the allomorph which must be preceded by an element not an affix, a medial stem. The foregoing will be made clear by citation of representative examples. In iimitéc'ks 'dogs', the initial stem iimitaa-'dog' is found. In ponokáómiteéks 'horses', the medial stem o:mitaa- 'dog' is found. In aksstoótaa'wa 'count thou them!' is found the initial stem aki- 'count'. A second initial stem is found in iksstoómyaa'wa 'he counted them'; the shape here is iki-. In nitaóksstoomyaa'wa 'I am counting them' is found the medial stem oki-. 
423. The simplest stem consists of a single root morpheme. Nominal and especially verbal roots are exceedingly numerous. Pronominal roots are few. Nominal and verbal roots appear widely in both nominal and verbal themes, but pronominal roots appear frequently only in pronominal themes; pronominal roots also appear in some verbal themes. An important subclass of verbal roots is here called attributive roots. With one of these roots as head, the theme is always a stative verb theme. These roots also appear with great frequency in attributive function in noun themes and in other verb themes. Particle roots, the smallest group of roots, are unique in that they do not participate in derived and inflected constructions at all. They are thus simultaneously roots, stems, themes, and words.

430. Affixes are of two quite distinct types. Belonging to the one group are morphemes which fulfill relational functions between words, that is, at the syntactic level. Affixes of this kind are phonologically part of the word with which they appear, and, moreover, they are morphologically also often bound to the construction in which they appear. For example, the anaphoric preverb follow the personal prefixes; the relative suffixes follow the completed construction. The reference of these elements is nevertheless outside their own construction to another independent word in the syntactic unit.
431. Belonging to the other type are affixes with morphological function. Derivational affixes appear with stems to form inflectible themes. In most instances these affixes have purely grammatical meaning, but in others they contribute lexical meaning to the construction as well. Examples of derivational suffixes of this kind are the so-called instrumental suffixes with which are formed transitive verbal themes. Inflectional affixes convert themes into words.

440. Before presenting a general characterization of the formation and inflection of the various kinds of themes it will be useful to outline briefly the grammatical categories indexed in the inflectional systems of the language.

441. Universal categories in the inflection of all themes are number, gender, and person. Usually these are overtly marked, but in a few cases one or the other is implicit. There are two numbers, singular and plural, and two genders, animate and inanimate. Gender is largely natural, although the occurrence of some forms which depart from this norm makes the gender system ultimately grammatical. There are four persons: first, second, third, and fourth, or subordinate. In the first person plural, inclusive and exclusive forms are distinguished in certain constructions. Inclusive forms include at least one addressee, exclusive forms exclude all addressees. Third and fourth persons correspond to the third person of Indo-European languages. The distinction is
almost wholly grammatical, although the system affords a useful means for distinguishing as to their relative importance persons who are neither speaker nor addressee. This usefulness is at times attenuated by unpredictable shifts of focus which advance the subordinate person to the rank of third person.

442. Number, Gender, and person are not the only features found in Blackfoot inflection. Some themes are inflected for other features as well, some obligatory, some facultative.

450. Noun themes are all either independent or dependent. These themes contrast in a number of structural ways. For example, dependent themes are obligatorily inflected for possession. Inflection of independent themes for possession, while possible, is optional. Again, the semantic reference of dependent themes is almost entirely to inalienable entities: parts of the body, members of the kin circle, and the most intimate of personal property and tools. Independent themes refer to all other entities of the physical and spiritual world, which, for the most part, occur independent of human ownership or possession. There are indicators in most dependent themes which mark them as dependent, but the difference between the two categories is completely overt only when the theme appears in a construction.

451. All noun themes are of implicit animate or inanimate gender. For example, the themes miin- 'berry', and mi:tis-
'tree' are implicitly inanimate and animate respectively. But with the meaning 'stick', mI:titis- is implicitly inanimate. Expectably animate are themes whose reference is to living creatures capable of independent locomotion and ghosts and supernatural beings, including heavenly bodies such as the sun, the planets, and stars. The gender of themes referring to vegetable life and lifeless objects, including parts of living creatures, is unpredictable.

452. With independent and dependent themes appear inflectional suffixes which simultaneously index gender, number, person, and specificity. The latter term is used here to designate the morphological elements by which are indexed a specific versus a general or non-specific occurrence of a referend. This feature of Blackfoot grammar can be roughly equated with English definite and indefinite articles. Inanimate themes appear with third person suffixes only, but animate themes take suffixes of both third and subordinate person. Some of the contrasts which the inflectional system would permit in theory are neutralized by the occurrence of homophonous morphs among the inflectional morphemes. Contrast is nevertheless often preserved in accompanying forms, which may be overtly linked by cross-reference of one or another kind.

453. Besides the obligatory inflection of the noun theme for the above categories, certain optional inflections also occur.
These include inflection for four degrees of spatial/temporal proximity and for address. The semantic reference of the suffixes of spatial/temporal proximity is not entirely clear, but the meaning seems to vary from close to very remote location with respect to a point of reference.

460. Four different types of pronoun theme are found: subject, demonstrative, interrogative, and indefinite. These types are defined both by their morphology and their syntax.

461. There are seven personal pronoun constructions, all built on a common theme. Personal affixes are added to this theme exactly as to dependent noun themes, i.e., without intercalated-\(\text{nt}\). There is obligatory inflection for animate gender, for both numbers, and for the highest three persons. Inclusive and exclusive first person plural are also distinguished in these pronouns.

The presence of a personal pronoun in a predication is almost always redundant, since the verb always contains corresponding personal affixes. For this reason it appears that the meaning of personal pronouns is somewhat more emphatic than in English. An adequate translation of the subject pronouns might thus be 'I myself', 'you yourself', etc.

Rare examples are also on record which seem to have truly emphatic inflection of these themes. With these affixes the meaning is apparently 'I', 'me', etc.
462. The demonstrative pronouns are by far the most frequent in occurrence of all the pronouns. Scarcely any predication is found which does not include some form of one of these pronouns. Demonstrative pronoun themes are inflected obligatorily for gender, number, and person. As with nouns, these categories are simultaneously indexed by a single inflectional suffix. Inflection for person, as with nouns, does not include first and second person.

Besides the obligatory inflections, demonstrative pronouns may be optionally inflected for spatial/temporal proximity.

463. There is only one interrogative pronoun theme in the language. The inflection of this theme is quite similar to that of the demonstrative pronouns. The usual obligatory inflection for gender and number is found, with personal inflection restricted to third and fourth persons. In contrast with the demonstrative pronouns, this theme appears to have obligatory inflection for spatial/temporal proximity.

464. There is also only one certain indefinite pronoun theme, inflected for the same obligatory categories as the demonstrative pronoun themes. This pronoun never has inflection for spatial/temporal proximity.

470. Derivation and inflection of verbal themes is the most complex area of the morphology of the language. All verb themes are either active or stative. Active themes are either
intransitive, with the gender of the subject generally implicit, or transitive, with the gender of the object usually overtly marked both in the theme and in the inflectional affixes; the gender of the subject, on the other hand, is implicit in transitive themes.

471. Many different types of intransitive themes, including derivatives from transitive types, are found. A notable type of derived theme based on transitive themes is the pseudo-intransitive; constructions based on these themes seldom occur with a substantival complement (object), although a goal is always implied. Pseudo-intransitive themes have meanings such as 'burn (inanimate things)', 'brand (animate things)'. Even themes which are not derivationally pseudo-intransitive seem to have this kind of meaning when the verbal stem references the performance of an act which has effects on objects or individuals.

472. Transitive themes generally appear in pairs, one when the referenced object is animate, the other when the object is inanimate. The former are termed transitive animate themes, the latter, transitive inanimate themes. The system of complementary pairs is not universal, however, for there are several themes which are of indifferent gender, and there are instances when only one of a presumed pair occurs. In some cases these gaps are explainable in terms of the meaning of the stem.
For example, a transitive inanimate theme parallel to (transitive animate)-I?n?it- 'kill one' was never encountered.

473. Numerous suffixes appear in the derivation of transitive themes; several of these are probably no longer productive. Unique among the suffixes used to form transitive themes are those termed instrumental suffixes. Alone among all the derivational affixes of the language, these contribute both lexical and class meaning to the theme. Instrumental suffixes specify the means by which the verbal action is performed. Usually the two themes are formed by suffixes of different shape, but in some cases the suffix, and consequently the resultant theme, are identical. Suffixes of this kind indicate action performed by the mouth or teeth, by the hands, by the feet or body, by blade or cutting edge, and by heat. Analogous in use to the instrumental suffixes is a pair of suffixes which form themes which indicate that the emotions of the subject are involved in the performance of the verbal action.

480. Inflection of verbal themes is generally quite similar to the inflection of substantive themes, in particular nouns. For example, affixes marking person, gender, and number are the same, and the affixes appear in the same relative position in the completed construction.

481. All verbal themes are inflected in two complexes which are called orders. These orders, which are defined morphologically
as well as syntactically, are the independent and the dependent.

482. Each of the orders is inflected in one or more modes, which are marked in each case by the presence (or by the systematic absence in one case) of a modal suffix.

483. Modes of the independent order are the indicative, the negative-interrogative, the historical, and the imperative.

483.1 The indicative mode is the mode of basically neutral statement. This mode lacks a modal suffix in most persons. Due to the fact that preverbs with modal meaning may be present in indicative mode constructions, the latter have a wide range of meanings which in some cases even duplicate the meanings of other independent or dependent modes. So, for example, the presence of a negative or interrogative preverb in an indicative mode construction makes that construction as clearly interrogative or negative in force as constructions which belong to the negative/interrogative mode. Likewise, a preverb with dependent meaning can make an independent indicative construction the virtual equivalent of a construction belonging to the conjunctive mode of the dependent order. One striking result of these flexible resources is that indicative mode forms far outnumber forms belonging to other modes. Another is that virtual equivalents belonging to different modes are employed in the stylistics of the language. This latter area has scarcely been considered, and it is very likely
that careful analysis would reveal wide stylistic exploitation of the various combinational possibilities of modal preverbs and modal suffixes.

483.2 The negative/interrogative is so designated because forms with only this suffix are of ambiguous meaning: they can have either negative or interrogative force. Clear differentiation of negative or interrogative meaning is accomplished only by the additional presence in the construction of a negative or interrogative preverb.

483.3 The historical mode is encountered only in mythical narratives. It is used in making purportedly factual assertions about the remote past, about which the speaker has only heard. Paradigms of this mode are defective in that only third and fourth persons are represented.

483.4 The imperative mode is the mode of direct command. Forms in this mode never have a marked subject, but the latter is always implicitly second person. This mode is also unique in that there is no modal suffix.

484. The dependent order contains the conjunctive, relative conjunctive, subjunctive, and unreal modes.

484.1 The conjunctive mode is the equivalent in dependent predications of the indicative mode in independent predications. Verbal forms in this mode are the semantic equivalents of
English verbs in dependent clauses introduced by such conjunctions as because, for, since, while, etc. The role of preverbs in conjunctive constructions, while not so important as in the independent indicative, is still great. For example, the negative conjunctive is formed by a preverb alone.

484.2 The relative conjunctive mode has great morphological resemblance to the conjunctive mode, though it is marked by its own modal suffix. As is implied in the designation of this mode, relative conjunctive forms have function and meaning similar to that of certain English relative clauses, either pronominal or adverbial: 'which I bought', 'what he says', 'where we went', 'how they feel', etc.

484.3 The subjunctive is the mode of indefinite time. Verbal forms in the subjunctive are the equivalents of English dependent clauses introduced by the conjunctions if, when, and whenever. Any of these meanings may be correct for constructions with the modal suffix alone; only the presence of specific modal preverbs in the construction makes one or the other meaning specific.

The subjunctive mode is opposed to all the other modes by a number of structural differences. Personal prefixes never appear with this mode, with the practical result that initial change is often found in subjunctive forms. The modal sign appears in a large number of allomorphs, and the position of this
sign is always final in its construction in all paradigmatic forms—a situation found in no other mode.

484.4 The unreal mode is found in the apodosis of conditional sentences. It expresses the action or state which would result if the contrary-to-fact statement of the protasis should happen. Most often such forms are translated would, could, should, might.

The unreal mode is the only dependent mode which may appear in an independent clause, and as such it is the equivalent, in its own type of sentence, of the indicative mode of the independent order. It is thus not surprising that there are also close structural relationships with the indicative mode. For instance, fourth person singular is marked in intransitive constructions by the same allomorph as in the indicative, whereas this person in equivalent constructions belonging to other dependent modes is marked uniformly by another allomorph. Moreover, those persons which have a modal affix in the indicative mode have the same affix in the unreal mode, in addition to the suffix (or suffixes) which mark the unreal construction.

485. Personal affixes which appear in transitive verbal constructions may index either subject or object, and there is no indication in the affix itself as to the status of its referend as actor or undergoer. This function is fulfilled by a special
inflectional affix which appears immediately following the theme in all transitive constructions. These elements are called \textit{relators}. There are six such relators, most of which occur in more than one allomorph. For descriptive convenience, the relators have been arranged in an arbitrary order and given a number from one to six. The first four relators index action between animate subjects and objects. The last two relators index action by an animate subject on an inanimate object.

The relator series follows. 1) Higher persons act on lower persons (i.e., first or second persons act on third or subordinate persons). In forms with this relator, the personal prefix refers to the subject, the suffix to the object. 2) Lower persons act on still lower persons (i.e., third or fourth persons act on subordinate persons). In such forms the first personal suffix refers to the subject, the second (if present) to the object. 3) First persons act on second persons. In forms of this kind the personal prefix, always that of second person, refers to the object. The subject is referenced (only when plural) by a number suffix. 4) Lower persons act on higher persons (i.e., any persons lower than first person act on any higher persons). This group falls naturally into three subgroups. The first subgroup is the reverse of number 1) above.
In this group the personal prefix references the object, the personal suffix, the subject. The second subgroup is the reverse of number 2) above. In forms with this relator the first personal suffix references the object, the second, (if present,) the subject. Subgroup number three is the reverse of number 3) above. Personal prefixes (again those of second person) reference the subject, personal suffixes, if present, the object. 5) Higher persons act on inanimate persons. In forms of this kind the personal prefix refers to the subject, the suffix to the object. 6) Lower persons act on inanimate persons. In forms containing this relator, the first personal suffix references the subject, the second suffix, if present, references the object.

Paradigms containing relators number 1), 2), 3), 5), and 6) are called direct paradigms. Paradigms containing relator number 4) are called inverse paradigms. Because of the system of relators, paradigms of opposite meaning differ in each case only by the presence of the relator. Thus, paradigms belonging to group 1), to the first subgroup of group 4), and group 5) are identical in shape except for the relator. The same is true of group 2), the second subgroup of 4), and group 6), and of group 3) and the third subgroup of group 4).

490. One very important feature of verbal constructions, already mentioned in passing, remains to be characterized. This is the category of preverbs.
Defined as preverbs are all elements found between the personal prefix and the verbal head of the construction (the stem). Some members of this group are particle roots, but some are also verbal roots of the type designated above as attributive roots (423).

Preverbs as a class have little allomorphic variation.

The meaning of preverbs ranges from clearly lexical, as -IIk- 'very', -kI:t- 'finish', -Itti- 'in trees or underbrush', to clearly grammatical, such as -aa- 'durative', miin- 'prohibitive', a?- 'generalizing: when, whenever'. Indeed some preverbs may have either lexical or grammatical meaning, depending upon the type of construction or their position in the construction. Of the former type is -Ikkam-, which means either 'fast' or 'if'; of the latter are the so-called anaphoric preverbs. These preverbs have primarily grammatical meaning when they stand first in the preverb complex, but largely lexical meaning if other preverbs precede. An example of this is the preverb -it-, which means either 'thither, there' or 'so, in a certain way' in the above respective positions.

Up to three or four preverbs may appear in a verbal construction, and their order with respect to each other varies in direct proportion to whether their meaning is mostly (or entirely) lexical or mostly (or entirely) grammatical. So,
when the meaning of several co-occurring preverbs is adverbial, the emphasis which the speaker wishes to give the one as against the other seems to determine the relative sequence of the preverbs. On the other hand, preverbs with grammatical meaning do have their appointed place, for the most part, in the preverb complex. So, for example, the preverb -a:Sk- precedes all others, while the anaphoric preverbs may be preceded by -a:Sk-, but must precede all others when their function is anaphoric.

Preverbs with grammatical meaning are also subject to quite strict rules governing the type of construction in which they may appear; thus, a given preverb such as -Ikkam- may be present only when a subjunctive modal suffix is also present in the construction.

The anaphoric preverbs are of special interest because of their unique function in the mechanics of the language. Phonologically and morphologically they are a part of the verb, yet their anaphoric function is entirely syntactic: they mark the close concord between the verbal construction (the "comment") and an immediately preceding word, generally a substantive or clause (the "topic").
500. Derivation of noun themes. Derived themes include both independent and dependent varieties. They are derived from both stems and from other themes.

510. Derivation from stems. Before specifying the details of theme derivation from stems, a word must be said concerning a very widespread kind of allomorphy found in many noun stems which enter into themes. The same allomorphy is also found in one thematic affix.

Many stems of both independent and dependent nouns have two allomorphs, one which ends in -s, -n, or -m, one in which these consonants are missing. Such, for example, are the following stems (dependent stems are preceded by a dash):


atikin-, atiki- 'moccasin', cf. atsikín?i 'moccasin', atsikíists 'moccasins';

a?sipis-, a?sipi- 'sinew', cf. a?sipisa 'sinew', a?sipí 'some sinew';

-kIs-, -kI- 'awl', cf. aksísa 'awl', aksíks 'awls';

-tokis-, -toki- 'skin', cf. atokísa 'skin, hide', atokíi 'leather';

-Skokin-, -Skoki- 'neck', cf. ooxkokííni 'his neck', mooxkokííists 'necks';

-Spin-, -Spi- 'lung', cf. oxpín?i 'his lung', moxpííists 'lungs'.

The thematic affix has the allomorphs -aʔtíːs- and -aʔtíː̱-; for details and examples, see section 525 below where this affix is described.

511. Derivation of dependent noun themes. Several thematic prefixes are added to dependent noun stems¹ to form dependent noun themes. In all cases but one the prefixes are vocalic.

511.1 The prefix -aa- appears with stems which begin with /Y/ and /y/. The examples cited here are the only ones known:

-aaYap-an- 'blood', cf. âaʔap-ʔi 'blood';

-aaYaSS- 'grandparent, parent of spouse', cf. nàaʔáaxSA 'my grandparent';

-aaYI- 'robe, blanket', cf. mêtéʔwa 'blanket';

-aaYIpISim- 'belt', cf. mēpssimʔi 'belt';

-aaYoː- 'mouth', cf. naaʔōʔi 'my mouth'.

511.2 A very large group of dependent stems has a thematic prefix of either -o- or -oo-. By far the greater number take -oo-. Which prefix is found with which stem does not appear to be predictable. Representative examples of each are given below:

-o-:

-oISkitipàSp- 'heart', cf. ússkitispàqspi 'his heart';

-oIStokIs- 'face', cf. usstokàqisi 'his face';

¹There is one instance of a derivational prefix added to the medial allomorph of an independent stem: -oppitam- 'old woman'. Whether other examples of this kind exist is unknown.
-okIs-'awl', cf. moksīsā 'awl, somebody's awl';

-okoʔa-'offspring, child', cf. nókoʔsā 'my child';

-omataSkis-'groin, genital region', cf. omátaxkis 'his groin, his genitals';

-omnàʔtis-'digging stick', cf. úmnàʔtsis 'her digging stick';

-ónnikis-'female breast, milk of female breast', cf. únnikis 'her breast';

-ótokis-'skin, hide', cf. otokísí 'his hide';

-ótoniim-'mons veneris', cf. otúniimʔi 'her mons veneris';

-ówaam-'snowshoe', cf. nowáámists 'my snowshoes';

-oyinna-'male sibling of female', cf. noyúnʔna 'my brother'.

-oo-

-ookitis-'finger, claw', cf. óokítis 'his claw';

-ookoowaa-'dwelling, lodge', cf. nookóówaaʔyi 'my lodge, my tepae';

-ookkoyiis-'fur, plumage', cf. okkúyiis 'his fur';

-oom-'husband', cf. nóomʔa 'my husband';

-oopan-'penis', cf. kóópan 'thy penis';

-oosak-'back fat', cf. óosáki 'his back fat';

-ootaʔa-'beast of burden', cf. nóótaʔsa 'my horse, my dog';

-ootoonis-'lip', cf. óotóonís 'his lip';

-oottowan-'knife', cf. nóttowanʔa 'my knife';

-ooSk-'kettle', cf. nóxka 'my kettle';
-ooSk- 'son', cf. ooxxu?yi 'his son';
-ooSklis- 'nose, beak', cf. mooxsisis 'nose, beak, someone's nose or beak';
-ooSsopum- 'fontanel', cf. ooxxopum?i 'his fontanel';
-ooStookis- 'ear', cf. ooxtóókis 'his ear'.
-ooowo- 'egg', cf. oowoóyí 'her egg'.
-ooowos- 'anus', cf. ooósi 'his anus'.

512. Derivation of independent noun themes from dependent noun stems. Noun themes produced by this kind of derivation are the independent (unpossessed) analogues of dependent noun themes. No derived independent themes are known which are based on those dependent stems which designate kin relationships. All examples are for body parts and tools.

512.1 Derived independent noun themes are formed partly by prefixes, partly by lack of a prefix. Prefixes found are I-, i-, and a-. Some instances of a- apparently require an accretive nasal in addition. Examples:

I-:
ISk- 'kettle', cf. íska 'kettle', óxki 'his kettle';
ISsís- 'fat', cf. issísí 'fat', ooxxísí 'his fat';
 ISSoyis- 'tail', cf. íssoyísa 'Tail' (society member), ooxxoyís 'his tail';
Ittoan- 'knife', cf. isttoán?a 'knife', otooán?i
'his knife'.

i-:

itiSkina- 'horn', cf. ítskína 'Horn Society, member of the Horn Society', otskíñay 'his horn';

a-:

akIs- 'awl', cf. aksísa 'awl', oksísi 'her awl';

amaama- 'bow, gun', cf. (a)náamaʔwa 'gun', nínáamaʔwa 'my gun';

apakklaʔtis- 'stone maul, stone hammer', cf. (a)pákksyaʔtsis 'stone hammer, stone maul', nipákksyaʔtsis 'my stone maul';

atina- 'fat', cf. atsinayí 'fat, suet', otsinayí 'his fat, his suet';

atokis- 'hide, skin', cf. atokís 'hide, skin', otokís 'his hide, his skin';

attis- 'gut, intestine', cf. attsísísts 'guts', otsísísts 'his guts'.

With accretive nasal:

atokin- 'hip, hip bone', cf. matokinʔi 'hip', otokín 'his hip'.

Dependent stems which begin with a cluster ordinarily take no prefix, with the result that the finished constructions show truncation (342.8):

Skinakin- 'liver', cf. kinákín 'liver', ooxkinákín 'his liver';

Spiikis- 'rib', cf. píkkis 'rib', ooxpíkkis 'his rib';

Spomm- 'bracelet', cf. püm? 'bracelet', ooxpúnʔni 'his bracelet';
Stockipis- 'earring' cf. tóókipiists 'earrings', ooxtóókipiists 'her earrings'.

One theme which should belong to this group shows aberrant development. The word ápssi 'arrow' should be based on an independent theme SpISs- 'arrow', cf. óxpssi 'his arrow'. The independent form might have been expected to be *pissi or *pssi. The reason for the different development of this form is unknown.

513. Independent noun stems become inflectible for possession by the addition of the suffix -im-. The suffix is added to the non-initial form of the independent stem, if there is contrast in initial and non-initial forms. The vowel of the suffix is elided when a long vowel precedes (355). Representative examples of these possessive themes are the following:

- aakiim- 'female sibling of male', cf. otáákiim'i 'his sister', åakâfwa 'woman';

- oSakinaam- 'old man, father', cf. nitúm'axkinaam'a 'my old man, my father', unicode: ám'axkinaaw'wa 'old man';

- omitaam- 'dog', cf. nitómitaam'a 'my dog', unicode: iimitáaw'wa 'dog';

- okoyim- 'semen', cf. otókuyuimiks 'his semen' (literally 'his wolves'), makuyi'wa 'wolf';

- oSkaakIaakinim- 'axe', cf. nituxkákysaakinim'a 'my axe', kákysaakin 'axe';

- oSkiim- 'water', cf. nitóxkiim'i 'my water', ooxtí 'water';
'rose hips, tomatoes', cf. otuxki'iniimiks
'her rose hips', kín i 'rose hip, tomato;

'bear', cf. nituxkyáyoom?á 'my bear',
'my pet bear', kyáyóm?á 'bear';


Occasional dependent noun themes also contain the suffix
-im-. The occurrence of -im- in dependent noun themes is un-
predictable. Examples are:

'old man, husband', cf. nináápiim?á 'my
old man', náápi 'old man';

'old woman, wife', cf. oppitáámi 'his
old woman', kípitááki?á 'old woman'.

514. Diminutive themes are apparently formed by a suffix -??-

Only two examples were collected:

kímmatapaakiikowaní?á 'poor, pitiful little girl', cf.
kímmatapaakiikoam?á;

kímmatapIsaSkomaapi?á 'poor, pitiful little boy', cf.
kímmatapsaxkumaapi?á.

It is possible that this same suffix is also present in
two dependent noun themes: -oko?á 'child', and -oota?á
'beast of burden, horse, dog'. If these dependent themes do
contain a suffixal -??-, it is likely that the suffixal charac-
ter is no longer recognized. This assumption is based on the
fact that doublets without -??- do not occur, and informants
do not translate the themes with any indication that they are
diminutive.
515. With the suffix -sin- are formed collective noun themes. The stem is an animate noun, either independent or dependent, and the theme is also animate. If the stem is an independent noun, it usually appears in a medial allomorph, although often enough informants formed the theme with the initial allomorph also. When the theme has a medial allomorph as stem there is an obligatory, apparently formal, prefix; the prefix has the shape o- before a consonant, ot- before a vowel. The presence of the prefix appears to be optional if the noun stem is an initial allomorph. As typical collective themes may be cited the following:

- innoka?sin-, cf. otsinnoka?sin?a 'herd of elk';
- nna?sin-, cf. unna?sin?a 'menfolk';
- nnoka?sin-, cf. unnoka?sin?a 'herd of elk';

516. Noun themes formed by the suffix -sko- signify a place in which certain entities occur in abundance. Stems with this
suffix are always independent, and may be of either gender.

The theme is inanimate. Examples are:

akaitapiissekuy 'town, place where people congregate';

issikotoyisskuy 'haunt of blacktail deer';

mì:takisko-, cf. miistáksskuy 'mountainous region';

paStokisko-, cf. paxtkósskuy 'grove of pines'.

520. Derivation of noun themes from verbal themes. Most independent order verbal themes may also serve as noun themes. Some require thematic affixes before inflection as nouns is possible, others require none.

521. Discussed first are noun themes which are coterminous with verbal themes.

521.1 Noun themes which specify an actor or agent are identical in shape to intransitive verbal themes. Reflexive, middle, and stative verb themes, with nominal suffixes, reference a person or thing in a certain state.

aainisi- 'be singing', cf. ēn?ixki?wa 'singer';

aaisikistakii- 'bite', cf. sìksstakii 'pliers';

aalyinnimaa- 'seize', cf. ëyinnimaawà 'hawk';

aalyoštostko:ssí- 'be sick', cf. ëyoomtuxkooxsi?wa 'sick person';
itooʔto= 'arrive', cf. itóʔtòʔwa 'one who has
arrived';

i:Skitoʔpii= 'sit on top, ride horse', cf.
iixoʔpiwa 'rider';

i:SpoSsimaa= 'melt fat', cf. iixpóxsimaaʔwa 'Fat
Roaster' (band name);

IʔnakoSti= 'be small', cf. iʔnákuxtsiists 'small ones';

kimmatapissiʔwa = 'pitiful one';

kiStipimi= 'be spotted animal', cf. kixtsípimiʔwa
'pinto horse';

omaSkaa= 'run', cf. ómʔaxkaaʔwa 'runner';

omaSkimm= 'be large', cf. umʔaxsimʔma 'big one';

pakkiSkaa= 'be ruptured, exploded', cf.
pkixkaaʔwa 'flat tire, blow-out';

pi:kini= 'be lean', cf. piiksiniʔwa 'skinny one';

sattikiSkinIIisi= 'have cut head', cf.
sálttsikixiniišiiʔwa 'person with cut on head'.

521.2 Noun themes which are identical in shape to transitive
verbal themes have two meanings. Themes identical to themes
from the direct paradigms signify, if animate, the under-
goer, if inanimate, the end result of the action. Examples:

aaʔkia= 'strike one', cf. áaʔkyaaʔwa 'one struck';

IkkaomooniSp= 'roll up', cf. fikkaomoo.esp
'cigarette';

ISkInowa= 'recognize one', cf. išksínowaʔwa
'one known, recognized';

Iʔnita= 'murder one', cf. iʔnitáʔwa 'victim, one (human)
killed';
I?siSp- 'cook', cf. i?si?pi 'cooked thing';
i:SpommatooSp- 'buy', cf. iixpummatooxpi
'purchase';
o:Stookisata: - 'address one', cf. ooxtōōkisatawa
'interpreter'.

521.3 Noun themes based on verbal themes from the inverse
paradigms specify a person or thing which acts on human
beings. Such themes are rather infrequent. Representative
are:

a?pitotoo:ki- 'create', cf. á?pistotookīwa
'God, creator';

-ototio:ki- 'burn up', cf. áótotsyookiwa 'devil'.

522. The negative of noun themes of this kind is not identical
to the corresponding verbal theme. The latter have the negative
prefix -maat-, whereas negative noun themes have the prefix
-kata?. In verbal themes this prefix has interrogative
meaning. Examples are:

kata?yo:Skīmi-, cf. kāta?yooxkiimiwa 'unmarried
man, bachelor' < 'man marries';

kata?II?poyi-, cf. kāti?poyiwa 'dumb, mute
person' < 'speak';

kata?Immi-, cf. kāta?yimmiwa 'Not Laughter' (band
name) < 'laugh';

kata?IIitītata:-, cf. kāta?yiistsinita?wa 'ungelded
animal' < 'cut one';

kata?I(kimmokk-, cf. kāti?kimmukka 'one who does
not pity me' < 'pity me'.
523. Noun themes which specify action, result, state, and sometimes even actor are derived from intransitive, pseudo-intransitive, and stative verbal themes. Most are inanimate. Apparently one morpheme is involved, but there are several allomorphs: -n-, -In-, -Ssin-, -aSsin-, and possibly others as well.

523.1 With verbal themes in -aa- the allomorph which occurs is -n-:

- akaan-, cf. akáánʔi 'snare, snaring';
- amiSkaan-, cf. amíxkaanʔi 'fishing', amíxkaanʔa fish which is caught, catch';
- amopítaan-, cf. amopístaánʔa 'medicine bundle';
- línIsimaan-, cf. linísímaanʔi 'planting, cultivated plant';
- Yoo?kaan-, cf. ooʔkaánʔi 'sleep, sleeping'.

523.2 When the verbal theme ends in theme-closing -i-, this vowel is dropped, and the noun suffix is -In-:

- aníʔta:kIn-, cf. aníʔtaksinʔi 'haste, hurrying';
- aSkani:a:kIn-, cf. axkánuyaksinʔi 'stitch, sewing';
- kaamooʔsIn-, cf. kaamooʔsinʔi 'theft, stealing';
- pikkIsa:kiIn-, cf. pikkisiákyaksinʔa 'woodpecker';
- siklstakIn-, cf. sikstákaksinʔi 'bite, biting';
- yooStoSkoosSaIn-, cf. ooxtuxkóxssinʔi 'sickness'.

When the thematic -i- is preceded by || c ||, the -i- of
the verbal theme is dropped and the suffixal allomorph is

-æssin-

aowæssin-, cf. aowelwsæsin?i 'meal, food, eating';
naapîpapowssin-, cf. naapîpapowssæsin?i 'English
language, speaking of English'.

523.3 When the verbal theme ends in -i-, the suffixal allomorph is -æssin-. With middle themes which terminate in ||Iyî||, the theme closing vowel is dropped before the suffix:

a?skisæsin-, cf. a?skisæsin?i 'sneeze, sneezing';
a:nísæsin-, cf. a:nísæsin?i 'word, pronouncement, speaking';
iSkito:piísæsin-, cf. iSkito:piísæsin?i 'riding on horseback';
iSpommotisæsin-, cf. iSpommotisæsin?i 'mutual help, helping one another';
písæsin-, cf. písæsin?i 'entering';
kimmapiísæsin-, cf. kimmapiísæsin?i 'mercy, pity';
simísæsin-, cf. simísæsin?i 'odor, smelling';
simísæsin-, cf. simísæsin?i 'beverage, drinking'.

523.4 Those verbal themes which have no thematic suffix are also nominalized by -æssin-

a:mišooæssin-, cf. a:mišooæssæsin?i 'ascent, climbing';
a?pištooæssin-, cf. a?pištooæssæsin?i 'beckoning, signaling by signs';
koo?poæssin-, cf. koo?poæssæsin?i 'fear';
yaatooæssin-, cf. nyaatooæssæsin?i 'howling'.

523.5 By accident, no examples of noun themes based on stative themes were collected. Tims gives many, but Uhlenbeck gives only a few examples. Since Tims' recordings are so difficult to interpret, and Uhlenbeck's examples are so few, little can be concluded about the formation of these themes.

There is a scattering of apparently well-recorded examples which do not fit into the above description. For these, and for noun themes derived from stative themes, additional investigation is needed. Some of the aberrant examples may be proved to be mistaken recordings, or simply noun forms for which the underlying verbal theme is now obsolete.

524. Noun themes which specify the instrument by which an action is accomplished are formed by two suffixes. Often noun themes with slightly different meaning are formed with each. In other cases, only one or the other theme is found. What governs choice is such cases is unknown.

525. One theme has a suffix which has the type of alternation described in section 510. The two shapes are -a?tis- and -a?ti-. The suffix appears almost exclusively with pseudo-intransitive themes, although it is also attested with a scattering of true intransitive themes. Theme building with this suffix is apparently productive; the themes are usually inanimate.

With verbal themes other than those in -i- or -I-
the phonemic shape of the final of the verbal theme and the initial portion of the suffix is /aʔat/. Evidently this is the result of the generation of a semivowel (341.3) with subsequent deletion (342.1).

Around 100 examples of this type of noun theme were collected. Examples of themes with deletion are cited with deletion completed, since the exact morphophonemic shape of the theme at the boundary with the suffix is uncertain. Moreover, only the -s shape of the theme is cited, since the other shape is entirely predictable from this shape. Examples:

-aa-:

akaaʔtsis-, cf. akaʔaʔtsis 'lariat, rope', ákakwa 'he snares';

Istipisimaaʔtsis-, cf. isttsipisimaʔtsis 'whip, quirt', isttsipisimaʔwa 'he whips (animals)';

Ittokimaʔtsis-, cf. isttökimaʔtsis 'drum', cf. isttökimaʔwa 'he knocks on things, he drums';

pokaʔmaaʔtsis-, cf. pokʔiʔmaaʔtsis 'fan', pokʔiʔmaʔwa 'he fans';

-i- and -I-:

Ikkaʔtsis-, cf. ıkkyʔaʔtsis 'whistle', ikkiʔwa 'he whistled';

maksiSkinio:Siʔtsis-, cf. máakixkinyooxsysaʔtsis 'comb', máakixkinyooxiʔwa 'he combs his hair';

nIni Skinio:Siʔtsis-, cf. ninʔixkyyaʔtsis 'musical instrument, piano, violin', ınʔixkiʔwa 'he is singing';

Issapiʔtsis-, cf. ıapyyaʔtsis 'mirror', issapiʔwa 'he looked';
yaaSkio:Ssi:tis-, cf. áxkyooxsysa?tsis 'boat',
áxkyooxsi?wa 'he propels himself, he rows'.

Without theme-closing vowel:

a:mi:soca?tsis-, cf. aamisáaa?tsis 'ladder,
staircase', aamisóó?wa 'he ascends'.

In some cases these themes appear to preserve an in-
transitive verbal theme which is no longer current. For in-
stance, no verbal themes are known for saapápístaaa?tsis
'spear', and kínayàaa?tsis 'porcupine-foot fetish formerly
worn in the hair at a child's forehead'. Likewise, an in-
transitive theme kísi- 'hide', attested by káisyá?tsis
'bone hide used in the hand game', is also well attested
in derived transitive themes, but unknown as an intransitive
theme.

526. The other theme is formed by the suffix -o?p- added to
the theme of the intransitive verb. Obligatory present in
the noun theme also is the anaphoric preverb i:St-, 'with'.
Noun themes so formed are usually inflected inanimate.
This type of theme formation is apparently productive, and
examples are very frequently encountered. Examples are:


'he bugled, he whistled';

'mowing machine', ëëpoxkyaki?wa 'he cuts grass';


Uhlenbeck identified nouns formed on these themes as first person plural inclusive verbal forms used syntactically as nouns (Concise Grammar, paragraph 8, page 16). He translates such nouns as 'where-we- --- -with'. He does the same with themes which specify the place where a verbal action occurs (Concise Grammar, loc. cit.). That these are, however, true noun forms cannot be doubted, since they are inflected exactly as are other nouns.

527. Noun themes which reference the place where a verbal action is performed are identical in structure to the themes just described, with the difference that the obligatory anaphoric preverb is it- rather than i:St-:


530. Inflection of noun themes. As has already been stated, all noun themes have obligatory inflection for gender,
number, and person. With independent themes, specific vs. non-specific inflection is also obligatory. Dependent noun themes always have specific inflection.

Most themes may be inflected for possession, and in the case of dependent themes such inflection is obligatory. Any restrictions on inflection for possession seem to be semantic rather than grammatical.

A further type of inflection of independent themes specifies certain spatial and/or temporal relationships with reference to a particular point. These generally appear when the noun is in constituency with a demonstrative pronoun also having the same affixes.

Independent themes and certain dependent themes may also be inflected for address.

531. Given below in tabular form are the suffixes which mark inflection for gender, number, person, and specific/non-specific in noun constructions.

It will be noted that a single affix simultaneously indexes all the categories: when two affixes are listed, they represent allomorphs conditioned by the syntactic environment. When supposedly different suffixes have the same shape, contrast is generally preserved, often overtly, by other morphological or syntactic features. (w) with third specific is always present when a vowel precedes.
### Inanimate themes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Singular</th>
<th>Plural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Specific</strong></td>
<td><strong>Plural</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd -i</td>
<td>-isti</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd (w)-a</td>
<td>-i, -ii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4th -i</td>
<td>-ii, -ii</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Animate themes

- 1kI, -ii -yaawa, -ii

---

1 Don Frantz, of the summer Institute of Linguistics, does not agree with the analysis proposed here. Frantz denies that number contrasts occur in the non-specific category. Frantz has worked extensively on Blackfoot, and the only defense for the present disagreement is that the corpus used here has several nouns with the suffix -yaawa which are in analogous environments, in some cases identical frames, to those in which the singular non-specific noun forms were given. If Frantz is wrong, it may possibly be due to mishearing of the alternative plural allomorph -ii as -i. Still another possible explanation is that South Piegan and Northern Blackfoot, the Blackfoot variety which Frantz knows best, actually differ on this point of inflectional morphology.

---

532. When two forms of a noun theme are found due to stem allomorphy of the ||s||, ||n||, ||m|| vs. ||∅|| variety (510), the theme distributions are as follows: the consonant-final theme is found in the singular with the specific suffixes, the zero-final theme with the non-specific suffixes. In the plural, the reverse is found, the zero-final theme appearing with the specific suffixes or when a number suffix follows the theme; the consonant-final theme occurs only when the non-specific suffixes follow immediately. It is the presence of this allomorphy in constructions which proves that the categories
of specific and non-specific are \texttt{ssal}, even when the inflectional affixes do not contrast, as in the inanimate inflection and in the singular non-specific inflection of (animate) third and fourth persons.

533. The theme formant described in section 523 above (verbal action or result of verbal action) has the \texttt{nn} of the suffix deleted when preceded by a vowel and followed by number or plural inflectional suffixes.

534. Examples of the various morphological forms will now be given.

\textbf{Inanimate}

\begin{align*}
\text{m\text{\textligth{}}n-} & \quad \text{`berry'} \\
3 \text{m\textligth{n}\textbar{i} } & \quad \text{`the berry'} \\
& \quad \text{m\textligth{n}\textbar{i} } \quad \text{`a berry'} \\
& \quad \text{m\textligth{fnists} } \quad \text{`the berries'} \\
& \quad \text{m\textligth{fn}n\textbar{yaa\textbar{wa} } } \quad \text{`berries'} \\
\text{Skinakin-} & \quad \text{`liver'} \\
3 \text{kinakin\textligth{n}\textbar{i} } & \quad \text{`the liver'} \\
& \quad \text{kinak\textligth{fi} } \quad \text{`a liver'} \\
& \quad \text{kinak\textligth{fn}n\textbar{yaa\textbar{wa} } } \quad \text{`livers'} \\
\text{moo tokaan-} & \quad \text{`head'} \\
3 \text{moo tokaan\textligth{i} } & \quad \text{`the head'} \\
& \quad \text{moo tokaan } \quad \text{`a head'} \\
& \quad \text{moo tokaan\textligth{ists} } \quad \text{`the heads'} \\
& \quad \text{moo tokaan\textbar{nyaa }wa } \quad \text{`heads'} \\
\end{align*}

\textbf{niniSkIn-} \quad \text{`song'}

\begin{align*}
\text{nlin\textligth{skn}\textbar{i} } & \quad \text{`the song'} \\
& \quad \text{nlin\textligth{skn}\textbar{i} } \quad \text{`a song'} \\
& \quad \text{nlin\textligth{skn}\textbar{fists} } \quad \text{`the songs'} \\
& \quad \text{nlin\textligth{skn}\textbar{nyaa\textbar{wa} } } \quad \text{`songs'} \\
\text{m\textligth{lt}nis-} & \quad \text{`stick'} \\
& \quad \text{miists\textligth{isi} } \quad \text{`the stick'} \\
& \quad \text{miists\textligth{fi} } \quad \text{`a stick'} \\
& \quad \text{miists\textligth{fists} } \quad \text{`the sticks'} \\
& \quad \text{miists\textligth{is}nya\textbar{wa } } \quad \text{`sticks'}
\end{align*}
Animate

aakii- 'woman'  
ninaa- 'man'

3 ñakakiwá 'the woman'  
ñakakiyí 'a woman'  
ñakakik 'the women'  
ñakakiyakwá 'women'

4 ñakakiyí 'the woman'  
ñakakiyí 'a woman'  
ñakakik 'the women'  
ñakakiyakwá 'women'

Ittowan- 'knife'

3 isttoán'a 'the knife'  
isttoán'yí 'a knife'  
isttowéiks 'the knives'  
isttowánýawá 'knives'

4 isttoán'yí 'the knife'  
isttoán'yí 'a knife'  
isttowéiks 'the knives'  
isttowánýawá 'knives'

mI:ti: 'tree'

miistsísa 'the tree'  
miistsí 'a tree'

535. Inflection for possession. All noun forms inflected for possession have personal affixes. Possession by the first three persons singular is indicated by a personal prefix; possession by fourth person singular and by all plural persons is indicated by one of the personal prefixes together with a suffix.

The basic shapes of the personal prefixes are:

first person  ni-
second person  ki-
third person  o-, m-
indefinite person  m-
Third person m- is found with dependent noun themes with initial ||a||. o- appears elsewhere. Indefinite person m- appears with dependent noun themes whose denotata are body parts or intimate personal possessions. When inflection for possession is of an independent theme, the prefixes are always followed by intercalated ||t|| (355). When the theme inflected for possession is dependent, the affixes appear in their above-listed form, but with elision of the prefixal vowel before vowels (355).

Fourth person has the prefix of the third person, plus a suffix -ayi. This suffix is a construction-closing suffix, and hence follows all other suffixes.

All plural persons have a personal prefix, plus a number suffix. Exclusive first person plural has the prefix ni-, inclusive first person plural has ki-, as does second person plural. Third and fourth persons have the proper form of the third person prefix. The number suffixes are:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>first person</th>
<th>second person</th>
<th>third person</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>exclusive</td>
<td>-waawa, -owaawa</td>
<td>-waawa, -owaawa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>inclusive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The number suffixes follow the theme directly. The suffix for second and third person plural has the first-listed allomorph following a back vowel, the second-listed allomorph elsewhere.
The final syllable is virtually always dropped when a suffixal ||wa|| follows, yielding number allomorphs of the shapes -waa- and -owaa-. The shorter forms also occur unpredictably before other suffixes.

The person-gender-number suffix in a noun construction follows the number suffix when one is present; when this suffix is not present, the person-gender-number suffix follows the noun theme directly. First and second person prefixes may appear with third and subordinate person suffixes, but third and fourth person prefixes can appear only with subordinate person suffixes.

536. A few examples of nouns inflected for possession will make the preceding remarks clear. On the following pages are paradigms of eight noun themes, three independent, five dependent. Suffixes are singular and plural specific. Forms for second person singular are omitted because they are identical, except for prefix, with those for first person singular. Also omitted from the examples is the inflection of the theme -okI- = -okI- 'awl' for indefinite possessor. The indefinite possessor forms are identical with third person forms except that the prefix m- is present in the former. Unexplained at present is the presence of the theme-final ||n|| of 'wife' in 22, 33, and 44 forms.
1 nitukkīmaanʔa, nitukkīmaaks
'my wife, my wives'

3 otukkīmaanʔi, otukkīmaaks
'his wife, his wives'

4 otukkīmaanyaʔyi, otukkīmaŋs@ksyaʔyi
'his wife, his wives'

11 nitukkīmaanmaanʔa, nitukkīmaanmaaniks
'our wife, our wives'

21 kitukkīmaanmoonʔa, kitukkīmaanmooniks
'our wife, our wives'

22 kitukkīmaanowaaʔwa, kitukkīmaanowaa}sks
'your wife, your wives'

33 otukkīmaanowaawaʔyi, otukkīmaanowaaws@sksyaʔyi
'their wife, their wives'

44 otukkīmaanowaawayaʔyi, otukkīmaanowaawes@sksyaʔyi
'their wife, their wives'

197

-ə:skiímaan-

-nitaakímʔa, nitaakímiks
'my sister, my sisters'

-otaakímʔi, otaakímiks
'his sister, his sisters'

-otaakímyaʔyi, otaakímyiksyaʔyi
'his sister, his sisters'

-nitaakíminmaanʔa, nitaakíminmaaniks
'our sister, our sisters'

-kitaakíminmoonʔa, kitaakíminmooniks
'our sister, our sisters'

-kitaakímowaaʔwa, kitaakímowaa}sks
'your sister, your sisters'

-otaakímowaaʔyi, otaakímowaa}sksyaʔyi
'their sister, their sisters'

-otaakímowaaawayaʔyi, otaakímowaaawes@sksyaʔyi
'their sister, their sisters'
-kIt-

1 niksísta, niksístsiks 'my mother, my mothers'

3 oksístsi, oksístsiks 'his mother, his mothers'

4 oksístsyáyi, oksístsyáksyuayi 'his mother, his mothers'

11 niksístsinnaán?a, niksístsinnaaniks 'our mother, our mothers'

21 kiksístsinnoon?a, kiksístsinnooniks 'our mother, our mothers'

22 kiksístowáa?wa, kiksístowáawéks 'your mother, your mothers'

33 oksístowáawá?yi, oksístowáawéks 'their mother, their mothers'

44 oksístowáawayá?yi, oksístowáawéksyuayi 'their mother, their mothers'

-oSkó-

noxko?wa, noxkúyiks 'my son, my sons'

oxkú?yi, oxkúyiks 'his son, his sons'

oxkúya?yi, oxkúyiksyáyi 'his son, his sons'

noxkúyinnaán?a, noxkúyinnaaniks 'our son, our sons'

koxkúyinnoon?a, koxkúyinnooniks 'our son, our sons'

koxkówaa?wa, koxkówaaawéks 'your son, your sons'

oxkówaa?yi, oxkówaaawéks 'their son, their sons'

oxkówawaayá?yi, oxkówaaawéksyuayi 'their son, their sons'
-okIs-, -okI-

1 noksísa,
  noksíiks 'my awl, my awls'

3 oksígi,
  oksíiks 'his awl, his awls'

4 oksígyáyi,
  oksíkysáyi 'his awl, his awls'

11 noksínnaan?a,
  noksínnaaniks 'our awl, our awls'

21 koksínnoon?a
  koksínnooniks 'our awl, our awls'

22 koksýowáwa, koksýowáwsáiks 'your awl, your awls'

33 oksýowáwa?yi, oksýowáwsáiks 'their awl, their awls'

44 oksýowáwayá?yi, oksýowáwsákysá?yi 'their awl, their awls'

-oSkat-

noxkátsi1,
  noxkátsists 'my foot, my feet'

oxkátsi, oxkátsists 'his foot, his feet'

oxkátsya?yi, oxkátsistsya?yi 'his foot, his feet'

noxkátsinnaan?i, noxkátsinnaanists 'our foot, our feet'

koksátsinnoon?i, koksátsinnoonists 'our foot, our feet'

koksátowaawa?yi, koksátowaawáests 'your foot, your feet'

oxkátowaawa?yi, oxkátowaawáests 'their foot, their feet'

oxkátowaawayá?yi, oxkátowaawákysá?yi 'their foot, their feet'
-atikin-, -atiki-

1 natsikaní, natsikaníists
  'my moccasin, my moccasins'

3 matsikaní, matsikaníists
  'his moccasin, his moccasins'

4 matsikaníya?yi, matsikaníistsya?yi
  'his moccasin, his moccasins'

11 natsikanína?i, natsikanína?iists
  'our moccasin, our moccasins'

21 katsikaníooní, katsikaníooníists
  'our moccasin, our moccasins'

22 katsikyówaawa?yi, katsikyówaawa?yists
  'your moccasin, your moccasins'

33 matsikyówaawa?yi, matsikyówaawa?yists
  'their moccasin, their moccasins'

44 matsikyówaawaya?yi, matsikyówaawaya?yistsya?yi
  'their moccasin, their moccasins'

-IníSkIn-

nitsiní?ixksíní?i, nitsiní?ixksíníists
  'my song, my songs'

otsiní?ixksíní?i, otsiní?ixksíníists
  'his song, his songs'

  'his song, his songs'

nitsiní?ixksínína?i, nitsiní?ixksínína?iists
  'our song, our songs'

kitsiní?ixksíníooní, kitsiní?ixksíníooníists
  'our song, our songs'

  'your song, your songs'

  'their song, their songs'

  'their song, their songs'
537. Inflection for spatial/temporal proximity. This inflection is characteristic of demonstrative pronoun plus noun constructions, and nouns alone seldom have the inflection.

There are four deictic suffixes of the present kind: -ma-, -ya-, -ka-, and -Ska-.\(^1\) The precise meaning of the suffixes is still unclear, but distance in space and time from the speaker appear to increase from -ma- through -Ska-. It is possible that other categories are represented in the meaning of the suffixes, for example, visible vs. invisible, or stationary vs. moving. Additional investigation is needed here.

With nouns, these suffixes always follow the gender-number-person suffix. Nouns and demonstrative pronouns with these suffixes are so numerous that a glance at any page of Blackfoot text affords an abundance of examples. The following are all from the writer's texts:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{miístsima} & \quad \text{moyíístsima} & \quad \text{mxáya} & \quad \text{pookáwáya} \\
\text{annáká} & \quad \text{kíssaka} & \quad \text{nákka} & \quad \text{nissaxka} \\
\text{ämístsáká} & \quad \text{ämístsáká} & \quad \text{emááksiístsáká} & \quad \text{amóóksáka} & \quad \text{ksikkíxíchínikáská}
\end{align*}
\]

'these lodges'
'this child'
'that son-in-law of yours'
'that son-in-law of mine'
'those writings'
'these bald eagles'
538. Only a small group of dependent nouns has attested inflection for allocution. There are also four particle themes used exclusively as vocatives: kóókowa 'girl!', napí 'partner, friend!' (used between males), poká 'partner, friend!' (used between females), and tsíki 'boy'.

In allocutional inflection, singular and plural of the addressee are distinguished, but there is no number distinction for the speaker: the spokesman for a group uses the form he alone would use, although accompanying verbal forms are plural.

538.1 The singular vocative has two allomorphs: -aa and -yii.¹

¹Uhlenbeck observes, Concise Grammar, page 27, that the -yii- allomorph is "rather obsolete". This hypothesis has not been tested; note, however, that some forms recorded in the 1960's (son, daughter, younger brother) have only this suffix.

The suffix is always stressed. Which allomorph occurs with a given theme appears to be unpredictable.

All known examples of vocative constructions are the following:

naàxsíi 'oh my grandparent!'

nimnáa 'oh my father!'

nisissáa 'oh my younger sibling!' (female speaker)

nisikaní 'oh my younger sibling!' (male speaker)

nitamí 'oh my daughter!'

nísáa 'oh my elder brother!'

'oh my elder sister!' ¹
noxkoyíí 'oh my son'

1 This use of a basically male kin term (cf. -ʔs- 'elder brother!) for a feminine addressee is attested only by Uhlenbeck. It occurs several times in the tale "The Seven Stars", A New Series of Blackfoot Texts, pp. 101-112.

Also belonging here is a vocative form of the above type based on a theme which occurs in no other form:

naʔáa 'oh my mother!

Uhlenbeck recorded this term once in a slightly different form (A New Series of Blackfoot Texts, page 127): naʔáilau.

One of the vocative particles also appears with a vocative suffix:

tsikíyáa 'oh boy!

Outside this group the bare theme, in particle function as with names in general, serves as the singular allocutional form:

ápistotooki 'oh God!
kipitákii 'oh old woman!
maanikápíi 'oh young man!
nálápíi 'oh old man!
piʔkáni 'oh Piégans!

538.2 Plural vocatives are not as well attested, either in Uhlenbeck's or the writer's materials. The plural suffix may evidently appear with any noun theme which may be used in address. The basic plural suffix seems to be -saki or -saka (terms have been recorded with both), but forms are also on record
which differ from both of these. In the following examples, the
writer recorded only 'oh old women' and the aberrant 'oh
my little brothers!'; the remainder are from Uhlenbeck:

kipitáakiiwaaka 'oh old woman!

nisskánaaki 'oh my younger brothers!'
nóko'saaki 'oh my children!'

ni'sáuski 'oh my elder brothers!', 'oh my elder sisters!';
recorded by Uhlenbeck, appears to have a suffix -awaaki.

An aberrant form recorded in a text in 1964 appears to
have both singular and plural vocative suffixes:
nisskánaakyàa 'oh my little brothers!'

Some further exploration of vocative morphology is re-
quired, since it is possible that additional structural
types, as well as alternative analytic possibilities, might
be found. It would also be interesting to know whether the

---

1For example, Uhlenbeck suggests that a plural vocative
does not exist; the suffix here termed a pluralizing suffix
he considers to be an expletive suffix, and there is some
evidence for this in the forms which he quotes in his dis-
cussion, see Concise Grammar, paragraph 16, pages 36-37.

---
morphological vocative is really a living structure in the
present-day language. Most examples collected both by
Uhlenbeck and this writer are in traditional tales.

539. By way of summary, the following table gives
the inflectional affixes and their order of affixation, where
appropriate. Following the table is an alphabetical listing of the affixal allomorphs and a brief identification as to their meaning, followed by the citation of the paragraph in which the affix is described.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Prefix</th>
<th>Suffixes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ni-</td>
<td>-nnaan-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ki-</td>
<td>-noon-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o-, m-</td>
<td>-waawa-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-owaawa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-aa, -yii</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-aaki,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-aaka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Alphabetical listing**

- **-aa** singular person addressed (538.1)
- **-aaki, -aaka** plural person addressed (538.2)
- **-ayi** subordinate person as possessor (535)
- **-i₁** specific third person singular inanimate (531)
- **-i₂** specific subordinate person singular (531)
- **-i₃** non-specific singular (531)
- **-ii** alternative form for -ikI, -yaawa (531)
- **-ikI-** specific animate plural (531)
- **-isti-** specific inanimate plural (531)
- **-ka** deictic (537)
- **ki-** second person as possessor (535)
- **first person plural inclusive as possessor (535)**
m- 
third and subordinate person
as possessor
indefinite third person as possessor (535)

-ma 
deictic (537)

ni- 
first person as possessor (535)

-mnaam- 
first person plural exclusive as possessor (535)

-mnoon- 
first person plural inclusive as possessor (535)

-o- 
third and subordinate person as possessor (535)

-owaawa- 
second, third, and subordinate plural persons
as possessor (535)

-Ska 
deictic (537)

-(w)a- 
specific third person singular animate (531)

-waawa- 
second, third, and subordinate plural persons
as possessors (535)

-ya 
deictic (537)

-yaswa 
non-specific plural (531)

-yii 
singular person addressed (538.1)

550. Derivation of pronoun themes. Only two kinds of
derived pronoun themes are found. These are demonstrative
and attributive.

551. Derived demonstrative themes are all based on demonstrative
stems, of which there are three: ann-, am-, and om-. The meaning
of the first two is 'this', of the last, 'that'. There are two derived
thematic constructs formed by suffixes. These are a diminutive
theme and a theme best characterized as an \( \tilde{o} \mid \tilde{a} \)-theme.

551.1 The diminutive theme is formed by the suffix \(-\text{IST}-\). The
chief meaning of the suffix is diminutive, but also present are
nuances of pity and/or endearment. Since -IST- appears with all the demonstrative pronoun stems, the three simple diminutive themes are annIST-, amIST-, and omIST-.

551.2 The other suffix-derived theme is formed by the suffix -o-. This morpheme apparently references a position, actual or figurative, which is especially close to the speaker. -o- is found with the demonstrative pronoun stems ann- and am- and the diminutive themes based on the same two stems. The four themes with -o- are thus anno-, amo-, annISTo-, and amISTo-.

551.3 Demonstrative pronoun themes are also derived by a shift in stress. The neutral themes have the stem unstressed, i.e., the stress in the finished demonstrative pronoun rests on an affix. In the stress-derived themes, the vowel of the stem is stressed. Thus, for example, the neutral stem-themes ann-, am-, and om-, and the themes annIST-, amIST-, and omIST-, are matched by án-, ám-, and óm-, ánIST-, ámIST- and ómIST-. The latter, it will be recalled (356), have the stressed vowel lengthened at the phonemic level where the environment permits a long vowel. The difference in meaning between the neutral and the stress-derived themes is probably one of emphasis, as has been suggested by Uhlenbeck (Concise Grammar, page 79).

Examples of demonstrative pronoun themes are given below (562), where the inflection of such themes is described.
552. Derivation of attributive pronouns. A derived pronoun theme based on certain attributive stems is formed by the suffix -oSt-. All examples collected have stems with a meaning of location, either in space or time: 'the last one', 'the one in the middle', 'the outside one', etc. Examples occur very frequently in texts, mostly inanimate and in constituency with verbs. Representative examples are the following:

aapatoSt-, cf. aapatóxtsi, aapatóxta 'the one behind, the one in the north, the ancient one';

akimoSt-, cf. kimóxtsi, kimóxta 'the one in the back of the lodge, the one opposite the door';

amISkapoSt-, cf. am?sskápuxtsi, am?sskápuxtta 'the one ahead, the one in the south';

apamoSt-, cf. ap'àmuxtsi, apàmuxtta 'the one on the other side (of the mountains)';

ISkoSt-, cf. isskóxtsi, isskóxta 'the one behind, the one of long ago';

ISpoSt-, cf. spóxtsi, spóxta 'the one above';

iStatixoSt-, cf. tásikuxtsi, tásikuxtta 'the one in the middle';

miinoSkot-, cf. miinúxkuxttsi, miinúxkuxtta 'the one on the end, the one at the tip'.

560. Inflection of pronouns. Description of the inflection of personal, demonstrative, interrogative, and indefinite pronouns are found in the following paragraphs. Pronouns share most inflectional features with nouns, but other features are peculiar to this class alone.
561. Personal pronoun constructions are all based on a single theme: -I:to-. This theme is inflected in a neutral and an emphatic paradigm.

561.1 In the neutral inflection, the theme has the same personal prefixes as are found in possessive inflection of nouns. The prefixes appear in their basic form, i.e., without intercalated //t//. In this respect the inflection is parallel to that of dependent noun themes. Plural personal pronoun forms also have the same number suffixes as in the possessive inflection of nouns. A personal pronoun for subordinate person was not recorded, so it is unknown whether the -ayi suffix of nominal inflection also appears here.

Although personal pronouns are of animate gender only, a gender suffix is always found. The suffix is -a for first and second persons, -i for third (and subordinate ?) persons.

In sum, the inflection of the personal pronoun theme is **in appearance** identical to the inflection of a dependent noun theme. It differs **in essence** in that the suffixes which appear in possessive noun inflection index the gender-person-number-specificity of the construction, whereas in inflection of the personal pronoun, suffixes of the same shape are all allomorphs of a single morpheme, and index gender only.

The following are the Blackfoot personal pronouns in neutral inflection:
niistóʔwa
ksistóʔwa,
 kiistóʔwa¹
ostúyi²
niistúmaaná
ksistúmanná,
 kiistúmanná
ksistówaʔwa,
 kiistówaʔwa³
ostówaʔwaʔyi

'I, myself'
'you, yourself'
'he, she, himself, herself'
'we, ourselves'
'we, ourselves'
'you, yourselves'
'they, themselves'

¹For the loss of /s/ following /k/, see section 342.3 above.
²For the loss of //I:/ from the theme, see section 341.2 above.
³Both forms have haplological shortening of *kil:toawawa.

561.2 The emphatic inflection of the personal pronoun is represented in the author's field materials by one form only. A very small number of first and second person singular emphatic forms does occur in Uhlenbeck's texts, and Uhlenbeck discusses these in his treatment of the inflection of personal pronouns, *Concise Grammar*, paragraph 29, pages 70-72. Uhlenbeck regarded as these obviatives, which they certainly are not.

In the attested examples of emphatic personal pronouns the shape of the emphatic suffix appears to be -yi. Uhlenbeck gives nistoi, ksistoi, which are evidently niistúʔyi, ksistúʔyi 'I', 'you'. The single example collected by the writer is a first person form with the above shape. The virtual absence of emphatic personal pronoun forms from materials
collected during the 1960's is probably due to the relatively small number of texts collected. Moreover, the style of the author's texts is largely descriptive rather than narrative.

Emphatic forms might exist also for persons other than first and second singular, but none appear ever to have been recorded. Future field work should include attention to this question.

562. Inflection of the demonstrative pronoun themes is accomplished by the same suffixes as in the specific inflection of nouns.

In the inflection of all ||o||-themes, the suffixes of the third person singular—both animate and inanimate—are always elided. The ||i|| of the animate plural affix is also always elided and the same vowel in the inanimate plural affix may be facultatively elided. By way of illustration, cf. the inflected forms of amo—'this (here)':

| inanimate: | amóó  |
| animate:   | amóó  |
| subordinate: | amóóyi |
| inanimate plural: | amoóstsi, amoóyistsi |
| animate plural: | amoóksi |

Compare these with the inflection of am—'this':

| inanimate: | amíí  |
| animate:   | amía  |
| subordinate: | amíí |
| inanimate plural: | amíístsi |
| animate: | amííksi |
563. The suffixes of spatial/temporal proximity also appear in demonstrative inflection. When present, these suffixes follow the suffixes of gender-person-number; so, for example: amááma, amááva, amóóka, amóóka.

The suffix -ayi, which belongs to the same suffixing order as the spatial/temporal suffixes (539), occasionally appears in the inflection of demonstrative pronouns: áámoksyá'yi omíksyá'yi. Both these examples were recorded in texts by the writer, and a few such forms also occur in Uhlenbeck's texts.¹

¹Uhlenbeck did not recognize the existence of such a suffix with demonstratives, and it appears that he regarded such examples as these as carelessly pronounced examples of demonstratives with the suffix -ya- and the syntactic affix -yi. He lists them throughout his discussion of demonstrative pronouns as "verbalized" forms.

In demonstrative pronoun constructions, -ayi appears only following the suffix -ikI-. It is not completely clear what the function of -ayi is, but it seems to be used to mark as subordinate those plural constructions in which it appears. Possibly its appearance is so rare because it is facultative in most syntactic environments.

The number of individual morphological forms of demonstrative pronouns is enormous. A detailed survey of Uhlenbeck's texts was made during the analysis of the morphology of demonstrative pronouns, and between Uhlenbeck's and the
author's texts, almost all predictable forms are attested. Such as have not been recorded must certainly be of rare potential appearance, but the completely random pattern of the unattested forms rules out the likelihood that there are real gaps in the morphological pattern.

564. Inflected interrogative pronouns are all based on a theme t-. The obligatory inflection for gender-person-

1Informants used in the 1960's did not recognize the interrogative pronoun saka given by Uhlenbeck, Concise Grammar, page 104; this form implies an interrogative theme s-. Uhlenbeck indicates that the cited form was already obsolete in 1910.

number employs the suffixes of the specific noun inflection, exactly as in the inflection of demonstrative pronouns. Interrogative pronoun themes differ from all other substantive themes in that inflection for spatial/temporal proximity is obligatory. -ayi is precluded from appearance because of the presence of one of these suffixes.

The interrogative pronoun examples given below are arranged in columns by gender. Starred forms, as can be seen, are predictable, but were not recorded either by Uhlenbeck or the writer. Forms for subordinate person probably also occur, but Uhlenbeck listed none in his discussion of these pronouns, and the writer recorded none. (Uhlenbeck's texts have not been searched with these forms in mind.) The shape
of the forms would not be difficult to predict. Some of the translations reflect the consistent use in Blackfoot of antecedentless inanimate pronominal forms as verbal adjuncts, i.e., adverbs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Animate</th>
<th>Inanimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>tamáa</td>
<td>'who, which?'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tayáa,</td>
<td>'who, which?'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>táaa</td>
<td>'who, which?'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>takáa</td>
<td>'who, which?'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taxkáa</td>
<td>'who, which?'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsiksimáa</td>
<td>'which?'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsiksiyáa</td>
<td>'which?'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsiksikáa</td>
<td>'which?'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>*tsiksisskáa</td>
<td>'which?'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsímáa</td>
<td>'what, which?'; 'where?'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsiyáa</td>
<td>'what, which?'; 'where?'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsikáa</td>
<td>'what, which?'; 'when?'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsixkáa,</td>
<td>'what, which?'; 'when?'</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tsikáa</td>
<td>'what, which?'; 'when?'</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The inanimate form tskáa comes, with syncope of $i/i$, from the same morphophonemic background as its parallel. This is another instance of the (at present) unpredictable syncope in $i/i$ discussed in section 341.2 above. In spite of the common origin, tskáa might contrast with tsixkáa in meaning, as Uhlenbeck implies, *Concise Grammar*, page 105. This possible difference was not explored by the present writer.

564.1 A brief remark is in order concerning certain of the "interrogative words" listed by Uhlenbeck in paragraphs 47-49.
of his *Concise Grammar*. Those which are not particles are in reality phrases or clauses composed of an interrogative particle or interrogative pronoun fused with a following noun or verb. Such constructions, while often a single phonological word, are structurally transparent. Examples are: tamáatapuxta, 'which one?', from tamáa itápxta; nánnaxka 'where is --- ?', from annáa ánnaxka; tsàànistápíwaats 'what is that?', from tsáa aanistápíwaats. In precise speech such "words" show their true phrasal or clausal character.

565. The single-inflected indefinite pronoun theme is IStik-. Very few examples of this theme occur in the author's field materials, but the theme is well represented in Uhlenbeck's texts. IStik- has inflection similar to that of the demonstrative pronouns, viz. obligatory inflection for gender-person-number, facultative inflection for spatial/temporal proximity. It is noteworthy, however, that whereas demonstrative themes are frequently inflected for spatial/temporal proximity, the indefinite pronoun theme has this inflection less frequently, cf. Uhlenbeck examples, *Concise Grammar*, paragraph 53, pages 110-113.

Certain syntactic peculiarities distinguish constructions with IStik- from other pronoun constructions. For example, this theme occasionally contains the attributive stem mätta-'again'; no other pronoun theme includes even facultative
appearances of attributive elements. Again, pronouns based on this theme sometimes appear in constituency with demonstrative pronouns. This is not unique, for second person personal pronouns occasionally also appear in constituency with demonstrative pronouns. When ISTik- is accompanied by a demonstrative pronoun, however, its inflection is more like that of a noun than a pronoun. Thus, a singular form of ISTik- may appear with a plural demonstrative pronoun, exactly as occasionally occurs with nouns.

The basic inflectional forms of the indefinite pronoun are the following:

inanimate: stski
animate: stsk
subordinate: stski
inanimate plural: stskists
animate plural: stskiks

One additional word with the syntax and meaning of an indefinite pronoun occurs fairly often in Uhlenbeck's texts. This form, given as āiāua by Uhlenbeck, was never collected by the author. In the texts, āiāua always has an animate referend, and Uhlenbeck translates 'that certain one, so-and-so'. The word appears to have the suffix which marks third person animate singular specific in the inflection of substantives, but it is impossible to extract a theme with certainty, since no other forms occur which might be considered
as inflectional. The word may thus be a particle rather than a pronoun.

566. Attributive pronoun themes are inflected exactly as demonstrative pronoun themes; so, for example:

- aapatóxtaka  'the one behind'
- isskúxtsika  'long ago, the long ago time'
- spóxtaxka    'the one above'
600. Derivation of verb themes. Description of the formation of verbal themes is organized according to the ultimate category of the theme. These categories are intransitive, stative, and transitive. Within each of these broad groupings, attention will be directed first to themes derived from stems, then to themes derived from other themes, where such occur.

610. Intransitive themes. The simplest intransitive theme is coterminous with a verb or noun stem. The stem, of course, may be composed of more than one morpheme. Themes coterminous with stems are, for example:

-Ikki- 'blow on whistle', cf. *ikkiwa 'he whistles';

-Ippitaakii- 'be old woman', cf. nitsippitaakii 'I am an old woman';

-itapoo- 'go in a direction', cf. itapoo-ya- 'they went there'.

610.1 By far the majority of intransitive themes, regardless of their internal structure (that is, whether derived from stems or from other themes) have one of three theme-closing suffixes. These are, in order of descending frequency of appearance, -i-, -aa-, and -I-. Note, however, that what is here indicated as -i- seldom stands in an environment where ||i|| and ||I|| are in contrast. For this reason, many instances of the present -i- could be -I-. Examples of themes derived from stems by these suffixes alone are:
-aːwakoyiː- 'flow, move, as water', cf. ááwaaawakoyiːwa 'it runs, it flows';

-Ikkaayayi- 'speed, run swiftly', cf. nɪtsɪikkaayaːyi 'I run swiftly';

-IniSki' 'sing', cf. nɪsɪkɪ́tə 'sing thou!';

-omnɪ- 'have a father', cf. nɪmɑːtumnaːxpa 'I have no father';

-oːpiː- 'sit', cf. ɪtɑːopiːwa 'he is sitting there';

-oːtoːsi- 'own animal', cf. mɑːstoːtosaːwaats 'he has no horse';

-sooSkitti- 'have big belly', cf. sooxkɪttsiːwa 'he has a big belly';

-aːwaSkaaː- 'walk, move on foot', cf. ááwaaʁwaxkaaːwa 'he is walking, he is moving on foot';

-Ikkawaa- 'break hole in ice', cf. ikkawaːyaaːwa 'they broke a hole in the ice';

-IniSkaa- 'call name', cf. nɪtsɪnɪxka 'I call a name, I read off a roll';

-Inaː- 'be chief', cf. nɪnaːwa 'he is a chief';

-kIsattitiwaa- 'be jealous', cf. nɪtsɪksisätːtstaːwa 'I am jealous';

-sootaa- 'rain', cf. sʊʊtɑːwaa 'it rained';

-ISki- 'urinate', cf. isskisiyaːwa 'they urinated';

-IttISkI- 'be safe, out of harm's way', cf. nɪtsɪsttstsksɨ 'I am safe, I am out of harm's reach';

-saːkI- 'go out', cf. saaksɨstə 'go thou out!'.

610.2 A small group of intransitive themes has a theme-closing suffix of -mm-. (One attested theme has -m-.) The suffix is unusual in that it is not universally present in constructions based on
the appropriate stems. This suffix has been observed in affirmative and negative (presumably also interrogative) independent mode constructions inflected for third and subordinate persons; it also appears facultatively in the subjunctive in all first and second person constructions except the inclusive first person plural. Whether the suffix appears elsewhere is unknown. Examples follow:

**Independent examples**

"p̣aquisimminayi 'he (subordinate) shouted', cf. niṭepapisa 'I am shouting';

kayı̣?pummiyaysa 'they feared', máatsikoọ?pummaats 'he is not afraid', cf. nitsikoọ?pu 'I fear';

ạ́otsimṃma 'he is swimming', cf. nitaọ́ṭsi 'I am swimming';

payịmṃa 'he entered', cf. nitsịp̣ị 'I entered'.

**Dependent examples**

koọ?puyịnịkì, koọ?pummiiniki 'if I feared';

saayikoọ?puyịnịkì, saayikoọ?pummiiniki 'when I am not afraid';

saayịpinnanaanịkì, saayịpị̂mnanaanịkì 'when we do not come in'.

611. A variety of non-theme-closing suffixes is found. First to be described and illustrated are those which are added to stems.

611.1 Themes with meaning similar to that of the middle in Classical Greek are formed by a suffix which occurs in two allomorphs. In themes of this kind the subject is always
intimately involved in his own action; in some cases the meaning is virtually reflexive. The two suffixal allomorphs are -II- and -IIs-, the theme-closing suffix is -i-. A very large number of examples of each allomorph was collected. Examples follow:

-III-

-aa'sIIyi- 'sneeze', cf. nita'awa'siiyi 'I sneeze';

-a:pIstitikiiyi- 'take off one's shoes', cf. aapsstitsikiniiiyita 'take off thy shoes!';

-attIIyi- 'become intoxicated', cf. a'awattsiiyi'wa 'he is drunk';

-I:SeitapIIyi- 'utilize', cf. nimsuktissitapiiiyi 'I utilize';

-ISTimIIyi- 'wipe one's hands', cf. isstsimiiyita 'wipe thy hands!';

-omitikkinIIyi- 'wipe one's nose', cf. nita'omitsikiniiyi 'I am wiping my nose';

-pisatoootIIyi- 'wear an artificial hand', cf. paasatoootsiyi'wa 'he has an artificial hand'.

-IIs-

-IkkISpiIisi- 'have an injured head', cf. ikksspiisi'wa 'he got his head hurt';

-issikoSkokinIisi- 'have a broken neck', cf. issikoxkokiniisi'wa 'he got his neck broken';

-IttiyakIisi- 'suffer terrible pain', cf. astsxiyaksisi'wa 'he is in terrible pain';

-o:Spa'ISKitonIisi- 'have hiccoughs', cf. nitexpa'issksistuiniisi 'I have hiccoughs';
-oylIssi- 'grieve, mourn', cf. aoyiissi?wa 'she is mourning';

-saakinIissi- 'suffer miscarriage', cf. sayáaksíniiisí?wa 'she had a miscarriage'.

611.2 Themes with meaning very similar to those just described are formed by a suffix -aa?si-; the theme-closing suffix is still -i-. Examples are not numerous, around a dozen themes based on verbal stems appear to contain the suffix. Representative are:

-Ikkia:kaa?si- 'get trapped', cf. ikkyákkaa?si?wa 'he got trapped';

-ikIaa?si- 'hide (oneself)', cf. ásskuxéiksysaa?si?wa 'he is always hiding';

-ISTakaa?si- 'boast, brag', cf. nitásstakaasí?si 'I boasted';

-ISTawaa?si 'grow', cf. isstawaá?si?wa 'he grew';

-YootimIStaa?si- 'fast, do without food', cf. nitésyootsimíSsta?si 'I am fasting'.

611.3 The suffix -Sk- forms themes with the meaning of the state which results from the action designated by the verbal stem. The theme-closing vowel is -aa-. Examples are rather numerous, the following are representative:

-aokISkaa- 'be pierced', cf. aoksskaa?wa 'it has a (round) hole pierced in it';

-aoskaa- 'be crumbling, be caving off', cf. ááwaoxkaa?wa 'it is crumbling down';

-IkkiSkaa- 'be inflated, be swollen; have boil', cf. nitsikixka 'I have a boil', ikkixkaa?wa 'he has a boil';


-pakkiSkaa- 'be ruptured, be burst open', cf. payakkixkawá 'it burst, it is burst or exploded';

-painiSkaa- 'be painful', cf. painixkawá 'it is sore, it hurts';

-piniSkaa- 'be ripped, torn', cf. painixkawá 'it ripped, it tore' (as fabric);

-Isaipixkáa- 'stretch', cf. ̓̓Isaipixkawá 'it is elastic, it stretches';

-Issikoo̱pkaKiniSkáa- 'have broken back', cf. nitssikoo̱pkaKiniSkáa 'my back is broken'.

612. Themes which contrast animate and inanimate actor are very rare in the intransitive category, although this is quite usual in stative verbs.

One kind of strictly animate intransitive theme has already been mentioned. Such are those themes which have an obligatory suffixal -mm- in third (and subordinate) persons—the precise area in which gender contrast is of importance. Gender contrast, however, is only minimal, both because of the paucity of such themes, and because the contrast is between a marked and a merely implied unmarked counterpart. In view of the clear structural contrast of gender themes in the category of stative verbs, one might expect a more positive expression of the same in intransitive verbs than that seen in the -mm- intransitive themes. As a matter of fact, only one set of genuine intransitive themes does have full derivational contrast, and these themes will now be described.
612.1 Themes which belong to this class have the meaning 'with heat, accompanied by heat'. The suffix which forms the animate theme has the shape -I$S$o-. This shape conforms largely to the expectable morphophonemics except that $S$ is represented by /$i$/ unpredictably and unusually often. The inanimate suffix is attested three shapes. The most frequent allomorph is -iti--; occurring once each were the phonemic shapes /ittsi/ and /itssis/. Both of the latter are clearly variants of the former.

Both animate and inanimate suffixes are followed by the theme-closing suffix -i-.

Matching themes did not always occur, and one may guess that there are a few cases where only one gender is represented. The animate theme and example always precedes the inanimate.

-a:kOSSOyi- 'boil', cf. âawaakuxsoyi?wa 'he is boiling';
-a:kOl-, cf. âawaakotisii?wa 'it is boiling';

-iIspakoyiI$S$Oyi- 'be in flames, be blazing', cf. iixpakyui?soyi?wa 'he is in flames, he is blazing';
-o:spakoyiIti-, cf. ooxpakuyiittsi?wa 'it (fire) is blazing';

-IkI:toSOyi- 'warm up', cf. nite'ksistuxsoyi 'I am warming up'; -IkI:toSisii-, cf. ksiistotsisii?wa 'it is warm (weather)';

-IkkanaSOyi- 'resplendent, sparkle', cf. ëkkana?soyi?wa 'he is shining brightly';

-I$S$Oyi- 'be severely burned, be cooked', cf. ir$soyi?wa 'he got a third degree burn, he is cooked';

-I$tI$S$Oyi- 'burn', cf. ást$ssoyi?wa 'he is burning';
-I$ti$-, cf. ástssitsii?wa 'it burned';
-IttokinISSoyi- 'burn up', cf. nitsissttkinisssoyi 'I am burning up'; -Ittokiniti-, cf. aaaksisttokinitiwa 'it will burn up completely';

-sikkoSsi- 'render grease', cf. sayikkuxsoyiwa 'he (fat) is rendered'.

620. Formation of verbal themes from other themes. Several intransitive verbal themes are formed by the addition of suffixes to transitive verbal themes and to noun themes. Description of derived noun themes follows that of derived verb themes.

621. Derivation from transitive themes.

621.1 Reflexive themes are formed by the suffix -o:Ssi-; the theme-closing suffix is -i-. The ordinary representation of /S/ is these forms is /x/, but a scattering of forms contained /?/. Representative are the following:

Ikismo:Ssi- 'pity oneself', cf. nitsikimuxssi 'I feel sorry for myself';

-IniskoStoo:Ssi- 'sing to oneself', cf. aawattsinixkuxtooSsiwa 'he sings to, for himself';

-a:kamo:Ssi- 'hurt oneself', cf. nitakanuxssi 'I hurt myself';

-Isyaapinio:Ssi- 'rub the eyes', cf. isyaapinyooxsixwa 'he is wiping his eyes, rubbing his eyes';

-sa:o?to:Ssi- 'undress oneself, strip', cf. saa?tuxxiwa 'he undressed';

-yaaSkoomo:Ssi- 'take a vow', cf. nooxkaa?koomuxsita 'take thou a vow'.

621.2 Reciprocal themes are formed by the suffix -o:ti-.
This suffix is followed by the theme-closing suffix -i-. 

Examples:

- a:komímмо:tiyi- 'love one another', cf. aakomímmotsiiyaa:wa 'they love one another';

- a:Skání:tiyi- 'doctor each other by piercing', cf. niítá:waxkánnyootsiixpinnaa:ná 'we doctor each other by piercing';

- Ikíppí:Stímo:tiyi- 'have a short wrestle with each other', cf. á:kanikíppstítsimotsiyooːpa 'let us wrestle each other for a little while!';

- o:Spommoo:tiyi- 'trade, make purchases', cf. itá:x:pa:Spommootsíiyaa:wa 'they traded there'.

621.3 Pseudo-intransitive themes which refer to actions directed against indefinite animate objects are formed by a suffix having two allomorphs. The allomorph -im- appears with transitive themes which end in a consonant, the allomorph -m- with transitive themes ending in a vowel. The theme-closing suffix is -aa-. Examples of themes of this type are exceedingly numerous, illustrative are:

- aiʔtinnimaa- 'sew', cf. téʔiʔtsinnima 'I am sewing a dress';

- attipamaa- 'patch buckskin', cf. á:wattsípamaa:wa 'she is patching moccasins';

- ItíSSimaa- 'brand', cf. nitsístssimáxsipinnaa:ná 'we are branding';

- Ittokimaa- 'drum', cf. nitsísttokima: 'I drum';

- Iyinnimaa- 'seize animals or birds', cf. á:yinnimaa:wa 'he seizes animals or birds (hawk)';

- omowaaʔkimaa- 'round up cattle', cf. nitsá:omowaaʔkimaa: 'I am rounding up cattle'.


Many themes formed by this suffix are built on transitive themes which do not appear elsewhere. Some examples are:

- Ikaaʔkimaʔ 'chop lodge poles', cf. ʔakàskìmaʔwa 'he is chopping lodge poles';

- Ikkatimaa- 'blow on a whistle or flute; bugle (of bull elk)', cf. ʔkkatsimaʔyaaʔwa 'they are bugling';

- IsayaaSkìmaʔ 'hoist flag or banner', cf. sayàxkìmaʔa 'hoist thou a flag!';

- itaʔSkìmaʔ 'dance in the sun dance', cf. aakaʔitàpìskìmaʔwa 'he will dance in the sun dance';

- I:yiʔkìmaʔ 'endeavor, persevere', cf. iiyìkìmaʔa 'be thou brave, try thou hard!';

- pakkInikìmaʔ 'mash cherries', cf. payàkkinìkìmaʔwa 'she mashed the cherries';

621.4 Pseudo-intransitive themes which indicate action directed toward indefinite inanimate objects are formed by the suffix -a:k- added to transitive inanimate themes. The theme-closing suffix is -i-. Many examples were collected, the following are representative:

- aiʔtinna:kì- 'sew things', cf. nìtàawì:itìtsìnna:kì 'I am sewing things', nìtàawì:itìtsìnʔnìxpa 'I am sewing it';

- attìpìa:kì- 'patch leather goods', cf. òwawattsìpa:kìwa 'she is patching leather things', òwawattsìpa:kì 'she is patching it';

- IssìStsìa:kì- 'burn things', cf. nìtasstssya:kì 'I am burning things', nìtasstssìxpa 'I am burning it';

- I:ttoka:kì- 'knock on things', cf. nitsìsttokya:kì 'I knocked on things', nitsìsttokìxpa 'I knocked on it';

- I:yinnxa:kì- 'seize, catch things', cf. nitì:eyinnxa:kì 'I am catching things', nitì:eyìnʔnìxpa 'I am catching it';
-omoona:ki- 'roll things up', cf. nita'omoonski 'I am rolling things up', nita'omoonski'xpa 'I am rolling it up'.

When the transitive inanimate theme has a formant ending in -oo-, this portion of the suffix is dropped before -a:k- is added:

-ka:SkItISTa:ki- 'saw wood', cf. nit'ex kaksistsstaki 'I am sawing wood', nit'ex kaksistsstooko'pa 'I am sawing it';

-ISkImata:ki 'weave things', cf. esksimataki'wa 'he is weaving', esksimatoomay 'he wove it';

-ISalItISTa:ki 'wash, launder', cf. nita'issiiststsstaki 'I am doing laundry', nita'issiiststsstoo'pa 'I am washing it';

-ISSita:ki- 'to shoot at things and hit them', cf. ayisstaki'wa 'he shot and hit', ayissitoomay 'he shot it';

-okIsta:ki 'count things', cf. nita'oksstaki 'I am counting', nita'oksstooxyaa'wa 'I am counting them';

-omatISkaSta:ki 'give away presents', cf. nita'omatssekaxtaki 'I am giving away things', omatssekaxtoomay 'he is giving it away';

-o:Spaata:ki- 'carry, pack things on the back', cf. nit'expaataki 'I am packing things on my back', nit'expaatooxpa 'I am carrying it'.

There is one anomaly in the distribution of the suffix -a:k-. When the transitive animate theme ends in ||t||, matched by a transitive inanimate theme which has no derivational suffix, -a:k- is added to the transitive animate theme, while retaining its usual meaning. Examples:

-aapikIta:ki- 'throw things', cf. nita'aapiksistaki 'I threw things', nita'aapiksista'wa 'I threw him', nita'aapiksiixpa 'I threw it';

-Isttinnitusa:ki- 'slit things', cf. esstattsinitaki'wa 'he is slitting things', sayattsinisitualay 'he slit him, he vaccinated him', sayattsininmaya 'he slit it';
-Isoyinitaki- 'fringe things', cf. éÉsoyinitaki?wa 'she cuts fringes', éÉsoyinitiway 'she fringed him' (leather coat), soyinimmay 'she fringed it';

-IlyISkipItaki- 'tie things up', cf. nitéÉyissksipistaki 'I tie things up', nitéÉyissksipistawa 'I am tying him up', nitéÉyissksipiixpa 'I am tying it up'.

630. Derivation of intransitive themes from noun themes.

631. It was noted above (610.1) that some themes are formed by the addition to a stem or theme of a theme-closing suffix alone. The theme-closing suffix -i- added to dependent or possessed noun themes forms intransitive verbal themes with the meaning 'possess the referend of the noun theme'.

Examples:

-aakiikowaami- 'have girl (friend)', cf. aakiikowaami?wa 'he has a girl friend';

-okI:ti- 'have mother', cf. saayáoksistsi?wa 'he still has a mother, his mother is still living';

-okorsi- 'have child', cf. maataoko?siwaats 'she has no children';

-omitaami- 'have dog', cf. iiksskaomitaami?wa 'he owns many dogs';

-onni- 'have father', cf. nitun?ni 'I have a father';

-otokiimi- 'have, own hides', cf. akáotokiimi?wa 'she has a lot of hides'.

632. A suffix of -Sk- added to noun themes forms themes with the meaning of producing (or otherwise acquiring) the referend of the noun theme. The theme-closing suffix is -aa-. The suffix is apparently productive. Examples:
InaamaaSkàa- 'count coup, take a trophy in battle',
cf. nitsìnaaàampa 'I took a weapon, I counted coup', -Inaamaa-
'bow, gun';

-ìtipiSkàa- 'make moccasins', cf. niteèëtsikixka
'I am making moccasins', -ìtiki- 'moccasin';

-okooIpìSkàa- 'prepare soup', cf. òòkoppìskaà?wa
'she is making soup', -okooI- 'soup';

-okooYìSkàa- 'build house', cf. nitaòkoo?sska
'I am building a house', -ókoooyI- 'house';

-oomíiSkàa- 'fish', cf. òoomíïkàà?wa 'he is fishing',
-oomíi- 'fish';

-o:SpìikiSkàa- 'cut teeth', cf. òômàtapooxpìikìkkàà?wa
'he is beginning to cut teeth', -o:Spìiki- 'tooth'.

633. The suffix -aa?sa- added to noun themes forms intransitive
themes with the meaning 'become the referend of the noun theme'.
The change of state is not considered as a natural or usual
one, as of a child becoming a man, but rather as an unusual
one, as through the mediation of magic, and inducing wonder.
The accompanying theme-closing suffix is -ì-. Derivation of
themes of this kind is productive, and quite a large number of
examples were collected. Representative examples are:

-ìsakìiwàà?si- 'become a woman', cf.
maàtattàakìiwàà?siwaatsìnay 'he did not become a woman again';

-ìsàtòkàà?si- 'become a needled evergreen', cf.
itaxtòkàà?si?wa 'he became a pine tree, turned into a pine tree';

-ìmatàpiiwàà?si- 'become a person', cf.
matàpiìwiì?si?wa 'it (animal) became a person';

-o:Skàyasìwàà?si- 'turn out to be a bear, become a
bear', cf. otuxkìyaayòwàà?ssi 'that it was a bear, that it
had turned out to be a bear';
-yo:Skotokaa?si- 'become a rock', cf.
syoxkotokaa?siyaa?wa 'they became rocks'.

640. Derivation of intransitive themes from pronoun themes.

An intransitive theme is derived from demonstrative, personal, and attributive pronoun constructions. The derivational suffix has the shape –ok–. The suffix follows the last element of the completed (neutral) pronoun construction. The meaning of the verbal portion of the theme so formed is rather obscure, but it seems to refer to position in a place rather than to existence. Constructions based on themes of this type are translated by informants as 'there this or that one is, goes', 'there is the first one', etc. The only example of this kind of theme based on a personal pronoun was translated 'It is me'.

Examples:

\[ /'annaoka \\
    /'annmaokin\'yi \\
    /'anniksimaokyaa?wa \\
    /'annistsimaokyaa?wa \\
    /'\'om?axkaoka \\
    //\'amoyaoka \\
    /aak\'oxtaxkaoka \\
    /apatu\text{t}x\text{t}sikaokinay \\
\text{coming behind} \\
    /\text{niistowakaoka} \]

'there he is'
'there he (subordinate) was'
'there they (animate) were'
'there they (inanimate) are'
'away yonder she is'
'right here he, it is'
'yonder he was'
'there he (subordinate) was, coming behind'

"It is I"

This theme is subject to further derivational suffixing, comparable to other verbal themes. So, with the diminutive suffix –?s–:
'án?nsstaaksi 'there the little thing was'

Note that the pronoun is also diminutive. Again, with
the suffix of the historical mode:

'ámnaokixka 'there he purportedly was'.

650. Stative themes. Stative themes always have an attributive
stem as head, and separate themes regularly appear for animate
and inanimate subjects. In animate themes, moreover, a
distinction is often made between human and non-human subjects.
Several suffixes are employed in the derivation of stative
themes; some appear in dozens of different themes, others in
only a few each or even in one. Consonant-final derivational
suffixes are generally followed by one of the same theme-closing
suffixes as appear in intransitive themes.

651. Animable themes with a non-human referent are formed by
a suffix of -im- which is added to attributive stems. The theme-
closing suffix is -i-. Several examples were collected ac-
cidentally, and Uhlenbeck also lists many. Representative are
the following:

-a:piimi- 'be white', cf. aapiimi?wa 'he (horse) is
light colored';

-kiStipimi- 'be spotted, be 'pinto', cf.
kixtsipimi?wa 'he is spotted, he is a pinto (horse)';

-o:maSkimi- 'be big', cf. um?axkimi?wa 'he is
big';

-o:to:mi- 'be sorrel', cf. ootsimi?wa 'he is
sorrel (horse, bear)';
-Ssikini- 'be black', cf. síkimi?wa 'he is black'

Other examples are given by Uhlenbeck, *Concise Grammar*, paragraph 27, pages 66–67, and in the vocabularies.

652. Stative themes with other than animal reference are formed by several suffixes. Each such theme is matched by an inanimate theme with its own formant suffix.

652.1 The commonest pair of themes has the animate suffix -ISS-, with theme-closing -i-, and inanimate -i-, also with theme-closing -i-. Examples:

- atooyISSi- 'be holy', cf. naatoorssi?wa 'he is holy'; -atooyii-, cf. naatooyii?wa 'it is holy';

- ISSi- 'be hard, strong, brave', cf. missi?wa 'he is hard, strong, brave'; -Ii-, cf. miir?wa 'it is hard';

- IkkISSi- 'be slender, narrow', cf. ikksi?wa 'he is slender, he is narrow'; -Ikkii-, cf. ikkii?wa 'it is slender, it is narrow';

- IkkSkISSi- 'be stiff with cold', cf. ksisski?wa 'he is stiff with cold'; -IkkSkii-, cf. ksisskii?wa 'it is stiff with cold';

- ImmoyISSi- 'be hairy', cf. immoyissi?wa 'he is hairy'; -immoyii-, cf. immoyii?wa 'it is hairy';

- ISPissi- 'be high', cf. spssi?wa 'he is high, he is gay from drinking alcohol'; -ISpii-, cf. spiir?wa 'it is high';

- IttikISSi- 'be slick', cf. isttsíkssi?wa 'he is slick'; -Ittikii-, cf. isttsikii?wa 'it is slippery';

- kinnISSi- 'be warm', cf. kayinnssi?wa 'he is warm'; kinnii-, cf. kayinnii?wa 'it is warm';

- sokaa?pISSi- 'be good', cf. sokaapssi?wa 'he is good'; sokaa?ppii-, cf. sokaappii?wa 'it is good';
-ya:SiSsi- 'be kind, be good', cf. áxsi fluoride 'he is good'; -ya:Siisi-, cf. áxsi fluoride 'it is good'.

653. Most stative themes based on stems referencing numbers have an animate -I- (or -l-), inanimate -o-. Those number themes which do not belong here are described later (655.3, 655.4), where a full list of the themes is given. It is to be understood that all themes not given in the later sections belong to the present category. Only representative examples will be given, since the group of themes which belongs here is quite large.

Examples:

-Iisiti- 'be five', cf. niisiti fluoride 'they (animate) are five, there are five of them'; -Iisito-, cf. niisitó fluoride 'there are five, they (inanimate) are five';

-naal- 'be six', cf. ná fluoride 'they (animate) are six, there are six of them'; naa-, cf. ná fluoride 'they (inanimate) are six, there are six of them';

-piiSkii- 'be nine', cf. piişık fluoride 'they (animate) are nine, there are nine of them'; piiSkia-, cf. piişık fluoride 'they (inanimate) are nine, there are nine of them';

-kiipii- 'be ten', cf. kiip fluoride 'they (animate) are ten, there are ten of them'; kiipo-, cf. kiip fluoride 'they (inanimate) are ten, there are ten of them';

-I:tikopoi- 'be twelve', cf. nitsiistsik fluoride 'there are twelve of us'; ná:tikopoi-, cf. ná fluoride 'they (inanimate) are twelve, there are twelve of them'.

654. A scattering of examples of stative stems was collected in which a suffix -isi- (or with either vowel /I/ instead) is found. A theme-closing -i- follows the suffix. Some of the examples appear to be inanimate, others animate, so Uhlenbeck's
statement (A Blackfoot-English Vocabulary, page 87, entry ákaisíu) that the referend may be either animate or inanimate may be correct. Examples of this kind, and indeed the (unlikely) theoretical possibility that some stative themes do not distinguish the gender of the subject, should be investigated further.

655. The remaining theme types all have one feature in common: the animate theme is always closed by a suffixal -mm- when inflected for third or subordinate persons. It will be recalled that an identical structural feature was present with certain intransitive themes (610.2). In stative themes the suffix usually redundantly expresses the animate gender of the theme, but in some cases the animate theme is marked in no other way. This feature should be studied further, since complete paradigms have not been collected for themes of this kind.

655.1 A small group of themes has animate -I-, inanimate -o-. The following examples include all the known themes of this type:

- a:ki- 'be much', cf. nitáka?yí 'there's a lot of me', aakayíma 'there is a lot of him'; -a:kawo-, cf. aakawó?wa 'there is a lot of it';

- ISSoki- 'be heavy', cf. kítsoksi 'thou art heavy', soksimí?ma 'he is heavy'; -ISSoko-, cf. ISSoko?wa, sokó?wa 'it is heavy';

- itimi- 'stink, smell', cf. nitsitsímí?i 'I stink', itsimí?ma 'he stinks'; -itimo-, cf. itsimó?wa 'it stinks';

- omások- 'be big', cf. nitúm?axksi 'I am big', úm?axkximí?ma 'he is big'; omaSkö-, cf. úm?axko?wa 'it is big'.
One theme has animate -i-, inanimate -o-:

ki:saIki- 'be sharp', cf. iiksikaisaikimwa 'he (knife) is sharp'; ki:saako-, cf. ksiisaako?wa 'it is sharp'.

The slight difference in shape between the two themes is probably due to vowel assimilation in the environment of stress (inanimate theme).

655.2 Certain stative themes, for the most part based on attributive stems referencing colors or other phenomena of appearance, all contain a final meaning 'look like'. The animate form of the final is -Ina-, the inanimate form is -Inatti-.

Representative examples are the following:

-ikkana- 'shines, be resplendent', cf. nitsikkan?a 'I shine, I am bright', ikkanamwa 'he is shiny, radiant';
-ikkannati-, cf. ikkanattsi?wa 'it is shiny, it is bright';

-issikIna- 'appear black', cf. nitsisikina?a 'I am black', siksina?ma 'he looks black, he is black';
-issikInatti-, cf. siksina?tti?wa 'it looks black, it is black';

-itiIna- 'be handsome', cf. iikitsiinamwa 'he is very nice looking';

kikiIna- 'appear white', cf. ksiksinkamwa 'he looks white, he is white'; kikiInatti-, cf. ksikssnattsi?wa 'it looks white, it is white';

otiskoIna- 'appear blue', cf. utskoinkamwa 'he looks blue, he is blue'; otiskoInatti-, cf. utskuinattsi?wa 'it looks blue, it is blue'.

An example based on a noun stem rather than on an attributive stem is:

omnikiInatti- 'be milk-like in appearance', cf. umnikiinattsi?wa 'it looks milky'
655.3 In stative themes based on stems for 'four' and 'eight',
the animate theme has -yi- (or -YI-), the inanimate theme has no suffix:

niisooyi- 'be four', cf. niisooyiymmya^wa 'they are
four, there are four'; niisoo- cf. niisoo^ya^wa 'they are
four, there are four';

naanisooyi- 'be eight', cf. naanisooyiymmya^wa 'they
are eight, there are eight'; naaniso- cf. naanisooya^wa 'they are
eight, there are eight'.

655.4 Stative themes based on stems for 'one', 'two'
'three', and 'seven' are alike, except that the theme-closing
-^mm^- is present in those forms where contrast is needed.
(Examples for other than third person subject were not col-
lected, but one may predict that the suffixal -^mm^- would be
absent.) Examples:

nitokISkaa- 'be one', cf. nitouksskaama 'he is
one, there is one'; nitouksskaa^wa 'it is one, there is one';

naatookaa- 'be two', cf. naatookammya^wa 'they
are two, there are two'; naatookaaya^wa
'they are two, there are two';

niokISkaa- 'be three', cf. nioksskaama^wa
'they are three, there are three'; nioksskaaya^wa 'they are
three, there are three';

iSkitika- 'be seven', cf. iksitsikammya^wa
'they are seven, there are seven of them'; iksitsikaaya^wa 'they
are seven, there are seven';

655.5 There are other stative themes which differ only by the
presence of -^mm^- in the animate theme; so, for example, themes
with the final -Iki- 'stick':
-omaSkIki- 'be big stick, tree', cf. úm?axksiši?ma 'he is a big tree'; -omaSkIki- 'be big stick', cf. úm?axksiši?wa 'it is a big stick'.

656. In quite a few instances only one of a pair of stative themes was collected. This is presumed to be accidental for the most part, although there must be instances when one of a pair, for semantic reasons, seldom occurs, if ever. Thus, the inanimate theme -a:pínako- 'become light', cf. a:pínako?wa 'it dawns, it shows light', probably has no animate counterpart. Similarly, the inanimate theme -ISkíinatti- 'be dark', cf. skíinatti?wa 'it is dark, night has fallen' certainly has no animate counterpart with similar meaning.

657. Diminutive stative themes are formed by a suffix of -?s- added to the stative theme. The theme-closing suffix is -i-. Only those examples of diminutive stative themes were collected, but the formation of such themes is evidently productive. Examples:

-íta:píina:mmí?si- 'look like a person, look like a human being', cf. niil?tunkšskaírtapiínam?siixka 'they say the poor little thing (girl) looked like a real person then';

-oksa:píinatti?si- 'look shabby', cf. ásskao?kaa?piínattsi?siixka 'they say that the poor little thing (tent) was so shabby looking';

-yootípiínamí?si- 'be dingy looking', cf. ootsípiínam?siixka 'they say that the poor little thing (girl) was so dingy looking'.

660. Derivation of transitive themes.

661. The simplest transitive theme is coterminous with a verbal stem. Themes of this kind are either animate or inanimate. A very large number of examples was collected, of which the following are typical:

-Ina- 'draw, write', cf. nitsinaawwa 'I drew his picture', nitsinaixpa 'I wrote it';

-Isa- 'pound, drive in', cf. nitsasstaaawwa 'I am picketing him (horse)', nitsasstaiyapa 'I am driving it (a stake) in';

-I?sa- 'burn, cook', cf. nitsisaawwa 'I burned him, I cooked him', nitsisixpa 'I burned it, I cooked it';

-IkJIn- 'touch', cf. nitsiksiaawwa 'I touched him', nitsiksiaixpa 'I touched it';

-Ikitto- 'prick, jab', cf. nitsiksistaawwa 'I am pricking him, I am inoculating him', nitsiksistoiyapa 'I am jabbing it';

-oomon- 'wrap, roll up', cf. nitaoomoonawwa 'I am wrapping him up', nitaoomoonixpa 'I am rolling it up';

-o:Skot- 'give', cf. nituxkotaawwa 'I gave him', nituxkotsixpa 'I gave it'.

662.1 Themes with the meaning 'perform with the mouth or the teeth' are formed by transitive animate -p-, transitive inanimate -St-. Illustrative are:

-a:top- 'taste', cf. astopiway 'he tasted him', a:toSt-, cf. aatuxtsimay 'he tasted it';

-IkkISTinip- 'sting', cf. ekksetsinipiway 'he is stinging, pricking him';

-Ipakki- 'smash with the teeth, cf. eppakksipiiway 'he is smashing him with his teeth', -IpakkiSt-, cf. eepakksistsimay 'he is smashing it with his teeth';
-Ipikkip- 'chew', cf. é'piikkisipiway 'he is chewing him', -IpikkISt-, cf. é'piikksstsimay 'he is chewing it';

si.kiP- 'seize with the mouth, bite', cf. siiksipiway 'he bit him', si.kISt-, cf. siiksstsimay 'he bit it';


662.2 A few examples were collected in which the transitive animate theme has a suffixal -mm-, the transitive inanimate a suffixal -Stoo-. Themes of this kind refer to cutting:

-İkaSkIİStImm- 'saw', cf. nitcexkaksistsstimma?wa 'I am sawing him in two', -İkaSkIİStIStoo-, cf. nitcexkaksistsstooxpa 'I am sawing it up';

-IkIIsItImm- 'sharpen', cf. ex'kësistsstimmiway 'he is sharpening him (knife)', -İkIIsItISt-, cf. ex'kësistsstoomay 'he is sharpening it (axe)';

-İIitinimm- 'cut', cf. nitsi'íistsininma?wa 'I cut him';

-Isoyinimm- 'cut fringes', cf. nitsoynininma?wa 'I fringed him'.

662.3 Other themes which seem to reference an action by a cutting edge have a different type of structure. Many transitive animate themes of this kind have a suffixal -t-, and in some cases a transitive animate theme with a different suffix, or no suffix, also occurs. The transitive inanimate theme is poorly represented in the examples, but those which occur have no derivational suffix. Examples:

-a:Skatinit- 'eviscerate', cf. nitaxkatsinita?wa 'I cut him open, I gutted him'.

-İIitin- 'cut', cf. nitsi'íistsinita?wa 'I cut him', (also nitsi'íistsininma?wa 'I cut him'); -İIini-, cf. ayiistsininma? 'he cut it up';
-Isq:yinit- 'fringe', cf. ḳyaqysinitsiway 'she is fringing him (leather jacket)', (also ḳsoyinimmiiway 'she is fringing him');

-IyaamiSkinit- 'cut hair', cf. ḳyaam?ixkinitsiis?wa 'he is cutting her hair';

ka:Skaanit- 'cut off nose', cf. ḳaxkaanitsiway 'he cut off her nose';

ka:SkInit- 'cut off', cf. kaaxksinitsiway 'he cut him off';

-Ika:Skoksik- 'cut off head', cf. nitsikaxko?kita?wa 'I cut off his head', (also nitsikaxko?kyaa?wa 'I cut off his head');

piinit- 'cut, pare up', cf. payiinitsiway 'he cut him up into small pieces', (also payiiniiway 'he pared him up'); piini-?, cf. payiinimay 'he cut it up'.

Two additional slightly divergent themes also probably belong here: -Ipit- 'flay with a blade', cf. nit-s?itta?wa 'I am skinning him with a knife'; siisaapitt-, 'cut narrow strips', cf. siisaapittis?sa? 'cut him (hide) into strips'. Possibly also here is -Ipit- 'kill', cf. nitsi?nita?wa 'I killed him'.

Other themes are found with structure identical to that outlined here (see below, 667). The latter, however, do not have the consistency in meaning exhibited by the present themes, nor do parallel transitive animate themes with the same meaning occur. For this reason it is assumed that homophonous suffixes are involved, and the two are described separately.

663. Several transitive themes are formed by elements which pattern rather like the suffixes just described, but which
are identical, or virtually so, with well-attested verbal stems. These will be described as suffixes, but there is some doubt in the author's mind as to their true status. It is possible, for instance, that the most correct analysis would class these as stem-final elements rather than as suffixes.

663.1 Performance of an action by using the hands is indicated by the suffix -inn-. The theme so formed is either animate or inanimate. Typical examples are:

-Ikippoyinn- 'squeeze, wring', cf. nitaaksiksippoyinnawa 'I am going to squeeze him, wring him'; nitaaksiksippoyinnixpa 'I will wring it out';

-ISPimm- 'lift, hold up', cf. isspinniway 'he lifted him up'; ñaspinnimay 'he is holding it up';

-issinn- 'break with the hand', cf. nitássinnawa 'I am breaking him with my hand'; nitássinnipa 'I am breaking it by hand';

-I?inn- 'skin by hand', cf. iríinniwa 'he pulled off his skin';

-okISPainn- 'plaster, daub', cf. nitaóksispennixpa 'I am plastering it, daubing it';

-opottinn- 'compress', cf. âoputtsinniway 'he is pressing him'; âoputtsinnimay 'he is compressing it'.

Compare with these the stem -Inn- 'seize, hold in the hand': nitsínsawa 'I seized him, held him'; nitsínixpa 'I held it'.

663.2 Other themes with the meaning 'perform with the hand' are derived by transitive animate -o?to-, transitive inanimate -o?t-. Examples:
-I:Sa7knio?t- 'cut, tear', cf. nitaaksikaxkinyo?towaapwa 'I will tear him apart';
   -I:Sa7knio?t-, cf. nitaaksikaxksino?tsixpa 'I will tear it up';


   -ominio?t- 'break off portion', cf. nitoominyo?tsixpa 'I am breaking off a piece';

   pakkio?t- 'smash', cf. payakkio?toyiiway 'he smashed him with his hand';

   sao?t- 'take out, take off', cf. saa?tsimay 'he took it out, he took it off';

   sattikanio?t- 'scratch', cf. sayatsikanyo?tsimay 'he scratched it'.

   Compares with these the stem -o?t-, 'take': -o?t-, cf. nitoo?towaapwa 'I am taking him'; -o?t-, cf. nitoo?tsixpa 'I am taking it'.

663.3 An isolable -Sk- appears in a number of themes, all having meanings associated with motion of the body or pressure by the feet. The transitive animate theme has -Sko-, the transitive inanimate theme has -Sk- alone:
   -IkIsaISko- 'chase', cf. nitsiksissasskowaapwa 'I chased him';

   -IpakkiSko- 'burst with the foot', cf. nitsipakkiykkowaapwa 'I burst him open'; -IpakkiSk-, cf. nitsipakkixkipa 'I burst it with my foot';

   -IpokkiIniSk- 'squash with the foot', cf. nitsipokkxinikiriap 'I squashed it with my foot';

   -IpokkiISk- 'mash with the foot', cf. nitsipokksskiap 'I mashed it with my feet';
-i:SpattISko- 'push, jostle, run over', cf. 
ixpattskowaa?wa 'he got run over'.

The stem #ISk# means 'break with the foot', cf. -ISko-,
nitāsskowaa?wa 'I am breaking him with my feet'. ||Sk|| appears
as a final referencing motion by feet in intransitive themes, cf.
-aawaSkaa- 'walk', nitāsawaa?waxka 'I am walking'.

663.4 Themes which indicate an action accomplished or
accompanied by heat or fire are formed by a suffix -SS-. Gender
is not differentiated in the themes so formed.

-a:koSS- 'boil', cf. āwaakuxsiiway 'he is boiling him',
āawaakuxsimay 'he is boiling it';

-I:SkanaKISs- 'shoot with a fire arrow', cf. 
nitsisskunakssaa?wa 'I shot him with a fire arrow';

-ItISs- 'burn', cf. nitāstssaa?wa 'I am burning
him, branding him', nitāstssixpa 'I am burning it';

-IttokinISs- 'burn up', cf. isttokin?ssiiway 'he
burned him up', isttokin?ssimay 'he burned it up';

-IkI:toSS- 'warm up', cf. niti?ksistuxsaa?wa 'I am
warming him up', niti?ksistuxsixpa 'I am warming it up';

sikkoSS- 'render grease', cf. sayikkuxsimay 'he
rendered it';

so,kinISs- 'doctor with heat', cf. èsokinn?ssiiway
'he is doctoring him with heat'.

The stem -ISs- has the meaning burn and cook, cf. 
nitsi?ssaa?wa 'I burned him, I cooked him', and nitsi?sixpa
'I burned it, I cooked it'.

664. Similar to the instrumental themes are themes which specify an action whose performance or results have an effect on the emotions of the subject. Also here, for apparently formal reasons, are themes meaning 'look at'. The transitive animate theme is formed by the suffix -mm-, the transitive inanimate by the suffix -?t-. A very large number of examples was collected, of which the following are typical:

-aImm- 'wooo', cf. *miiway *he wooness her*;

-a;komImm- 'love', cf. nitaakimma*?wa* 'I love her', -a;komI?t-, cf. nitaakimma*tsixpa* 'I love it';

-IkaImm- 'dislike', cf. nitsiiksikemma*?wa* 'I dislike him very much';

-IpisatImm- 'marvel at, wonder at', cf. nitesta*pisatsimma*?wa* 'I marvel at him';

-IpoyinaImm- 'be annoyed at', cf. nitsiiksipoyina*?ma*?wa* 'I am annoyed at him', -IpoyinaI?t-, cf. nitsiiksipoyina*tsixpa* 'I am annoyed at it';

-ISKISkamm- 'care for, watch over', cf. nitaasskskamma*?wa* 'I care for him, watch over him', -ISKISka?t-, cf. nitaasskska*tsixpa* 'I take care of it';

-ISSamm- 'look at', cf. nitaassamm*?wa* 'I am looking at him', -ISSa?t-, cf. nitaassa*tsixpa* 'I am looking at it';

-IttImm- 'be angry with or about', cf. nitsiiksisttsimm*?wa* 'I am very angry at him', -IttI?t-, cf. nitsiiksisttsi*tsixpa* 'I am very angry about it';

-onImm- 'be concerned or anxious about', cf. nitsiikumimm*?wa* 'I am anxious about him';

sikimImm- 'refuse to part with, be stingy with', cf. sikimmimmiway 'he will not part with him', sikimI?t-, cf. sikimi*tsimay* 'he is stingy with it';
-yaaSsImm- 'like', cf. nímaatsaxsimmáwaats 'I do not like him', -yaaSsIp-í-, cf. nímaatsaxsíptsiixpa 'I do not like it'.

665. Frequently encountered are transitive themes formed by a suffixal -i-. There is no gender contrast in the themes so formed:

-aaʔki- 'strike, hit', cf. nítaʔwaaʔkaayaaʔwa 'I am striking him', nítaʔwaaʔkíixpa 'I am striking it';

-asKani- 'pierce, sew', cf. nítaʔwaxkanyaaʔwa 'I am piercing him, doctoring him by piercing', nítaʔwaxkaniʔpa 'I am sewing it';

-Ikaʔki- 'chop', cf. níteʔkaʔkaayaaʔwa 'I am chopping him (log)', níteʔkaʔkíixpa 'I am chopping it';

-IkkitIStí- 'sacrifice, make offering', cf. nítsíkkitssstsyaaʔwa 'I made a sacrifice of him (blanket)', nítsíkkitssstsiixpa 'I sacrificed it, made an offering of it (tobacco)';

-ISSii- 'rub, wipe', cf. nítaʔsyaaʔwa 'I am rubbing him, wiping him', nítaʔssiʔpa 'I am wiping it';

-ISSiki- 'break', cf. nítaʔskiyaʔwa 'I am breaking him', nítaʔskiʔpa 'I am breaking it';

-o:Spatti- 'tumble, cause to sprawl', cf. nítuʔpakattsyaʔwa 'I knocked him down, I ran over him', nítuʔpakatsiixpa 'I sent it hurtling';

síʔki 'cover', cf. sayiiʔkiway 'he covered him', sayiiʔkiimay 'he covered it'.

666. Transitive themes are formed from a very large number of verbal stems by the addition of a suffixal -at-. The transitive animate theme requires no further suffix, the transitive inanimate has an additional -oo-. Examples:
-samat- 'smell', cf. nitaawamata'wa 'I smell him', nitaawamatooppa 'I smell it';

-aapiskat- 'place on a bet, wager with', cf. nitaapaskata'wa 'I placed him on a bet, I wagered him', nitaapaskatooxpa 'I wagered it';

-aSkomat- 'shoot at', cf. akumatsiisway 'he shot at him', akumatoomay 'he shot at it';

-IkIsat- 'hide', cf. nitsiksisata'wa 'I am hiding him', nitsiksisatooppa 'I am hiding it';

-I:nakat- 'roll, cause to roll', cf. nitsinakata'wa 'I rolled him', nitsinakatooxpa 'I rolled it';

-InnIstat- 'boil', cf. nitsininxatata'wa 'I boiled him', nitsininxatooxpa 'I boiled it';

-kamoo?sat- 'steal', cf. kamoo?satsiisway 'he stole him', kamoo?satoomay 'he stole it';

-o:Spoommat- 'buy', cf. nitoxpummatata'wa 'I am buying him', nitoxpummatooxpa 'I am buying it'.

667. Transitive animate themes are formed from specific stems by a suffix of -t-. There is no corresponding derived transitive inanimate theme, although there once must have been, since intransitive themes derived by the suffix -a:k- 'act on indefinite inanimate objects' regularly appear with a #tt#-theme as base. In the present language the transitive inanimate theme is coterminous with the verbal stem. Examples are not numerous:

-aapikt- 'throw', cf. nitaapiksistata'wa 'I threw him', aapikt-, cf. nitaapiksiixpa 'I threw it';

-IpikI- 'pound', cf. nitepiksista?wa 'I am pounding him', -IpikI-, cf. nitepiksiirpa 'I am pounding it';

-iyiskiipI- 'tie up', cf. niteyissksiipista?wa 'I am tying him up', -IYISkIIPI-, cf. niteyissksiipirpa 'I am tying it up';

-omokapI- 'tie the feet together, hobble, cf. nitaomokapista?wa 'I am hobbling him (horse)'.

As noted above (662.3) these sets are identical in structure to themes in which a suffixal transitive animate -t- is presumed to be an instrumental suffix referring to action by a cutting edge. It is possible that both groups are in reality a single group.

668. Three themes were encountered which have a transitive animate -t-, transitive inanimate -too-:

-ainI- 'tell, say', cf. nitaainista?wa 'I told him';
-ainItoo-, cf. nitaainistooxpa 'I said it';

-awapi- 'hang, suspend', cf. nitaawapista?wa 'I put him in a swing'; -awapiItoo-, cf. nitaawapistooxpa 'I hung it up';

-ISStit- 'wrap up, bundle up', cf. nitesssitarta?wa 'I am wrapping up the baby'; -ISSttoo-, cf. nitesssitooxpa 'I wrapped it up'.

669. Transitive animate themes are formed from specific stems by the suffix -o-. The corresponding transitive inanimate theme is coterminous with the verbal stem. Representative examples are:

-Issaato- 'miss in shooting', cf. nitsaatowaarwa 'I missed him'; -issaat-, cf. nitsaatsixpa 'I missed it (target)';
-ISKIno- 'know, recognize', cf. nitssksínóowaáwa
'I knew him'; -ISKIn-, cf. nitssksínpa 'I knew it';

-ISTonge- 'fear', cf. nitásstumnowaáwa 'I fear him';
-ISTonn-, cf. nitásstum'nixpa 'I fear it';

-Itipooʔto- 'put down, place', cf. istsipóʔtoosa
'put thou him down!'; -Itipooʔt-, cf. istsipóʔtosita 'put thou it down!';

-IyooSko- 'await', cf. nit’éyooxkowaáwa 'I am wait-
int for him'; -IyooSk-, cf. nit’éyooxkipa 'I am waiting for
it';

-o:Skoono- 'find', cf. nikkóxkonowaáwa 'I already
found him'; -o:Skoon-, cf. nikkóxkon?ixpa 'I already found it';

-yooSto- 'hear', cf. nitóxtowaáwa 'I heard him';
-yooSt-, cf. nitóxtsipa 'I heard it'.

670. Transitive animate themes which reference the performance
of an action for another's benefit are formed from stems by a
suffix of -o-. Derivation of these themes is apparently no
longer productive with stems. There are no inanimate counterparts
for these themes. Quite a large number of themes of this kind
was deliberately elicited, the following are illustrative:

-IimISko- 'save food, keep food', cf.
nitáaaksímáskowaáwa 'I will take the rest of the food to
him';

-InnIsto- 'boil', cf. nitén'nixtowaáwa 'I am
boiling for him';

-Innnooʔto- 'butcher, flay', cf. nitènnootowaáwa
'I am butchering for him, skinning for him';

-IpaISko- 'dance', cf. nitépsákowaáwa 'I am
providing music so he can dance';
-Ippomo- 'bestow supernatural power, initiate into a society, transfer a bundle', cf. nits'pummaowara 'I am transferring a bundle to him';

-Isaamo- 'hunt', cf. nits'namowara 'I am hunting (i.e., chasing game) for him';

-Isi?ko- 'prepare bed', cf. nits'isi?kowara 'I am making a bed for him';

-Ishi?to- 'bake', cf. nits'xii?towara 'I am baking for her';

-I:tiniko- 'relate events', cf. aitsinikowara 'we (inclusive) are telling stories to him';

-Otisasa?ko- 'tattoo', cf. aotsisasa?koyiway 'he is putting a tattoo on for him'.

671. There are several other likely formants for transitive themes, but in most cases the patterns and their mechanics are not well enough attested to permit description. The problem is complicated in some cases by the presence of what are quite likely stem final elements. More research must be devoted to this fascinating area, a task which the writer hopes to undertake when additional field work is possible.

680. Derivation of transitive themes from noun stems.

681. Transitive animate themes are derived from animate dependent noun stems by a suffix which may appear in two allomorphs. These themes have the meaning 'to have or treat one as ---'. The most reliable examples (collected late in the field work) all have -mm- (preceded by connective ||I|| following consonant-final stems). Examples collected early in the
field work have -m- rather than -mm-. -m- may be a mishearing of -mm-, numerous other instances of such mishearing are known to have occurred. On the other hand, real allomorphy may be involved. Uhlenbeck's examples (Concise Grammar, paragraph 79, pages 146-147) include some examples of each type. A double consonant in Uhlenbeck's recordings is usually reliable, but single consonants are often mistaken, so that the question cannot be settled without further investigation with informants. Examples:

- IkkIoʔkoam- 'have as relative', cf. nitsikkeyoʔkoamayaʔwa 'I am related to them, I have them as relatives';

- okI:tImm- 'have as mother', cf. nitaʔoksistsiimmaʔwa 'I have her for mother';

- onnIm- 'have as father', cf. nitonimmaʔwa 'I have him for father';

- o:Skoyim- 'have as son', cf. nitoxkoyimmannʔa 'we have him for son';

- otaʔsimm- 'to have as beast of burden', cf. áotaʔsimmiway 'he has him for a horse'.

690. Derivation of transitive themes from other themes.

Derivation of transitive themes from other themes, either verbal or nominal, requires additional suffixation. Several such suffixes occur, some identical to suffixes used in derivation from stems.

691. Many transitive animate themes are formed from intransitive themes by the suffix -m-. Intransitive themes which contain the preverb ii/o:Spok- 'along with'
regularly take this suffix as formant for the transitive animate theme. Apparently also predictably taking -m- are transitive animate themes based on reciprocal themes (622).

Matching transitive inanimate themes are lacking for most themes of this kind. Where such themes are available there is almost no agreement as to theme formant; transitive inanimate themes are accordingly not cited among the examples. More investigation is required to determine whether transitive animate themes with -m- have a regular and predictable relationship with any transitive inanimate themes.

Examples:

- a:koSkoo:tiim- 'argue', cf. nitaawaakukkootsiima?wa 'I am arguing with him';

- a:timoiySkaam- 'entreat', cf. nitaawaatsimo?yixaama?wa 'I am praying to him';

- i?tiSkaam- 'fight', cf. ze?i?tsskaamii?way 'he is fighting with him';

- iStittam- 'swallow', cf. nitstisttama?wa 'I swallowed him' (chewing gum)

- iStimo:tiim- 'wrestle', cf. nitasstsimotsiima?wa 'I am wrestling with him';

- Ittikinam- 'slide', cf. asttsikinamiway 'he is sliding him';

- ki:kIIm- 'whistle with the lips', cf. ksiiksiimiway 'he whistled to him';

-o:SpokokISkaa'sim= 'overtake', cf. nitàuxpokok'skaa'sima'wa 'I caught up with him';

-o:Spoko:oom= 'accompany', cf. nitànoxpokòoma'wa 'I am going with him';

-o:Spoko:piim= 'marry, cohabit', cf. nitàuxpokopiima'wa 'I married her then';

-simaatam= 'carry on back', cf. simàátamii'wa 'he is carrying him on his back'.

692. Transitive themes are derived from certain apparently true intransitive verbs by transitive animate -ISkoSto-, transitive inanimate -ISkiSt-. It is likely that more than one morpheme is present, but if so, their identities are unknown. These themes seem to be structurally comparable to English transitive expressions derived from intransitive verbs by a preposition: 'laugh' > 'laugh at'. Transitive animate examples are numerous, transitive inanimate examples are rarer. The following are typical:

-à:a'sa' inISkoSto- 'weep for', cf. ààwaasai'nskauxtoiyiway 'she is weeping for him'; cf. ààwaasai'nìwa 'she is crying';

-à:timò?iSkaaSkoSto- 'pray for', cf. nitàáwaatsimo'ixkaaXkuxtowa'wa'nìwa 'I am praying for him'; cf. nitàáwaatsimo'ixka 'I am praying';

-a?ISkoSto- 'point at', cf. nitàaaaakai'nskauxtowaa'wa'nìwa 'I will point at him', -a?ISkiSt-, cf. nitàaaaakai'sskixtsíxpa 'I will point at it'; cf. nitàáwa?yi 'I am pointing';

-à:iIaa'sISkoSto- 'hide from', cf. nitàáaksìikysaa'nskauxtowaa'wa 'I will hide from him'; cf. nitàixsíyáa'sì 'I hid';
-InikKiSkoStO- 'be angry at', cf. nitsënikkeskuxtowarwa 'I am mad at him'; cf. nitsënikksi 'I am angry';

-I:poiyISkoStO- 'stand for, vouch for', cf. nitsaaksipoyisskuxtowarwa 'I will stand for him, vouch for him'; -I:poiyISkiSt-, cf. nitsipoyisskixtsiapa 'I can stand it'; cf. nitsipëporyi 'I am standing upright';

-IsaISttsoSkoStO- 'announce to', cf. ësasttuxkuxtoyiiway 'he is announcing to him'; cf. ësasttowarwa 'he is announcing';

-Isa:iyiyiptISkoStO- 'lie to', cf. nitsaayiyiptsskuxtowarwa 'I lied to him'; cf. nitsaayiyiptsi 'I lie';

-IttayISkoStO- 'dive for', cf. nitsásttayisskuxtowarwa 'I am diving in order to find him'; -IttayISkiSt-, cf. nitsásttayisskixtsiapa 'I am diving for it'; cf. nitsásttayiil 'I am diving';

-o:SpåpıISkoStO- 'jump over', cf. nituxpåpipisskuxtowarwa 'I jumped over him'; cf. nituxpåpire 'I jumped'.

An additional form of this type is of interest because the theme has been shortened, presumably by haplology:

-IniISkiSkoStO- 'sing to', cf. nitsënirixkuxtowarwa 'I am singing to him'; cf. nitsënirixki 'I am singing'.

693. Transitive animate themes with causative meaning are formed by the suffix -atti-. There is no corresponding transitive inanimate theme. The suffix is added to the intransitive theme when the theme-closing vowel is -i- or -I- following a consonant, but is added to the stem when the theme-closing vowel follows a vowel or is -aa-.

Formation of themes of this kind has been tested rather
extensively. Representative examples are:

- aya'siyyatti- 'sneeze', cf. nitaag'siyyattiwa 'I made him sneeze'; cf. aya'siyyiwa 'he sneezed';

- a:pIstikiyiyyatti- 'take off shoes', cf. nitaapsatsitsikiniyiyyattooka 'he made me take off my shoes', cf. nitaapsatsitsikiniyi 'I took off my shoes';

- IkIsattiwatti- 'make jealous', cf. nitsikissattsiwatttsyaa?wa 'I made her jealous', cf. ksisattsiwaa?wa 'she is jealous';

- Ioo?katti- 'sleep', cf. nitsyooyakatttsyaa?wa 'I put him to sleep', cf. syooykaa?wa 'he is sleeping';

- i:pakiyiyyatti- 'move camp', cf. iipakiyiyyattiwa 'he made him move camp', cf. iipakiyiwa 'he moved camp';

- i:piyyatti- 'sit', cf. iipiyattiwa 'he seated him', cf. iipiiwa 'he sat';

- i:tapaatti- 'go in a direction', cf. nitsijtpaattsya?wa 'I made him go there', cf. ittapoo?wa 'he went there';

- Iittokimatti- 'drum', cf. nitsattokimatttsya?wa 'I am making him drum', cf. isttokimaa?wa 'he drummed';

- okIskaa?siatty- 'run', cf. nitsokskaa?syatttsyaa?wa 'I am running him', cf. aokskaariosa?wa 'he is running';

- o:Skomiyyatti- 'squeak, make noise (animal)', cf. nituukumyaatttsya?wa 'I made him squeak', cf. o:tkumiiwa 'he is squeaking, making a noise'.

694. In an earlier section of this chapter (670) was described the animate suffix -o-, by which are formed double goal themes, that is, themes which reference the performance of an action (first goal) for another's benefit or in his place (second goal). Considered at that time was the deri-
vation of transitive animate themes from verbal stems.

In this section will be described the derivation of semantically equivalent themes by a suffix whose commonest shape is -omo-. This suffix appears with both verbal stems and transitive inanimate themes. As usual, transitive inanimate formants such as -atoo- and -too- are shortened to -at- and -t- respectively when -omo- is added. The allomorphy of the suffix is as follows: following vowels, -mo- is found; -omo- is found in other environments.

It is apparently not possible to know when -omo- themes can be expected to be formed on a transitive theme rather than on a verbal stem. In fact, during testing of a fairly large group of typical stems and themes it was discovered that parallel themes of this kind often occur, one derived from the verbal stem, one from the transitive inanimate theme. Moreover, these two are often matched by a theme derived from the verbal stem by -o-. On occasion informants expressed a preference for one form as against the others, in other instances they regarded all themes as equivalent. As will be seen from the examples, the great possibilities afforded by a system with these options are exploited in the idiomatic structure of the language. Some examples of these parallel themes are included among the illustrative examples, which now follow:
-Ikaapkomo- 'chop', cf. nitsékkaapkowaa?wa 'I am chopping for him';

-Ikkiaakatomo- 'trap', cf. nitsékkyaaakatomowa?wa 'I am trapping for him'; -Ikkiaakomo-, cf. nitsékkyaaakomowa?wa 'I am trapping for him'; also nitsékkyaaakowa?wa 'I am trapping for him';

-Innootatomo- 'butcher, skin', cf. nitsénnoootatomowa?wa 'I am butchering for him'; -Innootomo-, cf. nitsénnoootomowa?wa 'I am butchering for him'; also nitsénnootowa?wa 'I am butchering for him';

-IpaISkatomo- 'dance', cf. nitsépasskatomowa?wa 'I danced in his place'; also nitsépasskowa?wa 'I am making him dance, providing music so he can dance';

-Ipoka?imo- 'fan', cf. nitsípoké?imowa?wa 'I fanned (for) him';

-Isaaamatomo- 'hunt!', cf. nitséààamatomowa?wa 'I am hunting in his place'; also nitséààamowa?wa 'I am hunting for him';


-Isinamo- 'draw, write', cf. nitsé?sinamowa?wa 'I am writing to him';

-Iso:mo - 'fetch water', cf. Àisoomo:moyii?way 'she gets water in her place';

-IXImiSkoStomo- 'laugh at', cf. nitsé?yim?sskuxtomowa?wa 'I am laughing at him';

-IXISkipItomo- 'tie up', cf. nitsé?yisskipistomowa?wa 'I am tying for him';

-o:SkoStatomo- 'gather fuel', cf. nítxuxkuxtantomowa?wa 'I went for wood for her'; -o:SkoStomo-, cf. nítxuxkuxtomowa?wa 'I went for wood in her place'; also nooxkuxkuxtóóosa 'bring thou wood for her!';

-o:otomo- 'take', cf. miinóo?tomookita 'do thou not take from me!'.
695. Two kinds of transitive animate theme are based on intransitive themes derived from noun stems by the suffix -Sk- (see above, section 632).

695.1 By the suffix -at- are formed transitive animate themes with the meaning 'make or claim as one's own'. Examples:

-aaSsISkat- 'claim as grandparent', cf. nixaxskatawa 'I claim her as grandmother';

-InnokaomitaaSkat- 'claim as horse', cf. nitsinnokaomitaxkatawa 'I claim that horse as my own';

-okItISkat- 'claim as mother', cf. nitaoksisistskatawa 'I claim her as mother';

-onnISkat- 'claim as father', cf. nitunsskatawa 'I claimed him as father';

The underlying intransitive theme apparently never occurs.

695.2 The suffix -o-, undoubtedly the same suffix as that described in 670 above, forms themes meaning that the referend of the noun stem is made for one and given to him. Examples:

-akooYISko- 'build-house', cf. akoo'iskoosa 'build thou a house for him!';

-IsokaasISko- 'make garment', cf. mo'toisokaas'skowawa 'dresses were made for her by everyone';

-i'tikiSkO- 'make moccasins', cf. iitsikixkowawa 'moccasins were made for her'.

700. Inflection of verbs. The inflection of verbs includes some affixes which appear in the inflection of most verbal themes, others which appear in the inflection of particular themes only.

Described first are those affixes which index the structural categories of widest occurrence, that is, those which mark person, number, and gender. Following this is the description of affixes found in the inflection of the modes. Described last are the relator affixes which appear in the inflection of transitive themes.

710. Inflection for person and number. In those paradigms in which personal prefixes and number suffixes are found, these affixes are generally as listed in section 535. Differences are specified as appropriate.

711. Personal prefixes are not followed by intercalated ||t|| when certain specific modal affixes and/or anaphoric preverbs follow the personal prefix. These elements are in no way marked and must be listed. Elements which do not require intercalated ||t|| are termed dependent; with these morphemes the shape of the personal prefixes is as with dependent noun themes. When the prefix is followed by elements other than those termed dependent, intercalated ||t|| is always present.

712. The first person prefix is ni-, as in possessed noun constructions. In colloquial Blackfoot this prefix is often dropped when intercalated ||t|| follows. Examples:
(ni)tsítàôpiixpi 'where I am sitting'; (ni)tsíppitaipiixpinnaana 'there are ten of us'; (ni)tsítaokumna?yixpinnaana 'we were camping there'; (ni)tsítóo?tooxsinnaani 'when we arrived there'; (ni)táo?tom?axkannaani 'as we were running'.

This personal prefix is also occasionally dropped before the dependent preverb -sootam- 'then, after that':
(ni)sóótamo?toyinnayi 'then I caught them';
(ni)sóótamitsyaapyo?kaaxpinnaana 'then we slept under shelter'.

Examples with -sootam- show the prefix in one of its dependent forms. Other dependent examples are nakksowatoopinnaana 'that we may eat'; nakooxkawaanists ?ëë ?ëë 'oh just let me do that!'

712.1 ni- appears with the number suffix -nnaan- to form the exclusive first person plural. Examples of such constructions are to be found among the examples already cited.

713. Second person singular and plural in non-imperative modes have the prefix ki-. The number suffix found in plural constructions has the same allomorphs as in 535, except that in the subjunctive is found -iinowaa-. The -iin- might be part of another morpheme, but such an element appears nowhere else in the subjunctive paradigms. A few examples of second person constructions are the following: kitaakuxtsstoyim?i 'you will winter with that'; kitaaksinoksatoopyaa?wa 'you will own his plentiful supply'; kitaakasskumakato 'I am going to shoot you'; kàxksowatoopà 'that you may eat it';
káxkuxtokoopssaaxpikka 'may you make broth with them';
kimáatsaa?waxkaaxpowaa wa 'you did not walk';
kitsín?ixkatawa?wa 'you called him'; kitsípiissowaa(wa)?yi 'that, because you entered'; kitámmlíissowaa(wa)?yi 'that he invited you'; kooíímiíninowetiní 'if you are afraid';
oóttakofíninowetiní 'whenever I offer you a drink'.

713.1 In the imperative mode the subject is always second person, and unmarked. Number, however is marked; as usual, number is indexed by suffixes. In intransitive constructions the suffixes are -t- for the singular, -k- for the plural: niníxkíta 'sing thou!', saaksístta 'go thou out!', aa?waxkaáta 'walk thou!'; niníxkíka 'sing ye!', saaksíka 'go ye out!', aa?waxkaáka 'walk ye!'. With certain (singular) themes the singular suffix has the allomorph -tt-:
asapíksiísta 'throw, toss thou (something)!',
noxkssípapàapiksiísta 'flap thou, shake thou (something flexible, as fabric)!'. No plural examples corresponding to these constructions were collected, so it is unknown whether the same allomorphy occurs there.

In transitive animate constructions with a third person object the singular is marked by -Vs-, the plural by -o:k-;
in transitive inanimate constructions the suffixes are singular -it-, plural -ik-.

Examples of transitive animate constructions are:
isskíí?tsiisa, isskíí?tsiisaa?wa 'scare thou him, them!';
isskíí?tsyooka, isskíí?tsyookaa?wa 'scare ye him, them!';
nooxksínisa, nooxksínisaa?wa 'do thou please take his,
their picture!', nooxksínaka, nooxksínakaa?wa 'do ye
please take his, their picture!'; kóónoosa, kóónosoosa?wa
'find thou him, them!', kóónooka, kóónookaa?wa 'find ye him,
them!'; issámisa, issámmisaa?wa 'look thou at him, them!,'
issámokaa, issámokaa?wa 'look ye at him, them!'..

Examples of transitive inanimate constructions: slínáíta,
slínáitsaa?wa 'draw thou it, them!'; slínáíka, slínáikaa?wa
'draw ye it, them!'; kóóníta, kóónítaa?wa 'find thou it, them!';
kóónika, kóónikaa?wa 'find ye it, them!'; axkáníta, axkánítaa?wa
'pierce thou it, them!'; axkáníka, axkáníkaa?wa 'pierce ye it,
them'; isskumákatoota, isskumákataootaa?wa 'shoot thou it, them!';
isskumákakooka, isskumákakookaa?wa 'shoot ye it, them!'..

In constructions, which a first person singular is
object, the suffixes of the imperative are identical with
those found in intransitive constructions: nooxksikíímmokita,
nooxksikíímmokika 'pity thou, ye me!'; miiní?sskúnakakkita,
miiní?sskúnakakkika 'do thou, ye not shoot me!'. When the
object is first person plural, the number suffix for this
person is present, but there is no imperative number suffix;
constructions of this kind are therefore ambiguous, and may be
understood as having either a singular or a plural subject:
nooxksik'immokinnaan' a 'pity thou, ye us!';
miim'sskúmakakkinnaan' a 'do thou, ye not shoot us!'.

714. Inclusive first person plural constructions differ
totally from corresponding possessed noun constructions.
Verbal constructions of this kind have neither personal
prefix nor number suffix. Representative examples are:
áá'siiyoo'pa 'we sneezed'; ámmaxsá'yi 'that we invited him'
kímmapiiyoo'pa 'we are sorry'; míístapòo'pa 'we went away';
óó'kao'pa 'we slept'; otámmokssyaa'wa 'that they invited us'.
payóó'sí 'that we entered'.

715. Third and subordinate persons are marked by both pre-
fixes and suffixes. One prefix, in three allomorphs, appears
with both. Several suffixes are found, often in addition to
a prefix.

The allomorphs of the prefix are identical to those
which appear in possessed noun inflection: ø-, o-, and m-.
In those morphotactic environments in which a prefix is
required (these environments will be specified presently),
the presence of m- is predictable: m- is found with the
anaphoric preverb -aanIt- and the related -aanItap-
and with certain modal preverbs, all having an initial /a/.
ó- is found in all other environments in which a personal
prefix is obligatory.

Suffixes which are found with the personal prefixes
express different combinations of person, number, and gender. Primarily expressing number are -ina- and -yaa-. -ina- marks verbal constructions of certain modes as subordinate singular. -yaa- indicates plural number of both third and subordinate person. Primarily expressing person are third person -a, fourth person (singular) -i and -ayi, (plural) -ikI. -ikI of course references only animate persons. Also expressing gender are -i, found in transitive constructions in which the object is an inanimate third person singular, and -isti, which marks the participation in an action (object) or state (subject) by inanimate (plural) third persons.

The personal suffix -a in singular constructions is often dropped in syntactic environments in which its presence is redundant. The number-person sequence -yaawa (third person plural), and the fourth person singular sequence -inayi- are also both often shortened in syntactic environments in which the (full) forms are redundant. -yaawa is replaced by -i, -inayi by -ini. -yaawa is also generally dropped when the modal signs -waikI-, waiti- (negative indicative mode, respectively animate and inanimate plural) is present. Animate forms in which -yaawa has been deleted then appear superficially to be examples of transitive constructions with a third person singular subject: i?nitsi?iwriks 'he killed them' vs. ma?tsi?niwriks(yaa?wa)'they did not die!'.
715.1 In the indicative modes, the third person is not marked by a prefix; that is, the ə- allomorph of the personal prefix is found. The suffix -a (preceded by the plural suffix -yaa- in plural constructions) is always found, unless deleted by a syntactic rule, with all third person constructions except certain inanimate plural stative constructions. These have ə-isti, preceded of course by -yaa-. In transitive inanimate constructions, the inanimate participant (object) may also be indexed by singular -i, plural -isti. Examples: ááʔ waxkaasʔ wa, ááʔ waxkaayaaʔ wa 'he, they walked'; mááʔ waxkaaswaatsya, mááʔ waxkaawéiks(yaaʔ wa) 'he, they did not walk'; siksínámʔ ma, siksínámmyaaʔ wa 'he, they are black'; nitsíʔ nitaʔ wa, nitsíʔ nitayaʔ wa 'I killed him, them'; iʔ nitsíʔ tway, iʔ nitsíʔ tyaaway 'he, they killed him'; iʔ nitsíʔ wéiks 'he killed them'; iʔ nitaʔ wa, iʔ nitayaʔ wa 'somebody killed him, them'; nitáʔ waxkaniiʔ pa, nitáʔ waxkaniiʔ pyaaʔ wa 'I am piercing, sewing it, them'; ááʔ waxkániimay, ááʔ waxkániiméwets 'he (3) is piercing it, them'; ááʔ waxkániimisyi, ááʔ waxkániiméwets 'he (4) is piercing it, them'; axkániiʔ pa, axkániiʔ pyéwets 'it, they are pierced'.

715.2 Subordinate person has ə- in the inverse paradigms of the transitive inflections, but no prefix elsewhere. In singular intransitive and stative constructions the number suffix -ina- is found, followed by -i, the gender-person
suffix. The plural suffixes are -yaa-ikI. In transitive constructions in which the other participant is first or second person, fourth person singular is indicated by -ayi, the plural by -yaa-ikI. When the other participant in a transitive construction is third person animate, fourth person singular is marked by -i, fourth person plural by -ikI. When the other participant in the transitive construction is inanimate, the fourth person singular subject is marked by -ina-; plural examples are not available, but a subordinate person plural subject would probably be marked by -yaa-ikI. The normal inanimate markers -i and -isti may follow these. Examples: áá’waxkëýnay, áá’waxkaayéêke 'he, they walked'; máátáawaxkaawaatsiiñay 'he did not walk' (no form is available for negative subordinate plural); siksinámminay, siksinámmyéêke 'he, they are black'; nitsí’nitsíñay, nitsí’nitayéêke 'I killed him, them (4)'; i’nitsííwa(y), i’nitsííwë(iks) 'he (3) killed him, them (4)'; otsí’onikka(y), otsí’onikke(iks) 'he (4) killed him, them (3)'; áá’waxkáníimina’yi, áá’waxkáníimintítsé 'he (4) is piercing it, them'. Examples with subordinate plural subject are not available.

715.3 In the imperative modes, a third person object is marked by -a; when the object is plural, -yaa- precedes. Numerous examples are given above in section 713.1. A fourth person singular object has -ayi: i’nítsíisa’yi 'kill thou him!'.
No example was collected of an imperative with a subordinate plural object.

715.4 One of the modes of the dependent order, the unreal, appears to have the same allomorphic distributions as in the indicative. By accident, only one unreal form is found in the author's corpus, but Uhlenbeck's paradigms of the unreal mode (Concise Grammar, paragraph 87, page 170) include examples of third and subordinate person; it is on the basis of these that the above statement is made.

715.5 In intransitive constructions of the conjunctive modes, third person has the prefix o-; there is no suffix in the singular, but in the plural, -yaa-wa is found: Ñ?muxtsakspa '(hole) which she came out of', otsítokooiyipì 'where he lives', otsítshistoosì 'that he came'; otsísístapaa?passapssyaawaa 'when they looked around', otsáá?waxkaaxsyaa?wa 'because they walked'.

Transitive constructions have o- only when neither participant is first or second person. The singular has no suffix when the other participant is a higher person or another lower person not indexed in the construction; however, if the other lower person is represented in the construction, the third person suffix -a appears. Plural third person is always indicated; the marker, as usual, is -yaa-wa. If the other participant is inanimate third person, this is indicated by the suffixes -i and -isti. Representative examples are:
otsskö?tsyaaxsyä?yi, otsskö?tsyaaxsyawä?yi 'that he, they scared him (4)'; otsskö?katooxsi, otsskö?katooxsyä?yi otsskö?katooxsyawä?yi 'that he, they kicked it', otsskö?katooxsyä?ysts, otsskö?katooxsyayä?ysts 'that he, they kicked them'. With these compare: kitámmliiissi, kitámmliiissyaawä 'that he, they invited you (sg)'; saawá?maxsi 'that we did not invite him'; nitskö?katooxsinnaam?i 'that we kicked it'; kitsskö?tsliissowaayaawä 'that they scared you'.

715.6 Subordinate person in the conjunctive modes has the prefix o- in intransitive constructions; in the singular, the suffix -ayi (found also in possessed noun constructions) always appears with the prefix; in the plural appear the suffixes -yaa-ikI: òm?uxtsipiixpyäw 'why she came in'. òm?uxto?tatoo?isspyäw 'how he was sacred', otáo?tooosyëks 'when they came'.

In transitive animate constructions subordinate persons have no prefix, but they are marked by the same suffixes as in the indicative modes in (715.2): otsskö?tsliisyä?yi 'that he (4) scared him (3)'; kitámmliiissya?yi, kitámmliiissyëks 'that he, they invited you (sg)'; saawá?maxsyä?yi, saawá?maxsyëks 'that we did not invite him, them'.

Examples are not available for transitive inanimate constructions in which the animate participant is fourth person.
715.7 The affixes which mark third and subordinate persons in
the subjunctive moles are identical to those found in the con-
junctive modes, except that personal prefixes never appear in
the subjunctive. Only a few examples are given.

For third person intransitive: koo?pu?si, koo?pusya?wa 'if he,
they feared'; pay?isi, pay?isyaa?wa 'if he, they entered';
n?ixk?isi, n?ixk?isya?wa 'if he, they sang';
saawa?a?w?áxkanyaakisi, saawa?a?w?áxkanyaakisyaa?wa 'if he, they
are not sewing'.

For fourth person intransitive: oo?káásyá?yi, oo?káásyë?ka 'if
pay?isyá?y?i, pay?isyë?ka 'if he, they entered'.

For third and subordinate persons transitive:
'if they (3) scared him, them (4)'; isskí?tsyaotsiini?kya?y?i,
isskí?tsyaotsiini?kë?ks 'if he, they (4) scared him (3)'.

720. Inflection for order and mode. Each of these cat-
egories is marked overtly in some or all of the paradigmatic
forms of verbs. Order and mode are everywhere indicated by
suffixes.

721. The independent order is marked in some constructions,
not in others. The suffix which marks the independent order is
-a.

In the indicative mode, in intransitive constructions, -a is found only in higher person plural constructions:
nitááʔwàxkànyàaksiχpinnaaʔa, ááʔwàxkànyàakyoʔpa,
kitááʔwàxkànyàaksiχpowaa(wa)wà 'we (exclusive and inclusive),
you (pl) are sewing'. -a appears in transitive constructions
in which both participants are higher persons, at least one
of which is plural: kitááʔwàxkànyoyoxpowaʔa 'I am piercing you (pl)';
kitááʔwàxkànyookiχpinnaaʔa 'you (sg and pl) are piercing us'.

In the negativ-interrogative mode, -a is found in all in-
transitive higher person paradigmatic forms:
nimááʔataʔwàxkànyàaksiχpa 'I am not sewing';
nimááʔataʔwàxkànyàaksiχpinnaaʔa 'we (incl) are not sewing';
kimááʔataʔwàxkànyàaksiχpowaa(wa)wà 'you (pl) are not sewing'.
-a appears in transitive constructions only when both parti-
cipants are higher persons: kimááʔataʔwàxkànyoyoxpa 'we (excl) are
not piercing you (sg and pl); kimááʔataʔwàxkànyoyoxpowaa(wa)wà
'I am not piercing you (pl)'.

In the imperative mode -a is found in all intransitive
constructions, but in transitive constructions only when both
participants are higher persons. Examples are: aʔwàxkàʔata
'walk thou!'; kímmokita 'pity thou me!'; kímmokinnaaʔa
'pity thou, ye us!'.

The dependent order is overtly marked in all paradigmatic forms, both intransitive and transitive. The suffix of the dependent order is -i. Several examples from this order (conjunctive, subjunctive) have already been cited in preceding sections. Only a few additional typical examples will be given here:

nitsyoókaaxsinnaani 'because we slept'; kitsyoókaani 'because you (sg) slept'; kitsipissowaa(wa)yí 'that you (pl) entered'; naanists'amaxpinnaanyaa?wa 'as we looked after them'; oottakowaaxsyā?yí 'because he (3) offered him (4) a drink'; kitalamliissowaawayiyaa?wa 'because they (3) invited you (pl)'; nitaamlissi 'because he invited me'; kittingitsyoxsi 'that you (sg) scared me'; sayitkatooxsi 'because we (incl) kicked it'; kayóoporo?ki 'if we (incl) feared'; nimixkinnaaniki 'if we (excl) sang'; sasipimini 'if I do not enter'; siinaakinnaniki 'if you (sg or pl) drew us, drew our picture'; i?nitaaksi 'if he is killed'; aaskyáaxkyaa?wa 'if they get hit'; isski?tsyootsiinowéënikyaa?wa 'if they scare you (pl)'; slitkatóosya?yí 'if he kicks it'.

Examples of the unreal mode are given by Uhlenbeck in paragraph 87 (pages 169-171) of his Concise Grammar of
Blackfoot. Representative examples of this mode (taken from the referenced section of Uhlenbeck's grammar) are:

áxkstaísikstakiuopíau 'they (3) would bite';
káxkstaísiksipauàuopí 'you (pl) would bite him (3);
náxkstaísiks sixpinanopíaists 'we (excl) would bite them (inan)';
saoítuopí 'if it had rained'; níkómsimixtopí 'if I might drink!'

723. The suffixes found in modal inflection appear in most cases in several allomorphs, including (very rarely) zero.
In all but the subjunctive and unreal modes the modal suffix (or suffixes) follow the theme directly in intransitive and stative constructions; in transitive constructions, again excepting the same modes, the modal suffix is found immediately following the relator suffix, if one is present, following the theme, if a relator suffix is missing. The position of the modal tag in subjunctive and unreal constructions varies depending upon which persons are represented in the construction.

Described first are the modal affixes which appear in constructions belonging to the independent order.

725. The indicative mode has an overt modal tag in intransitive constructions only in the plural higher persons. In transitive constructions the modal suffix is found only when
both participants are higher persons, one of which is plural. The indicative suffix has three allomorphs. The allomorph -Sp- is found in transitive animate constructions with an indefinite subject, inclusive first person plural object: áa?kyootsspa 'we got hit, someone hit us'; áakitaototsyootsapa 'we shall be burned up, someone will burn us up';

In inclusive first person plural intransitive constructions the allomorph -o?p- is found: áá?waxkànyaakyo?papa 'we are sewing'; ááwaa?waxkaqapa 'we are walking, we are moving on foot'. In all other marked constructions the allomorph -Sp- is found. nitáá?waxkànyaakixpinnaañ?a 'we (excl) are sewing'; kitáá?waxkànyaakixpowaa?wa 'you (pl) are sewing'; kitáá?waxkànyaakixpowaa?wa 'I am piercing you (pl),
kitáá?waxkànyoookixpinnaañ?a 'you (sg and pl) are piercing us'. Otherwise the indicative mode is represented by the absence of a modal suffix: nitáá?waxkànyaaki 'I am sewing'; ááwaa?waxkaayaa?wa 'they are walking, moving on foot'; nitsí?nita?wa 'I killed him (3)'; nitsí?nitayaa?wa 'I killed them (3)'; i?nitsiway 'he (3) killed him (4)'; i?nitáyaa?wa 'somebody killed them, they were killed'; kitáníkkæks 'they (4) told you (sg)'; kitásaakanistu 'I am going to tell you (sg)'; nitánistannañ?a 'we told
him'; kitsí?katoo?pow.ayaa?wa 'you (pl) kicked them (inanimate 3)'.

726. The negative-interrogative mode is marked in all paradigmatic forms. With higher persons the suffix appears in allomorphs which are homophonous with those of the indicative mode, viz. -o?p- with intransitive inclusive first person plural, -Sp- elsewhere. With lower persons different allomorphs are found for singular and plural. Singular has -aatí-\(^1\), plural has

\(^1\)Several forms were collected in which the modal suffix has the shape -aatikI-. Uhlenbeck mentions this shape of the suffix (Concise Grammar, paragraph 81, page 151), and suggests that the two are possibly not interchangeable. Substitutibility was not specifically tested, but there seems to be no obstacle to considering the two shapes as equivalent.

animate -aikI, inanimate -aisti-. Intransitive examples are:

máatáawaxkânyaakyo?pa 'we (incl) are not sewing',
nimáatáawaxkânyaakirpa 'I am not sewing';
máatáawaxkânyaakiwaatsya 'he is not sewing';
káta?waa?waxkânyaakiwêiksya?wa 'are they sewing?'.

In transitive constructions including at least one lower person the modal suffix is that of the lower person:

nimáatáawaxkânyaawaatsya, nimáatáawaxkânyaawêiksya?wa, nimáatáawaxkânyaawëistsya?wa 'I am not piercing him, them (an and inan); máatokimmiwaatsi?ya?i 'he (3) was not angry with him (4)', omáatsinnòkaatsya?i 'he (4) did not catch
her (3)' . Otherwise in transitive constructions the allomorph
-Sp- is found: kimaádtatarwaxkanyoxpa 'I am not piercing you',
kimaádtatarwaxkanyookipinnaa'ma 'you (sg. and pl) are not
piercing us'.

727. The modal suffix of the historical mode is -isk-.
Representative examples are: ánnayaxixka 'there he (3) was,
as the story goes'; máttiixtarapwaxkaayixka 'now they say
he (3) was walking all around again'; áótoiyixka 'it was going to
be spring, they say'; itónootsiyixka 'he (3) was said to be hungry';
ootsipinám'asixka 'she was purportedly very dirty-looking';
áórtomapustaxkooxsiyixkyyaara 'and then it is the tradition
that they (3) began to sicken'; stámoortoyiyixka'yi 'so they say
that she (3) then took him (4)'; itaniyixkina'yi 'he (4) is sup-
posed to have said'; otsíntanikkixkëksi 'they (4) are then
supposed to have said to him (3)'.

728. The imperative mode has no modal suffix, but its status
as a separate mode is clearly defined by its syntax and by its
inflection for person and number.

729. There are four modal affixes which appear in constructions
belonging to the dependent order. The description of these
affixes follows.

730. The suffix which marks the conjunctive mode appears in
two allomorphs; -és- is found in intransitive inclusive
first person plural constructions, the allomorph -S- is
found elsewhere. In this affix is often represented un-
predictably by /ʔ/ (355). Examples: payóšsi 'that we (incl) entered'; kitsišši 'that you (sg) entered'; otsikóopóšsi 'that he fears'; otááššiíššyáyi 'that he (4) sneezed'; nititéšpikššínnaaniš 'that we (excl) are pounding'; kitsíššpikššowaaš 'that you are pounding'; otsínmiipitsšyáwa 'because they were continually laughing'; otóótooxštškši 'that they (4) came'; otsšíššyišsyaaxsáyi 'that he (3) scared him (4)'; otámámxsyaawšškši 'that they (3) invited them (4); ámsšmaxši 'that we (incl) invited him'; kitsíššmaxšwaaš 'that you (pl) invited him (3)'; asášíšášši 'when he was hit'; nitsšíšshiššyáwa 'that they scared me'; otámokššyáyi 'that he (4) invited us'; nitááššyookoxšši 'when I got hit'; kíššsinšši 'that I am drawing your picture'; otsšíškátooxšši 'that he kicked it'.

730.1 With intransitive themes in -aa is found an alternative conjunctive suffix. This suffix is -n-. No example is available for the inclusive first person plural, so it is unknown whether such constructions contain a distinct allomorph. Exclusive first person plural constructions (actually only one example was collected) have a zero allomorph of -n-. (It is evident that the morphophonemic sequence /nInnaan/ has been shortened by haplogony.) Examples of the -n- conjunctive are: nitsóóškaanš 'that I was asleep'; máškuxškoyoomooš 'that he (3) might copulate' (the reference
is to a stallion); nitsóó?kannaan?i 'that we were asleep';
kitsoó?kaanowaa(wa)yí 'that you (pl) slept';
máxksipasskaanyaa?wa 'that they (3) might dance';
oóotakaom?axkaanybuzz 'that they (4) were running in a
circle'.

731. The relative conjunctive is marked by a suffix -Sp-.
There is only one allomorph, although ||S|| sometimes appears
as /?/ rather than as a fricative. A few representative
examples are: nitsítäopiixpi 'where I am sitting';
maanistáii?po?yixpi 'how she (3) was talking'; otán?ixpi
'what he (3) says'; otsítapasaam?ixpyará?yi 'where he (4) went to
hunt'; otsítakayll?pi 'where there is much of it';
om?uxtáesomo?sspi 'where she (3) goes for water';
kítàakitaopiixpowaa?yi 'where you (pl) will live';
óm?uxtaapawaa?waxkaarpwaa?wa 'how they (3) travelled around';
maanistáopiixpyexiks 'how they (4) were sitting';
naanistssám?maxpinnaan?i 'how we looked after them';
itsífrnitaxpi 'where he (3) was killed'; kituxkótuxpi 'which I
give you'; máxksyowatooxpi 'which he (3) might eat'.

732. The suffix which marks the subjunctive has extensive
allomorphy. Moreover, the position of the modal suffix in
higher person subjunctive constructions is always after the
number suffix, if one is present. All other modal suffixes,
and indeed most of the lower person allomorphs of the subjunctive suffix, appear between the theme and the number suffix (intransitive and stative) or between the relator and the number suffix (transitive).

732.1 Three allomorphs of the subjunctive suffix are found in higher person intransitive constructions. In the singular and second person plural the allomorph -iinik- is found. First person plural inclusive has -o7k-, first person plural exclusive has -ik-.\(^1\) The subjunctive tag which appears in all

\(^1\)On the analogy of the other paradigmatic forms, one would expect the exclusive first person plural to have -iinik-. The absence of the portion containing \(\|n\|\) is probably to be explained by the phonological environment in this construction, where /n/ is found in each of the two preceding syllables. Recall that the -n- conjunctive (730.1) has a zero allomorph in exclusive first person plural also.

lower person intransitive constructions is -s-. Before this allomorph many, but not all, long vowels are shortened. This shortening was not investigated with informants, so the rules governing it are unknown.

732.2 The allomorphs found in transitive constructions which include a higher person are the same as in the intransitive, except that in direct paradigms, constructions which include an inclusive first person plural have a subjunctive suffix.
of the shape -Sk-. In the inverse paradigms the same constructions have the suffix -s-, except that in constructions with an indefinite actor, -Sk- is again found.

732.3 Transitive constructions in which both participants are lower persons also have considerable allomorphy of the subjunctive suffix. In the direct paradigms, when the (animate) third person is singular, the allomorph -s- is found. When the (animate) third person is plural, either -s- or -Ss- is found, apparently interchangeably. In the inverse paradigms, when the third person is singular the subjunctive suffix has the shape -iinik-. When the third person is plural, either -s- or -iinik- is found, again apparently interchangeably. In transitive constructions with an indefinite third person subject, the allomorph -Sk- appears.

Examples of intransitive subjunctive constructions are:

koo?puummiinikii, koo?puuffnikii 'if I, you (sg) fear';
koo?puummiinowenikii, koo?puufnowenikii (the ||a:|| which forms part of this contraction is of course not a part of the subjunctive suffix) 'if you (pl) fear'; koo?puo?ki 'if we (incl) fear';
koo?puumminaanikii, koo?puunaanikii 'if we (excl) fear'; oo?kasi 'if he (3) sleeps'; payisaiyi 'if he (4) comes in'; koo?pu?gaya?wa 'when they (3) are afraid'; nin?inxkissksi 'when they (4) sing'; espotasi 'when it is snowing'; immisi 'when it (water) is deep';
askawusi 'when there is a lot of it'; niipusi 'when it is summer'.

Examples of transitive subjunctive constructions are:
isskii?tsyewenikyariy 'if I, you (sg) scare him (3)'; ottakowennikyariy 'if I, you (sg) give him (4) a drink'; isskii?tsyootsinikyawa 'if they scare me, you (sg)'; ottakoo?tsinowennikyeeksi 'if they (4) give you (pl) a drink'; ottakoo?kinnowennikyari 'if you (pl) give me a drink'; isskii?tsyoooknanaikyari 'if you (sg and pl) scare us (excl)'; siinowennanikyari 'if we (excl) draw his picture'; isskii?tsyaaxki 'if we (incl) scare him'; aapkyootsksi 'if we (incl) get hit'; siri?katoo?kyeeestsi 'if we (incl) kick them'; ottakoo?ki 'if he gives us (incl) a drink'; isskii?tsyoookisyawaw 'if they (3) scare us (incl)'

siri?katoo?yaayi 'if he (3) kicks it'; siri?katoo?geestsi 'if he (3) kicks them'; isskii?tsyaaxki 'if he (3) scares them (4)'; isskii?tsyaawaway 'if they (3) scare him (4)'; oxtookisatstsinikyeeksi 'if they (4) interpret for him (3); ottakoo?tsinikyariy 'if he (4) gives him (3) a drink'; ottakoo?tsyaaweeksi 'if they (4) give them (3) a drink'; amaiistsistotsitstsinikiauik (from Uhlenbeck) 'when they (4) bother them (3) too much'.

733. Forms in the unreal mode virtually do not occur in the author's field materials. The description of the affixes which mark this mode is thus based on Uhlenbeck's paradigms and examples,
found in paragraph 87 (pages 169–171) of his *Concise Blackfoot Grammar*.

Intransitive (stative?) constructions appear to have two suffixes in the higher persons; lower persons have only one suffix, identical in shape to the second suffix of higher persons. The first suffix follows the theme directly. The second suffix follows the number suffix (if one is present) in higher person constructions, but comes directly after the theme in lower person constructions. There are three allomorphs of the first suffix. In inclusive first person plural constructions is found an allomorph which is probably -oʔt-. In other plural higher person constructions the allomorph has the shape -Sp-. In the singular an allomorph -St- is found. The exact shape of the second suffix is not certain, but in the author's single unreal form it is recorded as -op-. Uhlenbeck agrees with this recording.

Examples of intransitive forms are taken from the cited pages of Uhlenbeck's grammar:

áxkstaisistikostakiontopi 'we (incl) would bite';
náxkstaisistikixpinanopni 'we (excl) would bite';
kitsinikxkàspuauopni 'if you (pl) would show fight';
nikámoxkèmixtopi 'if I might but marry'; kikámoxkaiixtopi 'were it but possible that you came home'; ikámoxkaiiuopni
'were it but possible that he came home';
áxkstaisıkstakiuopinaı 'he (4) would bite';
áxkstaisıkstakiuopiau 'they would bite'.

Transitive constructions are of two types. When both
participants are higher persons there are two suffixes,
exactly as in intransitive constructions. Examples are
again from Uhlenbeck, paragraphs 87 and 100 of the Concise
Grammar: káxkstanistotospuauopı 'I would treat you (pi) in
that way'; káxkstaisiksipokixtopı 'you would bite me'.

Other transitive constructions have only the second suffix.

In constructions which include a higher person the suffix
follows the number suffix, if one i. present; if no number
suffix is present, the modal suffix follows the relator.

In lower person constructions the modal suffix follows the
relator and precedes the personal suffixes:
nikaminánatauopı 'if I might but own him'; áxkstaisiksipaupi
'we (incl) would bite him'; náxkstaisiksipokinopinaı 'they
would bite us (excl)'; káxkstaisiksipauopiau 'you (pl) would
bite them'; kikómauatoxtupı 'were it but possible that you
might eat it'; áxkstaisiksipiuopı(aie) 'he (3) would bite
him (4)'; máxkstaisiksipokupi(nie) 'he (4) would bite him (3)'.

740. Morphology of the relators. With the exception of
virtually all imperatives, all transitive constructions contain a relator. The relator is necessary because the personal affixes index only the participants in an action, but never define their role with respect to each other, as has already been noted (485).

In numerous ways, Blackfoot grammar formalizes six possible groupings among participants in a verbal action. These were specified in section 485, and the reader is referred to this section for review; these are the major meanings of the relators. Additional (minor) meanings will be specified together with the description of the relator.

741. Allomorphy of the relators. In the following paragraphs the allomorphy of each relator will be described. The sequential order of the relators will be as listed in section 485; where the allomorphs differ according to the mode of their construction, their order will follow the listing of modes in sections 483 and 484. When the allomorphs differ further according to the subject of the construction, they will be discussed in the traditional order of persons, i.e., first before second, second before third, third before fourth.

742. The first relator indexes action by first or second persons on lower persons. The relator also indicates action by an indefinite actor on the same persons. Constructions of the latter kind are often translated by English passive constructions,
for example "he was seen", "they got burned".

In all paradigms of both orders the relator has the shape -a:-.

Independent examples are the following:
nimáátsinnawaatsya 'I did not seize him (3)';
táakukoxsawáatañay 'I will visit him (4)';
nitánístannaanwa 'we (excl) told him (3)'; iixkoónowwa 'we (incl) found him (3)'; kikátíʔsiksiʔxp a 'did you (sg) bite him (3)?'; kitááqwaxkányawaa(wa)?yi 'you (pl) are piercing him (4)'; inúaáwa 'he (3) was seen, somebody saw him'; aanístání 'he (4) was called'; iʔságjéks 'they (4) got burned, somebody burned them'.

Dependent examples are the following:
nituxkoónowaxsi 'when I found him (3)'; nitsáʔissakimmaxsi 'that I did not forget him (3)'; nitám?maaxsinnaanyeexsi 'that we (excl) invited them (4)'; am?maaxsyááwa 'that we (incl) invited them (3)'; saawám?maxxi 'that we did not invite him (3)'; kitám?maaxsyáʔyi 'that you (sg) invited him (4)'; káxkuxcanistsiʔnitaxpi 'how you (sg) can kill her (3)'; itsíʔnitaxpi 'where he (3) was killed, where somebody killed him'; aʔkyááxsyaawwa 'that they (3) got hit, that somebody hit them'; isskíʔtsyéjníki 'if, when I, you (sg) scare him (3)'; siínawannaaniki 'if, when we (excl) draw him (3)'; ikkám?sgiğiʔsinaxkyéjks 'if we (incl) do not draw them (4)'.
siináwanowéénikyaàwa 'when you (pl) draw them (3)';
isskunátaxki 'if he (3) was shot at, if somebody shot at him';
áap'kyaxkyaa?wa 'when they (3) get hit, when somebody hits them';
ë?ittaxyà?yi 'when he (4) is skinned, when somebody skins him'; nítsoóaaa?pitsinikowaawopí 'if I told him (3) well';
nikkaminánumatawopí (normalized from Uhlenbeck) 'if I might but own him (3); nákxstanistotafuupí (from Uhlenbeck) 'I would treat him (3) in that way'; kákxstaisiksípauàuopí (from Uhlenbeck) 'if you (pl) might but bite them (3)'.

743. The second relator indexes action by third or fourth persons on subordinate persons.

In the paradigms of the independent order and in the unreal mode of the dependent order, this relator has the shape -ii-.

Examples from the independent order:
itsínííwaà?yi 'he (3) seized him (subordinate)';
itsíspsstsámmiwéiks 'he (3) looked in at them (subordinate)';
ssootamuxpokaxkayiimmíyaawéiks 'then they (3) went home with them (subordinate)'; mástuxkoonoiyíwéiksyaawà?yi 'they (3) did not find him (subordinate)'; mátxoowísaxsaíe (from Uhlenbeck) 'he (3) was not angry with him (subordinate); stámoo?toyíiyxikà?yi 'they say that she (3) then took him (subordinate)';
ìtanístaisixkíksi 'they say that he (3) told them (subordinate);
i7nitsííyiínaà?yi 'he (4) killed him (subordinate)';
mátopátsinaiak (from Uhlenbeck) 'he (4) does not carry them (subordinate)'; itánisopkoxtoyák (from Uhlenbeck) 'then they (4) would sail down towards him (subordinate)'.

Examples from the unreal mode (all from Uhlenbeck):
ákstaisiksipiupi (ail) 'if he (3) might but bite him (subordinate)'; ákstaisiksipiupiak 'if he (3) might but bite them (subordinate)'; ákstaisiksipiupina 'if he (4) might but bite him (subordinate)'.

In the conjunctive and subjunctive modes the relator has the shape -a:-.

Representative conjunctive examples are the following:
otsípsókin'axsâyí 'that he (3) did not doctor him (subordinate)'; otássamíaxpyáyí 'where he (3) was looking at him (subordinate)'; sanístsi'naxpyaawéiks 'how they (3) killed them (subordinate)'; otskip'ityaxsyaawéyí 'that they (3) scared him (subordinate)'; máxksíníxkataxyéiks 'that he (3) should call to them (subordinate)'; otámíaxsyaawéiksí 'that they (3) invited them (subordinate)'; máxkitsyóowataxpysaawéiks (subordinate)'; 'where they (3) could eat them (subordinate)'; otsípsókapíksistaxsaiks (from Uhlenbeck) 'when they (4) threw the robes from them (subordinate).

Subjunctive examples are the following: ikkanitasyáyí 'if he kills her'; saayínitasyaawáyí 'if they (3) did not kill him (subordinate)'; aťisskip'syaaxsyaawáyí 'when they (3)
scare him (subordinate)'; ottako'wasyaaw'iksi, ottako'wasyaaw'iksi 'when they (3) offer them (subordinate) a drink'.

744. The third relator indexes action by first persons on second persons. This relator has the shape -o- everywhere.

Representative examples of constructions containing this relator are as follows: kimáá'tuxkottuxkii'matuxpa 'I cannot marry you (sg)'; kitáánistuxpowa'wa 'I told you (pl)'; kitáa'aksiní'nuxpinna'a 'we (excl) will seize you (sg, pl)'; kituxkòtuxpi 'which I give you (sg)'; káxkstá'uxkótuxsi 'that I probably did not give to you (sg)'; kitám'nuxsowa(wa)?yi 'that I invited you (pl)'; kité'é'inxoxsinna'mi 'that we are photographing you (sg, pl)'; a'ottako'inni 'when I give you (sg) a drink'; isski?tsyumnaaniki 'if we scared you (sg, pl)'; káxkstaisiksipoxtopi (from Uhlenbeck) 'I would bite (have bitten) you (sg)'; káxkstaisiksipoxpinanopi (from Uhlenbeck) 'we would bite (have bitten) you (sg, pl)'.

745. The fourth relator indexes action by any person on any higher person. Also indexed by this relator is action by an indefinite actor on first and second persons. There are a number of allomorphs of this relator; the distributions of the allomorphs are conditioned by the mode, paradigmatic form, and in some cases, even by the preceding theme-final consonant.
745.1 Many of the allomorphs have an initial  ||c||. When a transitive theme ends in  ||t||, the  ||o|| of an immediately-following relator allomorph is always dropped, leaving the theme-final  ||t|| and the first consonant of the relator allomorph in contact. When this consonant is  ||k||, the theme-final  ||t|| appears as /k/ at the phonemic level. This has already been described (section 355), but it is useful to repeat it here in order to make comprehensible some of the examples cited in the following paragraphs.

Although only one morpheme is involved, description of the allomorphs is most convenient if presented in groups which are the reverse of groups 1, 2, and 3.

745.2 The first subgroup of this category specifies action by third or fourth persons on first or second persons. Also here is action on first or second persons by an indefinite person; the latter is always singular.

In the indicative modes, action on first person plural is indicated by an allomorph of the shape -o:kî-. -o:kî- is found with other first and second persons. Examples are:

- nitsinô'kinnaánína?yi 'he (4) saw us (excl)';
- nitsínokinnaanýayawá 'they grabbed us (excl)';
- náam?ixkakkiwa 'he called to us (incl)'; náánookiyyawá 'they (3) saw us (incl)'; nítáníkka 'he (3) told me';
áakitsisttsinʔaxkookwaamʔwa 'he (3) will give you (pl) supplies, rations'; kimáttuxk kokkwaayaaʔwa 'they (3) also gave you (pl)'. Examples with fourth person subject were not collected.

When action is by an indefinite actor, first person plural constructions have an allomorph of the shape -o:ti-, while elsewhere the allomorph -o:ko- occurs. Examples are rather frequently encountered, and are usually translated by the Indians with an English passive constructions. Examples: nitáʔtulʔmotsspinaanʔa 'we (excl) get blamed, people blame us'; nisíoʔtaminpyootsspinaanʔa 'we (excl) were then taken downstairs, then they brought us downstairs'; áʔkyootsspa 'we (incl) got hit, someone hit us'; áxkanyootsspa 'we (incl) were pierced, they pierced us'; nitáʔaʔkyookoʔwa 'I got hit, someone hit me'; káxkitsiʔnikkooʔwa 'get yourself (sg) killed, may someone kill you (sg)'; kitaxkanyookoʔwaamʔwa 'you (pl) were pierced, someone doctored you by piercing'.

In the conjunctive mode, action by a definite actor has the allomorph -o:ki- when the other participant is inclusive first person plural, -iiyi- elsewhere. No examples of the relative conjunctive were discovered or collected, but the allomorphs of the latter (on the analogy of other subgroups belonging to relator number 4) are probably -o:ki- and -iiyi-.
When the actor is indefinite, the allomorphs are as in the indicative.

Representative examples are: otamokssi 'that he (3) invited us (incl)'; otamoksyəyi 'that he (4) invited us (incl)'; otsskidtsyookssyaa?wa 'that they (3) scared us (incl)'; otsskidtsyookssyəksi 'that they (4) scared us (incl)'; otanikksyaa?wa 'that they (3) told us (incl)'; kitamliyissi 'that he (3) invited you (sg)'; kitamliyissyəksi 'that they (4) invited me'; nitaništsliyissinnaanyaa?wa 'that they (3) told us (excl)'; kitskidtsišiyissowaayəyi 'that he (4) scared you (pl)'.

Examples of forms with indefinite actor are:

nitāarkyootsspinnaan?a 'that we (excl) got hit, that someone hit us'; āarkyootsspa 'that we (incl) got hit, that someone hit us'; nitāarkyookkoxsi 'that I got hit, that someone hit me'; kitāarkyookkoxsowaa?yi 'that you (pl) got hit, that someone hit you'.

In the subjunctive mode, first person plural inclusive constructions with a definite actor have -o:ki-, but other paradigmatic forms have -o:ti-. Allomorphy in constructions with an indefinite actor is as in the indicative modes.

Examples of subjunctive forms with a definite actor are:
siinäkksi 'if he (3) draws us (incl), draws our picture';
ottakoóksiyâ'yi 'if he (4) offers us (incl) a drink';
isskiiptsyoookisyaarwa 'if they (3) scare us (incl)';
siísînaaxtsiini 'if he (3) does not draw my, your picture';
ottakoótseinikeyâ'yi 'if he (4) offers me, you a drink';
isskiiptsyoootsinaanikyâarwa 'if they (3) scare us (excl)';
isskiiptsyoootseinowâ'niyâksi 'if they (4) scare you (pl)'.

Subjunctive forms with indefinite actor:
ikkamâáalkyootsinanîkinik 'if we (excl) get hit, if someone hits us';
ikkamâáalkyootssski 'if we (incl) get hit, if someone hits us';
áalkyookooyiini 'if I get hit, if someone hits me';
ikkamâáalkyookooqoowînîki 'if you (pl) get hit, if someone hits you'.

In the unreal mode, action by a definite actor is indicated by the same allomorphs as in the indicative modes; no examples of forms with an indefinite actor are available, but the allomorphy should also be as in the indicative.

Examples with a definite actor (all from Uhlenbeck) are: nááxkstaisiksipokinanopuau 'they (3) would bite (have bitten) us (excl)'; ááxkstaisiksipokiopi 'he (3) would bite (have bitten) us (incl)'; nááxkstaisiksipokopki 'he (3) would bite (have bitten) me'; kááxkstaisiksipokoqopopua 'they would bite (have bitten) you (pl)'.

745.3 The second subgroup of this category specifies action by subordinate persons on third or fourth persons.
In the indicative modes the relator appears in two allomorphs. When the lower persons involved in the action are singular, the relator has the shape -o:t-كريه=. When the same persons are plural, the relator is -o:t-kw=Expires.

The following are examples with singular lower person(s):
otsitstinooksi=Expires 'she (subordinate) saw him (3)';
otsi: coins!=Expires 'according to the story he (subordinate) a-l-m-o-s-t bit him (3)';
ootsitanikk=Expires 'he (subordinate) is said to have told him (3)';
sootamatsiisookksi=Expires 'they (subordinate) fed him (3) again';
ootsitawaanikk=Expires 'they (subordinate) are supposed to have told him (3)';
ootstsikim=Expires (from Uhlenbeck) 'by whom he was suspected' (i.e., 'he (subordinate) suspected him (4)').

Examples with plural lower person(s) are:
osootamksinsink=Expires (from Uhlenbeck) 'they were known by him' (i.e., 'he (subordinate) knew them (3)');
ootsitanik=Expires 'she (subordinate) supposedly told them (3)';
ootsitao?to=tokwayaawelksi 'they (subordinate) came to get them (3).'</p>

In the conjunctive modes there are two relator allomorphs. In the conjunctive mode the relator has the shape -iiyi-==Expires. In the relative conjunctive mode the relator appears to have the shape -iiyi-==Expires.

Conjunctive examples: otamliyissy=Expires 'that he (subor-
dinate) invited him (3)'; otámmliyissylélksi 'that they (subordinate) invited him (3); otsskípslíyissyaawáryi 'that he (subordinate) scared them (3)'; otsskípslíyissyaawélksi 'that they (subordinate) scared them (3)'.

Examples of this relator in relative conjunctive constructions are taken from Uhlenbeck. Only forms with singular persons were encountered: móxtakomilíxpiaie 'that he (subordinate) might love her (3)'; otánistutóíxpiai 'which he (subordinate) does to him (3)'.

In the subjunctive mode the relator has the shape -o:tI- everywhere: ikkám?stsímímmotsíiníkyá?yi 'if she (subordinate) hates him (3)'; ottakóótsíiníkyélksi 'if they (subordinate) give him (3) a drink'; isskíptsyootsíiníkyélksi 'if they (subordinate) scared him (3)'; isskíptsyootsíiníkyawá?ryi, isskíptsyootsísyawá?ryi 'if he (subordinate) scared them (3)'; ooxtóókisattsíiníkyaawélksi, ooxtóókisattsísyawélksi 'if they (subordinate) interpret for them (3)'.

The unreal mode is scarcely represented in examples given by Uhlenbeck in his discussion of "centripetal" forms (Concise Grammar of Blackfoot, paragraph 100, page 187). His only example (singular subordinate person acts on singular higher person) has -o:k-: máxkstaisiksipokopiaie 'fourth person would bite (have bitten) third person'. One may assume from this that the allomorphy in the unreal mode parallels that of the in-
dicative modes.

745.4 The last subgroup of relator number four indexes action
by second persons on first persons. There are two allomorphs,
-o:ki- and -o:ki-. -o:ki- is found in the conjunctive mode,
while -o:ki- occurs elsewhere. Note that the only imperative
constructions which include a relator are found in this sub-
group.

Conjunctive examples are: kitámmokssi 'that you (sg)
invited me'; kitaníkkssi 'that you (sg) said to me';
kitámmokssinnanañ'i 'that you (sg and pl) invited us';
kitskítfitsyookssowaañ'i 'that you (pl) scared me'.

No examples are available for the relative conjunctive
mode; on the analogy of the second subgroup (745.3), it is as-
sumed that the relative conjunctive has the same allomorph as
the other modes. Examples from indicative, subjunctive, and
unreal modes follow: kitsiniööki 'you (sg) saw me';
kikítaañakányoookkixpinnanñañ'a 'did you (sg and pl) pierce us?';
kitsínñixkakkixpowaañwa 'you (pl) called me'; issámmokita
'look thou at me!'; issámmokika 'look ye at me!';
miinñaxkányoookkika 'do ye not pierce me!'; kóonookinnanañña
'find thou, ye us!'; miinñaaxkúnakkinñañña 'do thou, ye not
shoot us!'; isskítfitsyookkinikiki 'if you (sg) scare me';
sauokkóokinik (from Uhlenbeck) 'if you (sg) do not give
her to me'; ottakókinnaaniki 'if you (sg and pl) give us a
drink'; isskíi'tsyookinowenú'ni 'if you (pl) scare me';
káxkaíiksisipokíxtopi 'you (sg) would bite (have bitten) me';
káxkaíiksisipokíxpinanopi 'you (sg and pl) would bite (have
bitten) us'; káxkaíiksisipokíxpuauopi 'you (pl) would bite
(have bitten) me'.

746. The fifth relator indexes action by first or second
persons on inanimate third persons. As is the case of the
relator in analogous transitive animate constructions, this
relator also indicates action on inanimate third persons by
indefinite actors. There are several allomorphs of the relator.

In the indicative modes the relator has the shape -iSp-.

Examples of constructions containing this relator are:
nimáätssksinii'paatsya 'I do not know (it)';
kimááttskwëni'peitsyaawà 'you (sg) did not pierce them';
nitóóyóo'atsatoo'pinnanàwa 'we (excl) are cooking it';
áakitsskisíi'pyaaawà 'we (incl) will dry them';
kitsínni'powawa(wa)yi 'you (pl) seized it';
kitsíiksstsíi'powayaawa 'you (pl) are biting them
itsépuxtoo'mpa 'it was put away, somebody put it away';
ipsa'pa 'it was cooked, somebody cooked it';
ayíistapaapikíi'pyaa wa 'they got thrown away, somebody threw
them away'.


In the conjunctive modes the relator allomorph has the shape -Ø-. Examples:

nitsawāa?pixkaxtoo?si 'that I did not sell it';
kitsii?katoo?si, kitci?katooxsi 'that you (sg) kicked it';
nitsii?sattsini?sinnaani?i 'that we (excl) did not slit it';
sayi?katooxsysaa?wa 'that we (incl) kicked them';
sa?iisii?katoo?si 'that we (incl) did not kick it';

In the subjunctive mode the relator has the shape -Ø- when the subject is inclusive first person plural or indefinite, but -m- elsewhere: silkatoor?kyaawwa 'if we kick them'; i?si?ki 'if it is cooked, if somebody cooks it';
aorino?kyaawwa 'when they get wrapped up, when somebody wraps them up'; sii?katoo?minnanaa?ki 'if we (excl) kick it';
sii?katoo?minikyaawwa 'if I, you (sg) kick them';
aapisskisinimoo?ini?kki 'when you (pl) know (it)'.

Two shapes of this relator are found in transitive inanimate constructions belonging to the unreal mode. In the exclusive first person plural and in the second person plural the shape is probably -iSp-, as in indicative modes, (The uncertainty about the proper shape of the allomorph is due to the difficulty in interpreting Uhlenbeck's examples.) Elsewhere the shape is -iSt- (or -St-). Examples are all from Uhlenbeck: náxkstaisiksitsixpinanopi 'if we (excl) might
but bite it'; káxkstaísiksíksísípúàwòppi 'if you (pl) might but bite it'; káxkstaísiksíksísípúàwòppi 'if you (pl) might but bite them'; nitáксıtísíxtopti 'if I liked it (had liked it)'; náxkstaísiksíksísíxtopti 'if I might but bite them'; kikámauaatıxtopti 'were it but possible that you (sg) might eat it (but it is not)'; áxkstaísiksíksísíxtopti 'if we (incl) might but bite it'.

747. The sixth and last relator indexes action by third and subordinate persons on inanimate third persons.

In the indicative modes this relator has two allomorphs. With certain themes the shape is -imm-. The other allomorph has the shape -im-. The themes with which -imm- appear almost all end in consonants but they are distinguished in no way from themes of similar shape which take -im-.

Representative indicative examples are the following:
payífíксɨ́mmà?iyi 'he (3) chopped it (wood)'; sayífíkatoomà?iyi 'he (3) kicked it'; axkánimíxists 'he (3) pierced them'; siináímysaawà?iyi 'they (3) drew it'; ákainímmysaawíxists 'they (3) already saw them'; máátssksímmíksiyaawà?iyi 'they (3) did not know (it)'; éëšíksístímmysaawíxists 'they (3) are biting them'; máátsskstímmíksiyaawíxists 'they (3) did not bite them'; mátasítsimàtsinrai (from Uhlenbeck) 'he (4) did not like it'; stámó?tsímmíxíxists 'then he (4) took them'. Examples with sub-
ordinate plural subject are lacking.

In the conjunctive and subjunctive modes this relator has no overt allomorph.

Conjunctive examples are: otsíí?isísyíyi 'that he cooked it'; otsá?uxkatooxsà?yi 'that he did not bark at it'; otsíí?sisiksaíni?syà?yi 'that he (3) did not smash it to bits'; otsá?issinnyéists 'that he (3) did not break them'; mákksyoowatooxpyaawà?yi 'which they (3) might eat'; otsíí?katooxsyawéists 'that they (3) kicked them'. Examples are not available for fourth person subjects.

Subjunctive constructions of this kind are rare. The writer collected only one paradigm, and Uhlenbeck gave no paradigmatic examples in his grammar. Examples from the author's paradigm are: siííkatoóósyéists 'that he (3) kicked them'; siííkatoóósyawà?yi 'that they (3) kicked it'.

In the unreal mode the relator has the shape -im-. Whether an allomorph -imm- occurs in this mode (as in the indicative) is unknown, but it seems likely. Examples are taken as usual, from Uhlenbeck's grammar, paragraph 87, page 168:
áxkstaisiktsimopiaie 'if he (3) might but bite it';
áxkstaisiktsimopinaie 'if he (4) might but bite it';
áxkstaisiktsimopiauiaie 'if they (3) might but bite it';
áxkstaisiktsimopiaists 'if he (3) might but bite them';
áxkstaisiktsimopiauaists 'if they (3) might but bite them'.
750. As was mentioned above in the grammatical overview, the number of elements which may function as preverbs is rather large. The listing and description of all the elements which may appear as preverbs would be a major undertaking; to do so is not necessary for two reasons. The first reason is that since most of these elements have lexical meaning, a strong case can be made for relegating their description to the dictionary. A second, purely practical, reason is that Uhlenbeck has already compiled an extensive list of these elements, together with textual examples, see paragraphs 89-92 and 113-119 in A Concise Grammar of Blackfoot. As a matter of fact, virtually the only major difference which would be found in a new compilation would be the morphophonemic shape of the preverbs, again more a problem for a dictionary than for a grammar.

For the above reasons, the attention in this section will be directed toward describing those elements whose meaning is clearly grammatical. An important feature of the description of preverbs of this kind is the specification of the kind of personal prefixes (i.e., independent or dependent) which may directly precede them. Unless mention is made to the contrary it is to be understood that the preverb is preceded by personal prefixes in their dependent form, that is, by personal prefixes without intercalated ||t||. To be described are preverbs with aspectual, modal (including negative and interrogative), and anaphoric (concordal) function.
751. Preverbs with aspectual meaning.

751.1 The preverb -aa- means either that the action of the verb is actually in progress (the commonest meaning), or that the action occurs generally. Uhlenbeck has termed the former the durative aspect, the latter the iterative aspect. The correct meaning for a given construction is apparently to be deduced from the large context of the verbal construction. Personal prefixes with -aa- are always independent. -aa- occurs widely in constructions belonging to the independent order, least often in the imperative mode; in the dependent order, -aa- appears to occur only in the conjunctive mode. Examples are:
nit′assinnixpa 'I am breaking it by hand'; nit′ē′saamʔi 'I am hunting, I hunt'; nitʼoʔyi 'I am eating'; nit′aaksstakixpinnaanʔa 'we are counting, we count'; āaakitēnʔixkyoʔpa 'we are going to be singing'; ā′awaawʔaxkaayaaʔwa 'they are walking';
kitēnʔixkixpa 'are you singing?'; nim’aatēxyooʔkaaxpa 'I am not sleeping'; kaakitē′poyita 'just remain thou standing there!'; maanistē′paxpoyissiʔaʔyi 'as she went on shaking it'; otsiṭtēpoʔiyixpi 'where she was standing'; otsiṭtōʔiyixpyaaʔwa 'where they are feeding'.

751.2 The preverb -ayaak- designates an imminent occurrence of the verbal action. -ayaak- is often equated by Blackfoot speakers with the English future. A preverb of identical
shape also designates a repeated performance of a verbal action. Whether two distinct preverbs are at issue here, or only one, has not yet been determined; solution of this problem should have high priority in future investigation. -ayaak- usually has the phonemic shape /áaak/; the deletion of y is apparently facultative, although generally found. Before -ayaak- the personal prefixes are independent in form.

This preverb occurs in the author's corpus almost entirely in non-imperative constructions belonging to the independent order. In paragraph 92 of the Concise Grammar of Blackfoot, where Uhlenbeck discusses this preverb, he cites only independent order constructions, but in paragraph 85, and again in paragraph 86, he implies that the same preverb may occur in dependent order constructions belonging respectively to the conjunctive and subjunctive modes. It seems almost certain to this writer that the preverb found in the dependent order constructions is not -ayaak-, but -ak-, which is discussed below in section 462.2. Typical examples are the following (glosses have not been normalized; they are just as supplied by informants):

nimáá\text{tayà}akuxpokàopiim\text{t}aatsya 'I will not marry her';
ákaayàakpinako\text{v}a 'It is already dawning,'; ákaayàaksskoo\text{v}a 'he is going to go back already'; nitáyàakitsinikatoo\text{v}a 'I am going to recount'; nitáakuxpti\text{p}i 'I'm going to jump';
táakótoyisoomo?si 'I'll go get water'; kitáakitsapípyu
'I will make you go there'; kitáakitsyaapsstsii?yi 'you'll
be blind'; kitáaktistamattsyooka 'she will show you';
áakukkanél?poyo?pa 'we're all going to talk';
máátàakattôonawonootsyo?pa 'we'll never be hungry again';
áaksskoo?wa 'he is going back'; áakikannisi?wa 'he is
falling backwards'; máátàakukkotssin?ixkwaatsya 'he won't
be able to sing'; áaksiipoylxka 'they say it was nearly
summer'; máátàakattitssksapuxpiixtïksya?wa 'they will
not fall back in again'. Examples in which the preverb has
repetitive meaning are: itáakâni?wa 'he went right on saying';
itáaksi?nitsiiwe?ks 'he kept on killing them';
ixtsítáaksinnyooxpii?yixkyaa?wa 'they say that they kept jumping
down from it'.

751.3 It should also be noted that the absence of an
aspectual (or modal) preverb in a construction has grammatical
meaning. Generally indicated is that the action occurred at an
indefinite time (usually understood as past), without repetition.
Constructions of this kind are here termed aorist. When this
type of construction has no personal prefix, initial change
and other phenomena of initial morphophonemics often overtly
signal that the construction is aorist. Representative
examples are: itsí?ni?wa 'he died, he dies'; nitáakáníi?pa
'I sewed it, I sew it'; kitsipíkssí 'that you (sg) pounded,
that you pound'; kitsín?ixkipowaa?wa 'you (pl) sang, you sing';
itsipímyaa?wa, payímyaa?wa 'they entered, they enter';
issksinóóki?wa 'he (3) knew, recognized us, he knows, recognizes
us'; otsinówaaxsi 'that, when he (3) saw, he sees him (4)';

752. Preverbs with modal meaning.

752.1 Probably the most frequently encountered preverb of this
type appears in two allomorphs: -o:Sk- (or -ooSk-), always with
accretive n-, is found only in imperative constructions, and
always in absolutely initial position\(^1\); -a:Sk- (or -aaSk-) is

\(^1\) Uhlenbeck considered this a separate preverb with "con-
cessive" meaning: 'to be sure, it is true, though, however,
at least, somehow, please'. There is a small amount of evi-
dence that Uhlenbeck's analysis—as opposed to that presented
here— is correct.

found elsewhere.

The meaning of the preverb is not easy to define. In
imperative constructions it seems to mollify the imperative
tone; constructions containing no:Sk- are generally translated
by informants with 'please' or 'would you kindly'. In other
verbal forms the presence of -a:Sk- seems to convert a con-
struction which is otherwise independent to dependent or
virtually dependent status. Constructions of this kind may
be imperatives ('let me --, let us --, let him --'), dubitatives
('I suppose, I guess that --'), conditionals ('I may, I might --'),
purposives ('so that I might, I could —'), resultatives ('so that I —'); or still others difficult to classify. (The problem is probably more in English than in Blackfoot.) Examples are:

nooxk̑sin?ixkuxtookika 'please sing ye to me!';
nooxk̑oo?tsisaaxkookita 'please give thou me a smoke, give me a cigarette!'; káxkitanista?wa 'do thou ask her!'; káxko?taxko?sspowadyi 'do ye go fetch the meat!'; axkitstyowata?wa 'let us eat him!';
akxito?totaxko?siyaa?wa 'let them go fetch the meat!';
sitaxkanisṯe'ksim?sstaaxpowaa?wa 'you must be thinking';
akxamanisṯi?wa 'perhaps it is so';
akxsisṯi?qnankanisṯeistotoyiwaatsya 'so that is how he has been treating him!'; nákxituxpokāopiima 'that I would marry her';
káxkanistsitoo?tooxpi 'how you (sg) may get there';
máxk̑isputtaan?i 'that he could fly'; nákuxtsissitapiiyixpineenaan?a 'so we can use it'; nákuxtsatotaxka 'so that I have fuel';
kákuxk̑uttsi?nitaaxsi 'so that you can kill him';
kaxko?ksyowatooo?powadayi 'so you can eat it raw';
máxk̑uxk̑óyinim?ssi 'in order (for him) to find out';
akxutsiistapaa?pståtsiiksiínssko 'so there will be snakes from her in the future'; áxkuxtsítokoopsska?wa 'so she can make broth with (them)'.

752.2 A preverb which is similar (if not functionally identical) to the preceding has the shape -ak-. This preverb always follows
the personal prefix directly. Examples:

nākuxkawaanists ʔěč ʔěč 'oh just let me do that!';
kākuxkatsitslʔkowaʔyi 'just let you (sg) join the game!';
āksikakawʔaxkanyaakyoʔpa 'let us sew!'; mákuxkaanisokaaʔsimʔsi
'that he might have a new coat'; mákuxtssimixpyaaʔwa 'so that
they can drink through it'; mákuxkitssksinísí 'so that he can
find out, in order to find out'.

What the syntactic differences are, if any, between -ak-
and -a:Sk- is unknown. This is an area which should be in-
vestigated further, since it is quite possible that the two
are syntactic equivalents, but with subtle semantic differences.

752.3 A preverb with pure imperative meaning has the initial
shape an-, non-initial -on-. This preverb appears with verbal
forms which are structurally already imperative, and in these
forms the prefix apparently reinforces the imperative meaning.
Forms which are structurally not imperatives have imperative
meaning when the preverb is present. Examples are:
anʔsskóota 'go thou back!'; anípaxpoyit 'shake thou,
shake away!'; aníIkaitapiitsinikookita 'tell thou me a tra-
ditional tale, an old time story!'; áxkunaxkanyaakyoʔpa 'let
us sew!'; kúníiksitapiitsinikyoʔpa 'let us tell traditional
tales!'; anʔsákapisoxsi (normalized from Uhlenbeck) 'let him
come out!'
752.4 The preverb -Ikkam- is found in dependent order constructions, most commonly in the subjunctive. It is also found in constructions belonging to the independent order when the latter have been rendered dependent in force by the preverb -a:Sk-. All of the references of -Ikkam- are contrary to fact, roughly 'if':  
\text{ikkámyoo?kënniki} 'if you go to sleep'; \text{ikkám}axkanyaakisi  
'if he sews'; \text{ikkamá?takisa?yi} 'if he (4) is pleased';  
\text{ikkamá?kyootsinnana?kí} 'if we (excl) get hit';  
\text{ikkamóttakuyiiní?kí} 'if I give you (sg) a drink of water';  
\text{náxksikkam}axkanyaaki 'I might sew'; \text{náxksikkamaar?waxkanya?wa}  
'I suppose that I am puncturing him'; \text{nikkám?axkaar?yixto?pi} (normalized from Uhlenbeck) 'were it possible that I came home (but it is not)'.

752.5 A preverb of the shape \text{a?}- is often found in subjunctive constructions. With \text{a?}- the meaning of the subjunctive construction is unambiguously 'when, whenever ---'. Examples:  
\text{é?niinikí (\text{||?|} of the stem is elided, see 342.6 above)}  
'when I die'; \text{é?pyo?kí} 'when, whenever we come in';  
\text{é?soóta?í} 'when, whenever it rains'; \text{ao?takú?i} 'when it is evening, in the evening'; \text{ë?isski?tsyaasgéksi} 'whenever he (3) scares them (4)'; \text{a?ttakuyiiní?kí (\text{||?|} of the preverb is elided, see 342.6 above)} 'when I give you a drink'.

What is apparently the same preverb is sometimes found in independent constructions of indicative type. The preverb
is always absolutely initial in its construction; this seems
to eliminate the possibility of appearance in a construction
with a personal prefix. The meaning of ap- in this use is
unknown, but it must be modal. Examples are: gi?samuyi
'long ago'; gi?tamo?taa?paiyàaksyôyixkyaa wa 'they ate what-
soever they could'; ao?pomatapuxtkooxs?yixki 'then they
began to sicken'; gi?tapotsiistapoo?wa 'she went down the
slope'; à?issk?piiwôoyixkyaa?wa 'they went a very long way';
ìi?tapaoôksyoyixkyaa?wa 'they were eating everything raw'.

752.6 There are several negative preverbs; all are in com-
plementary distribution, so apparently only one morpheme is
involved.

752.61 The preverbs -a:Sk- and the preverb -ak- share
a negative preverb which appears only when one or the other
is present. The shape of this preverb is -ISta?:. Only one
such example occurred in the author's texts, but several
Uhlenbeck examples are available for illustration. The author's
example is á?kssta:yistokitowaxsi 'that a bullet should never
pene?trate his body'. Examples from Uhlenbeck (all from paragraph
85 of the Concise Grammar of Blackfoot) are: ká?kstauxkòtoxsi
'that I shall not give you any'; ká?ksta:takàatskan?i (from
[ka:SkISta?:attakkaatISkaani?]) 'that you should never have a
partner any more'; á?ksta:àipiua '(may it be) that he does not see';
àxkstaisá moyi 'let it not be a long time'; màkstaínitiaksi 'that he should not be killed'.

-ÎSta - also appears in the affirmative of Uhlenbeck's "non-suppositional potentialis" (paragraph 87, Concise Grammar of Blackfoot). Uhlenbeck wrongly attributes negative meaning to -ÎSta? - here, since truly negative constructions of this type have the expectable -isa:. The exact meaning of -ÎSta? - in these constructions is unclear.

An interrogative use of -ÎSta? - is mentioned below in 762.73.

The distribution of the remaining negative preverbs depends in part on the order and modal structure of the construction in which they appear, in part on the position (i.e., initial or following a non-affixal element) of the preverb in the construction.

752.62 In the non-imperative modes of the independent order the negative preverb is maat-. maat- may be preceded only by personal prefixes. This negative if regularly found in constructions belonging to the negative-interrogative mode, but it also appears rather often in indicative constructions.

Examples in negative-interrogative constructions:
nimáátomóonootssá 'I am, was not hungry'; màátsikop'ummaatsya 'he was not afraid'; màátsiiksstooyiwaats 'it is, was not very cold'; nimáátssimatooxpaatsya 'I did not drink it';
kimaatuxkottuxkiímatuxpa 'I (male) cannot marry you (female)';
mááltuxkoonoyíwaatsyáyi 'he (3) did not find him (4)';
mááltaaw?axkàniiimaatsyay 'she is not sewing it';
nimááltaaaw?axkàniiipinnaanfístsyáawá 'we are not sewing them';

Examples in indicative constructions:
nimááltssksiníipá 'I do not know (it)'; nimááltatsinowáwwa 'I did not see him again'; nimááltssksinoannaanyáwwa 'we do not know them'; mááltśituxkotokkskáawásiíwwa 'he could not run'; mááltśyoo?kaawá 'he is not sleeping'; mááltuyiiyaawéiks 'they did not shoot them'.

752.63 The preverb miin- (see above, section 355) is found only in imperatives. miin- appears not only in genuine (i.e., second person) imperative constructions, but also in certain prefixless conjunctive constructions which have imperative force. None of the latter occur in the author's field notes, but many were collected by Uhlenbeck, some of whose examples are cited below.

Examples of miin- in imperative constructions:
maanípisata 'do thou not shout!'; piiníistapooa 'do thou not leave'; miinápsiksstakíka 'do ye not bite!';
piiníaxkánisaáwá 'do thou not pierce, sew them!';
piíníssámmokíta 'do thou not look at me!'; miinákaamooípsíta 'thou shalt not steal!'

Examples of miin- in conjunctive constructions, all from Uhlenbeck: máíntatstítsís 'let there be no one'; máakteuoxs
'let (the nights) not be many!'; pínpioks 'let it not be far!'; pínksipaxs 'let him not bite him!'; pínksipaxsauaiks 'let them not bite them!'

The preverb kataʔ- is found in unreal constructions when no other preverb is present. Examples are from Uhlenbeck: kátaistauopi 'if it did not rain'; níkátaisikstakixtopi 'if I should not bite him'.

752.64 The remaining environments have a preverb which appears in two shapes, -saʔ- and -saː-. -saʔ- is found when the first consonant of the following morpheme begins with s or S; -saː- is found elsewhere.

This preverb is the usual negative for the conjunctive and subjunctive modes of the dependent order. It is also the regular negative in the other modes when the negative does not immediately follow the personal prefix.

Examples in conjunctive constructions:

otséjí?sockim?axsåʔyi 'that he did not doctor him'; otsáʔissinnyåʔyi 'that he did not break it'; nítsáʔissakim?maxsi 'that I did not forget him'; nítséjí?sjíʔkatooʔsi 'that I did not kick it'; nítsawóʔtooxsi 'that I did not come'; nítsawám?maxsi 'that I did not invite him'; nítsawáʔpixkaxtooʔsi 'that I did not sell it'; nítséjí?sjíʔsi 'that I did not cook it'; otsaikóʔpuxsi 'that he is not afraid'; otsýiʔssksipisåʔyi 'that he did not tie it'; saswóʔtaasʔsi 'that we did not come'; saswám?maxsi 'that we did not invite him'. 
Examples in subjunctive constructions:

 sépsínacsínilíki 'if, when he does not draw my picture';
 ikkám sépsínacínilíki 'if I do not draw his picture';
 xiśawatooxpotasi 'when it snows no more'; saayóópakélíki
 'if you do not sleep'.

 Uhlenbeck gives only three relevant examples of -sa-:
in his discussion of the unreal mode (Concise Grammar, para-
graph 87). These are níkómsausikstakixtopi 'if I might but
not bite'; níkómsausiko sipauopi 'if I might but not bite him';
níkómsausikstsixtopi 'if I might but not bite it'. Even these
examples are somewhat suspicious, since following the negative
preverb one would expect /i/ rather than /o/ (u in the Uhlen-
beck transcription).

 Indicative examples are also rare; none occurred in the
author's field notes. The following examples are from
Uhlenbeck's texts: ítsaauyksitsipimáa 'they could not go
in there'; kimáuksaisksínakáisksiks 'why don't you know where
he is?'; kitaítsauáipësk 'you are the only one that does not
dance'; ítsaauyksipáipë 'he had no eyes any more';
katsauáuiáau 'the reason they do not eat (meat)';
ítsáuoitsimíuáae 'then he did not run from him'.

752.7 Preverbs with interrogative meaning.

752.71 A preverb meaning 'why?' with the shape -maok-,
occurs in constructions in the (independent) indicative
mode. Examples: kímaokaaw'axkánysaaki 'why are you sewing?'; kímaokitsspyståttam:ssookixpowaaw'essksi 'why do you give me (gut fat) to savor?'; kímaokaniisska 'why do you say?'; nímaoksawaanists (normalized from Uhlenbeck) 'why did not I do it thus?'.

752.72 The preverb kata?- has already been met in negative function (522, 762.63). With this preverb in independent order construction with negative-interrogative modal affixes is unambiguously interrogative. Examples: nikatfi?nixpa 'am I dying?'; kikatfi?nookixpa 'did you (sg) see me?'; kikata?iissksinowaaaw'iksyaa?wa 'do you (pl) know them?'; kikát o?moonootsspowaaw'wa 'are you (pl) hungry?'; kátiptstsiippa 'is there any?'; káta?èttakiwaatsiks 'is he skinning?'; káta?waxkánysaakiw'iksyaa?wa 'are they sewing?'.

752.73 Also already encountered in negative function is the preverb -Ista?- . One example of this preverb was collected with unambiguous interrogative meaning, not surprising in view of the generally close relationship in this language between negative and interrogative. The example is náxksata?waxkánysaakisi 'whether I am sewing'.

753. There are six anaphoric preverbs, four of which are statistically very common.

753.1 An anaphoric preverb which is found in almost all independent verbal constructions, especially in narrative style,
has two allomorphs. The imperative mode of the independent order and the subjunctive mode of the dependent order have -ist- when the preverb is initial in its own construction, but -it- elsewhere. -it- is found in all positions in the other modes.

This preverb is also occasionally encountered with an extension of -ap-, so: istap-, -itap-.

Personal prefixes with this preverb are independent.

In true anaphoric function the semantic reference of this preverb is both spatial and temporal: 'right there, in that place', and 'right then, at that time'. When no antecedent is present the meaning is 'so, in a certain way'.

Examples in anaphoric function:
koookotúyi itáa?pooxpíi?piiyaa?wa 'they were jumping around on the ice'; án?nuxkay kóo?kúsi áakíte··n?ixkyo?pa 'tonight we will sing and sing'; osíi?kaani ituxkítopíi?yíxka 'they say he was sitting atop his bed'; kítsítré?kiíxpa ánno 'what are you (sg) doing there?'; mattsítsápoo?toókita mii skinítsimaan?i 'put thou me back in that sack again!'.

Examples without anaphora:
itsitáótoksápiisíxkyáa?wa 'they say they would then stick there'; nitsítooxtsií?pa 'then I heard it'; itani'stísíiway 'so he (3) told her (4)'; itsí?nixaxpi 'where he was killed'; táákitapó 'I shall go over there'; itsitápikkináitapux táokssási?íxka 'they say that he then went running quietly thither';
istsípaxapaapiksikita 'just shake thou it!'; etsítsíyaaʔwa
'when they go in'; istsáupisi, cilítáupisi (from Uhlenbeck)
'if she is there or if she is not there'.

753.2 An anaphoric preverb of the shape -anist-, sometimes
with an extension of -sp-, has the meanings 'so, as, how,
on account of, accordingly, in that way, just like that, etc.'
The preverb is frequently encountered.

Examples in anaphoric function:
ánni istskáání stámanistsinattsíʔyixka 'it is said to have
looked just like dust'; nituxkitopíssini naanistóʔtatóamipoʔt-
ookooʔwa 'on account of my riding skill I was given first place';
ánnya naanistsítsínikooʔyixpi ki ánnya naanistsítsínikataʔwa
'thus I was told it, and thus I have told it';

In non-anaphoric function:
naanistáaaksísamiiʔkoanʔixki 'as long as I want to play';
maanistáattsáʔpsspi 'crazy as, like he was';
maanistssam Mitsitapiiʔyixpi 'so evil was he';
maanistsitskíʔtootooʔtooxpi 'when he got back there';
itánistsíksíʔstáʔyixka 'he is supposed to have then thought';
aanistsítsínikookinaamyaʔwa 'they recounted to us how —'
aanistsíʔtoosa 'heed thou her!'; maanistápopiixýákks (normalized
from Uhlenbeck) 'as they were sitting';
tsa kanistápapáʔakatsimápxa (from Uhlenbeck) 'how did you
steer the ears of the lodge about?'

753.3 Three preverbs occur in a number of predictable allomorphs described in section 354 above. In the following discussion, one shape has been chosen arbitrarily to represent the morpheme for purposes of identification. This allomorph is the non-initial allomorph found following elements other than the personal prefixes.

753.31 The statistically common preverb -o:St- means 'with, from, by means of'. Some examples have already been given in the discussion of the morphophonemics of this group of preverbs. Additional anaphoric examples are: iixtssími?wa ááníikoyii 'he drank of west water' (literally this is 'water from up-stream, up west'; this is a euphemistic expression meaning that a person is 'crazy as a Flathead'); apámuxtsi iixtöo?tòo?wa 'he came from across the ocean'; ótstssimaana iixtssáyaa?wa '(cattle) branded with his brand'; ám?nuxka nímuxtsipiixpi 'my reason for entering'; ánnistsiyayi nitáakuxtsstoyim'i 'those are the ones (berries) I will winter on'. Additional non-anaphoric examples are.

iixtšía?ixyopiks 'tape recorders'; ám?uxte?txuyay 'where he came from'; máttuxtaa?pawaw?axkaayixka 'they say he was strolling around again'.

753.32 The preverb -o:Sp-, also found with an extension of -ok- (-o:Spok-) means 'with, together, in the company of'. 
Additional examples of this preverb in anaphoric function (from Uhlenbeck) are: omístšíksi pokáiks ixpísaksíu 'he then went out with those children'; páupit eetan 'sit with a saddle!'. Additional non-anaphoric examples are: ním?uxpëesínaakoo 'my picture was taken together with (them)'; óm?uxpátòom?í 'her lover, her "side husband"'; sootám?uxpsowòoyinay 'then he waded in'; sootámikakuxpsiimyàa?pawaaw?axkaa?wa 'so he just kept it to himself, so he just went around keeping quiet about it'; iixpókixpiimíi?wa 'he dances with him'; pókii?puyita (normalized from Uhlenbeck) 'talk repeating!'; áxkatuxpokaxkaayo?pa 'let us go home again together!'; nítxuxpokitaopiima?wa 'I stayed with him'.

753.33 The preverb -o:Sk- means 'as much, so much'.

The preverb occurs but rarely in the author's corpus, and it is also not frequent in Uhlenbeck's texts. Some examples were given above in section 354, additional examples are given below, most taken from Uhlenbeck. Anaphoric examples: ánnumay ním?uxkán?í 'this is as much as I have to say'; ánnumaie nímxoxksínoau 'that was the last I saw of him' (i.e., 'that is as much as I saw him'); ánnumaie iixsínoyu 'that was the last he saw of him'; ánnumaie nímxokitsiníki 'my story is ended' (i.e., 'this is as much as I relate');
ánnimaie ixkakótsiu 'the boiling is ended' (i.e. 'so much is the boiling'); ánnimaie iksksínuyiu 'that is the end of what he knows about him' (i.e. 'that is as much as he knows about him'). Non-anaphoric example: mákuxkuxkuiisskisinisi 'so he could find out as much as he could'.

753.4 A preverb meaning 'therefore, for this reason' has the shape -kat- or -kat-. This preverb occurs in the author's corpus only three times, twice with the first transcription, once with the second. Uhlenbeck collected several examples, all of which are listed together in paragraph 88 of the Concise C. Examples: nikááten?ixki 'I am singing for that reason'; nikátaaw?axkanyaaki 'that is why I am sewing'; káataoksskasiwa 'because he is running'. From Uhlenbeck: kátaišåkimií 'that is why they are short-furred'; káxoinopa 'that is why we (incl) die'; katsauámaau ñksisakui 'that is why they do not eat meat'.

760. In order to complete the description of verbal inflection, it is necessary to specify in a formal way the sequential relationships of the inflectional elements which occur in the verbal complex. Following this specification is an alphabetical listing of all the affixes described in section 700. With each affix in the alphabetical listing is given a brief identification and a reference to the section in which the affix is described or discussed. Not included
in the section citations are general statements made without specific mention of particular affixes.

761. Preceding the theme are two distinct structural positions in which inflectional morphemes appear.

In the position next to the theme are found the **preverbs** (750).

Preceding the preverbs is a position in which are found the **personal prefixes** (712-715).

Following the theme are six suffixing positions.

Immediately following the theme, in suffix position number one, are the **relator** morphemes described in sections 740-747.

In suffix position number 2, immediately following the relators, appear most of the **modal suffixes**: indicative (725), the negative-interrogative suffix which appears in higher-person constructions (726), historical (727), conjunctive mode (730), relative conjunctive (731), the subjunctive suffix which appears in lower-person constructions, (732.1) and the first suffix of the unreal mode (733).

Suffix position number 3 has **number** suffixes: the pluralizers for the exclusive first person and the second person (712.1, 713) and the suffixes of the imperative (713.1).

Following these, in position number 4, are again **modal** suffixes: the subjunctive suffixes which appear in higher-person constructions (732.1), the suffixes of the
negative-interrogative mode which appear in lower-person constructions (726), and the second suffix of the unreal mode (733).

In suffix position number 5 are number suffixes which appear with lower persons; these are the singular suffix of the subordinate person and the general pluralizing suffix for third and fourth (subordinate) persons (715). Also here are the two suffixes which mark order (720-722).

Position number 6 contains the suffixes which mark lower persons (715). When all participants in a transitive construction are plural lower persons, the pluralizing suffix of position 5 may appear twice in the same construction with two different personal suffixes from position 6.

762. Alphabetical listing

-\(\text{a}\)

Personal suffix, third person (715, 715.1, 715.3, 715.5).

-\(\text{a}\)

Order suffix, independent order (721).

-\(\text{a:-}\)

Relator, higher person(s) on lower animate person(s) (742); indefinite person on lower person(s) (742); lower person(s) on subordinate person(s) (conjunctive, relative conjunctive, subjunctive modes) (743).

-\(\text{aa-}\)

Aspektual preverb, durative and iterative aspects (751.1).

-\(\text{aati-}\), -\(\text{aatiki-}\)

Modal suffix, negative-interrogative mode, singular lower person (726).

-\(\text{aiki-}\)

Modal suffix, negative-interrogative mode, plural animate lower persons (726).
-aisti- Modal suffix, negative-interrogative mode, plural inanimate lower persons (726).

-ak- Modal preverb, hortative and subordinative (752.2).

an- Modal preverb in initial form, hortative (752.3).

-a:nist-, -a:nistap- Anaphoric preverb 'as, so, how, in a certain way' (753.2).

-a:Sk- Modal preverb, hortative and subordinative (752.1).

-ayaak- Aspectual preverb, imminent and repetitive aspects (751.2).

-ayi- Personal suffix, singular subordinate person in certain dependent modes (715, 715.3, 715.6).

a?- Modal prefix, 'when, whenever' (subjunctive mode) (752.5).

-i- Personal suffix, singular subordinate person (715, 715.2); singular inanimate person (715, 715.1, 715.2).

-i Order suffix, dependent order (722).

-i'i- Relator, lower person(s) on subordinate person(s) (indicative and unreal modes) (743).

-iinik- Modal suffix, subjunctive mode of certain persons (732.1, 732.3).

-iinowaa- Number suffix, second person plural (subjunctive mode only) (713).

-iIyi- Relator, lower person(s) on certain higher person(s) (conjunctive mode only) (745.2); subordinate person(s) on lower person(s) (conjunctive mode only) (745.3).

-iiyi- Relator, subordinate person(s) on lower person(s) (relative conjunctive and subjunctive modes) (745.3).

-ik- Number suffix, plural actor (imperative mode) (713.1).
-ik-
Modal suffix, subjunctive mode (first person plural exclusive constructions) (732.1).

-iki-
Person suffix, plural subordinate person (715, 715.2, 715.6).

-Ikam-
Modal preverb, 'if' (752.4).

-im-, -imm-
Relator, lower person(s) on inanimate lower person(s) (indicative and unreal modes) (747).

-in-
Number suffix, subordinate person singular (715).

-iSk-
Modal suffix, historical mode (727).

-i:Sk-
Anaphoric preverb in one initial form, 'as much, so much' (354, 753.33).

-iSp-
Relator, higher person(s) on inanimate person(s); indefinite person on inanimate person(s) (indicative and unreal modes) (746).

-i:Sp-, -i:Spok-
Anaphoric preverb in one initial form, 'with, together, in company of' (354, 753.32).

-ist-, -istap-
Anaphoric preverb in one initial form, 'there, then, in that direction (753.1).

-iSt-
Relator, certain higher person(s) on inanimate person(s) (unreal mode) (746). The shape is possibly -St-.

i:St-
Anaphoric preverb in one initial form 'with, from, by means of' (354, 753.31).

-iSta -
Modal preverb, negative and interrogative (752.61, 752.73).

-isti-
Gender-number suffix, inanimate plural (715, 715.1, 715.2).

-it-
Number suffix, singular actor (imperative mode) (713.1).

-it-, -itap-
Anaphoric preverb, same as ist-, istap-, which see.
k-
Anaphoric preverb in one initial form (unattested); same as i:Sk-, which see.

-k-
Number suffix, plural actor (imperative mode, transitive constructions) (713.1).

-kaat-
Anaphoric preverb, 'therefore, for this reason' (753.4). The shape is possibly -kat-.

-kata?- Modal preverb, negative and interrogative (522, 752.63, 752.72).

ki-
Personal prefix, second person (713).

m-
Personal prefix, third and subordinate persons (certain dependent modes) (715).

-m-
Relator, higher persons on inanimate person(s) (subjunctive mode) (746).

-maat-
Modal preverb, negative (752.62).

-maok-
Modal preverb, interrogative, 'why' (752.71).

-min-
Modal preverb, prohibitive (355, 752.63).

-mo:Sk-
Anaphoric preverb, same as i:Sk-, which see.

-mo:Sp-
Anaphoric preverb, same as i:Sp-, which see.

-mo:St-
Anaphoric preverb, same as i:St-, which see.

-n-
Modal suffix, (alternative) conjunctive mode in constructions based on intransitive themes in -aa- (730.1).

ni-
Personal prefix, first person (712).

-nnaan-
Number suffix, exclusive first person plural (712.1).

no:Sk-
Modal preverb, hortative (752.1).

o-
Personal prefix, third and subordinate persons (715, 715.2, 715.5, 715.6).
-o-
Relator, first person(s) on second person(s) (744).

-url-
Number suffix, plural actor (imperative mood) in transitive animate constructions (713.1).

-url-
Relator, lower person(s) on certain higher person(s) (indicative and unreal modes) (745.2); subordinate person(s) on lower person (indicative and unreal modes) (745.3).

-url-
Relator, lower person(s) on certain higher person(s) (indicative and unreal modes) (745.2); lower person(s) on inclusive first person plural (subjunctive mode) (745.2); second person(s) on first person(s) (indicative, relative conjunctive, subjunctive, unreal modes) (745.4).

-url-
Relator, lower person(s) on inclusive first person plural (conjunctive mode) (745.2); second person(s) on first person(s) (conjunctive mode) (745.4).

-url-
Relator, indefinite person on certain higher person(s) (745.2).

-url-
Relator, subordinate person(s) on lower persons (indicative and unreal modes) (745.3).

-url-
Modal preverb, medial form of an-, which see.

-url-
Modal suffix (second), unreal mode (733).

-url-
Anaphoric preverb, same as i:Sk-, which see.

-url-
Anaphoric preverb, same as i:Sp-, which see.

-url-
Anaphoric preverb, same as i:St-, which see.

-url-
Relator, indefinite person on certain higher person(s) (745.2); lower person(s) on certain higher person(s) (subjunctive mode) (745.2); subordinate person(s) on lower person(s) (subjunctive mode) (745.3).

-url-
Number suffix, second person plural (535, 713).
-oʔk-
Modal suffix, subjunctive mode, in inclusive first person plural constructions (732.1).

-ʔoʔp-
Modal suffix, indicative and negative-interrogative modes (relative conjunctive mode?) in inclusive first person plural constructions (725, 726).

-ʔoʔʔs-
Modal suffix, conjunctive mode in inclusive first person plural constructions (730).

-ʔoʔʔt-
Modal suffix (first), unreal mode, in inclusive first person plural constructions (733). The shape might be -ot-.

p-, pok-
Anaphoric preverb in one initial shape, same as iʔSp-, which see.

-s-
Modal suffix, subjunctive mode, lower persons (732.1, 732.2, 732.3).

-saʔ-, -saʔʔ-
Modal preverb, negative (752.64).

-Sk-
Modal suffix, subjunctive mode, in transitive animate constructions in which inclusive first person plural is a participant (732.2, 732.3).

-Sp-
Modal suffix, indicative mode (725); negative-interrogative mode (726); relative conjunctive mode (731); unreal mode (first suffix in certain plural persons) (733).

-Ss-
Conjunctive mode (730, 732.3).

-St-
Modal suffix (first), unreal mode (733).

t-
Anaphoric preverb in one initial form, same as iʔSt-, which see.

-t-, -tt-
Number suffix, singular actor (imperative mode, transitive constructions) (713.1).

-Vs-
Number suffix, singular actor (imperative mode, transitive animate constructions) (713.1).

-waawa-
Number suffix, same was -owawa-, which see.
-yaa-

Number suffix, plural lower persons (715, 715.1, 715.2, 715.3, 715.5, 715.6).